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Abstract We review the physics opportunities of the Future Circular Collider, covering its e+e−, pp, ep and heavy ion
programmes. We describe the measurement capabilities of each FCC component, addressing the study of electroweak, Higgs
and strong interactions, the top quark and flavour, as well as phenomena beyond the Standard Model. We highlight the
synergy and complementarity of the different colliders, which will contribute to a uniquely coherent and ambitious research
programme, providing an unmatchable combination of precision and sensitivity to new physics.
Preface
The 2013 Update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPPU) [1] stated, inter alia, that “…Europe needs to be
in a position to propose an ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at CERN by the time of the next Strategy update” and
that “CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects in a global context, with emphasis on proton–proton
and electron-positron high-energy frontier machines. These design studies should be coupled to a vigorous accelerator R&D
programme, including high-field magnets and high-gradient accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes,
laboratories and universities worldwide”.
CERN Accelerator Reports. Published by CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.
Knowledge transfer is an integral part of CERN’s mission. CERN publishes this volume Open Access under the Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) in order to permit its wide dissemination and use. The submission of a contribution to a
CERN Yellow Reports series shall be deemed to constitute the contributor’s agreement to this copyright and license statement. Contributors are
requested to obtain any clearances that may be necessary for this purpose. This volume is indexed in: CERN Document Server (CDS).
Volume Editors: M. Mangano, P. Azzi, M. Benedikt, A. Blondel, D. Britzger, A. Dainese, M. Dam, J. de Blas, D. D’Enterria, O. Fischer, C.
Grojean, J. Gutleber, C. Gwenlan, C. Helsens, P. Janot, M. Klein, M. McCullough, S. Monteil, J. Poole, M. Ramsey-Musolf, C. Schwanenberger,
M. Selvaggi, T. You, F. Zimmermann.
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In response to this recommendation, the Future Circular Collider (FCC) study was launched [2] as a world-wide international
collaboration under the auspices of the European Committee for Future Accelerators (ECFA). The FCC study was mandated
to deliver a Conceptual Design Report (CDR) in time for the following update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics.
European studies of post-LHC circular energy-frontier accelerators at CERN had actually started a few years earlier, in
2010–2013, for both hadron [3–5] and lepton colliders [6–8], at the time called HE-LHC/VHE-LHC and LEP3/DLEP/TLEP,
respectively. In response to the 2013 ESPPU, in early 2014 these efforts were combined and expanded into the FCC
study.
After 10 years of physics at the Large Hadron Collider, the particle physics landscape has greatly evolved. The proposed
lepton collider FCC-ee is a high-precision instrument to study the Z, W, Higgs and top particles, and offers great direct
and indirect sensitivity to new physics. Most of the FCC-ee infrastructure could be reused for a subsequent hadron collider
FCC-hh. The latter would provide proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 100 TeV and directly produce new
particles with masses of up to several tens of TeV. It will also measure the Higgs self-coupling with unprecedented precision.
Heavy-ion collisions and ep collisions would contribute to the breadth of the overall FCC programme.
Five years of intense work and a steadily growing international collaboration have resulted in the present Conceptual
Design Report, consisting of four volumes covering the physics opportunities, technical challenges, cost and schedule of
several different circular colliders, some of which could be part of an integrated programme extending until the end of the
twenty-first century.
Geneva, December 2018
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Executive summary
In 10 years of physics at the LHC, the particle physics landscape has greatly evolved. Today, an integrated Future Circular
Collider programme consisting of a luminosity-frontier highest-energy lepton collider followed by an energy-frontier hadron
collider promises the most far-reaching particle physics programme that foreseeable technology can deliver.
The legacy of the first phase of the LHC physics programme can be briefly summarised as follows: (a) the discovery of the
Higgs boson, and the start of a new phase of detailed studies of its properties, aimed at revealing the deep origin of electroweak
(EW) symmetry breaking; (b) the indication that signals of new physics around the TeV scale are, at best, elusive; and (c)
the rapid advance of theoretical calculations, whose constant progress and reliability inspire confidence in the key role of
ever improving precision measurements, from the Higgs to the flavour sectors. Last but not least, the LHC success has been
made possible by the extraordinary achievements of the accelerator and of the detectors, whose performance is exceeding all
expectations.
The future circular collider, FCC, hosted in a 100 km tunnel, builds on this legacy, and on the experience of previous circular
colliders (LEP, HERA and the Tevatron). The e+e− collider (FCC-ee) would operate at multiple centre of mass energies √s,
producing 5 × 1012 Z0 bosons (√s ∼ 91 GeV), 108 WW pairs (√s ∼ 160 GeV), over 106 Higgses (√s ∼ 240 GeV), and
over 106 t¯t pairs (√s ∼ 350–365 GeV). The 100 TeV pp collider (FCC-hh) is designed to collect a total luminosity of 20 ab−1,
corresponding to the production of e.g. more than 1010 Higgs bosons produced. FCC-hh can also be operated with heavy ions
(e.g. PbPb at √sNN = 39 TeV). Optionally, the FCC-eh, with 50 TeV proton beams colliding with 60 GeV electrons from an
energy-recovery linac, would generate ∼ 2 ab−1 of 3.5 TeV ep collisions.
The integrated FCC programme sets highly ambitious performance goals for its accelerators and experiments. For example,
it will:
(a) Uniquely map the properties of the Higgs and EW gauge bosons, pinning down their interactions with an accuracy order(s)
of magnitude better than today, and acquiring sensitivity to, e.g., the processes that, during the time span from 10−12 and
10−10 s after the Big Bang, led to the creation of today’s Higgs vacuum field.
(b) Improve by close to an order of magnitude the discovery reach for new particles at the highest masses and by several
orders of magnitude the sensitivity to rare or elusive phenomena at low mass. In particular, the search for dark matter
(DM) at FCC could reveal, or conclusively exclude, DM candidates belonging to large classes of models, such as thermal
WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles).
(c) Probe energy scales beyond the direct kinematic reach, via an extensive campaign of precision measurements sensitive to
tiny deviations from the Standard Model (SM) behaviour. The precision will benefit from event statistics (for each collider,
typically several orders of magnitude larger than anything attainable before the FCC), improved theoretical calculations,
synergies within the programme (e.g. precise αs and parton distribution functions (PDF) provided to FCC-hh by FCC-ee
and FCC-eh, respectively) and suitable detector performance.
A more complete overview of the FCC physics potential is presented in CDR volumes 1–3. This document highlights
some of the most significant findings of those studies that, in addition to setting targets for the FCC achievements, have driven
the choice of the collider parameters (energy, luminosity) and their operation plans, and contributed to the definition of the
critical detector features and parameters.
Higgs studies
The achievements and prospects of the LHC Higgs programme are opening a new era, in which the Higgs boson is moving
from being the object of a search, to become an exploration tool. The FCC positions itself as the most powerful heir of the
future LHC Higgs’ legacy. On one side it will extend the range of measurable Higgs properties (e.g. its elusive H → gg, cc¯
decays, its total width, and its self-coupling), allowing more incisive and model-independent determinations of its couplings.
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Table S.1 Precisions determined in the κ framework on the Higgs
boson couplings and total decay width, as expected from the FCC-
ee data, and compared to those from HL-LHC. All numbers indicate
68% C.L. sensitivities, except for the last line which gives the 95% C.L.
sensitivity on the “exotic” branching fraction, accounting for final states
that cannot be tagged as SM decays. The fit to the HL-LHC projections
alone (first column) requires assumptions: here, the branching ratios
into cc¯ and into exotic particles (and those not indicated in the table)
are set to their SM values. The FCC-ee accuracies are subdivided in three
categories: the first sub-column gives the results of the fit expected with
5 ab−1 at 240 GeV, the second sub-column in bold includes the addi-
tional 1.5 ab−1 at
√
s = 365 GeV, and the last sub-column shows the
result of the combined fit with HL-LHC. Similar to the HL-LHC, the
fit to the FCC-eh projections alone requires an assumption to be made:
here the total width is set to its SM value, but in practice will be taken
to be the value measured by the FCC-ee
Collider HL-LHC ILC250 CLIC380 FCC-ee FCC-eh
Luminosity (ab−1) 3 2 0.5 5 @ 240 GeV + 1.5 @ 365 GeV + HL-LHC 2
Years 25 15 8 3 + 4 – 20
δH/H (%) SM 3.6 4.7 2.7 1.3 1.1 SM
δgHZZ/gHZZ (%) 1.5 0.30 0.60 0.2 0.17 0.16 0.43
δgHWW/gHWW (%) 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.3 0.43 0.40 0.26
δgHbb/gHbb (%) 3.7 1.7 2.1 1.3 0.61 0.56 0.74
δgHcc/gHcc (%) SM 2.3 4.4 1.7 1.21 1.18 1.35
δgHgg/gHgg (%) 2.5 2.2 2.6 1.6 1.01 0.90 1.17
δgHττ/gHττ (%) 1.9 1.9 3.1 1.4 0.74 0.67 1.10
δgHμμ/gHμμ (%) 4.3 14.1 n.a. 10.1 9.0 3.8 n.a.
δgHγγ/gHγγ (%) 1.8 6.4 n.a. 4.8 3.9 1.3 2.3
δgHtt/gHtt (%) 3.4 – – – – 3.1 1.7
BREXO (%) SM < 1.8 < 3.0 < 1.2 < 1.0 < 1.0 n.a.
On the other, the combination of superior precision and energy reach provides a framework in which indirect and direct probes
of new physics complement each other, and cooperate to characterise the nature of possible discoveries.
The FCC-ee will measure Higgs production inclusively, from its presence as a recoil to the Z in 106 e+e− → ZH events.
This allows the absolute measurement of the Higgs coupling to the Z, which is the starting point for the model-independent
determination of its total width, and thus of its other couplings through branching ratio measurements. The leading Higgs
couplings to SM particles (denoted gHXX for particle X) will be measured by FCC-ee with a sub-percent precision, as shown
in Table S.1. The FCC-ee will also provide a first measurement of the Higgs self-coupling to 32%. As a result of the model
dependence being removed by FCC-ee, a fully complementary programme will be possible at FCC-hh and FCC-eh, to
complete the picture of Higgs boson properties. This will include the measurement to the percent level of rare Higgs decays
such as H → γγ, μμ, Zγ, the detection of invisible ones (H → 4ν), the measurement of the gHtt coupling with percent
precision and the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling to 5–7%, as shown for FCC-hh in Table S.2.
The Higgs couplings to all gauge bosons and to the charged fermions of the second and third generation, except the strange
quark, will be known with a precision ranging from a few per mil to ∼ 1%. In addition, the prospect of measuring, or at least
strongly constraining, the couplings to the three lightest quarks and also to the electron by a special FCC-ee run at
√
s = mH
is being evaluated. The synergies among all components of the FCC Higgs programme are underscored by a global fit of
Higgs parameters, shown in Fig. S.1, and discussed in full detail in CDR volume 1. Finally, it is worth noting that the tagged
H → gg channel at FCC-ee will offer an unprecedented sample of pure high energy gluons.
By way of synergy and complementarity, the integral FCC programme appears to be the most powerful future facility for
a thorough examination of the Higgs boson and EWSB.
Electroweak precision measurements
As proven by the discoveries that led to the consolidation of the SM, EW precision observables (EWPO) can play a key role
in establishing the existence of new physics and guiding its theoretical interpretation. It is anticipated that this will continue to
be the case well after the HL-LHC, and expect the FCC to lead the progress in precision measurements, as improved precision
equates to discovery potential.
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Table S.2 Target precision, at FCC-hh, for the parameters relative to
the measurement of various Higgs decays, ratios thereof, and of the
Higgs self-coupling. Notice that Lagrangian couplings have a precision
that is typically half that of what is shown here, since all rates and
branching ratios depend quadratically on the couplings
Observable Parameter Precision (stat) Precision (stat + syst + lumi)
μ = σ(H) × B(H → γγ) δμ/μ 0.1% 1.45%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → μμ) δμ/μ 0.28% 1.22%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → 4μ) δμ/μ 0.18% 1.85%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → γμμ) δμ/μ 0.55% 1.61%
μ = σ(HH) × B(H → γγ)B(H → bb¯) δλ/λ 5% 7.0%
R = B(H → μμ)/B(H → 4μ) δR/R 0.33% 1.3%
R = B(H → γγ)/B(H → 2e2μ) δR/R 0.17% 0.8%
R = B(H → γγ)/B(H → 2μ) δR/R 0.29% 1.38%
R = B(H → μμγ)/B(H → μμ) δR/R 0.58% 1.82%
R = σ(tt¯H) × B(H → bb¯)/σ (tt¯Z) × B(Z → bb¯) δR/R 1.05% 1.9%
B(H → invisible) B@95%CL 1 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−4
Fig. S.1 One-σ precision reach at the FCC on the effective single
Higgs couplings, Higgs self-coupling, and anomalous triple gauge cou-
plings in the EFT framework. Absolute precision in the EW measure-
ments is assumed. The different bars illustrate the improvements that
would be possible by combining each FCC stage with the previous
knowledge at that time (precisions at each FCC stage considered indi-
vidually, reported in Tables S.1 and S.2 in the κ framework, are quite
different)
The broad set of EWPO’s accessible to FCC-ee, thanks to immense statistics at the various beam energies and to the
exquisite centre-of-mass energy calibration, will give it access to various possible sources and manifestations of new physics.
Direct effects could occur because of the existence of a new interaction such as a Z′ or W′, which could mix or interfere with
the known ones; from the mixing of light neutrinos with their heavier right handed counterparts, which would effectively
reduce their coupling to the W and Z in a flavour dependent way. New weakly coupled particles can affect the W, Z or photon
propagators via loops, producing flavour independent corrections to the relation between the Z mass and the W mass or the
relation between the Z mass and the effective weak mixing angle; or the loop corrections can occur as vertex corrections,
leading to flavour dependent effects as is the case in the SM for e.g. the Z → bb¯ couplings. The measurements above the t¯t
production threshold, directly involving the top quark, as well as precision measurements of production and decays of 1011τ’s
and 2 × 1012 b’s, will further enrich this programme. Table S.3 shows a summary of the target precision for EWPO’s at
FCC-ee. The FCC-hh achieves indirect sensitivity to new physics by exploiting its large energy, benefiting from the ability to
achieve precision of a previously unexpected level in pp collisions, as proven by the LHC. EW observables, such as high-mass
lepton or gauge-boson pairs, have a reach in the multi-TeV mass range, as shown in Fig. S.2. Their measurement can expose
deviations that, in spite of the lesser precision w.r.t. FCC-ee, match its sensitivity reach at high mass. For example, the new
physics scale 
, defined by the dim-6 operator Wˆ = 1/
2 (DρW aμν)2, will be constrained by the measurement of high-mass
ν pairs to 
 > 80 TeV. High-energy scattering of gauge bosons, furthermore, is a complementary probe of EW interactions
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Table S.3 Measurement of selected electroweak quantities at the FCC-
ee, compared with the present precision. The systematic uncertainties
are present estimates and might improve with further examination.
This set of measurements, together with those of the Higgs proper-
ties, achieves indirect sensitivity to new physics up to a scale 
 of 70
TeV in a description with dim 6 operators, and possibly much higher in
some specific new physics models
Observable Present value ± error FCC-ee stat. FCC-ee syst. Comment and dominant exp. error
mZ (keV/c2) 91,186,700 ± 2200 5 100 From Z line shape scan Beam
energy calibration
Z (keV) 2,495,200 ± 2300 8 100 From Z line shape scan beam
energy calibration
RZ (×103) 20,767 ± 25 0.06 0.2–1 Ratio of hadrons to leptons
acceptance for leptons
αs (mZ) (×104) 1196 ± 30 0.1 0.4–1.6 From RZ above
Rb (×106) 216,290 ± 660 0.3 < 60 Ratio of bb¯ to hadrons stat.
extrapol. from SLD
σ 0had (×103) (nb) 41,541 ± 37 0.1 4 Peak hadronic cross-section
luminosity measurement
Nν (×103) 2991 ± 7 0.005 1 Z peak cross sections Luminosity
measurement
sin2θeffW (×106) 231,480 ± 160 3 2–5 From AμμFB at Z peak Beam energy
calibration
1/αQED (mZ) (×103) 128,952 ± 14 4 Small From AμμFB off peak
Ab,0FB (×104) 992 ± 16 0.02 1–3 b-quark asymmetry at Z pole fromjet charge
Apol,τFB (×104) 1498 ± 49 0.15 < 2 τ Polarisation and charge
asymmetry τ decay physics
mW (MeV/c2) 80,350 ± 15 0.5 0.3 From WW threshold scan Beam
energy calibration
W (MeV) 2085 ± 42 1.2 0.3 From WW threshold scan beam
energy calibration
αs (mW) (×104) 1170 ± 420 3 Small From RW
Nν (×103) 2920 ± 50 0.8 Small Ratio of invis. to leptonic in
radiative Z returns
mtop (MeV/c2) 172,740 ± 500 17 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors
dominate
top (MeV) 1410 ± 190 45 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors
dominate
λtop/λ
SM
top 1.2 ± 0.3 0.1 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors
dominate
ttZ couplings ± 30% 0.5–1.5% Small From ECM = 365 GeV run
at short distances. The FCC-eh, with precision and energy in between FCC-ee and FCC-hh, integrates their potential well. For
example, its ability to separate individual light quark flavours in the proton, gives it the best sensitivity to their EW couplings.
Furthermore, its high energy and clean environment enable precision measurements of the weak coupling evolution at very
large Q2. More details can be found in volume 1 of the FCC CDR. The FCC EW measurements are a crucial element of, and
a perfect complement to, the FCC Higgs physics programme.
The electroweak phase transition
Explaining the origin of the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry is a challenge at the forefront of particle physics. One
of the most compelling explanations connects this asymmetry to the generation of elementary particle masses through
electroweak symmetry-breaking (EWSB). This scenario relies on two ingredients: a sufficiently violent transition to the
broken-symmetry phase, and the existence of adequate sources of CP-violation. As it turns out, these conditions are not
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Fig. S.2 Left: integrated lepton transverse (dilepton) mass distribution in pp → W∗ → ν (pp → Z∗/γ∗ → +−). One lepton family is included,
with |η| < 2.5. Right: integrated invariant mass spectrum for the production of gauge boson pairs in the central kinematic range |y| < 1.5. No
branching ratios included
Fig. S.3 Manifestations of models with a singlet-induced strong first
order EWPT. Left: discovery potential at HL-LHC and FCC-hh, for the
resonant di-Higgs production, as a function of the singlet-like scalar
mass m2. 4τ and bb¯γγ final states are combined. Right: correlation
between changes in the HZZ coupling (vertical axis) and the HHH cou-
pling scaled to its SM value (horizontal axis), in a scan of the models’
parameter space. All points give rise to a first order phase transition
satisfied in the SM, but they can be met in a variety of BSM scenarios. CP violation relevant to the matter-antimatter
asymmetry can arise from new interactions over a broad range of mass scales, possibly well above 100 TeV. Exhaustively
testing these scenarios may, therefore, go beyond the scope of the FCC. On the other hand, for the phase transition to be
sufficiently strong, there must be new particles with masses typically below one TeV, whose interactions with the Higgs boson
modify the Higgs potential energy in the early universe. Should they exist, these particles and interactions would manifest
themselves at FCC, creating a key scientific opportunity and priority for the FCC, as shown by various studies completed to
date.
The FCC should conclusively probe new states required by a strong 1st order EW phase transition.
As an example, we show the results of the study of the extension of the SM scalar sector with a single real singlet scalar. The
set of model parameters leading to a strongly first order phase transition is analyzed from the perspective of a direct search,
via the decays of the new singlet scalar to a pair of Higgs bosons, and of precision measurements of Higgs properties. The
former case results in the plot on the left of Fig. S.3: FCC-hh with 30 ab−1 has sensitivity greater than 5 standard deviations
to all relevant model parameters. For these models, the deviations in the Higgs self-coupling and in the Higgs coupling to the
Z boson are then shown in the scatter plot on the right of Fig. S.3. With the exception of a small parameter range, most of
these models lead to deviations within the sensitivity reach of FCC, allowing the cross-correlation of the direct discovery via
di-Higgs decays to the Higgs property measurements. This will help the interpretation of a possible discovery, and assess its
relevance for the nature of the EW phase transition.
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Fig. S.4 Expected discovery
significance for higgsino and
wino DM candidates at FCC-hh,
with 500 pile-up collisions. The
black and red bands show the
significance using different
layouts for the pixel tracker, as
discussed in volume 3. The
bands’ width represents the
difference between two models
for the soft QCD processes
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Dark matter
No experiment, at colliders or otherwise, can probe the full range of dark matter (DM) masses allowed by astrophysical
observations. However there is a very broad class of models for which theory motivates the GeV–10’s TeV mass scale, and
which therefore could be in the range of the FCC. These are the models of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs),
present during the early universe in thermal equilibrium with the SM particles. These conditions, broadly satisfied by many
models of new physics, establish a correlation between the WIMP masses and the strength of their interactions, resulting
in mass upper limits. While the absolute upper limit imposed by unitarity is around 110 TeV, most well motivated models
of WIMP DM do not saturate this bound, but rather have upper limits on the DM mass in the TeV range. As an example,
DM WIMP candidates transforming as a doublet or triplet under the SU(2) group of weak interactions, like the higgsinos
and winos of supersymmetric theories, have masses constrained below ∼ 1 and ∼ 3 TeV, respectively. The full energy and
statistics of FCC-hh are necessary to access these large masses. With these masses, neutral and charged components of the
multiplets are almost degenerate due to SU(2) symmetry, with calculable mass splittings induced by electromagnetic effects,
in the range of few hundred MeV. The peculiar signatures of these states are disappearing tracks, left by the decay of the
charged partner to the DM candidate and a soft, unmeasured charged pion. Dedicated analysis, including detailed modeling
of various tracker configurations and realistic pile-up scenarios, are documented in CDR volume 3. The results are shown in
Fig. S.4.
The FCC covers the full mass range for the discovery of these WIMP Dark Matter candidates.
Direct searches for new physics
At the upper end of the mass range, the reach for the direct observation of new particles will be driven by the FCC-hh.
The extension with respect to the LHC will scale like the energy increase, namely by a factor of 5 to 7, depending on the
process. The CDR detector parameters have been selected to guarantee the necessary performance up to the highest particle
momenta and jet energies required by discovery of new particles with masses up to several tens of TeV. Examples of discovery
reach for the production of several types of new particles, as obtained in dedicated detector simulation studies, are shown
in Fig. S.5. They include Z′ gauge bosons carrying new weak forces and decaying to various SM particles, excited quarks
Q∗, and massive gravitons GRS present in theories with extra dimensions. Other standard scenarios for new physics, such
as supersymmetry or composite Higgs models, will likewise see the high-mass discovery reach greatly increased. The top
scalar partners will be discovered up to masses of close to 10 TeV, gluinos up to 20 TeV, and vector resonances in composite
Higgs models up to masses close to 40 TeV. The direct discovery potential of FCC is not confined to the highest masses.
In addition to the dark matter examples given before, volume 1 of the FCC CDR documents the broad, and in most cases
unique, reach for less-than-weakly coupled particles, ranging from heavy sterile neutrinos (see Fig. S.5, right) down to the
see-saw limit in a part of parameter space favorable for generating the baryon asymmetry of the Universe, to axions and dark
photons.
The FCC has a broad, and in most cases unique, reach for less-than-weakly coupled particles. The Z running of FCC-ee
is particularly fertile for such discoveries.
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Fig. S.5 Left: FCC-hh mass reach for different s-channel resonances.
Right: summary of heavy sterile neutrino discovery prospects at all FCC
facilities. Solid lines are shown for direct searches at FCC-ee (black, in
Z decays), FCC-hh (blue in W decays) and FCC-eh (in production from
the incoming electron). The dashed line denotes the impact on precision
measurements at the FCC-ee, it extends up to more than 60 TeV
QCD matter at high density and temperature
Collisions of heavy ions at the energies and luminosities allowed by the FCC-hh will open new avenues in the study of
collective properties of quark and gluons.
The thermodynamic behaviour of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) presents features that are unique amongst all other
interactions. Collisions of heavy ions at the energies and luminosities allowed by the FCC-hh will open new avenues in the
study of collective properties of quark and gluons, as extensively shown in the CDR volume 1. Heavy ions accelerated to FCC
energies give access to an uncharted parton kinematic region at x down to 10−6, which can be explored also exploiting the
complementarity of proton–nucleus and electron–nucleus collisions at the FCC-hh/eh. The quark gluon plasma (QGP) could
reach a temperature as high as 1 GeV, at which charm quarks start to contribute as active thermal degrees of freedom in the
equation of state of the QGP. In the studies of the QGP with hard probes the FCC has a unique edge, thanks to cross section
increases with respect to LHC by factors ranging from ∼ 20 for Z+jet production, to ∼ 80 for top production. Just one example
is presented here: FCC will provide large rates of highly-boosted top quarks and the qq jets from t → W → qq are exposed
to energy loss in the QGP with a time delay (see Fig. S.6-left), providing access to time-dependent density measurements for
the first time. The effect of this time-delayed quenching can be measured using the reduction of the reconstructed W mass,
as shown in Fig. S.6-right, where the modifications under different energy loss scenarios are considered as examples.
Parton structure
The FCC-eh resolves the parton structure of the proton in an unprecedented range of x and Q2 to very high accuracy, providing
a per mille accurate measurement of the strong coupling constant.
Deep inelastic scattering measurements at FCC-eh will allow the determination of the PDF luminosities with the pre-
cision shown in Fig. S.7. These results provide an essential input for the FCC-hh programme of precision measurements
and improve the sensitivity of the search for new phenomena, particularly at high mass. The FCC-eh measurements
will extend the exploration of parton dynamics into previously unexplored domains: the access to very low Bjorken-x
is expected to expose the long-predicted BFKL dynamic behaviour and the gluon saturation phenomena required to uni-
tarise the high-energy cross sections. The determination of the gluon luminosity at very small x will also link directly
to ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrino astroparticle physics, enabling more reliable estimates of the relevant background
rates.
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Fig. S.6 Left: total delay time for the QGP energy-loss parameter
qˆ = 4 GeV2/fm as a function of the top transverse momentum (black
dots) and its standard deviation (error bars). The average contribution
of each component is shown as a coloured stack band. The dashed line
corresponds to a qˆ = 1 GeV2/fm. Right: reconstructed W boson mass,
as a function of the top pT . The upper axis refers to the average total
time delay of the corresponding top pT bin
Fig. S.7 Relative PDF
uncertainties on parton-parton
luminosities, resulting from the
FCC-eh PDF set, as a function
of the mass of the heavy object
produced, MX , at
√
s = 100
TeV. Shown are the gluon-gluon
(top left), quark–antiquark (top
right), quark-gluon (bottom left)
and quark–quark (bottom right)
luminosities
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Table S.4 Expected production
yields for b-flavoured particles
at FCC-ee at the Z run, and at
Belle II (50 ab−1) for
comparison
Particle production (109) B0/B¯0 B+/B− B0s /B¯0s 
b/
¯b cc¯ τ+τ−
Belle II 27.5 27.5 n/a n/a 65 45
FCC-ee 1000 1000 250 250 550 170
Flavor physics
The FCC flavour programme receives important contributions from all 3 machines, FCC-ee, hh, and eh.
The Z run of the FCC-ee will fully record, with no trigger, 1012 Z → bb¯ and Z → cc¯ events. This will give high statistics
of all b- and c-flavoured hadrons, making FCC-ee the natural continuation of the B-factories, Table S.4.
Of topical interest will be the study of possible lepton flavour and lepton number violation. FCC-ee, with detection
efficiencies internally mapped with extreme precision, will offer 200000 B0 → K∗(892)e+e−, 1000 K∗(892)τ+τ− and 1000
(100) Bs (resp. B0) events, one order of magnitude more than the LHCb upgrade. The determination of the CKM parameters
will be correspondingly improved. First observation of CP violation in B mixing will be within reach; a global analysis of
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BSM contributions in box mixing processes, assuming Minimal Flavour Violation, will provide another, independent, test of
BSM physics up to an energy scale of 20 TeV.
Tau physics in Z decays was shown to be extremely precise already at LEP; with 1.7 × 1011 pairs, FCC-ee will achieve
precision of 10−5 or better for the leptonic branching ratios and the charged lepton-to-neutrino weak couplings – this allowing
a measurement of G F and tests of charged-weak-current universality at the 10−5 precision level. Finally, lepton number
violating processes, such Z → τμ/e, τ → 3μ, eγ or μγ, can be detected at the 10−9–10−10 level, offering sensitivity to
several types of neutrino-mass generation models.
1 Introduction
In 10 years of physics at the LHC, the picture of the particle physics landscape has greatly evolved. The legacy of this first
phase of the LHC physics programme can be briefly summarised as follows: (a) the discovery of the Higgs boson, and the
start of a new phase of detailed studies of its properties, aimed at revealing the deep origin of electroweak (EW) symmetry
breaking; (b) the indication that signals of new physics around the TeV scale are, at best, elusive; (c) the rapid advance of
theoretical calculations, whose constant progress and reliability inspire confidence in the key role of ever improving precision
measurements, from the Higgs to the flavour sectors. Last but not least, the LHC success has been made possible by the
extraordinary achievements of the accelerator and of the detectors, whose performance is exceeding all expectations.
The future circular collider, FCC, hosted in a 100 km tunnel, builds on this legacy, and on the experience of previous circular
colliders (LEP, HERA and the Tevatron). The e+e− collider (FCC-ee) would operate at multiple centre of mass energies √s,
producing 1013 Z0 bosons (√s ∼ 91 GeV), 108 WW pairs (√s ∼ 160 GeV), over 106 Higgses (√s ∼ 240 GeV), and over
106 t¯t pairs (√s ∼ 350–365 GeV). The 100 TeV pp collider (FCC-hh) is designed to collect a total luminosity of 20 ab−1,
corresponding e.g. to more than 1010 Higgs bosons produced. FCC-hh would also enable heavy-ion collisions, and its 50 TeV
proton beams, with 60 GeV electrons from an energy-recovery linac, would generate ∼ 2 ab−1 of 3.5 TeV ep collisions at the
FCC-eh.
The FCC sets highly ambitious performance goals for its accelerators and experiments, and promises the most far reaching
particle physics programme that foreseeable technology can deliver. For example, in direct relation to the points above, the
FCC will:
(a) Uniquely map the properties of the Higgs and EW gauge bosons, pinning down their interactions with an accuracy order(s)
of magnitude better than today, and acquiring sensitivity to, e.g., the processes that, during the time span from 10−12 and
10−10 s after the Big Bang, led to the creation of today’s Higgs vacuum field.
(b) Improve by close to an order of magnitude the discovery reach for new particles at the highest masses and similarly
increase the sensitivity to rare or elusive phenomena at low mass. In particular, the search for dark matter (DM) at FCC
could reveal, or conclusively exclude, DM candidates belonging to large classes of models, such as thermal WIMPs
(weakly interacting massive particles).
(c) Probe energy scales beyond the direct kinematic reach, via an extensive campaign of precision measurements sensitive to
tiny deviations from the Standard Model (SM) behaviour. The precision will benefit from event statistics (for each collider,
typically several orders of magnitude larger than anything attainable before the FCC), improved theoretical calculations,
synergies within the programme (e.g. precise αs and parton distribution functions provided to FCC-hh by FCC-ee and
FCC-eh, respectively) and suitable detector performance.
This volume of the Conceptual Design Report is dedicated to an overview of the FCC physics potential. It focuses on
the most significant targets of the potential FCC research programme but, for the sake of space, not covering a large body
of science that will nevertheless be accessible (and which is documented in various other reports, listed in the Appendix).
The studies presented here, in addition to setting plausible targets for the FCC achievements, have helped in making the
choice of the colliders’ parameters (energy, luminosity) and their operation plans. Furthermore, these studies contributed to
the definition of the critical detector features and parameters, as described in Volumes 2 and 3 of the CDR. While at first
discussing the targets of each collider separately, the second part of this volume puts their synergy and complementarity in
perspective, underscoring the added benefit to science brought by the unity and coherence of the whole programme.
In addition to summarising the outcome of the work done during this CDR phase of the FCC physics studies, for the benefit
of the whole particle physics community, this document is intended to stimulate an expert discussion of the FCC physics
potential, in the context of the forthcoming review of the European Strategy for Particle Physics. While occasionally technical,
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the average level is intended to benefit a general audience of colleagues in neighboring areas of physics, such as cosmology
and astroparticle or cosmic ray physics. With this in mind, this introductory chapter now continues with a broader overview
of the questions and challenges that may be left open by the end of the HL-LHC, illustrating the virtues that make the FCC
the ideal instrument to address them. The chapter concludes with a description of the structure of this volume.
1.1 Physics scenarios after the LHC and the open questions
Quantum physics gives two alternatives to probe nature at smaller scales: high-energy particle collisions, which induce short-
range interactions or produce heavy particles; and high-precision measurements, which can be sensitive to the ephemeral
influence of heavy particles enabled by the uncertainty principle. The SM emerged out of these two approaches, with a variety
of experiments worldwide during the past 40 years pushing both the energy and the precision frontiers. The discovery of the
Higgs boson at the LHC is a perfect example: precise measurements of Z boson decays at previous lepton machines such as
CERN’s Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider, pointed indirectly but unequivocally to the Higgs’ existence. But it was the
LHCs mighty pp collisions that provided the high energy necessary to produce it directly. With the Higgs exploration fully
under-way at the LHC, and the machine set to operate for the next 20 years, the time is ripe to consider what tool should
come next to continue the journey. The Future Circular Collider (FCC) facility is emerging as an ideal option. The FCC-ee
will improve the precision of Higgs and other SM measurements by orders of magnitude. The FCC-hh will have a direct
discovery potential over five times greater than the LHC, and the FCC-eh, in addition to contributing to Higgs studies and
searches, will measure the proton’s substructure with unique precision.
To be able to chart the physics landscape of future colliders, first, the questions that may or may not remain at the end of
the LHC programme in the mid-2030s have to be envisaged. At the centre of this, and perhaps the biggest guaranteed physics
goal of the FCC programme, is the understanding of the Higgs boson. While there is no doubt that the Higgs was the last
undiscovered piece of the SM, it is not the closing chapter of the millennia-old reductionist tale. The Higgs is the first of its
kind – an elementary scalar particle – and it therefore raises deep theoretical questions that beckon a new era of exploration.
Consider the Higgs boson mass: in the SM the mass of the Higgs boson, and the EW scale itself, cannot be predicted.
Instead, these are phenomenological parameters that demand explanation. To examine the nature of this question, consider an
analogy with the more familiar example of superconductors. The Ginzburg–Landau theory (GL) [9] is a phenomenological
model that describes the macroscopic behaviour of type-1 superconductors. This model contains a scalar field φ, with free
energy given by
F = 1
2m
|(−i h¯∇ − 2eA)φ|2 + α|φ|2 + β
2
|φ|4 + · · · (1.1)
where the ellipsis denote additional terms not relevant to this discussion. This equation describes a scalar field of charge
Q = 2 with a mass and a quartic interaction. These parameters are temperature dependent. At high temperature the mass-
squared is positive and the scalar field has a vanishing expectation value throughout the superconductor. However, below
the critical temperature Tc the mass-squared is negative, leading to a non-vanishing expectation value of φ throughout the
superconductor. This expectation value essentially generates a mass for the photon within the superconductor, leading to the
basic phenomenology of superconductivity.
The GL theory is a phenomenological model and offers no explanation as to the fundamental origin of the parameters of the
model, including the mass. It also does not explain the fundamental origin of the scalar field itself. Ultimately, these questions
were answered by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer, in the celebrated BCS theory of superconductivity [10]. The scalar field
is a composite of electrons, and its mass relates to the fundamental microscopic parameters describing the material.
The situation is analogous for the Higgs boson of the SM. In fact, the analogy with the GL model is striking, with the
exception that the model is relativistically invariant and the gauge forces non-Abelian. Unlike with superconductivity, currently
neither the fundamental origin of the SM scalar field nor the origin of the mass and self-interaction parameters in the Higgs
scalar potential are known. Now that the Higgs boson has been discovered, the next stage of exploration for any future high
energy physics programme is to determine these microscopic origins.
In addition to the pressing need to understand the microscopic physics that can explain the origin of the EW scale 
SM , it
is also known that there is a more fundamental microscopic scale at small distances; the Planck scale MP , at which quantum
gravitational effects become important. Thus, unlike in the GL model, an enormous hierarchy between the scale of the
phenomenological model (the EW scale) and the next (known) microscopic scale in nature is observed. This puzzle is known
as the ‘Hierarchy Problem’ and it galvanises the need to understand the origin of the Higgs potential.
This puzzle can be resolved if there is an additional new microscopic scale near 
SM , involving new particles and
interactions, and if this new physics offers an explanation for the hierarchy 
SM  MP . Such a scenario would solve the
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hierarchy problem. Comparing precise measurements of the Higgs boson properties with precision SM predictions, indirectly
searches for evidence of these theories. The SM provides an uncompromising script for the Higgs interactions and any
deviation from it would demand its extension. Furthermore, one may also search for the presence of the relevant new particles
directly at high energies. In Sect. 9 both approaches are brought together to show how the FCC can address the fundamental
question of the origin of the Higgs boson mass and corner a high energy resolution of the hierarchy problem.
Even setting to one side grandiose theoretical ideas such as quantum gravity, there are other physical reasons why the Higgs
may provide a window to undiscovered sectors. As it carries no spin and is electrically neutral, the Higgs may have so-called
‘relevant’ interactions with new neutral scalar particles and hidden sectors of particle physics. These interactions, even if they
only take place at very high energies, remain relevant at low energies – contrary to interactions between new neutral scalars
and the other SM particles. Motivated by this, examples of how the Higgs boson may be probed at FCC facilities to search
for interactions with new hidden sectors beyond the SM are shown in Sect. 15.
The possibility of new hidden sectors already has strong experimental support: although the SM is very well understood,
this does not account for a large portion of all the matter in the universe. Today there is overwhelming evidence from
astrophysical observations that a large fraction of the observed matter density in the universe is invisible. This so-called Dark
Matter (DM) makes up 26% of the total energy density in the universe and more than 80% of the total matter [11]. Despite
numerous observations of the astrophysical properties of DM, not much is known about its fundamental nature. This makes
the discovery and identification of DM one of the most pressing questions in science.
The current main constraints on a particle DM candidate χ are that it: (a) should gravitate like ordinary matter, (b) should not
carry colour or electromagnetic charge, (c) is massive and non-relativistic at the time the CMB forms, (d) is long lived enough
to be present in the universe today (τ 	 τuniverse), and (e) does not have too strong self-interactions (σ/MDM  100 GeV−3).
While no SM particles satisfy these criteria, they do not pose very strong constraints on the properties of new particles to play
the role of DM. In particular the allowed range of masses spans almost 80 orders of magnitude. Particles with mass below
10−22 eV would have a wave length so large that they wipe out structures on the kPc (kilo-Parsec) scale and larger [12],
disagreeing with observations, while on the other end of the scale micro-lensing and MACHO (Massive Astrophysical
Compact Halo Objects) searches put an upper bound of 2 × 10−9 solar masses or 1048 GeV on the mass of the dominant
DM component [13–15]. Section 12 details how FCC facilities can attack this pressing question, providing comprehensive
exploration of the class of ‘thermal freeze-out’ DM, which picks out a particular broad mass range as a well-motivated
experimental target, as well as unique probes of weakly coupled dark sectors.
Returning to the matter which is observable in the Universe, the SM alone cannot explain the origin of the matter-
antimatter asymmetry that created enough matter for us to exist, otherwise known as baryogenesis. Since the asymmetry
was created in the early universe when temperatures and energies were high, higher energies must be explored to uncover
the new particles responsible for it and the LHC can only start this search. In particular, a well-motivated class of scenarios,
known as EW baryogenesis theories, can explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry by modifying how the transition from
high temperature EW-symmetric phase to the low-temperature symmetry-broken phase occurred. Since this phase transition
occurred at temperatures near the weak scale, the new states required to modify the transition cannot have mass too far above
the weak scale, singling out the FCC facility as the leading experimental facility to explore the nature of this foundational
epoch of the early Universe. The role the FCC can play in exploring the dynamics of the EW phase transition is discussed in
Sect. 11.
Another outstanding question lies in the origin of the neutrino masses, which the SM alone cannot account for. As with
dark matter, there are numerous theories for neutrino masses, such as those involving ‘sterile’ neutrinos, which are within
reach of lepton and hadron colliders, as discussed in Sect. 13.
These and other outstanding questions might also imply the existence of further spatial dimensions, or larger symmetries
that unify leptons and quarks or the known forces. The LHC’s findings notwithstanding, the FCC will be needed to explore
these fundamental mysteries more deeply and possibly reveal new paradigm shifts. The rest of this introduction gives a brief
overview of the roles to be played by the various accelerators.
1.2 The role of FCC-ee
The capabilities of circular e+e− colliders are well illustrated by LEP, which occupied the LHC tunnel from 1989 to 2000. Its
point-like collisions between electrons and positrons and precisely known beam energy allowed the four LEP experiments to
test the SM to new levels of precision, particularly regarding the properties of the W and Z bosons. Putting such a machine in a
100 km tunnel and taking advantage of advances in accelerator technology such as superconducting radio-frequency cavities
would offer even greater levels of precision on a greater number of processes. For example, it would be possible to adapt the
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collision energy during about 15 years of operation, to examine physics at the Z pole, at the WW production threshold, at the
peak of ZH production, and above the tt threshold. Controlling the beam energy at the 100 keV level would allow exquisite
measurements of the Z and W boson masses, whilst collecting samples of up to 1013 Z and 108 W bosons, not to mention
several million Higgs bosons and top quark pairs. The experimental precision would surpass any previous experiment and
challenge cutting edge theory calculations.
FCC-ee would quite literally provide a quantum leap in our understanding of the Higgs. Like the W and Z gauge bosons,
the Higgs receives quantum EW corrections typically measuring a few per cent in magnitude due to fluctuations of massive
particles such as the top quark. This aspect of the gauge bosons was successfully explored at LEP, but now it is the turn of the
Higgs – the keystone in the EW sector of the SM. The millions of Higgs bosons produced by FCC-ee, with its clinically precise
environment, would push the accuracy of the measurements to the per mille level, accessing the quantum underpinnings of
the Higgs and probing deep into this hitherto unexplored frontier. In the process e+e− → HZ, the mass recoiling against the
Z has a sharp peak that allows a unique and absolute determination of the Higgs decay-width and production cross section.
This will provide an absolute normalisation for all Higgs measurements performed at the FCC, enabling exotic Higgs decays
to be measured in a model independent manner.
The high statistics promised by the FCC-ee programme goes far beyond precision Higgs measurements. Other signals
of new physics could arise from the observation of flavour changing neutral currents or lepton-flavour-violating decays,
by the precise measurements of the Z and H invisible decay widths, or by direct observation of particles with extremely
weak couplings, such as right-handed neutrinos and other exotic particles. The precision of the FCC-ee programme on EW
measurements would allow new physics effects to be probed at scales as high as 100 TeV, anticipating what the FCC-hh must
focus on.
1.3 The role of FCC-hh
The FCC-hh would operate at seven times the LHC energy, and collect about 10 times more data. The discovery reach for
high-mass particles – such as Z′ or W′ gauge bosons corresponding to new fundamental forces, or gluinos and squarks in
supersymmetric theories – will increase by a factor five or more, depending on the final statistics. The production rate of
particles already within the LHC reach, such as top quarks or Higgs bosons, will increase by even larger factors. During the
planned 25 years of data taking, a total of more than 1010 Higgs bosons will be created, several thousand times more than
collected by the LHC through Run 2 and 200 times more than will be available by the end of its operation. These additional
statistics will enable the FCC-hh experiments to improve the separation of Higgs signals from the huge backgrounds that afflict
most LHC studies, overcoming some of the dominant systematics that limit the precision attainable at the LHC. While the
ultimate precision of most Higgs properties can only be achieved with FCC-ee, several demand complementary information
from FCC-hh. For example, the direct measurement of the coupling between the Higgs and the top quark requires that they
be produced together, requiring an energy beyond the reach of the FCC-ee. At 100 TeV, almost 109 out of the 1012 top quarks
produced will radiate a Higgs boson, allowing the top-Higgs interaction to be measured at the 1% level – several times better
than at the HL-LHC and probing deep into the quantum structure of this interaction. Similar precision can be reached for
Higgs decays that are too rare to be studied in detail at FCC-ee, such as those to muon pairs or to a Z and a photon. All of
these measurements will be complementary to those obtained with FCC-ee and will use them as reference inputs to precisely
correlate the strength of the signals obtained through various production and decay modes.
One respect in which a 100 TeV proton–proton collider would really come to the fore is in revealing how the Higgs
behaves in private. As the Higgs scalar potential defines the potential energy contained in a fluctuation of the Higgs field,
these self-interactions are neatly defined as the derivatives of the scalar EW potential. Since the Higgs boson is an excitation
about the minimum of this potential, its first derivative is zero. Its second derivative is simply the Higgs mass squared, which
is already known to few per mille accuracy. But the third and fourth derivatives are unknown and, unless access to Higgs
self-interactions is gained, they could remain so. The rate of Higgs pair production events, which in some part occur through
Higgs self-interactions, would grow by a factor of 40 at FCC-hh, with respect to 14 TeV, and enable this unique property of the
Higgs to be measured with an accuracy reaching 5%. Among many other uses, such a measurement would comprehensively
explore classes of models that rely on modifying the Higgs potential to drive a strong first order phase transition at the time
of EW symmetry breaking, a necessary condition to induce baryogenesis.
FCC-hh would also allow an exhaustive exploration of new TeV-scale phenomena. Indirect evidence for new physics can
emerge from the scattering of W bosons at high energy – where the Higgs boson plays a key role in controlling the rate
growth – from the production of Higgs bosons at very large transverse momentum, or by testing the far ‘off-shell’ nature
of the Z boson via the measurement of lepton pairs with invariant masses in the multi-TeV region. The plethora of new
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particles predicted by most models of symmetry-breaking alternatives to the SM can be searched for directly, thanks to the
immense mass reach of 100 TeV collisions. The search for DM, for example, will cover the possible space of parameters of
many theories relying on weakly interacting massive particles, guaranteeing a discovery or ruling them out. Several theories
that address the hierarchy problem will also be conclusively tested. For supersymmetry, the mass reach of FCC-hh pushes
beyond the regions motivated by the hierarchy problem alone. For composite Higgs theories, the precision Higgs coupling
measurements and searches for new heavy resonances will fully cover the motivated territory. A 100 TeV proton collider will
even confront exotic scenarios such as the twin Higgs, which are extremely difficult to test. These theories predict very rare
or exotic Higgs decays, possibly visible at FCC-hh thanks to its enormous Higgs production rates.
1.4 The role of FCC-eh
Smashing protons into electrons at very high energy opens up a whole different type of physics, which until now has only been
explored in detail at the HERA collider. FCC-eh would collide a 60 GeV electron beam from a linear accelerator external and
tangential to the main FCC tunnel, with a 50 TeV proton beam. It would collect factors of thousands more luminosity than
HERA while exhibiting the novel concept of synchronous, symbiotic operation alongside the pp collider. The facility would
serve as the most powerful, high-resolution microscope onto the substructure of matter ever built. High-energy ep collisions
would provide precise information on the quark and gluon structure of the proton, and how they interact.
This unprecedented facility would complement and enhance the study of the Higgs, and broaden the new physics searches
also performed at FCC-hh and FCC-ee. Unexpected discoveries such as quark substructure might also arise. Uniquely, in ep
collisions new particles can be created in the annihilation of the electron and a (anti)quark, or may be radiated in the exchange
of a photon or other vector bosons. FCC-eh could also provide access to Higgs self-interactions and extended Higgs sectors,
including scenarios involving DM. If neutrino oscillations arise from the existence of heavy sterile neutrinos, direct searches
at the FCC-eh would have great discovery prospects in kinematic regions complementary to FCC-hh and FCC-ee, giving the
FCC complex a striking potential to shine light on the origin of neutrino masses.
1.5 The study of hadronic matter at high density and high temperature
The thermodynamic behaviour of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) presents features which are unique among all other
interactions. Their manifestations play a key role in fundamental aspects of the study of the universe, from cosmology to
astrophysics, and high-energy collisions in the laboratory provide a unique opportunity to unveil their properties. Through
collisions of heavy ions (N) at ultrarelativistic energies, the collective properties of the elementary quark and gluon fields of
QCD can be investigated, providing a unique test bed for the study of strongly-interacting matter and of the conditions of the
early universe at about 10 μ s after the Big Bang. The increase in the centre-of-mass energy and integrated luminosity at the
FCC-hh with respect to the LHC opens up unique opportunities for physics studies of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), as
discussed in Sect. 16. Among these: charm quarks may start to contribute as active thermal degrees of freedom in the equation
of state of the QGP, whose temperature would approach 1 GeV; boosted t → W → qq decay chains can be used to measure
the temporal evolution of the QGP density for the first time; the higher centre-of-mass energy of FCC enables the exploration
of a previously-uncharted kinematic region at small Bjorken-x , where parton saturation is expected to appear, also exploiting
the complementarity of the pN and eN collision programmes at the FCC-hh/eh.
1.6 Unknown unknowns
That no new particles beyond the Higgs have yet been found, or any significant deviations from theory was yet detected at the
LHC, does not mean that the open questions introduced above have somehow evaporated. Rather, it shows any expectations
for early discoveries beyond the SM at the LHC – often based on theoretical, and in some cases aesthetic, arguments – were
misguided. In times like this, when theoretical guidance is called into question, experimental answers must be pursued as
vigorously as possible. The combination of accelerators that are being considered for the FCC project offers, by their synergies
and complementarities, an extraordinary tool for investigating these questions.
There are numerous instances in which the answer nature has offered was not a reply to the question first posed. For
example, Michelson and Morley’s experiment, designed to study the ether’s properties, ended up disproving its existence and
led to Einstein’s theory of relativity. The KamiokaNDE experiment, originally built to observe proton decays, discovered
neutrino masses instead. The LHC itself could have well disproven the SM (and may still do so, with its future more precise
measurements and continued searches!), by discovering that the Higgs boson is not an elementary but a composite particle.
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The possibility of unknown unknowns does not diminish the importance of an experiment’s scientific goals. On the contrary
it demonstrates that the physics goals for future colliders can play the crucial role of getting a new facility off the ground,
even if a completely unanticipated discovery results.
1.7 The goals and structure of this volume
In recent years the prospect of an FCC facility has stimulated a large activity worldwide, leading to many workshops, the
corresponding reports and a vast literature of individual publications (a collection of the key events and documents that
emerged directly from the FCC study group is presented in the Appendix). It is impossible here to do justice to all the results
that have been obtained, and which underscore the immense potential of the FCC to drive the progress of high-energy physics
in the decades to come. This volume is therefore limited to highlight a selection of the most outstanding and unique results
that the FCC can deliver, also providing the framework to define the challenging detector requirements that are discussed in
more detail in the other volumes of the FCC CDR.
This document is divided in four parts. In the first part, following this introduction, a short summary of the parameters and
target performance of the FCC accelerators is presented. The second part presents the key measurements and the expected
results that experiments at each of the three FCC accelerators can achieve in the main areas of the programme: EW physics,
Higgs properties, QCD, top quark and flavour. The third part discusses the synergy and complementarity of the three machines,
showing, through some concrete examples, how the overall FCC physics programme benefits from all of its components,
leading to a unique and superior measurement and discovery potential. Here topics directly related to the main open questions
of the field are covered: global fits of EW and Higgs properties; the search for possible natural solutions to the hierarchy
problem; the structure of the Higgs potential and the nature of the EW phase transition; the search for massive sterile neutrinos;
the possible origin of violation of lepton flavour universality; and additional searches for BSM phenomena. The high energies
achieved by the FCC-hh also enable a rich and original programme of heavy ion collisions, whose most significant goals will
be presented in the latter part of the document. Finally an Appendix lists the major physics meetings and reports organised
and produced in the context of the FCC CDR study phase.
The FCC offers further opportunities beyond what has been considered so far, for example the full exploitation of the injector
complex, which has been briefly discussed in Ref. [16]. Furthermore, like at the LHC, one expects the FCC-hh general-purpose
detectors to be complemented by dedicated experiments, optimally addressing the study of flavour or forward physics. The
detailed exploration of these additional components of the programme has not yet started.
A systematic comparison of the FCC potential against that of other future projects is not made. In many cases the measure-
ment targets of other projects will be updated soon in view of the forthcoming European Strategy. The comparison against
the HL-LHC, or the use of HL-LHC projections in combination with FCC ones, is likewise limited to a few examples,
since updated HL-LHC projections have been emerging from the Workshop on the “Physics of HL-LHC, and prospects for
HE-LHC” in parallel with the completion of this volume of the FCC CDR, making it impossible to properly acknowledge
here all relevant results. The Workshop reports [17–21] include also an overview of the current physics studies for HE-LHC.
Only part of these results are contained in this volume, distributed among the various chapters (for a more coherent overview
see, however, Chapter 1 of Volume 4 of the FCC CDR).
As anticipated above, the picture of the FCC physics potential that will emerge from this document represents just a partial
snapshot of the huge landscape of knowledge that the FCC will generate. This picture of prospects will evolve with time, as
more information is collected by the LHC and other experiments worldwide and, as the key questions of the field become
more focused, more priorities might emerge. The studies to sharpen the FCC physics case even further will therefore continue
well beyond this CDR.
2 The future circular colliders
This section summarises the main features of the accelerators that are of relevance to the physics programme, which were used
in the projections of the physics potential. These include the reference performance of the various options and configurations,
operational issues and relevant machine/detector interface issues. All the details are given in the relevant chapters of the other
volumes of this CDR.
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Fig. 2.1 The layouts of FCC-hh (left), FCC-ee (right), and a zoom in
on the trajectories across interaction point G (right middle). The FCC-
ee rings are placed 1 m outside the FCC-hh footprint in the arc. The e+
and e− rings are separated by 30 cm horizontally in the arc. The main
booster follows the footprint of the FCC-hh. The interaction points are
shifted by 10.6 m towards the outside of FCC-hh. The beams coming
toward the IP are straighter than the outgoing ones in order to reduce
the synchrotron radiation at the IP
2.1 FCC-ee
The FCC-ee is designed to deliver e+e− collisions to study with the highest possible statistics the Z, W, and Higgs bosons,
the top quark, and, in Z decays, the b and c quarks and the tau lepton. The high performance is obtained by combining the
experience gained on LEP at high energies with the high luminosity features developed on the b-factories. It is designed to fit
in the footprint of the hadron collider, so as to ensure the feasibility of the ultimate goal of the FCC project. Figure 2.1 shows
the layout of the FCC-ee together with FCC-hh.
The main design principles of FCC-ee are as follows.
– It is a double ring collider with electrons and positrons circulating in separate vacuum chambers. This allows a large and
variable number of bunches to be stored. The beam intensity can thus be increased in inverse proportion to the synchrotron
radiation (SR) per particle per turn, to keep the total power constant to a set value of 100 MW for both beams, for all
energies.
– A common low emittance lattice for all energies, except for a small rearrangement in the RF section for the tt mode. The
optics are optimised at each energy by changing the strengths of the magnets.
– The length of the free area around the IP (L∗) and the strength of the detector solenoid are kept constant at 2.2 m and 2 T,
respectively, for all energies.
– A top-up injection scheme maintains the stored beam current and the luminosity at the highest level throughout the
experimental run. This is achieved with a booster synchrotron situated in the collider tunnel itself.
As a requirement, the luminosity figures are very high (Fig. 2.2), ranging from 2 × 1036cm−2s−1 per IP at the Z pole,
and decreasing with the fourth power of the energy to 1.5 × 1034cm−2s−1 per IP at the top energies. The run plan spanning
15 years including commissioning is shown in Table 2.1. The number of Z bosons planned to be produced by FCC-ee (up to
5 × 1012), for example, is more than five orders of magnitude larger than the number of Z bosons collected at LEP (2 × 107),
and three orders of magnitude larger than that envisioned with a linear collider (a few 109).
Transverse radiative polarisation will build up to sufficient levels at the Z and WW threshold to ensure a semi-continuous
calibration of the beam energies by resonant depolarisation during luminosity data taking (∼ 5 times per hour on dedicated
non-colliding bunches). The overall centre-of-mass calibration will be performed with a precision of ∼ 100 keV at these
energies. This will allow measurements of the W and Z masses and widths with a precision of a few hundred keV.
Longitudinal polarisation has not been included in the baseline plan; it was shown that, although a high level of beam
polarisation brings interesting sensitivity for some observables, the information it could bring can generally be retrieved from
the angular distribution or the polarisation of the final state particles. It was therefore decided to concentrate, at least at the
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Table 2.1 Run plan for FCC-ee in its baseline configuration with two experiments. The number of WW events is given for the entirety of the
FCC-ee running at and above the WW threshold
Phase Run duration (years) Centre-of-mass
energies (GeV)
Integrated lumi-
nosity (ab−1)
Event statistics
FCC-ee-Z 4 88–95 150 3 × 1012 visible Z decays
FCC-ee-W 2 158–162 12 108 WW events
FCC-ee-H 3 240 5 106 ZH events
FCC-ee-tt(1) 1 340–350 0.2 tt¯ threshold scan
FCC-ee-tt(2) 4 365 1.5 106 tt events
Fig. 2.2 Luminosity as a function of centre-of-mass for the FCC-ee with two interaction points. The simulated luminosity is shown, together with
a slightly more conservative one. Also shown are those estimated for ILC, CLIC and CEPC, at the time of submission
level of the design study, on the transverse polarisation for centre-of-mass determination at ppm level, a unique feature of
circular colliders.
A couple more running options have been considered for running the FCC-ee, but are not part of the baseline.
The first one is the possibility to search for the e+e− → H production at a centre-of-mass energy equal to the Higgs
boson mass [22]. This possibility requires running with a centre-of-mass energy spread reduced by a factor 10-40 to be
commensurate with the Higgs boson total width. This has been studied in [23] and in the FCC-ee CDR in Section 2.10.1
s-channel Higgs Production. This measurement must be performed after the ZH energy point has been completed, so that the
Higgs boson mass is already known to better than 10 MeV. In the Standard Model this process is suppressed by the square
of the electron mass (Yukawa coupling), and the cross-section is very low compared with the backgrounds. Nevertheless a
precision of the order of the Standard Model cross-section might be achieved, which would be sensitive to a small admixture
of a non-standard process.
The second possibility is to increase the total integrated luminosity by designing the ring with four interaction points and
detectors, as was done in LEP. This is particularly interesting for the study of the Higgs boson at centre-of-mass of 240 and
above 350 GeV. As will be discussed in the Higgs section this would provide FCC-ee with an overall improvement on most
Higgs and top observables, which are statistically limited. Most interestingly, this would enrich the discovery potential of the
project with an increased sensitivity of possibly up to 5σ to the Higgs self-coupling from its energy-dependent effect on the
ZH cross-section [24].
The FCC-ee experimental environment and detectors have been discussed in Chapter 7 of the FCC-ee CDR Volume,
Experiment environment and detector designs. A few important features are summarised below.
The Machine-Detector Interface governs the geometry of the detector that is close to the beam line. The central detector
magnetic field is limited to 2 Tesla by the fact that the beams cross at a 30 mrad angle, to avoid that the residual transverse
fields generate emittance blow up and loss of luminosity.
The strong focusing of the beams ( βy 
 1 mm) requires a short distance between the focusing quadrupoles L∗ = 2.2 m.
This forces the luminosity detectors to stand even closer; a luminosity measurement with a relative experimental precision of
10−4 will require a mechanical tolerance of 1 μm on the radial dimension of the luminosity calorimeter. Several observables
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Table 2.2 Reference
parameters for operations at
(HL-)LHC, HE-LHC and
FCC-hh. More details on the
structure of the minimum bias
events at 100 TeV can be found
in [25]
Parameter Unit LHC HL-LHC HE-LHC FCC-hh
Ecm TeV 14 14 27 100
Circumference km 26.7 26.7 26.7 97.8
Peak L, nominal (ultimate) 1034 cm−2 s−1 1 (2) 5 (7.5) 16 30
Goal
∫ L ab−1 0.3 3 10 30
Bunch spacing ns 25 25 25 25
Number of bunches 2808 2760 2808 10,600
RMS luminous region σz mm 45 57 57 49
σinel [25] mb 80 80 86 103
σtot [25] mb 108 108 120 150
Peak pp collision rate GHz 0.8 4 14 31
d Nch/dη|η=0 [25] 6.0 6.0 7.2 10.2
Charged tracks per collision Nch [25] 70 70 85 122
Rate of charged tracks GHz 59 297 1234 3942
〈pT 〉 [25] GeV/c 0.56 0.56 0.6 0.7
d E/dη|η=5 [25] GeV 316 316 427 765
d P/dη|η=5 kW 0.04 0.2 1.0 4.0
rely on an excellent luminosity measurement (the Z line shape, the W pair threshold and the Higgs and top production
cross-sections and mass determination).
A small beam pipe (1.5 cm inner radius) and the possibility to bring a vertex detector to a small distance from the interaction
point are results of the strong beam focusing. This, combined with a state-of-the art vertex detector, would lead to an excellent
impact parameter resolution of σd0 = a ⊕ b/p sin3/2 θ , with a = 3 μm and b = 15 μm GeV. Together with the small size
of the interaction region, σx = 6.4 μm σy = 0.028 μm σz = 420 μm, this will provide outstanding efficiency for the physics
of, and with, heavy flavours at the Z, the Higgs and the top.
2.2 FCC-hh and HE-LHC
The FCC-hh collider design, performance and operating conditions are discussed in detail in Volume 3, Chapter 2, and
summarized in Table 2.2. The key parameters are the total centre-of-mass energy, 100 TeV, and the peak initial (nominal)
luminosity of 5(25) × 1034 cm−2 s−1, with 25 ns bunch spacing. At nominal luminosity, the pile-up reaches 850 interactions
per bunch crossing. The feasibility and performance of alternative bunch spacings of 12.5 and 5 ns are under study (see
Volume 2, Section 2.2.5). With two high-luminosity interaction points, and taking into account the luminosity evolution
during a fill and the turn-around time, the optimum integrated luminosity per day is estimated to be 2.3 (8.2) fb−1. The total
integrated luminosity at the end of the programme will obviously depend on its duration. Assuming a 25 year life cycle, with
10+15 years at initial/nominal parameters, allows a goal of 5 + 15 = 20 ab−1 to be set . This has been shown to be adequate
for the foreseeable scenarios [26]. A luminosity range up to 30 ab−1is considered for most of the physics studies. This allows
the ultimate physics potential to be assessed, considering that the two experiments will probably combine their final results
for the most sensitive measurements.
The current design allows for two further interaction points (IPs), where the pp luminosity can reach 2 × 1034 cm−2 s−1,
with a free distance between IP and the focusing triplets of 25 m. Apart from the case of heavy ion collisions, no discussion
of possible FCC-hh experiments using these lower-luminosity IPs will be presented.
For the HE-LHC the assumptions are for a collision energy
√
S = 27 TeV and a total integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1, to
be collected during 20 years of operation.
2.3 FCC-hh: operations with heavy ions
It has been shown that the FCC-hh could operate very efficiently as a nucleus-nucleus or proton–nucleus collider, analogously
to the LHC. Previous studies [27,28] have revealed that it enters a new, highly-efficient operating regime, in which a large
fraction of the injected intensity can be converted to useful integrated luminosity. Table 2.3 summarises the key parameters for
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Table 2.3 Beam and machine
parameters for collisions with
heavy ions
Unit Baseline Ultimate
Operation mode – PbPb pPb PbPb pPb
Number of Pb bunches – 2760 5400
Bunch spacing ns 100 50
Peak luminosity (1 experiment) 1027 cm−2 s−1 80 13,300 320 55,500
Integrated luminosity (1 experiment, 30 days) nb−1 35 8000 110 29,000
PbPb and pPb operation. Two beam parameter cases were considered, baseline and ultimate, which differ in the β-function at
the interaction point, the optical function β∗ at the interaction point, and the assumed bunch spacing, defining the maximum
number of circulating bunches. The luminosity is shown for one experiment but the case of two experiments was also studied:
this decreases the integrated luminosity per experiment by 40%, but increases the total by 20%. The performance projections
assume the LHC to be the final injector synchrotron before the FCC [29]. A performance efficiency factor was taken into
account to include set-up time, early beam aborts and other deviations from the idealised running on top of the theoretical
calculations. Further details on the performance of the heavy-ion operation in FCC-hh can be found in Section 2.6 of the
FCC-hh CDR Volume.
2.4 FCC-eh
The FCC-eh is designed to run concurrently with the FCC-hh. The electron-hadron interaction has a negligible effect on
the multi TeV energy hadron beams, protons or ions. The electron beam is provided by an energy recovery linac (ERL) of
Ee = 60 GeV energy which emerges from a 3-turn racetrack arrangement of two linacs, located opposite to each other. This
ERL has been designed and studied in quite some detail with the LHeC design. For FCC-eh, for geological reasons, the ERL
would be positioned at the inside of the FCC tunnel and tangential to the hadron beam at point L. There will be one detector
only, but forming two data taking collaborations may be considered, for example, to achieve cross check opportunities for
this precision measurement and exploratory programme.
The choice of Ee = 60 GeV is currently dictated by limiting cost. Desirably one would increase it, to reduce the beam
energy uncertainty and access extended kinematics, but that would increase the cost and effort in a non-linear way. This could
happen, nevertheless, if one expected, for example, leptoquarks with a mass of 4 TeV which the FCC-eh would miss with a
60 GeV beam. Currently, the energy chosen, taken from the LHeC design, is ample and adequate for a huge, novel programme
in deep inelastic physics as has been sketched above.
In concurrent operation, the FCC-eh would operate for 25 years, with the FCC-hh. This provides an integrated luminosity
of O(2) ab−1, at a nominal peak luminosity above 1034 cm−2 s−1, at which the whole result of HERA’s 15 year programme
could be reproduced in about a day or two, with kinematic boundaries extended by a factor of 100. The pile-up at FCC-eh
is estimated to be just 1. The forward detector has to cope with multi-TeV electron and hadron final state energies, while
the backward detector (in the direction of the e beam) would only see energies up to Ee = 60 GeV. The size of the detector
corresponds to about that of CMS at the LHC.
Special runs are possible at much lower yet still sizeable luminosity, such as with reduced beam energies. There is also
the important programme of electron-ion scattering which extended the kinematic range of the previous lepton–nucleus
experiments by 4 orders of magnitude. This is bound to revolutionise the understanding of parton dynamics and substructure
of nuclei and it will shed light on the understanding of the formation and development of the Quark-Gluon Plasma.
The measurement potential
3 EW measurements
3.1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) allowed the prediction of the properties and approximate mass values of the W and Z, of the top
and of the Higgs boson, well before the actual observations of these particles. A long history of experiments and theoretical
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maturation has been essential in motivating and designing the facilities built for their observation. The inputs to these
predictions have come from precise measurements and theoretical calculations in the flavour and, more conclusively, in the
electroweak (EW) sector of the SM. It is expected that flavour and EW precision observables (EWPO) will continue to
drive the progress in this field and to play a key role in establishing the existence of new physics and guiding its theoretical
interpretation. Improved precision equates to discovery potential.
Some aspects of flavour physics at FCC, in the context of BSM searches, are reviewed in Sects. 7 and 14. Here the focus
is on the EW physics programme of FCC.
The broad set of EWPO’s accessible to FCC-ee, and its immense statistics at the various beam energies in its running plan,
will give it access to various possible sources and manifestations of new physics. Direct effects could occur because of the
existence of a new interaction such as a Z′ or W′, which could mix or interfere with the known ones; from the mixing of
light neutrinos with their heavier right handed counterparts, which would effectively reduce their coupling to the W and Z
in a flavour dependent way. New weakly coupled particles can affect the W, Z or photon propagators via loops, producing
flavour independent corrections to the relation between the Z mass and the W mass or the relation between the Z mass and the
effective weak mixing angle; or the loop corrections can occur as vertex corrections, leading to flavour dependent effects as
is the case in the SM for e.g. the Z → bb¯ couplings. The measurements above the t¯t production threshold, directly involving
the top quark, will further enrich this programme.
The FCC-hh achieves indirect sensitivity to new physics by exploiting its large energy, benefiting, as proven by the LHC,
from the ability to achieve precision of a previously unexpected level in pp collisions. EW observables, such as high-mass
lepton or gauge-boson pairs, can expose deviations that, in spite of the lesser precision w.r.t. FCC-ee, match its sensitivity
reach at high mass. High-energy scattering of gauge bosons, furthermore, is a complementary probe of EW interactions at
short distances.
The FCC-eh, with precision and energy in between FCC-ee and FCC-hh, integrates their potential well. For example, its
ability to separate individual quark flavours in the proton, gives it unique sensitivity to their EW couplings. Furthermore, its
high energy and clean environment enable precision measurements of the weak coupling evolution at very large Q2.
As shown later in Sect. 8, the FCC EW measurements are a crucial element of, and a perfect complement to, the FCC
Higgs physics programme.
3.2 FCC-ee
3.2.1 Overview
Precision Electroweak measurements at FCC-ee will constitute an important part of the physics programme, with a sensitivity
to new physics that is very broad and largely complementary to that offered by measurements of the Higgs boson properties.
Building in part on LEP experience, with the benefit of huge statistics and of the improved prospects for beam energy
calibration, a very significant jump in precision can be achieved. This is shown in Table 3.1, which summarises the main
quantities and experimental errors compared to the present ones.
Furthermore, ancillary measurements of the presently precision-limiting input parameters for precision EW calculations
can be performed at FCC-ee thanks to the high statistics. This is the case of the top quark mass from the scan of the t¯t production
threshold, of the direct measurement of the QED running coupling constant at the Z mass from the Z -γ interference, and of
the strong coupling constant by measurements of the hadronic to leptonic branching fractions of the Z, the W and the τ lepton.
The importance of these ancillary measurements is illustrated by the present situation of the SM fit to the precision
measurements available to date [30]. The SM predictions and their uncertainty for the W mass and the effective weak mixing
angle [31], based on the input parameters (mZ, αQED(mZ), G F , αS(mZ), mH, mtop) and on the present estimates of theoretical
uncertainties, stand as follows.
mW = 80.3584 ± 0.0055mtop ± 0.0025mZ ± 0.0018αQED
± 0.0020αS ± 0.0001mH ± 0.0040theory GeV
= 80.358 ± 0.008total GeV,
sin2 θeffW = 0.231488 ± 0.000029mtop ± 0.000015mZ ± 0.000035αQED
± 0.000010αS ± 0.000001mH ± 0.000047theory
= 0.23149 ± 0.00007total, (3.1)
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These predictions are consistent with the world average of their direct measurements:
mW = 80.379 ± 0.012 GeV, and sin2 θeffW = 0.23153 ± 0.00016. (3.2)
but one can note that the uncertainty stemming from parametric and theoretical uncertainties is of similar order of magnitude
as the present experimental errors, and would be limiting if the experimental precision on these quantities were to be improved
by one or two orders of magnitude.
3.2.2 Electroweak programme at the Z0 peak
Measurements at the Z resonance are described in the LEP/SLD physics report [32]. FCC-ee will be able to deliver about
2×105 times the integrated luminosity that was produced by LEP at the Z pole, i.e., typically 1011 Z → μ+μ− or τ+τ− decays
and 3 × 1012 hadronic Z decays. Measurements with a statistical uncertainty up to 300 times smaller than at LEP (from a few
per mille to 10−5) are therefore at hand. Two elements are new with respect to LEP operations: (i) the centre-of-mass energy
calibration will be much improved, with beam energy measurements by resonant depolarisation performed on a continuous
basis and for both beams [33]; (ii) further improvements in efficiencies for heavy flavour observables will result from the
improved impact parameter resolution. The data taking at the Z is organised to optimise the EW output of the programme.
Data taken at the Z pole will be distributed at three energies corresponding to near half integer spin tunes νspin =
Ebeam/0.44065686(1) to allow for precision measurements of the e+ and e− beam energies by resonant depolarisation.
The energies are chosen to optimise the sensitivity to αQED(mZ), which as shown by [34] can be extracted from the Z-γ
interference in the leptonic forward–backward asymmetry. In the vicinity of the Z pole, AμμFB exhibits a strong
√
s dependence
AμμFB (s) 

3
4
AeAμ ×
[
1 + 8π
√
2αQED(s)
m2ZGF
(
1 − 4 sin2 θeffW
)2
s − m2Z
2s
]
, (3.3)
caused by the off-peak interference between the Z and the photon exchange in the process e+e− → μ+μ−. As displayed in
Fig. 3.1, the statistical uncertainty of this measurement of αQED(mZ) is optimised just below (√s = 87.9 GeV) and just above
(√s = 94.3 GeV) the Z pole. The half integer spin tune energy points √s = 87.7 GeV (νspin = 99.5) and √s = 93.9 GeV
(νspin = 106.5) are close enough in practice. Together with the peak point at √s = 91.2 GeV (νspin = 103.5) they constitute
the proposed Z-pole run plan; about half the data will be taken at the peak point. This scan will at the same time provide
measurements of the Z mass and width with very adequate precision.
It is shown in Ref. [34] that the experimental precision on αQED can be improved by a factor 4 with 40 ab−1 at each of these
two off-peak points, leaving an integrated luminosity of 80 ab−1 at the Z pole itself. Because most systematic uncertainties
are common to both points and almost perfectly cancel in the slope determination, the experimental uncertainty is statistics
dominated as long as the centre-of-mass energy spread (90 MeV at the Z pole) can be determined to a relative accuracy better
than 1%, which is achievable at the FCC-ee every few minutes [35]. More studies are needed to understand if the αQED(m2Z)
determination can profit from the centre-of-mass energy dependence of other asymmetries or from the angular distribution
in the Z → e+e− final state. It should be emphasized that this direct determination of αQED(m2Z) is insensitive to sources of
systematic uncertainties that affect the classical method from the dispersion integral over low energy e+e− data. Compared
with the projected improvement by a factor 2–3 of this calculation with future data at SuperKEKb or tau-charm factories, the
FCC-ee offers the opportunity of a competitive, statistically-limited, and robust measurement with the same detectors as and
in the energy range needed for EW precision measurements.
At the same time forward–backward and polarisation asymmetries at the Z pole are a powerful experimental tool to
measure sin2 θeffW , which regulates the difference between the right-handed and left-handed fermion couplings to the Z. With
unpolarised incoming beams, the amount of Z polarisation at production is
Ae = gL ,e
2 − gR,e2
gL ,e2 + gR,e2 =
2ve/ae
1 + (ve/ae)2 , with ve/ae ≡ 1 − 4 sin
2 θeffW , (3.4)
by definition of the effective weak mixing angle sin2 θeffW . The resulting forward–backward asymmetry for a pair of fermion–
antifermion f at the Z pole amounts to AffFB = 34AeAf . As a by-product of the continuous measurements of the beam
polarisation for the beam energy calibration, the experimental control of the longitudinal polarisation of each of the beams
can be made with the polarimeter (FCC-ee CDR, section 2.7) with great accuracy.
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Fig. 3.1 Top row, left: the Z line shape with the Z and γ exchange
contribution and the Z − γ interference. Top row, right: the muon pair
forward–backward asymmetry has a strong slope around the Z-pole
resulting from the Z -γ interference. Bottom row: relative statistical
accuracy of the αQED determination from the muon forward–backward
asymmetry at the FCC-ee, as a function of the centre-of-mass energy.
The integrated luminosity is assumed to be 80 ab−1 around the Z pole.
The dashed blue line shows the current uncertainty
Among the other asymmetries to be measured at the FCC-ee, the τ polarisation asymmetry in the τ → πντ decay mode
provides a similarly accurate determination of sin2 θeffW , with a considerably reduced
√
s dependence. In addition, the scattering
angle dependence of the τ polarisation asymmetry provides an individual determination of both Ae and Aτ, which allows, in
combination with the AμμFB and the three leptonic partial width measurements, the vector and axial couplings of each lepton
species to be determined. Similarly, heavy-quark forward–backward asymmetries (for b quarks, c quarks and, possibly s
quarks) together with the corresponding Z decay partial widths and the precise knowledge of Ae from the τ polarisation,
provide individual measurements of heavy-quark vector and axial couplings.
Within the same scan of the Z, cross-sections for hadronic and leptonic final states will be measured with a precision
limited by the luminosity measurement. The design of the luminometer aims for a point-to-point relative precision of 10−5
and absolute normalisation with a precision of 10−4 (limited by the projected hadronic vacuum polarization systematics in
the theoretical calculation of the Bhabha cross section), see FCC-ee CDR Section 7. Several results are expected from the
scan: the Z mass mZ and width Z will be extracted with a statistical precisions of 5 and 8 keV respectively, and a systematic
uncertainty given by the centre-of-mass uncertainties of 100 keV; the ratio of hadronic to leptonic partial widths RZ , from
which αs(mZ) will be derived with a precision better than 0.00016 – one order of magnitude better than today; the peak
cross-section σ 0had will determine the number of light neutrino species Nν with a precision of 0.001 of a neutrino species.
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Nν = 
ν
·
(√
12π RZ
m2Zσ
0
had
− R − 3
)
. (3.5)
An absolute (relative) uncertainty of 0.001 (5 × 10−5) on the ratio of the Z hadronic-to-leptonic partial widths (RZ ) is
thus well within the reach of the FCC-ee. A smaller relative uncertainty is expected for the ratios of the Z leptonic widths
of different flavours, allowing a stringent test of neutral current lepton universality at the ×10−5 level. A similar precision is
expected for the test of universality of the charged current from the semi-leptonic decays and life-time measurement of 1011 τ
decays.
3.2.3 The number of light neutrino species
The measurement of the Z decay width into invisible states is of great interest as it constitutes a direct test of the unitarity of
the neutrino mixing matrix – or of the existence of right-handed quasi-sterile neutrinos, as pointed out in Ref. [36]. At LEP,
it was mostly measured at the Z pole from the peak hadronic and leptonic cross-sections to be Nν = 2.984 ± 0.008, when
expressed in number of active neutrinos. The measurement of the peak hadronic cross-section at the Z pole is dominated by
systematic uncertainties, originating on one hand from the theoretical prediction of the low-angle Bhabha-scattering cross
section (used for the integrated luminosity determination), and from the experimental determination of the absolute integrated
luminosity, on the other. At the FCC-ee, a realistic target for this systematics-limited uncertainty is bounded from below to
0.001, based on ongoing progress with the theoretical calculations and detector technology.
At higher centre-of-mass energies, the use of radiative return to the Z [37], e+e− → Zγ, is likely to offer a more accurate
measurement of the number of neutrinos. Indeed, this process provides a clean photon-tagged sample of on-shell Z bosons,
with which the Z properties can be measured. From the WW threshold scan alone, the cross section of about 5 pb [38–41]
ensures that fifty million Zγ events are produced with a Z → νν decay and a high-energy photon in the detector acceptance.
The 25 × 106 Zγ events with leptonic Z decays in turn provide a direct measurement of the ratio invZ /leptZ , in which
uncertainties associated with absolute luminosity and photon detection efficiency cancel. The 150 million Zγ events with
either hadronic or leptonic Z decays will also provide a cross check of the systematic uncertainties and backgrounds related
to the QED predictions for the energy and angular distributions of the high energy photon. The invisible Z width will thus
be measured with a dominant statistical error corresponding to 0.001 neutrino families. Data at higher energies contribute to
further reduce this uncertainty by about 20%. A somewhat lower centre-of-mass energy, for example
√
s = 125 GeV – with
both a larger luminosity and a larger Zγ cross section and potentially useful for Higgs boson studies (Sect. 4.2.2) – would be
even more appropriate for this important measurement, allowing a statistical precision of around 0.0004 neutrino families.
3.2.4 The W+W− and tt¯ thresholds
The safest and most sensitive way to determine the W boson and top quark masses and widths is to measure the sharp increase
of the e+e− → W+W− and e+e− → tt¯ cross sections at the production thresholds, at centre-of-mass energies around twice
the W and top masses (Fig. 3.2). In both cases, the mass can be best determined at a quasi-fixed point where the cross section
dependence on the width vanishes:
√
s 
 162.5 GeV for mW and 342.5 GeV for mtop. The cross section sensitivity to the
width is maximum at
√
s 
 157.5 GeV for W, and 344 GeV for top.
With 12 ab−1 equally shared between 157.5 and 162.5 GeV, a simultaneous fit of the W mass and width to the e+e− →
W+W− cross-section measurements yields a precision of 0.5 MeV on mW and 1.2 MeV on W. Lest the measurements be
limited by systematic uncertainties, the following conditions need to be met. The centre-of-mass energies must be measured
with a precision of 0.5 MeV. The point-to-point variation of the detector acceptance (including that of the luminometer) and
the WW cross section prediction must be controlled within a few 10−4. Finally, the background must be known at the few
per-mil level. These conditions are less stringent than the requirements at the Z pole – where the centre-of-mass energies
must be measured to 0.1 MeV or better and the point-to-point variations of the luminometer acceptance must be controlled
to 5 × 10−5, etc. In addition, the backgrounds can be controlled by an additional energy point below the W-pair production
threshold.
An experimental precision of 0.5 (1.2) MeV for the W mass (width) is well within reach at the FCC-ee, with 12 ab−1
accumulated at the W pair production threshold.
The situation is slightly different for the top quark. A multipoint scan in a 4 GeV window will be needed for the top mass
determination, for several reasons. First, mtop might not be known to better than ± 0.5 GeV from the theoretical interpretation
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Fig. 3.2 Production cross section of W boson (left) and top-quark pairs
(right) in the vicinity of the production thresholds, with different values
of the masses and widths. In the left panel, the pink and green bands
include variations of the W mass and width by ± 1 GeV. In the right
panel, the grey and green bands include variations of the top-quark mass
and width by ± 0.2 and ± 0.15 GeV. The dots with error bars indicate
the result of a 10-point energy scan in steps of 1 GeV, with 0.02 ab−1
per point
of the hadron collider measurements. More importantly, such a window is needed to accurately map out the full shape of
the threshold, including the 1S resonance (Fig. 3.2, right panel). In addition, the tt¯ cross section depends on the top Yukawa
coupling, arising from the Higgs boson exchange at the tt¯ vertex (Sect. 4.2.2). This dependence can be fitted away with
supplementary data at centre-of-mass energies slightly above the tt¯ threshold. The non-tt¯ background, on the other hand,
needs to be evaluated from data at centre-of mass energies slightly below the tt¯ threshold.
With a luminosity of 25 fb−1 recorded at eight different centre-of-mass energies (340, 341, 341.5, 342, 343, 343.5, 344,
and 345 GeV), the top-quark mass and width can be determined with statistical precisions of ± 17 MeV and ± 45 MeV,
respectively. The uncertainty on the mass improves to less than 10 MeV if the width is fixed to its SM value. Each of the
centre-of-mass energies can be measured with a precision smaller than 10 MeV from the final state reconstruction [42] of
e+e− → W+W−, ZZ, and Zγ events and from the knowledge of the W and Z masses, which causes a 3 MeV uncertainty
on the top-quark mass. Today, the uncertainty on the theoretical value due to missing higher orders QCD corrections in the
e+e− → tt¯ process is at the 40 MeV level for the top quark mass and width.
To conclude on the top, an uncertainty of 17 (45) MeV is achievable for the top-quark mass (width) measurement at the
FCC-ee, with 0.2 ab−1 accumulated around the tt¯ threshold. The corresponding parametric uncertainties on the SM predictions
of sin2 θeffW and mW are accordingly reduced to 6 × 10−7 and 0.11 MeV, respectively.
3.2.5 Summary and demands on theoretical calculations
Table 3.1 summarises some of the most significant FCC-ee experimental accuracies and compares them to those of the present
measurements.
Some important comments are in order:
– FCC-ee will provide a set of ground breaking measurements of a large number of new-physics sensitive observables,
with improvement with respect to the present status by a factor of 20-50 or even more; moreover it will improve input
parameters, mZ of course, but also mtop, αs(mZ) and, for the first time a direct and precise measurement of αQED(mZ).
Consequently, parametric uncertainties in the electroweak predictions will be reduced considerably. Once, and only when,
all the above measurements are performed, the total parametric uncertainty on the W mass and on sin2 θeffW predictions
(0.6 MeV and 10−5, respectively), dominated by the in-situ precision on αQED(m2Z), will match the uncertainty on their
direct determination (0.5 MeV and 5 × 10−6, respectively). The FCC-ee is the only future e+e− collider project able to
accomplish this tour-de-force, a prerequisite for an optimal sensitivity to new physics.
– Table 3.1 is only a first sample of the main observables accessible. Work on the future projections of experimental and
theory requirements are, and will need to be, the subject of further dedicated studies within the FCC-ee design study groups.
Important contributions are expected from b, c and τ physics at the Z pole, such as forward–backward and polarisation
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Table 3.1 Measurement of selected electroweak quantities at the FCC-ee, compared with the present precisions
Observable Present value ± error FCC-ee Stat. FCC-ee Syst. Comment and dominant exp. error
mZ (keV) 91,186,700 ± 2200 5 100 From Z line shape scan Beam energy calibration
Z (keV) 2,495,200 ± 2300 8 100 From Z line shape scan Beam energy calibration
RZ (×103) 20,767 ± 25 0.06 0.2–1.0 Ratio of hadrons to leptons acceptance for leptons
αs (mZ) (×104) 1196 ± 30 0.1 0.4–1.6 From RZ above [43]
Rb (×106) 216,290 ± 660 0.3 < 60 Ratio of bb¯ to hadrons stat. extrapol. from SLD [44]
σ 0had (×103) (nb) 41,541 ± 37 0.1 4 Peak hadronic cross-section luminosity measurement
Nν (×103) 2991 ± 7 0.005 1 Z peak cross sections Luminosity measurement
sin2θeffW (×106) 231,480 ± 160 3 2–5 From AμμFB at Z peak Beam energy calibration
1/αQED (mZ) (×103) 128,952 ± 14 4 Small From AμμFB off peak [34]
Ab,0FB (×104) 992 ± 16 0.02 1–3 b-quark asymmetry at Z pole from jet charge
Apol,τFB (×104) 1498 ± 49 0.15 < 2 τ Polarisation and charge asymmetry τ decay physics
mW (MeV) 80,350 ± 15 0.5 0.3 From WW threshold scan Beam energy calibration
W (MeV) 2085 ± 42 1.2 0.3 From WW threshold scan Beam energy calibration
αs (mW) (×104) 1170 ± 420 3 Small From RW [45]
Nν (×103) 2920 ± 50 0.8 Small Ratio of invis. to leptonic in radiative Z returns
mtop (MeV) 172,740 ± 500 17 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors dominate
top (MeV) 1410 ± 190 45 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors dominate
λtop/λ
SM
top 1.2 ± 0.3 0.1 Small From tt¯ threshold scan QCD errors dominate
ttZ couplings ± 30% 0.5–1.5% Small From ECM = 365 GeV run
asymmetries. Also the tau lepton branching fraction and lifetime measurements, especially if a more precise tau mass
becomes available, will provide another dimension of precision measurements.
– While statistical precisions follow straightforwardly from the integrated luminosities, the systematic uncertainties do not.
It is quite clear that for the Z and W mass and width the centre-of-mass energy uncertainty will dominate, and that for the
total cross-sections (thus the determination of the number of neutrinos) the luminosity measurement error will dominate.
These have been the subject of considerable work already. However there is no obvious limit in the experimental precision
reachable for such observables as RZ or Rb or the top quark pair cross-section measurements.
– While the possible experimental systematic error levels for RZ , Rb, A
b
FB, 0, A
pol,τ
FB have been indicated, these should be
considered as indicative, and are likely to change, hopefully improve, with closer investigation. Heavy flavour quantities
will readily benefit from the improved impact parameter resolution available at FCC-ee due to the smaller beam pipe
and considerable improvements in silicon trackers. Also since LEP and SLD the knowledge of both τ and b physics has
benefited considerably from the b-factories and will benefit further with SuperKEKB.
Table 3.1 clearly sets the requirements for theoretical work: the aim should be to either provide the tools to compare
experiment and theory at a level of precision better than the experimental errors, or to identify which additional calculation
or experimental input would be required to achieve it. Another precious line of research to be done jointly by theoreticians
and experimenters will be to try to find observables or ratios of observables for which theoretical uncertainties are reduced.
The work that experiment requires from the theoretical community can be separated into a few classes.
– QED (mostly) and QCD corrections to cross-sections and angular distributions that are needed to convert experimentally
measured cross-sections back to ‘pseudo-observables’: couplings, masses, partial widths, asymmetries, etc. that are close
to the experimental measurement (i.e. the relation between measurements and these ‘pseudo-observables’ does not alter
the possible ‘new physics’ content). Appropriate event generators are essential for the implementation of these effects in
the experimental procedures.
– Calculation of the pseudo-observables with the precision required in the framework of the SM with the required precision
so as to take full advantage of the experimental precision.
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Table 3.2 W± and Z0 production cross-sections at NLO, including kinematic cuts and branching ratios (BRs) for one lepton family. The PDF
uncertainties are from the NNPDF3.0 NNLO set [48]
σ(V → l1l2) [nb] (±δpdfσ )
√
S (TeV) No cuts pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5 pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 5
W+ → +ν 100 77.3 (13.1%) 28.3 (3.3%) 54.3 (6.5%)
W− → −ν 100 64.3 (8.9%) 27.2 (3.3%) 45.5 (4.0%)
Z0 → +− 100 14.5 (7.7%) 4.8 (3.3%) 9.5 (5.0%)
W+ → +ν 27 22.9 (2.9%) 10.6 (2.6%) 18.4 (2.9%)
W− → −ν 27 17.6 (2.9%) 8.9 (2.8%) 14.1 (2.8%)
Z0 → +− 27 4.0 (2.7%) 1.6 (2.8%) 3.1 (2.7%)
– Identify the limiting issues and the questions related to the definition of parameters, in particular the treatment of quark
masses and more generally QCD objects.
– An investigation of the sensitivity of the proposed experimental observables (or new ones) to the effect of new physics
in a number of important scenarios. This is essential work to be done early, before the project is fully designed, since it
potentially affects the detector design and the running plan.
The overall challenge is laid out in great detail in an extended Report [46], which emerged from the Workshop Precision
EW and QCD calculations for the FCC studies: methods and tools [47], held at CERN in January 2018. A preliminary
evaluation of needs [46], leads to the conclusion that at least the full three-loop calculations are needed for Z pole and for the
propagator EW corrections, and probably two-loop calculations for the EW corrections to the WW cross-section. Matching
the experimental precisions across-the-board has been estimated to require a dedicated effort of 500 person-years. This has
been listed as strategic, high-priority, item in Appendix A of the FCC-ee CDR. The CERN workshop was the start of a process
that will be both exciting and challenging. Its conclusions are reproduced here: “We anticipate that at the beginning of the
FCC-ee campaign of precision measurements, the theory will be precise enough not to limit their physics interpretation. This
statement is however conditional to sufficiently strong support by the physics community and the funding agencies, including
strong training programmes”.
3.3 FCC-hh
The large samples of electroweak (EW) gauge bosons produced by FCC-hh could offer many different opportunities for
important measurements. In particular, the huge kinematic reach of 100 TeV collisions enables probes of EW dynamics, both
within and beyond the SM, that are largely complementary to those accessible via the FCC-ee precision measurements.1 This
section documents some of the most relevant production properties of EW gauge bosons, focusing on the large-Q2 reach and
preparing the ground for the discussion of unique new measurements that will be presented in Sect. 8.
3.3.1 Drell–Yan processes
The Drell–Yan (DY) process, namely the production of lepton pairs from quark–antiquark annihilations into vector gauge
bosons, is the primary EW observable in hadronic collisions. The total production rates of W± and Z0 bosons at 100 TeV
are about 1.3 and 0.4 μb, respectively. This corresponds to samples of O(1010−11) leptonic decays per ab−1. The inclusive
production rates are known today up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD, leading to a theoretical uncertainty
on the rates of O(1%).
This will certainly be improved over the next few years, as the N3LO is already within reach. The uncertainties due to
the parton distribution functions (PDFs), shown in Table 3.2, are larger, and depend strongly on the required rapidity range,
which defines the small-x range being probed. This implies that DY measurements will contribute to improve knowledge
of the PDFs (a systematic study has not been carried out as yet). FCC-eh will of course pin these down with the greatest
1 The possibility of improving the direct determination of SM parameters (e.g. mW or sin2 θW ) will not be addressed here, since it is unlikely that
FCC-hh can match the precision achievable at FCC-ee. A significant reduction in the PDF systematics entering the uncertainty of both mW or
sin2 θW at the LHC will certainly be greatly reduced by the end of HL-LHC, and even more by FCC-eh. But a reliable assessment of the experimental
systematics would require a simulation of the FCC-hh experimental conditions well beyond today’s level of realism.
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Fig. 3.3 Integrated lepton transverse (dilepton) mass distribution in pp → W∗ → ν (pp → Z∗/γ∗ → +−), at 100 and 27 TeV. One lepton
family is included, with |η| < 2.5
Table 3.3 Gauge boson pair production cross sections. σgg refers to the
gg → VV process, which, while formally of NNLO, appears at the one-
loop level. The NNLO systematics reflects the scale dependence of the
total cross sections, obtained by varying renormalisation and factorisa-
tion scales (μR,F ), independently, over μR,F/μ0 = 0.5, 1 2 and 1/2 <
μR/μF < 2, with μ0 = mT,V1 + mT,V2 (mT,V = √(m2V + p2T,V ))
σL O (pb) σN L O (pb) σN L O + σgg(pb) σN N L O (pb)
100 TeV
ZZ → e+e−μ+μ− 0.29 0.37 0.43 0.460 (+4.0%)
(−3.3%)
WW → eνμν 10.0 13.4 14.4 15.8 (+3.6%)
(−3.0%)
WZ → eνμ+μ− 1.1 2.2 – 2.38 ± 2.3%
27 TeV
ZZ → e+e−μ+μ− 0.058 0.080 0.090 0.0952 (+2.9%)
(−2.4%)
WW → eνμν 2.1 3.0 3.2 3.46 (+2.8%)
(−2.4%)
WZ → eνμ+μ− 0.23 0.42 – 0.483 ± 2.1%
precision, as shown in Sect. 5.3. In particular, Fig. 5.14 shows a projected precision for the qq¯ luminosity at the 5 per mille
level. This could lead to the process Z → +− becoming a luminometer with a (sub-)percent precision.
In Table 3.2 the rates for HE-LHC are also shown: they are a factor of 2 larger than at 14 TeV, and their PDF uncertainty,
based on today’s PDF fits, is smaller than at 100 TeV, due to the larger values of x that are being probed.
The extended kinematic reach for DY final states is shown in Fig. 3.3, where the integrated spectra of the W boson transverse
mass (M2T = 2pT, pT,ν(1 − cos θν)) and of the γ/Z dilepton mass are plotted. Notice the accidental similarity of those
spectra: while leptonic rates for W’s are typically O(10) larger than for Z’s, a given value of MT corresponds to events with a
larger dilepton invariant mass, thus reducing the respective rate. Further applications of these high-mass DY measurements at
100 TeV, to probe BSM effects induced by the existence of new weakly interacting particles or of higher-dimension operators,
are presented later in Sect. 8.
3.3.2 Gauge boson pair production
Pair production is the most direct and sensitive probe of triple gauge-boson interactions (TGCs). Early measurements at LEP2
have confirmed the gauge nature of the couplings and set strong constraints on deviations. By violating gauge invariance
and its delicate cancellations among amplitudes, anomalous TGCs typically give rise to deviations from the SM that grow
quadratically with the gauge bosons energy. As in the case of far-off-shell DY production (discussed in Sect. 8.3), high-mass
gauge boson pairs can therefore provide powerful BSM constraints [49]. The total SM production rates are shown in Table 3.3,
up to the NNLO QCD order [50]. More details on the various aspects of the inclusive production are given in Ref. [25], where
a thorough discussion of diphoton production, at large Mγ γ and at large pγ γT for Mγ γ ∼ m H , can also be found.
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Fig. 3.4 Integrated invariant mass spectrum for the production of gauge boson pairs in the central kinematic range |y| < 1.5, at 100 and 27 TeV.
No branching ratios included
Next the integrated invariant mass distributions of gauge boson pairs are shown in Fig. 3.4. A central rapidity cut is imposed
to suppress the t-channel contributions to WW and WZ production, which reduce the role of the TGC vertex. Notice that
the rate for WW at large mass is larger than for dileptons, suggesting that diboson measurements may have a comparable
reach in Q2. Of course the full exploitation of these final states benefits from the possibility of using gauge boson hadronic
decays, challenging the detector performance in terms of jet tagging through the substructure analysis (see Sect. 15.3.1 for
examples in the case of high-mass Z′ → VV decays). The exploration of these high-mass diboson processes to constrain
higher-dimension operators has just started. A first study of the WZ (fully leptonic) final states was presented in Ref. [49].
The longitudinal component of the amplitude, A(uLdL → W+L ZL) (and its charge conjugate) may receive contributions
from dimension-6 operators, growing with energy and parameterised [49] as δA = a(3)/(2√2)E2 sin θ , where E, θ are
the W energy and scattering angle in the CM frame. The sin θ behaviour allows the isolation of this contribution from
the production of transverse gauge bosons, further justifying the focus on central production, where sin θ is maximum. A
systematic uncertainty for the extraction of the signal of ∼ 1% allows constraints to be set at the level of a(3)<∼1/(20 TeV)2.
These studies are complementary to analyses that could be done with the q′q → WH process, which, by gauge invariance,
would be modified by the a(3) correction in the same way as WZ. For a further discussion of these studies see Sect. 8.
3.3.3 Gauge boson(s) production via vector boson scattering and fusion
Vector boson fusion (VBF) and vector boson scattering (VBS) processes provide crucial signatures to probe the mechanism
of EW symmetry breaking. The rates at FCC-hh, subject to various sets of cuts aimed at reducing the QCD backgrounds, are
given in Table 3.4. They account for off-shell and non-resonant contributions. The details of the generation (scales, PDF, etc)
are given in Ref. [25], where several additional kinematic distributions are collected. The sets of cuts considered here are as
follows:
(A) M+− > 66 GeV, p
jet
T > 50 GeV (3.6)
(B) y j1 × y j2 < 0, m j j > 2000 GeV, y j j > 5 (3.7)
(C) pT > 20 GeV, |y| < 5, R j, ytagj,min < y < ytagj,max . (3.8)
As shown in Table 3.4, the available statistics range between tens of thousands and hundred million events, depending on the
final state. The use of hadronic decays could increase these rates even more. Examples of analyses to constrain EFT operators,
and their impact on BSM models, are discussed in Sect. 8.
The discussion of longitudinal vector boson scattering, of relevance to the study of Higgs couplings, is presented in
Sect. 4.3.1.
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Table 3.4 Gauge production
cross sections in VBF (top two
lines) and VBS. The cuts are
defined in the text. Branching
ratios for the decay to a single
leptonic channel are included,
assuming different lepton types
in case of pair production
Final state σ (fb) cut A σ (fb) cut A + B σ (fb) cut A + B + C
W+jj 41 × 103 8.7 × 103 7.0 × 103
Zjj 7.2 × 103 1.5 × 103 1.1 × 103
W+W−jj 246 83.3 58.3
W+W+jj 105 48.4 32.4
W+Zjj 19.6 8.3 4.9
ZZjj 5.4 2.4 1.4
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Fig. 3.5 Single differential cross sections for unpolarised e+p and e−p NC and CC DIS for FCC-eh in comparison to HERA measurements and
LHeC expectations. The lepton beam polarisations of ±80% will considerably change the expected NC cross section in regions where γ Z and
pure Z exchange becomes important, whereas the CC cross section scales linearly with the lepton beam polarisation
3.4 FCC-eh
Electroweak precision measurements in deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering, have a long tradition, with a number of
groundbreaking results [51–53]. At HERA, precision measurements had been limited by both the ep centre-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 920 GeV and the luminosities of about 0.5 fb−1 recorded by the H1 or ZEUS experiments [54–57]. In contrast,
the FCC-eh with its considerably increased centre-of-mass energy of 3.5 TeV and a targeted integrated luminosity of up to
3 ab−1 will allow unique precision EW measurements in deep-inelastic scattering and perform tests of new physics beyond
the EW scale and up to the TeV masses.
In the following, prospects for the determination of EW parameters from inclusive NC and CC DIS data at FCC-eh are
studied. Additional direct measurements will provide further constraints, such as measurements of Higgs boson (see Sect. 4.5)
and top-quark production cross sections (Sect. 6.4). The uncertainty values of EW parameters are estimated by performing
fits of theoretical predictions to simulated inclusive NC and CC DIS data (see Sect. 5.3.1 for details). In order to account for
correlations with uncertainties of the PDFs, which are expected to be determined from the same data, the fits include also
the determination of parameters of the PDF parameterisations. The methodology closely follows the prescription outlined
in Sect. 5.3.1 and Ref. [57]. EW effects are included in the calculations through 1-loop weak corrections [58–62], and all
calculations are performed in the on-shell renormalisation scheme, which utilises the fine structure constant α and the weak
boson masses, m Z and mW , as main input parameters.2
The neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC) DIS cross sections for unpolarised inclusive DIS are displayed in
Fig. 3.5. While CC DIS is mediated exclusively by the W boson, the weak boson contribution to NC DIS becomes significant
at higher scales, Q2  100 GeV2, through γ Z interference and pure Z exchange [65].
2 Note that in the on-shell renormalisation scheme the Fermi constant, GF = GF(α, m Z , mW , mt , m H , . . .), is a prediction [63,64], and the weak
mixing angle is defined at all orders by its relation to the weak boson masses, sin2θW = 1 − m2W /m2Z .
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Fig. 3.6 The expected uncertainties for the light-quark weak neutral
couplings (gAu , gAd , gV u , gV d ) from FCC-eh inclusive DIS data com-
pared with the Standard Model expectations and the currently most
precise measurements [32,56,57,66]. At the displayed scale, the con-
tours of the present measurements are truncated to a large extent. For
comparison, also the prospects for the LHeC are displayed. A global fit
to the light-quark EW couplings, including the FCC-ee projections, is
shown in Fig. 8.8 and in Table 8.2
The determination of the vector- and axial-vector weak neutral current couplings, ideally performed separately for any of
the individual quark or lepton flavour, represents a major precision test of the EW theory. Their precision measurements can
provide constraints on various BSM models. The sensitivity to the light-quark vector and axial-vector couplings to the Z boson
(gAu , gAd , gV u , gV d ) is investigated by performing a gAu + gAd + gV u + gV d +PDF fit to the simulated NC and CC DIS data
at the FCC-eh. The two-dimensional uncertainty contours (χ2 = 2.3) are displayed in Fig. 3.6 for each single quark flavour
and compared to recent measurements [32,56,57,66]. While the current determinations from e+e−, ep or pp¯/pp data have
all similar uncertainties, the FCC-eh will provide a measurement with unprecedented precision. Uncertainties smaller than
about 1 % are expected. Due to the γ Z interference term, DIS data provide also access to the sign of the coupling parameters,
and thus FCC-eh does not exhibit any ambiguity as it is the case for the Z-pole measurements.
Also electron coupling parameters are accessible at the FCC-eh and a determination of heavy-quark couplings can be
explored if additional flavour-dependent final states are observed, e.g. in charm-production or b-quark production. Even if
these parameters will only be measured with uncertainties similar to those of the high-precision measurements at the Z
pole, FCC-eh will allow a unique measurement of the scale-dependence of the weak neutral current couplings in a single
experiment. For instance, a considerable precision for Q2 dependent measurements of the light-quark weak neutral-current
couplings can be expected in the range of
√
Q2 from a few 10 GeV up to about 1.5 TeV with uncertainties down to a few
permille. At low scales such measurements are limited by the dominating contribution of the pure photon exchange, and at
high scales by the kinematic limit and the integrated luminosity.
More explicitly, the effective weak neutral current couplings can be expressed in terms of the ρ and κ parameters:
gA f = √ρ f I 3L , f , (3.9)
gV f = √ρ f
(
I 3L , f − 2Q f κ f sin2θW
)
. (3.10)
ρ and κ receive Q2 dependent higher-order radiative corrections [67]. The determination of the vector and axial-vector
couplings can be translated into a determination of the effective weak mixing angle, sin2 θeffw = κ f sin2θW . For sin2 θeffw ,
an ultimate precision of down to 1.0 · 10−3 can be achieved when using FCC-eh inclusive DIS data. More meaningful
flavour specific measurements and measurements in conjunction with the ρ parameters, yield more conservative estimates.
By exploiting the Q2 dependence of the inclusive DIS data, a unique scale-dependent measurement of the effective weak
mixing angle is feasible over two orders of magnitude in
√
Q2. Using cross section ratios, such as the polarisation asymmetry,
charge asymmetry, or the CC/NC cross section ratio, further improvements can be achieved since systematic uncertainties are
expected to cancel, at least partially [68,69]. On the theory side, a cancellation of the ρ parameter in ratios of cross sections,
as it is the case for Z-pole measurements or in polarised Møller scattering, does not take place since the contributions from
pure photon exchange and γ Z-interference, which do not carry the same ρ dependence, are not negligible.
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Direct measurements of CC cross sections at the W-pole are exclusively performed at hadron colliders. This restricts the
current availability of precise measurements of charged current coupling parameters. In DIS at FCC-eh, CC cross sections
can be measured with high precision. From the theoretical point of view, this is possible because CC scattering is mediated
exclusively by W bosons, i.e. no interference with other exchange bosons is diluting the contribution of CC couplings. From
the experimental side, precision measurements can be performed since the event kinematics can be fully reconstructed by
recording the hadronic final state. While at HERA the uncertainties of charged current cross sections have been limited by the
measurement of the hadronic final state, limited integrated luminosities, challenging trigger requirements and the moderate
kinematic reach, FCC-eh will greatly improve on all of these aspects.
The uncertainty of the W-boson mass determination is obtained from a mW + PDF-fit of the CC and NC cross sections
(the Z-boson mass m Z is an external input in this study). The expected uncertainties of mW are
mW = ±9exp ± 4PDF MeV, (3.11)
where the dominant sensitivity to mW arises from the normalisation of the CC cross section and the W-boson propagator term
m2W
m2W +Q2
. While the expected precision of mW , mW = 10 MeV would not improve a future 0.6 MeV determination from
FCC-ee (see Table 3.1), it would exceed the precision of the current world average [70] (mW = ±12 MeV), being about
a factor of two more precise than the most precise result of a single experiment [71,72] to date. Current determinations of
mW from hadron-collider experiments have a considerable PDF uncertainty of about  7 MeV [70], but measurements at the
FCC-eh will provide further support for such precision measurements in hadron-hadron collisions by its ability to perform
combined fits of EW parameters and PDFs.
In addition, the measurement of CC DIS cross sections allows a precise and unique test of the scale dependence of charged
current coupling parameters. For instance, FCC-eh will allow a test of the Q2 dependence of the CC form factor ρCC [59,61].
The absolute value of ρCC can be measured at FCC-eh with a precision of down to 1.5 per mille, and its scale dependence
will be measurable up to
√
Q2 
 1.5 TeV with an uncertainty of about 2.2 per mille. At low scales, the FCC-eh measurement
of CC DIS cross sections will be limited by trigger constraints and at high scales by the available integrated luminosity.
The measurement of charm production cross sections in CC DIS will be possible for the first time with high precision.
In summary, the inclusive NC and CC DIS cross sections measured at FCC-eh provide an opportunity to perform high-
precision determinations, in the space-like region, of fundamental EW parameters and test EW processes at the level of
quantum corrections with high precision. The high precision for light-quark NC couplings and the possibility to determine
scale dependencies (e.g. of the EW mixing angle) highlight the complementarity of the ep EW physics programme to that
with ee.
4 Higgs measurements
4.1 Introduction
Since the discovery of the Higgs boson, many studies of its properties and couplings have been carried out at the LHC,
confirming the SM expectations at the 10–20% level. Significant improvements will take place in the next years and through
the HL-LHC phase, reaching, in several cases, a precision of few percent [73], where a 5% deviation from the SM could
expose BSM scales in the range of 1 TeV. The extraordinary achievements and prospects of the LHC programme are opening
a new era, in which the Higgs boson is moving from being the object of a search, to become an exploration tool. The FCC
positions itself as the most powerful heir of the future LHC Higgs’ legacy. On one side it will extend the range of measurable
Higgs properties (e.g. its elusive H → gg, cc¯ decays, its total width, and its self-coupling), allowing more incisive and model-
independent determinations of its couplings. On the other, the combination of superior precision and energy reach provides
a framework in which indirect and direct probes of new physics complement each other, and cooperate to characterise the
nature of possible discoveries.
Higgs boson physics, based on ∼ 106 Higgs decays, is at the heart of the experimental programme of the FCC-ee. FCC-ee
will measure Higgs production inclusively from its presence as a recoil to the Z in the reaction e+e− → Z H. This allows the
absolute measurement of the Higgs coupling to the Z, which is the starting point for the model-independent determination
of its total width, and thus of its other couplings through branching ratio measurements. The leading Higgs couplings to SM
particles (denoted gHXX for particle X) will be measured by FCC-ee with a sub-percent precision.
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Fig. 4.1 The Higgs boson
production cross section as a
function of the centre-of-mass
energy in unpolarised e+e−
collisions. The blue and green
curves stand for the
Higgsstrahlung and WW fusion
processes, respectively, and the
red curve displays the total
production cross section. The
vertical dotted lines indicate the
centre-of-mass energies of
choice at the FCC-ee for the
measurement of the Higgs
boson properties
The model dependence being removed by FCC-ee, a fully complementary programme will be possible at FCC-hh and
FCC-eh, to complete the picture of Higgs boson properties. This will include, for example, the measurement to the percent
level of rare Higgs decays such as H → γγ, μμ, Zγ, the detection of invisible ones (H → 4ν), and the measurement of the
gHtt coupling with percent precision.
Indirect (at FCC-ee) and direct (at FCC-hh and FCC-eh) measurements will measure the Higgs self-coupling, probing the
nature of the Higgs potential, as will be discussed later in Sects. 10 and 11.
The synergies among all components of the FCC Higgs programme will be underscored in Sect. 8, where global fits of
Higgs and EW parameters will be performed. By way of synergy and complementarity, the FCC appears to be the most
powerful future facility for a thorough examination of the Higgs boson and EWSB.
4.2 FCC-ee
4.2.1 Model-independent coupling determination from the Higgs branching fractions
The goal of the FCC-ee programme is to achieve a model-independent percent or sub-percent accuracy determination of the
Higgs width and Higgs couplings. This precision is needed to access the 10 TeV energy scale, and maybe to exceed it, by
an analysis of a possible pattern of deviations among all couplings. Similarly, higher-order corrections to Higgs couplings
in the SM are at the level of a few %. The quantum structure of the Higgs sector can therefore be tested only if the precise
measurement of its properties is pushed to a few per mille level, or better.
An experimental sample of at least one million Higgs bosons has to be analysed to potentially reach this statistical
precision. Production at e+e− colliders proceeds mainly via the Higgsstrahlung process e+e− → HZ and WW fusion
e+e− → (WW → H)νν. The cross sections are displayed in Fig. 4.1 as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. The total
cross section presents a maximum at
√
s = 260 GeV, but the event rate per unit of time is largest at 240 GeV, as a consequence
of the specific circular-collider luminosity profile. As the cross section amounts to 200 fb at
√
s = 240 GeV, the production
of one million events requires an integrated luminosity of at least 5 ab−1. This sample, dominated by HZ events, is usefully
complemented by about 180,000 HZ events and 45,000 WW-fusion events, to be collected with 1.5 ab−1 at
√
s = 365 GeV.
At
√
s = 240 GeV, the determination of Higgs boson couplings follows the strategy described in Refs. [8,74], with an
improved analysis that exploits the superior performance of the CLD detector design (see the FCC-ee CDR, Sect. 7). The total
Higgs production cross section is determined by counting e+e− → HZ events tagged with a leptonic Z decay, Z → +−,
independently of the Higgs boson decay. An example of such an event is displayed in Fig. 4.2 (left). The mass mRecoil of the
system recoiling against the lepton pair is calculated with precision from the lepton momenta and the total energy-momentum
conservation: m2Recoil = s +m2Z −2
√
s(E+ + E−), so that HZ events have mRecoil equal to the Higgs boson mass and can be
easily counted from the accumulation around mH. Their number allows the HZ cross section, σHZ, to be precisely determined
in a model-independent fashion. This precision cross-section measurement alone is a powerful probe of the SM predictions
for the Higgs boson at the loop level. Under the assumption that the coupling structure is identical in form to the SM, this
cross section is proportional to the square of the Higgs boson coupling to the Z, gHZZ.
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Fig. 4.2 Left: a schematic view, transverse to the detector axis, of an
e+e− → HZ event with Z → μ+μ− and with the Higgs boson decay-
ing hadronically. The two muons from the Z decay are indicated. Right:
distribution of the mass recoiling against the muon pair, determined
from the total energy-momentum conservation, with an integrated lumi-
nosity of 5 ab−1 and the CLD detector design. The peak around 125 GeV
(in red) consists of HZ events. The rest of the distribution (in blue and
pink) originate from ZZ and WW production
Table 4.1 Relative statistical uncertainty on the measurements of event rates, providing σHZ × BR(H → XX) and σνν¯H × BR(H → XX),
as expected from the FCC-ee data. This is obtained from a fast simulation of the CLD detector and consolidated with extrapolations from full
simulations of similar linear-collider detectors (SiD and CLIC). All numbers indicate 68% C.L. intervals, except for the 95% C.L. sensitivity in the
last line. The accuracies expected with 5 ab−1 at 240 GeV are given in the middle columns, and those expected with 1.5 ab−1 at
√
s = 365 GeV
are displayed in the last columns
√
s (GeV) 240 365
Luminosity (ab−1) 5 1.5
δ(σBR)/σBR (%) HZ νν H HZ νν H
H → any ± 0.5 ± 0.9
H → bb¯ ± 0.3 ± 3.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.9
H → cc¯ ± 2.2 ± 6.5 ± 10
H → gg ± 1.9 ± 3.5 ± 4.5
H → W+W− ± 1.2 ± 2.6 ± 3.0
H → ZZ ± 4.4 ± 12 ± 10
H → ττ ± 0.9 ± 1.8 ± 8
H → γγ ± 9.0 ± 18 ± 22
H → μ+μ− ± 19 ± 40
H → invis. < 0.3 < 0.6
Building upon this powerful measurement, the Higgs boson width can then be inferred by counting the number of HZ events
in which the Higgs boson decays into a pair of Z bosons. Under the same coupling assumption, this number is proportional
to the ratio σHZ × (H → ZZ)/H, hence to g4HZZ/H. The measurement of gHZZ described above thus allows H to be
extracted. The numbers of events with exclusive decays of the Higgs boson into bb¯, cc¯, gg, τ+τ−, μ+μ−, W+W−, γγ, Zγ,
and invisible Higgs boson decays (tagged with the presence of just one Z boson and missing mass in the event) measure
σHZ × (H → XX)/H with precisions indicated in Table 4.1.
With σHZ and H known, the numbers of events are proportional to the square of the gHXX coupling involved. In practice,
the width and the couplings are determined with a global fit, which closely follows the logic of Ref. [75]. The results of this fit
are summarised in Table 4.2 and are compared to the same fit applied to HL-LHC projections [73] and to those of other e+e−
colliders [76–78] exploring the 240-to-380 GeV centre-of-mass energy range. Table 4.2 also shows that the extractions of H
and of gHWW from the global fit are significantly improved by the addition of the WW-fusion process at
√
s = 365 GeV, as
a result of the correlation between the HZ and νν H processes.
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Table 4.2 Precision determined in the κ framework of the Higgs boson
couplings and total decay width, as expected from the FCC-ee data,
and compared to those from HL-LHC [18] and other e+e− colliders
exploring the 240-to-380 GeV centre-of-mass energy range. All num-
bers indicate 68% CL sensitivities, except for the last line which gives
the 95% CL sensitivity on the “exotic” branching fraction, accounting
for final states that cannot be tagged as SM decays. The FCC-ee accu-
racies are subdivided in three categories: the first sub-column give the
results of the model-independent fit expected with 5 ab−1 at 240 GeV,
the second sub-column in bold – directly comparable to the other col-
lider fits – includes the additional 1.5 ab−1 at
√
s = 365 GeV, and the
last sub-column shows the result of the combined fit with HL-LHC.
The fit to the HL-LHC projections alone (first column) requires two
additional assumptions to be made: here, the branching ratios into cc¯
and into exotic particles are set to their SM values
Collider HL-LHC ILC250 CLIC380 LEP3240 CEPC250 FCC-ee240+365
Lumi (ab−1) 3 2 1 3 5 5240 + 1.5365 + HL-LHC
Years 25 15 8 6 7 3 + 4
δH/H (%) SM 3.6 4.7 3.6 2.8 2.7 1.3 1.1
δgHZZ/gHZZ (%) 1.5 0.3 0.60 0.32 0.25 0.2 0.17 0.16
δgHWW/gHWW (%) 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.3 0.43 0.40
δgHbb/gHbb (%) 3.7 1.7 2.1 1.8 1.3 1.3 0.61 0.56
δgHcc/gHcc (%) SM 2.3 4.4 2.3 2.2 1.7 1.21 1.18
δgHgg/gHgg (%) 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.1 1.5 1.6 1.01 0.90
δgHττ/gHττ (%) 1.9 1.9 3.1 1.9 1.5 1.4 0.74 0.67
δgHmm/gHμμ (%) 4.3 14.1 n.a. 12 8.7 10.1 9.0 3.8
δgHγγ/gHγγ (%) 1.8 6.4 n.a. 6.1 3.7 4.8 3.9 1.3
δgHtt/gHtt (%) 3.4 – – – – – – 3.1
BREXO (%) SM < 1.7 < 2.1 < 1.6 < 1.2 < 1.2 < 1.0 < 1.0
In addition to the unique electroweak precision measurement programme presented earlier, the FCC-ee provides the best
model-independent precisions for all couplings accessible from Higgs boson decays among the e+e− collider projects at the
EW scale. With larger luminosities delivered to several detectors at several centre-of-mass energies (240, 350, and 365 GeV),
the FCC-ee improves on the model-dependent HL-LHC precision by an order of magnitude for all non-rare decays, and is
therefore able to test the Higgs boson at the one-loop level of the SM, without the need of a costly e+e− centre-of-mass energy
upgrade. The FCC-ee also determines the Higgs boson width with a precision of 1.3%, which in turn allows the HL-LHC
measurements to be interpreted in a model-independent way as well. Other e+e− colliders at the EW scale are limited by
the precision with which the HZ or the WW fusion cross sections can be measured, i.e., by the luminosity delivered either at
240–250 GeV, or at 365–380 GeV, or both.
4.2.2 The top Yukawa coupling and the Higgs self-coupling
Several Higgs boson couplings are not directly accessible from its decays, either because the masses involved, and therefore
the decay branching ratios, are too small to allow for an observation within 106 events – as is the case for the couplings to
the particles of the first SM family: electron, up quark, down quark – or because the masses involved are too large for the
decay to be kinematically open – as is the case for the top-quark Yukawa coupling and for the Higgs boson self coupling.
Traditionally, bounds on the top Yukawa and Higgs cubic couplings are extracted from the (inclusive and/or differential)
measurement of the tt¯H and HH production cross sections, which require significantly higher centre-of-mass energy, either
in e+e− or in proton–proton collisions. The tt¯H production has already been detected at the LHC with a significance larger
than 5σ by both the ATLAS [79] and CMS [80] collaborations, corresponding to a combined precision of the order of 20%
on the cross section and which constitutes the first observation of the top-quark Yukawa coupling. The role FCC-ee can play
in measuring the Higgs self-coupling is discussed in detail in Sect. 10.
The precise determination of the top Yukawa coupling to ± 5% is often used as another argument for e+e− collisions at
a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV or above. This coupling will, however, be determined with a similar or better precision
already by the HL-LHC (± 3.4%, model dependent), and constrained to ± 3.1% through a combined model-independent fit
with FCC-ee data (Table 4.2). The FCC-ee also has access to this coupling on its own, through its effect at quantum level on
the tt¯ cross section just above production threshold, √s = 350 GeV. Here too, the FCC-ee measurements at lower energies
are important to fix the value of the strong coupling constant αS (Sect. 3.2). This precise measurement allows the QCD effects
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Table 4.3 Higgs production event rates for selected processes at 100 TeV (N100) and 27 TeV (N27), and statistical increase with respect to the
statistics of the HL-LHC (N100/27 = σ100/27 TeV × 30/15 ab−1, N14 = σ14 TeV × 3 ab−1)
gg → H VBF WH ZH t¯tH HH
N100 24 × 109 2.1 × 109 4.6 × 108 3.3 × 108 9.6 × 108 3.6 × 107
N100/N14 180 170 100 110 530 390
N27 2.2 × 109 1.8 × 108 5.1 × 107 3.7 × 107 4.4 × 107 2.1 × 106
N27/N14 16 15 11 12 24 19
to be disentangled from those of the top Yukawa coupling at the tt¯ vertex. A precision of ± 10% is achievable at the FCC-ee
on the top Yukawa coupling. A very high energy machine, such as the FCC-hh, has the potential to reach a precision better
than ± 1% with the measurement of the ratio of the ttH to the ttZ cross sections, when combined with the top EW couplings
precisely measured at the FCC-ee (Sect. 6.2).
The electron Yukawa coupling
The measurement of the electron Yukawa coupling is challenging due to the small size of the electron mass. If, for a variety of
reasons, the FCC schedule called for a prolongation of the FCC-ee operation, a few additional years spent at centre-of-mass
energy in the immediate vicinity of the Higgs boson pole mass,
√
s 
 125.09 GeV, would be an interesting option. At this
energy, the resonant production of the Higgs boson in the s channel, e+e− → H , has a tree-level cross section of 1.64 fb,
reduced to 0.6 fb when initial-state radiation is included, and to 0.3 fb if the centre-of-mass energy spread were equal to the
Higgs boson width of 4.2 MeV [81].
A much larger spread, typically of the order of 100 MeV, is expected when the machine parameters are tuned to deliver
the maximum luminosity, rendering the resonant Higgs production virtually invisible. The energy spread can be reduced
with monochromatisation schemes [82], at the expense of a similar luminosity reduction. It is estimated that 2(7) ab−1 can
be delivered in one year of running at
√
s 
 125.09 GeV with a centre-of-mass energy spread of 6 (10) MeV. From a
preliminary cut-and-count study in ten different Higgs decay channels, the resonant Higgs boson production is expected to
yield a significance of 0.4σ within a year in both scenarios, allowing an upper limit to be set on the electron Yukawa coupling
to 2.5 times the SM value. The SM sensitivity can be reached in five years [83].
The FCC-ee therefore offers a unique opportunity to set stringent upper bounds on the electron Yukawa coupling. These
bounds are of prime importance when it comes to interpreting electron electric dipole measurements in setting constraints
on new physics. The bounds on top CP violating couplings given in Ref. [84], for example, are invalidated if the electron
Yukawa coupling is neither fixed to its SM value nor constrained independently.
CP studies
By probing the coupling of the Higgs boson to weak gauge bosons the LHC established that the spin-parity quantum numbers
of the Higgs boson are consistent with J PC = 0++ [85,86]. The data leave room, however, for significant CP violation in
the interactions of the Higgs boson. New physics at the TeV scale could result in a small pseudoscalar contribution that is
more significant in the coupling to fermions than in those to gauge bosons. The large H → τ+τ− sample provided by the
FCC-ee offers a unique handle to deepen the understanding of the CP properties of the Higgs boson by measuring the CP
phase  of the Hττ coupling, which determines the mixing angle between the scalar and pseudoscalar contribution in the
H → τ+τ− decay. In the subsequent decays τ± → ρ±ντ → π±π0ντ, the relative orientation of the two charged pions
contains information on the CP phase . About 1000 HZ events in which the Higgs boson decays into a τ pair and both τ’s
decay into a ρ, are expected in 5 ab−1 at
√
s = 240 GeV. With this sample, the FCC-ee can measure  with a precision of
about 10 degrees, under the assumption that the τ decays can be fully reconstructed.
4.3 FCC-hh
Two elements characterise Higgs production at the FCC-hh: the large statistics (see Table 4.3), and the large kinematic range,
which, for several production channels, probes pT in the multi-TeV region (see Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.3 Production rates of Higgs bosons at high pT , for various production channels at 100 TeV and 30 ab−1
These factors lead to an extended and diverse sensitivity to possible deviations of the Higgs properties from their SM
predictions: the large rates enable precise measurements of branching ratios for rare decay channels such as γγ or μμ,
and push the sensitivity to otherwise forbidden channels such as τμ. The large kinematic range can be used to define
cuts improving the signal-to-background ratios and the modelling or experimental systematics, but it can also amplify the
presence of modified Higgs couplings, described by higher-dimension operators, whose impact grows with Q2. Overall, the
Higgs physics programme of FCC-hh is a fundamental complement to what can be measured at FCC-ee, and the two Higgs
programmes greatly enrich each other. This section contains some examples of these facts, and documents the current status
of the precision projections for Higgs measurements. A more extensive discussion of Higgs production properties at 100 TeV
and of possible measurements is given in Ref. [87].
Figure 4.3 shows the Higgs rates above a given pT threshold, for various production channels. It should be noted that these
rates remain above the level of one million up to pT ∼ 1 TeV, and there is statistics for final states like H → bb¯ or H → ττ
extending up to several TeV. Furthermore, for pT (H)>∼1 TeV, the leading production channel becomes t¯tH, followed by
vector boson fusion when pT (H)>∼2 TeV. The analysis strategies to separate various production and decay modes in these
regimes will therefore be different to what is used at the LHC. Higgs measurements at 100 TeV will offer many new options
and precision opportunities with respect to the LHC, as it happened with the top quark moving from the statistics-hungry
Tevatron to the rich LHC.
For example, Ref. [87] shows that S/B improves for several final states at large pT . In the case of the important γγ final
state, Section 3.2.1 of that document showed that S/B increases from ∼ 3% at low pT (a value similar to what observed at
the LHC), to >∼1 at pT >∼300 GeV. In this range of few hundred GeV, some experimental systematics will also improve, from
the determination of the energies (relevant e.g. for the mass resolution of H → γγ or b¯b) to the mitigation of pile-up effects.
The analyses carried out so far for FCC-hh are still rather crude when compared to the LHC standards, but help to define
useful targets for the ultimate attainable precision and the overall detector performance. The details of the present detector
simulations for Higgs physics at FCC-hh are contained in Ref. [88].
The target uncertainties considered include statistics (taking into account analysis cuts, expected efficiencies, and the
possible irreducible backgrounds) and systematics (limited here to the identification efficiencies for the relevant final states,
and an overall 1% to account for luminosity and modelling uncertainties). While these estimates do not reflect the full
complexity of the experimental analyses in the huge pile-up environment of FCC-hh, the systematics assumptions that were
used are rather conservative. Significant improvements in the precision of reconstruction efficiencies would arise, for example,
by applying tag-and-probe methods to large-statistics control samples. Modelling uncertainties will likewise improve through
better calculations, and broad campaigns of validation against data. By choosing here to work with Higgs bosons produced at
large pT , the challenges met by triggers and reconstruction in the high pile-up environment are eased. The projections given
here are therefore considered to be reasonable targets for the ultimate precision, and useful benchmarks to define the goals of
the detector performance.
The consideration of the reconstruction efficiency of leptons and photons is relevant in this context since, to obtain the
highest precision by removing global uncertainties such as luminosity and production modelling, ratios of different decay
channels can be exploited. The reconstruction efficiencies are shown in Fig. 4.4 as a function of pT . The uncertainties on the
electron and photon efficiencies are assumed to be fully correlated, but totally uncorrelated from the muon one. The curves in
Fig. 4.4 reflect what is achievable today at the LHC, and it is reasonable to expect that smaller uncertainties will be available
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Fig. 4.4 The uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency of electrons, photons and muons as a function of transverse momentum. An optimistic
(solid) and a conservative (dashed) scenario are considered
at the FCC-hh, due to the higher statistics that will allow statistically more powerful data-driven fine tuning. For example,
imposing the identity of the Z boson rate in the ee and μμ decay channels will strongly correlate the e and μ efficiencies.
The absolute uncertainty expected in the measurement of the production and decay rates for several final states (considering
just the gg → H production channel) is shown in Fig. 4.5, as a function of the minimum pT of the event samples. The curves
labeled by “stat+syst” include the optimal reconstruction efficiency uncertainties shown in Fig. 4.4. The curves labeled by
“stat+syst+lumi” include a further 1%, to account for the overall uncertainty related to luminosity and production systematics.
The luminosity itself could be known even better than that by using a standard candle process such as Z production, where both
the partonic cross section and the PDF luminosity will be pinned down by future theoretical calculations, and by the FCC-eh,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.14, the gg luminosity in the mass range between m H and several TeV will be measured by
FCC-eh at the few per mille level.
Several comments on these figures are in order. First of all, it should be noted that the inclusion of the systematic uncertainty
leads to a minimum in the overall uncertainty for pT values in the range of few hundred GeV. The very large FCC-hh statistics
make it possible to fully benefit from this region, where experimental systematics are getting smaller. The second remark
is that the measurements of the Higgs pT spectrum can be performed with a precision better than 10%, using very clean
final states such as γγ and 4, up to pT values well in excess of 1 TeV, allowing the possible existence of higher-dimension
operators affecting Higgs dynamics to be probed up to scales of several TeV.
Independently of future progress, the systematics related to production modelling and to luminosity cancel entirely by
taking the ratio of different decay modes, provided selection cuts corresponding to identical fiducial kinematic domains for
the Higgs boson are used. This can be done for the final states considered in Fig. 4.5. Ratios of production rates for these
channels provide absolute determinations of ratios of branching ratios, with uncertainties dominated by the statistics, and by
the uncorrelated systematics such as reconstruction efficiencies for the different final state particles. These ratios are shown
in Fig. 4.6. The curves with the systematics labeled as “cons” use the conservative reconstruction uncertainties plotted in
Fig. 4.4.
These results are summarised in Table 4.4, separately showing the statistical and systematic uncertainties obtained in our
studies. As remarked above, there is in principle room for further progress, by fully exploiting data-driven techniques to
reduce the experimental systematics. At the least, one can expect that these potential improvements will compensate for the
current neglect of other experimental complexity, such as pile-up. The most robust measurements will involve the ratios of
branching ratios. Taking as a given the value of the HZZ coupling (and therefore B(H → 4)), which will be measured to
the few per-mille level by FCC-ee, from the FCC-hh ratios it could be possible to extract the absolute couplings of the Higgs
to γγ (0.4%), μμ (0.7%), and Zγ (0.9%).
The ratio with the t¯tZ process is considered for the t¯tH process, as proposed in Ref. [89]. This allows the removal of the
luminosity uncertainty, and reducing the theoretical systematics on the production modelling below 1%. An updated study of
this process, including the FCC-hh detector simulation, is presented in Ref. [88]. Assuming FCC-ee will deliver the expected
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Fig. 4.5 Projected precision for the rate measurement of various Higgs final states, in the gg → H production channel. The label “lumi” indicates
the inclusion of a 1% overall uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty “syst” is defined in the text
precise knowledge of B(H → bb¯), and the confirmation of the SM predictions for the Zt¯t vertex, the t¯tH/t¯tZ ratio should
therefore allow a determination of the top Yukawa coupling to 1%.
The limit quoted in Table 4.4 on the decay rate of the Higgs boson to new invisible particles is obtained from a study
of large missing-ET signatures. The analysis, discussed in detail in Ref. [88], relies on the data-driven determination of the
leading SM backgrounds from W/Z+jets. The integrated luminosity evolution of the sensitivity to invisible H decays is shown
in Fig. 4.7. The SM decay H → 4ν, with branching ratio of about 1.1 × 10−3, will be seen after ∼ 1 ab−1, and the full
FCC-hh statistics will push the sensitivity to 2 × 10−4. The implications of this measurement for the search of dark matter or
dark sectors coupling to the Higgs boson are discussed in Sect. 12 of this volume.
Last but not least, Table 4.4 reports a 7% expected precision in the extraction of the Higgs self-coupling λ. This result is
discussed in more detail, with other probes of the Higgs self-interaction, in Sect. 10.
4.3.1 Longitudinal vector boson scattering
The scattering of the longitudinal components of vector bosons is particularly sensitive to the relation between gauge couplings
and the VVH coupling. A thorough analysis of same-sign WL WL scattering, in the context of the FCC-hh detector performance
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Fig. 4.6 Projected precision for the measurement of ratios of rates of different Higgs final states, in the gg → H production channel. The systematic
uncertainty labels are defined in the text
studies, is documented in Ref. [88]. The extraction of the W±L W±L signal requires the removal of large QCD backgrounds
(W±W± + jets, WZ + jets) and the separation of large EW background of transverse-boson scattering. The former is
suppressed by requiring a large dilepton invariant mass and the presence of two jets at large forward and backward rapidities.
The longitudinal component is then extracted from the scattering of transverse states by exploiting the different azimuthal
correlations between the two leptons. The precision obtained for the measurement of the WL WL cross section as a function
of integrated luminosity, is shown in Fig. 4.9 (left). The three curves correspond to different assumptions about the rapidity
acceptance of the detector and drive the choice of the detector design, setting a lepton (jet) acceptance out to |η| = 4(6).
The small change in precision when increasing the jet cut from pT > 30 to pT > 50 GeV indicates a strong resilience of
the results against the presence of large pile-up. The quoted precision, reaching the value of 3% at 30 ab−1, accounts for
the systematic uncertainties of luminosity (1%), lepton efficiency (0.5%), PDF (1%) and the shape of the distributions used
in the fit (10%). The right plot in Fig. 4.9 shows the impact of rescaling the WWH coupling by a factor κW . The effect is
largest at the highest dilepton invariant masses, as expected. The measurement precision, represented by the small vertical
bars, indicates a sensitivity to δκW at the percent level, as shown also in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.4 Target precision for the parameters relative to the measure-
ment of various Higgs decays, ratios thereof, and of the Higgs self-
coupling λ. Notice that Lagrangian couplings have a precision that is
typically half that of what is shown here, since all rates and branching
ratios depend quadratically on the couplings
Observable Parameter Precision (stat) Precision (stat+syst+lumi)
μ = σ(H) × B(H → γγ) δμ/μ 0.1% 1.5%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → μμ) δμ/μ 0.28% 1.2%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → 4μ) δμ/μ 0.18% 1.9%
μ = σ(H) × B(H → γμμ) δμ/μ 0.55% 1.6%
μ = σ(HH) × B(H → γγ)B(H → bb¯) δλ/λ 5% 7.0%
R = B(H → μμ)/B(H → 4μ) δR/R 0.33% 1.3%
R = B(H → γγ)/B(H → 2e2μ) δR/R 0.17% 0.8%
R = B(H → γγ)/B(H → 2μ) δR/R 0.29% 1.4%
R = B(H → μμγ)/B(H → μμ) δR/R 0.58% 1.8%
R = σ(tt¯H) × B(H → bb¯)/σ (tt¯Z) × B(Z → bb¯) δR/R 1.05% 1.9%
B(H → invisible) B@95%CL 1 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−4
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Fig. 4.7 Integrated luminosity evolution of the H → invisible branching ratio, under various systematics assumptions
4.4 HE-LHC
The Higgs production rates at 27 TeV are collected in Table 4.3. The rate increase relative to HL-LHC is dominated by the
factor of 5 expected increase in the total integrated luminosity. For most of the production processes, the cross section increase
is limited to a factor between 3 and 5. Figures 4.8 and 4.10 present the results of a preliminary study similar to that presented
for FCC-hh, namely using boosted Higgs final states to improve the S/B and to define common fiducial regions used in the
measurement of ratios of branching ratios. The detector simulation is based on the Delphes, with parameters drawn from the
projected performance of the HL-LHC detectors. Given the reduced kinematic reach of 27 TeV, compared to 100 TeV, the pT
range is extended down to 50 GeV. For the rate-limited final states H → μμ and H → γ, the uncertainty in this pT range is
statistics dominated. The study of these channels will therefore require an optimisation of the selection cuts, to include lower
pT Higgses. In the low-pT domain, the Higgs precision studies at 27 TeV will resemble more those carried out at HL-LHC.
A fair comparison between HL-LHC and HE-LHC would therefore require much more detailed studies, accounting for the
larger pile-up, and based on a concrete detector design.
The results of the studies for the Higgs self-coupling at HE-LHC are discussed in Sect. 10.
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Fig. 4.8 Same as Fig. 4.5, for the HE-LHC
4.5 FCC-eh
The main Higgs production mechanisms at FCC-eh are charged-current (CC) and neutral-current DIS, namely ep → ν HX
via WW fusion (σ = 1 pb), and ep → eH X via ZZ fusion (σ = 0.15 pb). The WW fusion process dominates the rate,
providing excellent direct sensitivity to the HWW coupling. The total Higgs event rate at FCC-eh is about 2.3 · 106 events
for 2 ab−1, broken down by decay channel in Table 4.6. These rates enable precise determinations of the Higgs couplings to
bosons and fermions in decay channels with branching fraction at the per mille level.
The high energy of the FCC-eh configuration thus allows for very precise measurements of the main SM Higgs couplings.
It will also lead to accurate measurements of the ttH coupling, of the Higgs-to-invisible decay, the self-coupling of the Higgs
boson and to sensitive searches for exotic Higgs phenomena. Related initial studies are briefly summarised below.
As mentioned in Sect. 4.3, the FCC-eh measurements will also critically improve the systematics of Higgs measurements
at FCC-hh, through the very precise PDF and αs determinations. This is particularly true of the gg parton luminosity, which
drives the gg → H production channel: at 100 TeV this is sensitive to Bjorken x values in the range of 10−3, where even small
deviations from the DGLAP evolution paradigm, due e.g. to gluon saturation, could influence the ultimate percent precision
goal.
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Table 4.5 Constraints on the HWW coupling modifier κW at 68% CL, obtained for various cuts on the di-lepton pair invariant mass in the
WLWL → HH process
ml+l+ cut > 50 GeV > 200 GeV > 500 GeV > 1000 GeV
κW ∈ [0.98, 1.05] [0.99, 1.04] [0.99, 1.03] [0.98, 1.02]
4.5.1 SM Higgs decays
The study of SM Higgs decays, summarised in [90], has been performed in two steps. First, detailed simulations and analyses
were made of the dominant H → bb¯ [91–94] and of the challenging H → cc¯ [94,95] channels. Signals and backgrounds
were generated by Madgraph5/Madevent, with the fragmentation and hadronisation in PYTHIA followed by a Delphi-based
simulation of the baseline ep detector. Both cut-based and boosted decision tree (BDT) analyses were performed in independent
evaluations.
Second, an analysis of NC and CC events was established for the seven most frequent decay channels listed in Table 4.6.
Acceptances and backgrounds were estimated with Madgraph, and efficiencies for the leptonic and hadronic decay channels of
W, Z and τ were taken from prospective studies of Higgs coupling measurements at the LHC [96]. This provided a systematic
scale factor f , which comprised the signal-to-background ratio, the product of acceptance, A, and reconstruction efficiency
, as f 2 = (1 + B/S)/(A). The error on the signal strength μi for each of the Higgs decay channels i is determined
as δμi/μi = fi/√Ni . Here, Ni are the event numbers listed in Table 4.6. This second estimate could be successfully
benchmarked with the detailed simulations for charm and beauty decays described above.
The results of the signal strength determinations are illustrated in Fig. 4.11, for the FCC-eh and, for comparison for the
two lower energy ep collider configurations, the LHeC, in which the electron ERL is coupled with the HL-LHC, and its high
energy version, the HE-LHC. The electron beam energy has been kept constant at 60 GeV while the proton energy of the
LHC-based colliders is 7 or 14 TeV, respectively. One finds that the FCC-eh prospects for the experimental uncertainties on
the signal strength vary between below 0.5% for the most abundant channel and up to 5% for the γγ decay. The FCC-eh
results presented in Fig. 4.11 are input to a joint pp-ep-ee FCC Higgs coupling analysis as is presented elsewhere in this paper.
They can also be used for an independent and complete coupling strength analysis in ep alone.
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Fig. 4.10 Same as Fig. 4.6, for the HE-LHC
Table 4.6 Event rates for SM Higgs decays in the charged (ep → ν HX) and neutral (ep → eHX) current production mode at FCC-eh, with
2 ab−1 and assuming a P = −0.8 electron polarisation. The top seven channels are used in the subsequent signal-strength and coupling analysis
FCC-eh Charged current Neutral current
σ (pb) 1.01 0.15
Channel Fraction Events in CC Events in NC
bb 0.582 1,160,000 175,000
W+W− 0.214 430,000 64,000
g g 0.082 165,000 25,000
τ+τ− 0.063 130,000 20,000
cc 0.029 58,000 9000
ZZ 0.026 53,000 7900
γγ 0.0023 4600 700
Zγ 0.0015 3000 450
μ+μ− 0.0002 400 70
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Fig. 4.11 Uncertainties of
signal strength determinations in
the seven most abundant SM
Higgs decay channels for the
FCC-eh (green, 2 ab−1), the
HE-LHeC (brown, 2 ab−1) and
LHeC (blue, 1 ab−1), in charged
and neutral current DIS
production
Fig. 4.12 Determination of the
κ scaling parameter
uncertainties, from a joint SM fit
of CC and NC signal strength
results for the FCC-eh (green,
2 ab−1), the HE LHeC (brown,
2 ab−1) and LHeC (blue, 1 ab−1)
4.5.2 Determination of Higgs couplings
The amplitude of the subprocess, VV → H → XX (X = b, W, g, τ, c, Z, γ) involves a coupling to the vector boson V, scaling
as κV , and the coupling to the decay particle X, proportional to κX , modulated by a κ dependent factor due to the total decay
width. This leads to the following scaling of the signal strength
μVX = κ2V · κ2X ·
1
∑
j κ
2
j BR j
, (4.1)
which is the ratio of the experimental to the theoretical cross sections, expected to be 1 in the SM. Measurements of this
quantity at the LHC are currently accurate to O(20) % and will reach the O(5) % level at the HL-LHC. With the joint CC and
NC measurements of the various decays, considering the seven most abundant ones illustrated in Fig. 4.11, one constrains
with the above equation the seven κX parameters. The joint measurement of NC and CC Higgs decays provides 9 constraints
on κW and 9 on κZ together with 2 each for the five other decay channels considered. Since the dominating channel of H → bb¯
is precisely determined, there follows a strikingly precise determination of the κ values, to about or below one percent, as is
shown in Fig. 4.12. A feature worth noting is the“transfer” of precision in signal strength from the μb in the CC channel to
κW . This overall level of precision may as well be used to constrain EFT parameters, a task beyond the standalone FCC-eh
analysis presented here.
An interesting consistency check of the EW theory is provided by the relation of the ratio of the CC and NC Higgs
production cross sections, κ2W /κ2Z , which in the SM should be equal to cos4 θW . This is estimated to determine the weak
mixing angle, sin2 θW to about 2 %. In addition, direct measurements will be obtained for the charm-to-bottom decay ratios,
testing to percent accuracy the relative coupling of the Higgs boson to the 3rd and 2nd generations.
4.5.3 Top and invisible Higgs couplings
A fundamental quantity to be accessed, linking the two heaviest SM elementary particles, is the ttH coupling, and its associated
CP phase ζt , expected to vanish in the SM. An update of the LHCeC analysis documented in Ref. [97] shows that FCC-eh
could achieve a precision of 1.9% in the determination of ζt .
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Fig. 4.13 Limits on σ(p e− → j e−H±5 )×BR(H±5 → Z W±) as functions of MH5 at the FCC-eh with unpolarised electron beams and a luminosity
of 2.5 ab−1. For each band, the bottom (top) of the shaded region denotes the significance curve with 0% (10%) systematic uncertainty on the
background
The Higgs-to-invisible decay may provide a key to BSM physics. In the SM it has a 0.1% branching ratio from H → 4ν.
Verification of that process is an important means to establish the nearly full set of SM Higgs decays in ep and exclude,
or detect, new physics. To suppress the neutrino missing-energy background, invisible decays of the Higgs bosons were
considered in NC scattering. The main backgrounds are W and Z DIS production. Complementing a parton level study of
this process for the LHeC [98], a complete Madgraph-PYTHIA-Delphes analysis was performed, including other relevant
backgrounds such as single top and W photoproduction. The resulting uncertainty on the invisible Higgs branching ratio is
estimated to be 1.2%.
4.5.4 Exotic Higgs phenomena
Extended gauge theories predict the existence of further Higgs bosons, such as a fiveplet, singly charged Higgs H±5 boson [99],
which can be searched for at FCC-eh. The Higgs boson may decay to non-SM particles and open a window to new physics.
A prime example in the FCC-eh study [100,101] is the possible Higgs decay into two scalars followed by their decays into
two b quarks. Both case studies, for an extended H sector and for exotic decays, are briefly illustrated.
The charged Higgs bosons are produced via the ZW fusion process pe → j e H±5 , and decay as H5 → Z W → +− jj. With
the FCC-eh detector-level simulation, a multi-variate analysis is performed to yield limits on σ(p e− → j e−H±5 )×BR(H±5 →
Z W±) and on the model parameter sin θH (not shown here). The limits, obtained in Ref. [102] for 2.5 ab−1 and for charged
Higgs masses between 200 and 1000 GeV, are shown in Fig. 4.13.
An exotic Higgs decay mode into two new light scalars in a 4b final state is considered in a BDT study [101] following the
method investigated for the LHeC [100]. Such a decay is well motivated in the Next to Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (NMSSM) and extended Higgs sector models, complementing pp studies where the complex 4b final state would be
difficult measure. The study was performed for scalar masses of 20 and 60 GeV. Backgrounds from top and multijets and
from W, Z or H and jets were shown to be well under control. For a 20 GeV mass scalar, sensitivity was observed down to a
branching fraction of 1% for 1 ab−1 of luminosity.
5 QCD measurements
5.1 FCC-ee
High-luminosity e+e− collisions at the FCC-ee provide an extremely clean environment, with a fully-controlled QED initial-
state with known kinematics, to uniquely probe quark and gluon dynamics with very large statistical samples. At variance
with pp collisions, QCD phenomena appear only in the final state and are amenable to perturbative calculations over most of
the accessible phase space, free from complications due to initial-state parton distribution functions, multiparton interactions,
beam-remnants, etc. FCC-ee thereby provides the best conditions possible to carry out very precise extractions of the strong
coupling, as well as to study parton radiation and fragmentation, with cleanly-tagged light quarks, gluons, and heavy quarks.
The main QCD physics goals of FCC-ee, summarised in Refs. [43,103], are:
1. Permille extraction of the QCD coupling αs .
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Fig. 5.1 Left: expected αs extraction from the hadronic/leptonic W
decay ratio (RW) at the FCC-ee (the diagonal blue line assumes CKM
matrix unitarity) [45]. Right: precision on αs derived from the elec-
troweak fit today (blue band) [30] and expected at the FCC-ee (yellow
band, without theoretical uncertainties and with the current theoretical
uncertainties divided by a factor of four)
2. High-precision analyses of perturbative parton radiation including high-order leading (NnLO) corrections and logarith-
mic (NnLL) resummations for jet substructure, quark/gluon/heavy-quark discrimination, and q,g,c,b parton-to-hadron
fragmentation functions studies.
3. High-precision non-perturbative QCD studies including colour reconnection, parton hadronisation, final-state multiparticle
correlations, and very rare hadron production and decays.
Compared to QCD studies at LEP, FCC-ee offers vastly increased statistical samples (1012 and 107 partons from Z and W
decays, respectively) and provides access to the previously unreachable Higgs boson and top-quark hadronic final states (105
jets). The expected experimental samples at the Z pole will be 105 larger than at LEP and therefore the statistical uncertainties
will be reduced by a factor of 300. In the W case, one goes from about 11 000 jets per experiment at LEP2, to tens of millions
at FCC-ee, enabling truly high-statistics e+e− → W+W− measurements for the first time. The latter will be a highly fruitful
testing ground, e.g. for colour reconnection studies (likewise for e+e− → tt¯ events) [104], and for precise extractions of αs
from W decays [45], competitive with those at the Z pole. A small selection of representative QCD measurements accessible
at the FCC-ee [43,103] is presented below.
5.1.1 High-precision αs determination
The combination of various high-precision hadronic observables at the FCC-ee, with state-of-the-art pQCD calculations
at NNLO accuracy or beyond, will lead to an αs determination with per mille uncertainty, at least five times better than
today [43,105]. First, the huge statistics of hadronic τ, W, and Z decays, studied with N3LO perturbative calculations, will
provide αs extractions with very small uncertainties: < 1% from τ, and ∼ 0.2% from W and Z bosons. Figure 5.1 shows the
expected αs extractions from the NNLO analysis of the ratio of W hadronic and leptonic decays RW = had/ (left) [45],
and from three hadronic observables (Z, σ had0 = 12π/mZ · ehad/2Z, and R0 = had/) at the Z pole (right) [30]. In
addition, the availability of millions of jets (billions at the Z pole) measured over a wide √s ≈ 90–350 GeV range, with
light-quark/gluon/heavy-quark discrimination and reduced hadronisation uncertainties (whose impact decreases roughly as
1/
√
s), will provide αs extractions with < 1% precision from various independent observables: hard and soft fragmentation
functions, jet rates, and event shapes. Last but not least, photon-photon collisions, γ γ → hadrons, will allow for an accurate
extraction of the QCD photon structure function (Fγ2 ) and thereby of αs.
5.1.2 High-precision parton radiation studies
Jet rates and event shapes
Jet rates at the one-in-a-million level in e+e− at the Z pole will be available at the FCC-ee, including: 4-jet events up
to kT ∼ 30 GeV (corresponding to | ln(y)| ∼ 2, for jet resolution parameter y = k2T /s), 5-jet events at kT ∼ 20 GeV
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Fig. 5.2 Hadron-level distributions of the LHA variable for the e+e− → uu¯ (“quark jet”) sample (left) and the e+e− → gg (“gluon jet”) sample
(right) predicted by seven parton-shower generators at Q = 200 GeV and jet radius R = 0.6 [120]
(| ln(y)| ∼ 3), 6-jet events at kT ∼ 12 GeV (| ln(y)| ∼ 4), and 7-jet events at kT ∼ 7.5 GeV (| ln(y)| ∼ 5). Such results will
be compared to theoretical calculations with accuracy beyond the NNLO+NNLL provided currently by the eerad3 [106],
Mercutio2 [107], and ColorFULNNLO [108] (NNLO), and ares [109] (NNLL) codes, thereby leading to αs extractions
with uncertainties well below the few-percent level of today. In general, with the FCC-ee luminosities that are envisioned, jet
measurements will extend along the six axes of higher accuracy, finer binning, higher jet resolution scales, larger numbers of
resolved final-state objects, more differential distributions, and possibility to place stringent additional cuts to isolate specific
interesting regions of the n-jet phase spaces not strongly constrained by LEP measurements [110].
Event shapes (part of the more generic “angularities” variables) are uniquely studied in e+e− and since they are theoretically
described in fixed-order pQCD up to NNLO accuracy [106,111,112], they have been used, in particular, for high precision
extractions of αs. However, like other QCD observables that depend on widely separated energy scales, they are affected
by (i) logarithmic enhancements, resummed today up to N3LL using pQCD [113,114] and SCET [115] techniques, and (ii)
hadronisation corrections, often estimated with MC generators [116–119]. The FCC-ee operating at different c.m. energies
will enormously help to control resummation and hadronisation effects in event-shape distributions reducing, in particular,
non-perturbative uncertainties from a 9% effect at
√
s = 91.2 GeV to a 2% at 400 GeV [103,115].
Jet substructure and parton flavour studies
Separation between quarks and gluons, and between light (u, d, s) and heavy (c, b) quarks, is of prime importance in precision
SM measurements and BSM searches. Parton flavour discrimination is based on the comparison of jet substructure properties
to MC predictions. At e+e− colliders so far, gluon jets only appear at relative order αs – the cleanest gluon studies at LEP
focused on Z → bb¯g events at the price of smaller statistics – and hence their radiation pattern is less well constrained than
that of quarks. At FCC-ee, both the 105 larger statistics at the Z pole and the unique H → gg sample of order 104 events yield
unprecedented opportunities for enhanced parton-flavour studies. Heavy-quark fragmentation will also be open to detailed
studies with large statistical samples in top, Z, W, and H decays to b (and c) quarks, and in gluon fragmentation with g → bb¯
(and g → cc¯) splittings.
The quark/gluon radiation patterns currently predicted by Pythia 8.215 [121], Herwig 2.7.1 [122,123], Sherpa 2.2.1
[124], Vincia 2.001 [125], Deductor 1.0.2+Pythia [126], Ariadne 5.0.β [127], and Dire 1.0.0+Sherpa [128] event
generators have been investigated in Ref. [120] in terms of generalised angularities λκβ =
∑
i∈jet zκi θ
β
i [129], where different
(κ, β) pairs map onto variables of common use in the literature: hadron multiplicity (0,0), pDT (2,0), “Les Houches Angularity”
(1,0.5) [130], jet width (1,1), and jet mass (1,2). Figure 5.2 shows the hadron-level distributions of the IRC-safe LHA variable
in the quark (left) and gluon (right) samples for e+e− collisions at FCC-ee energies. Little variation among generators is
seen for quarks, which is not surprising since most of these programs have been tuned to match LEP data (though LEP never
measured the LHA itself). Larger variations are seen for the gluon sample among the generators; this is expected since there
is no data to directly constrain e+e− → gg. The differences already appear at the parton level prior to hadronisation. These
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Table 5.1 Reconstructed average W mass shift predicted by different CR models in Pythia 8, relative to the no-CR baseline, in e+e− → W+W− →
q1q¯2q3q¯4 at three FCC-ee CM energies [104]
Ecm (GeV) 〈δmW〉 (MeV)
I II II′ GM-I GM-II GM-III CS
170 + 18 − 14 − 6 − 41 + 49 + 2 + 7
240 + 95 + 29 + 25 − 74 + 400 + 104 + 9
350 + 72 + 18 + 16 − 50 + 369 + 60 + 4
results show how Z → qq¯ and H → gg jet substructure measurements at the FCC-ee will bring crucial information for
the development of MC event generators at the interface between perturbative showering and nonperturbative hadronisation,
helping to significantly improve quark-gluon taggers, an important tool in collider physics.
5.1.3 High-precision non-perturbative QCD
Controlling the uncertainties linked to colour reconnection, hadronisation, final-state spin correlations, etc. – optimally studied
in the clean environment provided by e+e− collisions – is basic for many high-precision SM studies. Among the goals of
FCC-ee is to produce a legacy of truly precise measurements to constrain many aspects of nonperturbative (NP) dynamics to
the 1% level or better, leaving an important legacy for MC generators for the FCC-eh and FCC-hh physics programme, much
as those from LEP proved crucial for the parton shower models used today at the LHC.
Searches for Colour Reconnection (CR) effects are best studied in the process e+e− → W+W− → q1q¯2q3q¯4, where
CR could lead to the formation of alternative “flipped” singlets q1q¯4 and q3q¯2, and correspondingly more complicated string
topologies [131]. The combination of results from all four LEP collaborations excluded the no-CR null hypothesis at 99.5%
CL [132], but statistics was too small to allow for any quantitative studies. At FCC-ee, with the W mass determined to better
than 1 MeV by a threshold scan, the semileptonic WW measurements (unaffected by CR) can be used to probe the impact
of CR in the hadronic WW events. Table 5.1 lists the shift in the reconstructed W mass predicted by different Pythia 8
CR models. Effects are reasonably small near the threshold, increase with energy and eventually decrease as the W’s decay
further apart. Most models tend to shift the W mass upwards, when away from the threshold region. The “gluon move”
(GM) variants [133] illustrate that different aspects of a CR model may go in opposite directions and partly cancel and the
new QCD-based CS model [134] is an example where mass shifts are expected to be tiny. Alternative CR constraints have
been proposed at the FCC-ee through the study of event shape observables sensitive to string overlap, such as sphericity for
different hadron flavours, as described in “rope hadronisation” approaches [135].
The process of parton hadronisation is modelled phenomenologically in MC event generators with moderate success. The
production of baryons (in particular containing strange quarks) remains poorly understood and is hard to measure in the
complicated hadron-hadron environment. Also, the standard assumption of universality – that models developed from e+e−
data can be applied directly to hadron-hadron collisions – has been challenged at the LHC where strong final-state effects,
more commonly associated with heavy-ion physics and quark-gluon-plasma formation, such as the ridge effect [137] or
the increase of strangeness production in high-multiplicity pp events [138], are not explained by the standard MCs, with or
without colour reconnection. The large statistical samples available at the FCC-ee will allow parton hadronisation in the QCD
vacuum to be controlled with subpercent uncertainties, and thereby better understanding any collective final-state effects
in hadron collisions. Starting with multiply-strange baryons whose total production rates could only be determined with
5%–20% accuracy at LEP [139,140]; and going further to excited [140,141], exotic, and/or multiply heavy hadrons, with
implications for more advanced fragmentation models (Fig. 5.3 shows the spectra of hyperons where MC generator programs
fail today describe the LEP [142] and LHC data). For 
–
 correlation distributions, the FCC-ee samples of about 4 · 108
hadronic Z decays will have statistical uncertainties matching the best LEP systematic uncertainties, corresponding to total
errors reduced by a factor of about 10.
5.2 FCC-hh
All phenomena in pp collisions are driven by QCD dynamics. Even EW interactions are subject to QCD effects, whether
through the densities of the initial state partons (parton distribution functions, PDFs), or through higher-order corrections
that can significantly alter the production of EW objects. QCD is therefore the primary tool to predict and interpret physics
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Fig. 5.3 − spectra measured by the ALEPH experiment at LEP I (left) and by the CMS experiment at the LHC compared to the predictions from
modern event generators [136]
at FCC-hh. The theoretical precision has greatly improved recently, thanks to new powerful techniques and to extensive
validation efforts made possible by the LHC data. More and more processes are known to NNLO, with theoretical systematics
down to the few per-cent level. PDF uncertainties are likewise being reduced, thanks to the LHC data and to ever-improving
theoretical frameworks. It is thus impossible to firmly predict what the landscape will be for the precision of QCD calculations
in hadronic collisions at the end of the HL-LHC. More progress will also be made during the FCC era, with a great reduction
of the systematics for fundamental quantities such as αS and PDFs from FCC-ee and FCC-eh, respectively. All in all, it
seems therefore that 1% is an ambitious but justified target for the ultimate precision that one can expect at least in the most
prominent QCD production processes of interest to FCC-hh, like jet production. This precision can be put towards a better
sensitivity to BSM phenomena. Precision in hadronic collisions has already turned from being a goal, to becoming a tool, and
this will be even more so at FCC-hh.
This section on QCD focuses on jet observables, stressing aspects that are unique to the 100 TeV environment, to show
how far the sensitivity to large mass scales can be pushed. As in previous examples from the EW and Higgs Sections, it is
shown here that the extensive kinematic reach of 100 TeV and the large statics, together with an improved theoretical control,
can promote hadronic observables in pp collisions to precision probes.
A large collection of additional QCD processes (multijets, vector bosons plus jets, jet substructure), and relative kinematic
distributions, are shown in Ref. [25].
Figure 5.4 shows the inclusive production rate for central jets (|η| < 2.5), and the corresponding statistical uncertainties as
a function of integrated luminosity. The statistics at 30 ab−1 allows pT values in the range of 25-30 TeV to be reached, with
uncertainties smaller than 10% up to pT ∼ 22 TeV. Combining with a target 1% systematics, the potential overall precision
of the measurements is shown in Fig. 5.5.
For the theoretical predictions, 1% is an ambitious but achievable goal, thanks to progress in the perturbative calculations
and in the knowledge of the PDFs. For measurements sensitive to the shape of the distribution (e.g. the running of αS or
the search of shape anomalies due to higher-dimension operators), the absolute luminosity determination does not contribute
to the systematics. The jet energy resolution will only lead to a predictable smearing of the pT spectrum. Furthermore,
the energy resolution itself will be very small, limited in the multi-TeV region by the 2.6% constant term, as reported in
Volume 3, Section 7.5.2. The stochastic contribution, even in presence of 1000 pile-up events, scales in the region |η| < 1.3
like 104%/
√
pT /GeV, and drops below the % level for pT >∼10 TeV. The leading experimental systematics will most likely
be associated with the determination of the absolute jet-energy scale (JES). A great deal of experience is being accumulated
at the LHC on the JES calibration [143,144], combining, among others, test-beam data, hardware monitoring via sources,
and data-driven balancing techniques. The latter rely on events such as Z[→ e+e−] + jet, γ + jet or multijets. The precise
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Fig. 5.4 High-pT jet rates (left) and luminosity evolution of the minimum pT thresholds leading to 1 and 10% statistical uncertainties (right)
Fig. 5.5 Left plot: combined statistical and 1% systematic uncertain-
ties, at 30 ab−1, vs pT threshold; these are compared to the rate change
induced by the presence of 4 or 8 TeV gluinos in the running of αS .
Right plot: the gluino mass that can be probed with a 3σ deviation from
the SM jet rate (solid line), and the pT scale at which the corresponding
deviation is detected
measurement of EM energy deposit of photons and electrons allows the calibration of the jet energy, up to energy levels where
there is sufficient statistics. At larger energies, leading jets are calibrated against recoil systems composed of two or more
softer jets. In their final calibration of approximately 20 fb−1 of 8 TeV data from run 1, CMS [144] achieved a JES uncertainty
for central jets of about 0.3% in the 200–300 GeV range. ATLAS [143], using 3.2 fb−1 of 13 TeV data, determined a more
conservative uncertainty of less than 1% for central jets with pT in the range 100–500 GeV. A naive rescaling of the statistics
based on the rates for Z/γ + jet and multijet processes at the FCC-hh, suggests that the CMS and ATLAS calibrations can
extend the pT range at 100 TeV and 30 ab−1 by factors of ∼ 20 and ∼ 15, respectively, taking it into the multi-TeV range.
The impact of the JES uncertainty on the jet rates, as a function of the pT threshold and for various uncertainty assumptions
(0.2%, 0.5% and 1%), is shown in Fig. 5.6. The most optimistic JES determination, to 0.2%, is certainly ambitious, but not
too far from the 0.3% quoted by CMS. This precision would allow the uncertainty in the jet cross section spectrum to be
maintained at the 1–2% level for pT up to ∼ 10 TeV.
An overall systematics in the percent range could then provide a very powerful tool to explore deviations from the SM.
An example is given in Fig. 5.5, which shows the rate variation induced by the running of αS(Q) modified by the presence
of a colour-octet of (Majorana) fermions (e.g. supersymmetric gluinos). They lead to a slow-down of the αS running, and an
increase in rate. The 3σ sensitivity, as a function of integrated luminosity, is shown in the right plot of Fig. 5.5, assuming the
combination of statistical uncertainty (δstat = 1/
√
N ) and of a systematics δsys of 1 or 2%. The 3σ are defined in a simple
way, verifying the existence of a minimum-pT threshold, pT,min , such that (Ng˜ − NSM )/NSM > 3σ(pT ), where NSM is the
number of events with pT > pT,min expected in the SM, Ng˜ is the larger rate due to the gluino modification in αS running,
and σ(pT ) =
√
δ2stat + δ2sys . More sensitive algorithms can of course be used, taking full benefit of the shape modification
of the distribution. In the example, the sensitivity extends up to gluino masses of 7.5 (5) TeV, for 1% (2%) systematics. The
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Fig. 5.6 Systematics on the
integrated jet pT rate induced by
the jet energy scale uncertainty,
for δJ E S = 0.2%, 0.5% and 1%
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Fig. 5.7 Same as Fig. 5.4, but for HE-LHC
pT scales at which the 3σ deviation is achieved are given by the dashed lines. The presence of additional coloured particles
(like generations of scalar quarks) would further enhance the signature. While the precision in the absolute measurement of
αS(MZ ) obtained by FCC-ee and FCC-eh cannot be matched by FCC-hh, the energy lever-arm available at 100 TeV provides
a unique probe of the presence of new strongly interacting states in the TeV region, independent of the specific model of new
physics and of the possible (more or less visible) decay modes of the new particles.
A similar study of the jet pT spectrum at HE-LHC is shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. It can be seen that, at 27 TeV, luminosities
in the range of several ab−1 are necessary to access the multi-TeV region with sufficient statistics, where experimental
systematics related to the jet energy scales can be of O(%), thus gaining sensitivity to a possible anomalous running of αS .
Dijet production at large invariant mass provides a signature for higher-dimension operators, e.g. four-quark interactions
induced by a possible underlying composite nature of quarks. High-mass dijets are also a dominant background in the search
for resonances. The rates, as a function of the dijet mass M( j j), are shown in Fig. 5.9, considering two regions in η( j j):
|η| < 5 and |η| < 2. The first region is dominated by small-angle scattering and, while rates are much larger, the average
pT is smaller, and less sensitive to new physics at large Q2. The latter region is more central, and closer to the domain where
BSM effects could show up. Here the statistics extends well over M( j j) = 50 TeV. The composition of the initial states
for central dijet production, as a function of M( j j), are shown in the right plot of Fig. 5.9. The qg channel dominates in the
range 2 < M( j j)/GeV < 20, while above 20 TeV the “elastic” qq scattering dominates, thanks to the larger valence quark
contributions. The composition in the case of inclusive jet production is similar, at scales p jetT ∼ M( j j)/2. As discussed in
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Fig. 5.8 Same as Fig. 5.5, but for HE-LHC, with 15 ab−1 of luminosity
Fig. 5.9 High-mass dijet production rates (left) and initial-state composition (right)
the next section, the uncertainty in the partonic luminosity for these channels will be brought well below the percent level by
the PDF measurements at FCC-eh. Further implications of these results, in the search for high-mass resonances in hadronic
final states, are presented in Sect. 15.
5.3 FCC-eh
Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering (DIS) determines the momentum densities of partons (quarks and gluons) as functions
of x and Q2, which are the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the parton, and the square of the electron 4-momentum
transferred to the proton respectively. The ensuing parton distribution functions (PDFs) are a probe of the hadron internal
dynamics and are the key ingredient for the prediction and interpretation of the results of pp collider experiments.
With the high centre of mass energy of FCC-eh, the range in x covered by scattering processes with Q2 ≥ 1 GeV2
extends from 8 × 10−8 to 1. This reach at extremely low values of x will expose the behaviour of QCD in a new regime,
characterised by high gluon densities and non-linear dynamics. These deviations from the standard DGLAP behaviour can
have an impact on gg → Higgs production, where one of the two initial-state gluons will always have x smaller than√
x1x2 = MH/2E p 
 0.001. The small x range is also relevant to the interactions of cosmic ultra high energy neutrinos.
Furthermore, with the projected integrated luminosity of 2 − 3 ab−1, the FCC-eh measurements can reach the x ∼ 1 region,
where cross sections drop quickly as ∝ (1 − x)3 when x → 1.
The FCC-eh provides a huge extension of phase space and enables many other measurements on QCD properties to be
made and new dynamics in ep possibly to be discovered. This section focuses on PDFs and small x physics, thus neglecting
various other important subjects such as jets, in DIS and photoproduction, or 3D proton structure, searches for instantons or
the study of the transition from hadron to parton degrees of freedom, as Q2 crosses the O(GeV2) threshold. A more complete
picture of the programme of QCD physics possible at FCC-eh can be found in the LHeC report, Ref. [69].
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5.3.1 Parton distributions
High energy, high luminosity DIS is the best means to determine the proton PDFs, an essential element of the FCC-hh and
FCC-eh programme. They key targets and expected outcomes of the FCC-eh PDF programme are highlighted here:
– The FCC-eh will resolve the partonic content of the proton in all of its individual components, and in an unprecedented
range of Q2 and x . The valence and sea quarks, and the gluon distribution, will be measured to high accuracy, free of
earlier limiting systematics such as nuclear corrections and higher twist effects.
– The FCC-eh will deliver the PDF inputs necessary to enhance the FCC-hh programme of precision measurements and
BSM searches at high mass. The improvement in the PDF knowledge will have to match, or better, the precision achieved
with the next generation of multi-loop calculations.
– The PDF measurements will also yield a one or two per mille precision on αs(M2Z ). As discussed in Ref. [145], this level
of precision will greatly improve the theoretical predictions (e.g. of the scale of grand unification) and will be necessary
to clarify the existing tensions between various αs determinations, in view of the anticipated increased precision from
Lattice QCD, and from FCC-ee.
– Novel insight will be obtained on QCD dynamics, where HERA’s limited energy and statistics have left several important
issues open: factorisation at high x , BFKL dynamics at small x , role of heavy-quark thresholds in the extraction of charm
and bottom quark PDFs, etc.
The FCC-eh will provide a coherent set of NC and CC data, from which PDFs can be extracted using theoretically robust
NkLO calculations (with k ≥ 3), in presence of negligible hadronisation corrections, and at the large values of Q2 that brings
them closer to the kinematics of FCC-hh. The use of FCC-eh PDFs in the search for new physics at FCC-hh will remove
ambiguities in the interpretation of possible anomalies, where new physics effects could otherwise be attributed to PDF effects,
or vice versa.
The PDF analysis
As input observables, the present simulation of PDF measurements only uses the inclusive NC and CC cross sections, analysed
in the xFitter [146–148] framework, with settings based on the HERAPDF2.0 QCD fit analysis [55]. Future studies will add
the input provided by many other measurements, such as FL , jet cross sections, and heavy quark production. Studies of
the latter, in particular, will greatly benefit from the small beam spot size and new generation silicon detectors with large
acceptance. As an example, accurate charm tagging of Ws fusion in CC scattering, using both e+ and e− beams, will allow
separate measurements of the strange and anti-strange quark densities.
The simulation of pseudodata relies on the detector described in [69] and its development and extension towards the FCC-
eh, described in the FCC-hh Volume of the FCC CDR. The numerical simulation procedure was gauged with full H1 Monte
Carlo results. The uncertainty assumptions correspond to H1’s achievements with improvements, where justified, by at most
a factor of two. Five data sets (A–E) were generated, under the conditions summarised in Table 5.2, mostly for e−p but also
for e+p and for ePb scattering.3 These sets were used in the initial prospect studies for PDFs and electroweak physics.
The NLO analysis follows the HERA PDF fit procedure [55], with a minimum Q2 cut of 3.5 GeV2 and a starting scale
Q20 = 1.9 GeV2, chosen to be below the charm mass threshold. The fits are extended to lowest x for illustration, even though
at such low x values non-linear effects are expected to appear, eventually altering the evolution laws. The parameterised
default PDFs are the valence distributions uv and dv , the gluon distribution g, and the U¯ and D¯ distributions, where U¯ = u¯,
D¯ = d¯ + s¯. The following standard functional form is used to parameterise the PDFs
x f (x) = Ax B(1 − x)C (1 + Dx + Ex2), (5.1)
where the normalisation parameters (Auv, Adv, Ag) are constrained by quark counting and momentum sum rules. No correla-
tion assumption is made on the up and down valence and sea quark distributions. It was checked that the final results of PDF
uncertainties are robust against changes in the parameterisations. The experimental uncertainties on the PDFs are determined
3 Note that the assumed luminosities far exceed the values required for the PDFs, as the statistical uncertainties are negligible, except for corners
of phase space at the highest Q2 and x . In forthcoming studies one has to separate and evaluate the luminosity needs for Higgs, BSM, PDF, top and
electroweak studies more carefully. Obviously the highest luminosity demand will come from precision Higgs physics and rare, BSM processes.
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Table 5.2 Assumptions on energy, helicity, electron charge and lumi-
nosity for cross section data sets simulated for QCD and electroweak
studies on FCC-eh. Basic cuts were applied on the polar angle region
for these pseudo data using the electron polar angle limit, ηmax = 4.7,
and the inelasticity y = Q2/sx range between 0.95 and 0.001
Set Ee/GeV E p/TeV P(e) Charge(e) Luminosity/ab−1
A: e− 60 50 − 0.8 − 1 1
B: e− 60 50 + 0.8 − 1 0.3
C: e+ 60 50 0 + 1 0.1
D: low E 20 7 0 − 1 0.1
E: eA 60 20 − 0.8 − 1 0.01
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Fig. 5.10 Valence quark distributions at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 as a function of Bjorken x , presented as the ratio to the CT14 central values. The FCC-eh
PDF values are adjusted to the central value of CT14 and the uncertainties correspond to the dark blue bands
using the χ2 = 1 criterion based on the simulated NC and CC cross sections and their correlated and uncorrelated expected
errors.
Quark distributions
Knowledge of the valence quark distributions, at both large and small x , is extremely limited, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10, which
compares the results from a variety of modern PDF sets (CT14 [149], MMHT2014 [150], NNPDF3.0 [48], HERAPDF2.0 [55]
and ATLASepWZ16 [151]). At high x , this has to do with the limited luminosity, challenging systematics rising ∝ 1/(1 − x)
and nuclear correction uncertainties and, at low x , with the small size of the valence quark distributions as compared to the
sea quarks and, not least, the limited x range of previous DIS experiments.
The impressive improvement that can be expected from an FCC-eh is illustrated in the same figure. The up valence quark
distribution is better known than the down valence, since for lepton-proton scattering it enters with a four-fold weight in F2 due
to the quark electric charge ratio squared. At FCC-eh the weak probes alter the relative weight of up and down distributions
and as a consequence a substantial improvement is then achieved for dv as well. The huge improvements at large x are a
consequence of the high precision measurements of the NC and CC inclusive cross sections, which at high x tend to 4uv + dv
and uv (dv) for electron (positron) scattering, respectively. The vast improvements compared to HERA constraints come from
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Fig. 5.11 Sea quark distributions at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 as a function of Bjorken x , presented as the ratio to the CT14 central values. The FCC-eh
PDF values are adjusted to the central value of CT14 and the uncertainties correspond to the dark blue bands
the much higher luminosity and extension in kinematic reach. They also profit from improved energy calibration at FCC-eh
with respect to HERA. Such precise determination of the valence quark distributions at large x has strong implications for
BSM searches. Precision measurements at high x in ep may be confronted with accurate predictions and measurements in
pp Drell Yan scattering and possibly confirm or question the principle of factorisation. In addition, they can also resolve the
mystery of the d/u ratio at large x , where currently there are conflicting theoretical pictures, and where current data, plagued
by higher twists and nuclear corrections, have remained inconclusive.
Figure 5.11 shows the distributions of U and D. Note the very high precision determination for the FCC-eh PDF, despite
the relaxation of any assumptions, present in other determinations, which would force u¯ → d¯ as x → 0.
Gluon distribution
The result for the gluon distribution from the FCC-eh inclusive NC and CC data is presented in Fig. 5.12, and compared to
several other modern PDF sets. On the left, the distribution is presented as a ratio to CT14, and is displayed on a log-x scale
to highlight the small x region. On the right, the xg distribution is shown on a linear-x scale, accentuating the region of large
x . The determination of xg is predicted to be radically improved with the FCC-eh NC and CC precision data, which extend
down to lowest x values close to 10−7 and large x close to x = 1.
Below x 
 10−3, the HERA data have almost vanishing constraining power due to kinematic range limitations, and so
the gluon is simply not determined at low x . With the FCC-eh, a precision of a few percent at small x becomes possible
down to nearly x 
 10−6. This improvement primarily comes from the extension of range and precision in the measurement
of ∂F2/∂ log Q2, which at small x is a measure of xg. The precision determination of the quark distributions, discussed
previously, also strongly constrains xg as quark and gluon distributions have to fulfil the momentum sum rule.
While the analysis performed here has used standard DGLAP evolution, the precise measurement of FL at the FCC-eh
(not yet considered here), in addition to F2, can discover whether xg saturates, and whether the DGLAP equations need to
be replaced by non-linear parton evolution equations, as is also discussed in [145].
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Fig. 5.12 Gluon distribution at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 as a function of Bjorken x . The FCC-eh PDF uncertainties, adjusted to the central value of CT14,
correspond to the dark blue bands
At large x ≥ 0.3 the gluon distribution becomes very small and huge variations appear in its current determination from
different PDF groups, differing by orders of magnitude. This is related to uncertainties on jet measurements, theoretical
uncertainties, and the fact that HERA did not have sufficient luminosity to cover the high x region where, moreover, the
sensitivity to xg diminishes, since the valence quark evolution is insensitive to it. For FCC-eh, the sensitivity at large x comes
as part of the overall package: large luminosity allowing access to x values close to 1; fully constrained quark distributions; as
well as strong constraints at small x which feed through to large x via the momentum sum rule. The high precision illustrated
will be crucial for BSM searches at high scales as it provides the necessary precise and independent input for distinguishing
possible new physics and QCD expectation. It is also important for testing QCD factorisation and scale choices, as well as
electroweak effects.
It is also worth noting that additional information on the gluon will be provided at the FCC-eh in measurements of FL ,
Fc,b2 and jet cross sections, which have not been included in the current initial prospect study.
Parton luminosities
The FCC-eh PDF precision, in a huge kinematic range, will be a crucial base for searches at the FCC-hh extending to high
masses, MX = sx1x2, for precision Higgs or electroweak physics, and for correctly interpreting the measurements at small
x , where DGLAP evolution may be superseded by non-linear evolution laws.
Figure 5.13 shows the results for four relevant combinations of parton luminosities (as defined in [152]) for the production
of a massive object with mass MX . The results are displayed as fractional uncertainties on the parton luminosities, for the
FCC-eh PDFs described in this section and, to set a scale, compared to the PDF4LHC15 [153] set of parton distributions.
One observes a roughly ten-fold improvement in the uncertainties. Figure 5.14 zooms into the FCC-eh results of Fig. 5.13,
showing a precision systematically well below the percent level, except at the largest masses. Considering that the FCC-hh
direct discovery reach at the highest masses will extend up to 40–50 TeV (see Sect. 15.3.1), the FCC-eh precision perfectly
matches the discovery needs.
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Fig. 5.13 Relative PDF
uncertainties on parton-parton
luminosities from the
PDF4LHC15 and FCC-eh PDF
sets, as a function of the mass of
the produced heavy object, MX ,
at
√
s = 100 TeV. Shown are
the gluon-gluon (top left),
quark–antiquark (top right),
quark-gluon (bottom left) and
quark–quark (bottom right)
luminosities
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Fig. 5.14 Relative PDF
uncertainties on parton-parton
luminosities from the FCC-eh
PDF set, as a function of the
mass of the heavy object
produced, MX , at√
s = 100 TeV. Shown are the
gluon-gluon (top left),
quark–antiquark (top right),
quark-gluon (bottom left) and
quark–quark (bottom right)
luminosities
5.3.2 Small x physics
Resummation at small x
As centre of mass energy in a scattering process becomes very large, the corresponding values of the Bjorken x variable
for the partons participating in the collision become very small. From the theoretical point of view there are number of
interesting phenomena that can occur in that regime. In the standard description of the hard processes, the presence of a
large scale in the hard process allows for the use of the collinear framework in which the hadronic cross section becomes
factorised into hard scattering partonic cross sections and the parton distribution functions which are evolved using the DGLAP
evolution equations. The latter ones resum powers of large logarithms of the hard scale, i.e powers of αs ln Q2. However,
when Bjorken x is small there is a possibility that other logarithms, namely αs ln 1/x become large and need to be resummed
appropriately. The resummation of such logarithms in the QCD is performed via Balitskii–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL)
evolution [154,155]. This equation is an appropriate evolution in perturbative QCD in the Regge limit, that is when the centre
of mass energy s is much larger than any other scales in the scattering problem. The BFKL evolution is known up to NLO in
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Fig. 5.15 Structure function F2 (left) and longitudinal structure function FL (right) as a function of x for fixed Q2 = 5 GeV2 computed in the
NNLO+NLLx scheme within NNPDF3.1sx calculation (blue bands). Shown also for comparison is the NNLO prediction (red bands). Figures taken
from [55]
QCD. Unfortunately, it has been known for a long time that higher order corrections are very large and need to be resummed.
Appropriate resummation schemes have been constructed, [156,157] and they take into account momentum sum rules and
matching to the DGLAP evolution. Recently, global fits have been performed that include the resummation of low x terms
within the DGLAP framework [158] and results show marked improvement in the description of the HERA data, particularly
at low x and low Q2. The effects in this kinematic regime are still subtle, but they will have a very large impact at future ep
colliders. In Fig. 5.15 predictions for F2 and FL are shown for the FCC-eh using the resummed NNPDF3.1sx fits. It is clear
from the plots that the resummed prescription results in the steeper rise of the F2 structure function below x = 10−4 and
gives much larger value for the longitudinal structure function FL .
Elastic diffraction of vector mesons
The growth of the gluon density at small x is expected to ultimately lead also to parton saturation. Gluon splitting begins
competing with gluon recombination, slowing down the growth of the gluon density and of the cross sections with increasing
energy or decreasing Bjorken x . Parton saturation and the parton rescattering processes are the perturbative QCD mechanisms
that ensure that unitarity bounds on the growth of cross sections are preserved. To test how close the scattering amplitudes
are to the unitarity limit is a non-trivial problem. One of the best and cleanest ways to probe the scattering amplitude as a
function of impact parameter of the collision is through the process of exclusive vector meson production in ep DIS. In such
a process the proton undergoes an elastic collision, thus remaining intact and the final state is characterised by the presence
of a large rapidity gap and an additional vector meson. This process can be measured in photoproduction as well as in the
regime where the photon virtuality is non-zero, as a function of the γ p energy W and the momentum transfer t . In Fig. 5.16
the differential cross section in t is shown for the elastic photoproduction of J/ vector mesons for two values of the γ p
energy, W = 1 and W = 2.5 TeV. In each case three predictions are shown, two from models that include saturation and one
without the saturation [159]. The models with saturation predict a distinct feature in the t distribution, namely the dip. The
model without the saturation shows exponential dependence on t . Such behaviour is to be expected on general grounds, since
the t distribution of the cross section can be related to the Fourier transform of the scattering amplitude in impact parameter
space. In the case of the unsaturated model the density profile in impact parameter space is Gaussian and therefore it would
give the exponential distribution in the t momentum transfer. On the other hand, if the scattering amplitude is modified by the
saturation effects, and is close to the unitarity limit, the deviations from the Gaussian profile are to be expected and therefore
the Fourier transform will lead to the emergence of dips. Another characteristic feature of saturation is the dependence of the
position of the dips on the energy, the higher the energy the lower are the positions of the dips in t . The exact location of the
dips depends on the details of the model, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.16, but the general tendency is present in both models.
Thus, studying the position and the energy dependence of the dips in elastic vector meson production can provide a powerful
means to test the saturation and provides detailed information about the internal spatial structure of the proton.
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Fig. 5.16 Differential cross
section as a function of
momentum transfer |t | for the
elastic J/ photoproduction.
Left W = 1 TeV, right
W = 2.5 TeV
Fig. 5.17 Left: diffractive
kinematic plane for FCC-eh as
compared to HERA and LHeC.
Right: relative uncertainty on
the gluon diffractive distribution
after the fits including the
simulated diffractive data at
FCC-eh (magenta) and LHeC
(blue) as compared to the error
bands from the extraction using
only HERA data (black)
Inclusive diffraction and diffractive parton densities
The FCC-eh will provide an extended kinematic range in which one can study diffractive parton densities (dPDFs). At the
HERA collider it was observed that about 10–15% of events are diffractive, i.e. events which were characterised by the large
rapidity gap, absence of any activity in the detector. Unlike the standard inelastic hard scattering processes, the description
of such processes is theoretically challenging. The emergence of the rapidity gap is attributed to the exchange of a colourless
object with the quantum numbers of the vacuum, the Pomeron. For the cases when the hard scale is present in the diffractive
process, i.e. for large values of Q2, factorisation has been proved [160]. In this approach the diffractive cross section can
be factorised into the part which is perturbatively calculable, the partonic cross section, and the dPDFs. The latter can be
interpreted (at least in the lowest orders of perturbation theory) as the conditional probabilities of finding a parton in the
proton, under the condition that the proton remains intact after the scattering. The kinematic plane in (x, Q2) that could be
probed at FCC-eh is shown in Fig. 5.17, on the left panel. Here, β is the momentum fraction of the parton with respect to
the Pomeron and ξ is the momentum fraction of the Pomeron with respect to the hadron, so that x = ξβ. It can be seen that
the FCC-eh would allow x values that are smaller by a factor of 200 than those at HERA, to be probed. Shown in the right
panel of Fig. 5.17 are the error bands on the extracted dPDFs, from the fits to the simulated diffractive data. The data were
simulated assuming an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1 and a 5% Gaussian error due to systematics. This shows a significant
reduction of the error bands on the extracted dPDFs by a factor 10 − 15 as compared to HERA. This will allow the precision
study of the inclusive diffraction at FCC-eh.
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6 Top quark measurements
6.1 Introduction
The top quark, with its large mass, is special among all quarks. It is the known particle that most strongly influences the Higgs
boson and its potential, leading to prominent puzzles about the origin of EW symmetry breaking. Its mass, measured today
by ATLAS [161] and CMS [162] at about 172.5 ± 0.5 GeV, leads to a value of its Yukawa coupling ytop =
√
2mtop/v equal
to 1 to better than 1%. Is this accidental, or is it a consequence of some yet unknown underlying dynamics? The top mass is
also very close, within 1%, to the critical value [163] that separates the domain of stability of the Higgs potential up to the
Planck scale MP from the domain where the potential becomes unstable well before MP . The study of the top quark goes
therefore hand in hand with that of the Higgs, and forms one of the key priorities of any future collider.
The direct measurement of top quark properties has so far been confined to hadron colliders. Lepton colliders, through
EW precisions tests at the Z pole or flavour observables such as B0B¯0 mixing, provided important information, essential
to establish the overall consistency of the SM, but could not so far match the Tevatron and LHC in determining top quark
properties such as its mass and couplings. The FCC will redefine this landscape. Operations of FCC-ee at and above the
e+e− → t t¯ threshold will dominate the precision in the measurement of the top mass mtop and of its EW neutral couplings,
to fulfil the needs of enhanced EW precision from the running at the Z peak. While losing to FCC-ee the hadron-colliders’
dominance in measurements such as mtop, the FCC-hh will continue leading the search for rare or exotic decay modes, and
will use the immense kinematic reach to expose, directly or indirectly, new phenomena at high-mass scales. This sensitivity
will be complemented by FCC-eh studies, where the top coupling to the W boson and possible FCNC interactions leading to
eq → et (q = u,c) transitions can be studied in a uniquely clean environment.
By testing the top quark properties precisely and from all directions over an extended range of distance scales, the FCC
will provide the most powerful tool to reveal the secrets held by the top, as briefly summarised in this chapter.
6.2 FCC-ee
The production rate for top quark pairs at the FCC-ee around threshold at
√
s = 350 GeV is of order 0.5 pb. Collecting
1.5 ab−1 around the tt¯ threshold leads to a very clean sample of 106 tt¯ events. This expected luminosity will be collected
with a carefully optimised run plan that comprises about 0.2 ab−1 around the pair production threshold for the precision
measurement of the top mass and width, and of the top Yukawa coupling, which affects the line-shape. The rest of the data
will be collected at
√
s = 365 GeV for the optimal measurement of the top EW coupling to the Z and the photon, which
can be measured below the percent level without the need of polarised beams. In addition, this clean sample can be used to
search for exotic production or decay of top quarks via flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC). The anomalous single top
production via the tZq and tγq vertices can be studied also with the 5 ab−1 collected at
√
s = 240 GeV.
6.2.1 Precision measurements at the threshold
The precise measurement of the top quark mass is a major goal of the FCC-ee physics programme. At an e+e− collider
the possibility of performing an energy scan around the top pair production threshold provides the highest accuracy. The
tt¯ production cross-section shape at around twice the top mass depends strongly on mtop, but also on the width of the top
quark top (Fig. 6.1), the strong coupling constant and the Yukawa coupling ytop. The theoretical uncertainties around the top
threshold region have been reviewed in Ref. [164], and they drive the optimum choice of the scan points in the centre of mass
energy. The extraction of the top mass value can be performed as a one parameter fit fixing the value of the other inputs to
their SM expectations, or as a simultaneous fit to measure the mass, width, or the Yukawa coupling at the same time, as shown
in Fig. 6.2. The resulting statistical uncertainty on mtop (top) is 17 MeV (45 MeV). The corresponding systematic error due
to the knowledge of the centre of mass energy (to be known with a precision smaller than 10 MeV) is 3 MeV. The precise
measurement of αs to 2 × 10−4 by measurements at lower energies contributes with 5 MeV to the top mass uncertainty. The
current status of the theory uncertainty from the NNNLO calculations is of the order of 40 MeV for the mass and the width.
The top Yukawa coupling could be extracted indirectly with a 10% uncertainty.
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Fig. 6.1 Production cross
section of top quark pairs (left)
in the vicinity of the production
threshold, with different values
of the masses and widths
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6.2.2 Precision measurement of the top electroweak couplings
In many extensions to the standard model couplings of top quark pairs to Z/γ∗ can be enhanced. These are directly probed
at FCC-ee as they represent the main production mechanism for tt¯ production at e+e− colliders. It is essential to be able to
disentangle the t¯tZ and tt¯γ processes to provide separation among different new physics models. In the case of linear e+e−
colliders this is one of the motivations to implement longitudinal polarisation of the beams. However, it has been shown [165]
that FCC-ee’s very large statistics can fully compensate for the lack of polarisation. The information needed to disentangle
the contribution from the Z boson and photon can be extracted from the polarisation of the final-state particles in the process
e+e− → tt¯, as any anomalous coupling would alter the top polarisation as well. In that case, this anomalous polarisation
would be transferred in a maximum way to the top-quark decay products via the weak decay t → Wb, leading to an observable
modification of the final kinematics. The best variables to study are the angular and energy distributions of the leptons from
the W decays. A likelihood fit of the double-differential cross section of the lepton angle cos θ and the reduced lepton energy
x = 2E
mtop
√
1−β
1+β measured in top semi-leptonic decays at
√
s = 365 GeV with one million tt¯ events allows a precision of
0.5% (1.5%) to be obtained for the vector (axial) coupling of the top to the Z and 0.1% for the vector coupling to the photon.
The fit includes conservative assumptions on the detector performance, such as lepton identification and angular/momentum
resolution and b quark jet identification. The precision of these measurements would allow testing and characterisation of
possible new physics models that could affect the EW couplings of the top quark, see for example Fig. 6.3. These data are
also sensitive to the top-quark CP-violating form factors [165].
6.2.3 Search for FCNC in top production or decay
The flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) interactions of top quarks are highly suppressed in the SM, leading to branching
ratios of the order of 10−13–10−14. However, several extensions of the SM are able to relax the GIM suppression of the top
quark FCNC transitions due to additional loop diagrams mediated by new particles. Significant enhancements for the FCNC
top quark rare decays can take place, for example, in some supersymmetric two-Higgs-doublet models. Evidence of an FCNC
signal will therefore indicate the existence of new physics. CMS and ATLAS obtained the best experimental upper limits on
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Fig. 6.3 FCC-ee measurement uncertainties in the left and right cou-
pling of the top to the Z (left) and to the photon (right) displayed as an
ellipse. In the left plot the SM value at (0,0) is compared to predicted
deviations from various composite Higgs model for f ≤ 1.6 TeV. The
4DCHMM [166] benchmark point A is represented with a cyan marker
Fig. 6.4 Summary of 95% C.L. limits in the search for FCNC in top production or decays for various future collider options, compared to current
LHC limits. The study of the top FCNC decays reach at e+e− linear colliders was recently presented in Ref. [167]
FCNC couplings from single top quark production and from top quark decays, and their sensitivity will greatly increase at the
HL-LHC. The FCC-ee can perform a search for FCNC in top decay using the 2 ab−1 collected above the top pair production
threshold. It can also profit from studying the anomalous single top production process with the 5 ab−1 at
√
s = 240 GeV.
The sensitivity of the FCC-ee to the quark FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c) has been studied in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq¯
(¯tq) channel, with a leptonic decay of the W boson. These preliminary analyses show that the FCC-ee can reach a sensitivity
for BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) of about 10−5, which is slightly below the sensitivity of HL-LHC, see Fig. 6.4. More
optimised studies are expected in the future. It is therefore expected that FCC-ee could confirm and help characterise a top
FCNC decay signature (e.g. distinguish q = u from q = c), should this be detected at the HL-LHC.
6.3 FCC-hh
The production rate of top quark pairs at FCC-hh is ∼ 35 nb (Table 6.1), over 30 times larger than at the LHC. This leads
to ∼ 1012 top quarks produced during FCC-hh operation, to be used to explore the top properties via both its production
and decay features. As discussed in the case of EW and Higgs production, the extended kinematic reach of top quarks leads
to sensitivity to EFT operators [168] describing possible deviations from the EW and QCD top couplings, complementary
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Table 6.1 Total t¯t production cross sections, at NNLO, for mtop = 173.3 GeV. The scale uncertainty is derived from the 7 scale choices of
μR,F = kmtop, with k = 0.5, 1, 2 and 1/2 < μR/μF < 2
PDF σ (nb) δscale (nb) (%) δPDF (nb) (%)
PDF4LHC15 [153] 34.733 +1.001−1.650 (+2.9%)(−4.7%) ±0.590 (±1.7%)
Fig. 6.5 Examples of production of top quarks at FCC-hh at high Q2
to what can be probed through the precise measurements at FCC-ee. The large statistics allow also to extend the search for
flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) and other decays suppressed or forbidden in the SM. Furthermore, each tt¯ event
triggered by either quark, allows the study of the decays of the W boson and of the b hadrons arising from the decay of the
second quark in a rather unbiased and inclusive way. This can be exploited for flavour physics studies [169], studies of rare
W decays [170], and possibly precision tests of lepton flavour universality (W → τ vs W → μ).
The full measurement potential of this sample of over 1012 top quarks is still far from having been thoroughly explored,
and just a few examples are presented here.
The kinematic reach for top quarks is shown in Fig. 6.5. The pT spectrum of individual top quarks, or of gluon-initiated
jets splitting into a pair of top quarks whose directions are contained within a R < 0.4 cone, reaches 15 TeV. The invariant
mass distribution for top quark pairs produced at large angle (|ηt − ηt¯ | < 2) extends up to 25 TeV, providing an irreducible
background to searches for high-mass resonances decaying to top quarks. Studies of top tagging via jet-substructure techniques
in such high mass regions are documented in Chapter 9.3 of Ref. [25], and in the context of resonant searches, in Sect. 15 of
this volume. High-mass top pairs can also be used to probe possible anomalous couplings of the top to the gluon [171], via
interactions such as:
δL = gs
mt
t¯σμν(dV + i dAγ5)λa2 t G
a
μν (6.1)
A cross section analysis suggests that using mtt¯  10 TeV at the FCC offers the best balance between the sensitivity of the
high energy behaviour and the statistics in this regime [171]. This leads to an improvement of the chromodipole moment
constraints by an order of magnitude, as compared with a similar analysis for the high energy LHC run, see Fig. 6.6.
6.3.1 Single top production
Production of single tops at large pT , while suppressed w.r.t. top pairs, provides a further mean to test the top EW couplings
at short distances. Total production rates for the different single-top channels are given in Table 6.2. Figure 6.7 shows the
integrated rates for the production of high-pT single tops, in the three production channels: t-channel (qb → t+jet), s-channel
(qq¯ ′ → t + b) and gb → tW (here the t and t¯ rates are equal). It can be seen from the plot that while the tj final state is
always dominant, in the pT range up to ∼ 6 TeV σ(t¯j) ∼ σ(t¯W+), and beyond this range σ(t¯j) ∼ σ(t¯b), implying that
some minimal discrimination power to separate the W and the b from the light jets would allow the separation of the less
frequent production modes, using the t¯ channel. Comparing with the t rates from tt¯ production, Fig. 6.5, notice however, that
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Fig. 6.6 (Left) Sensitivity of the √s = 14 TeV LHC, and the√
s = 100 TeV FCC to the chromomagnetic and chromoelectric dipole
moments dV and dA from high-mass t¯t production. Three different defi-
nitions for the boosted regime at the FCC are shown. (Right) A compar-
ison of constraints on dV and dA from past, present, and future hadron
colliders. For more details, see Ref. [171]
Table 6.2 Total single-top
production cross sections at
FCC-hh for mtop = 172.5 GeV
σ t−channelN N L O (nb) σ
s−channel
N L O (pb) σ
W−t
N L O = σ W
+ t¯
N L O (nb)
2.6 (t) 2.0 (t¯) 61.5 (t) 48.6 (t¯) 1.3
Fig. 6.7 Integrated top pT spectra in the various single-top production channels, at FCC-hh. For the tW process only one line is shown, since
σ(tW−) = σ(t¯W+)
a reduction factor of O(10) is required to suppress the t and tt¯ jet backgrounds to the level of single top final states. Detailed
studies of possible applications are not yet available.
6.3.2 Associated production
The associated production of top quarks and gauge bosons (t¯tV, with V = Z,W, γ) offers additional handles to study top
properties (ttH production is discussed in Sect. 4.3). The SM rates for various processes are shown in Table 6.3, at NLO
in QCD. Scale uncertainties are in the range of 10%, and PDF ones at the few % level. A large collection of kinematic
distributions is shown in Ref. [25].
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Table 6.3 NLO cross sections for associated production of top quark pairs and gauge bosons [172,173]. The photon is subject to the cut pγT > 50 GeV
and Frixione isolation with R0 = 0.4
tt¯γ tt¯ W± tt¯ Z tt¯ WW tt¯ W±Z tt¯ ZZ
σ (pb) 76.7 20.7 64.1 1.34 0.21 0.20
Table 6.4 95% CL constraints
on t¯tZ couplings [25] C1,V C1,A C2,V C2,A
SM 0.24 −0.60 < 0.001 << 0.001
FCC-hh (10 ab−1) [0.2, 0.28] [−0.63,−0.57] [−0.02, 0.02] [−0.02, 0.02]
Table 6.5 The top charge
asymmetry Ac, for various
associated-production
processes [177,178]
tt¯W± tt¯γ tt¯Z
Ac(%) at FCC-hh 1.3 +0.23−0.16
+0.05
−0.03 −0.45 +0.05−0.04 +0.01−0.02 0.22 +0.06−0.04 ± 0.01
The production of tt¯Z and tt¯γ allows direct measurement of the top EW couplings, and testing of the possible presence of
anomalous interactions [174,175]. For the Z, these can be parameterised as:
Lt t Z = eψ¯t
[
γ μ
(
C1,V + γ5C1,A
) + iσμνqν
MZ
(
C2,V + iγ5C2,A
)
]
ψt Zμ (6.2)
and the FCC-hh constraints are shown in Table 6.4. While the precision on the SM couplings C1,V/A is inferior to that obtained
from FCC-ee (see Sect. 6.2.2 and Ref. [165]), the precision of the anomalous couplings C2,V/A is comparable or better to
that of FCC-ee, also thanks to the absence of the Z/γ∗ mixing which is present in e+e− → t t¯ .
The qq¯ initial state contribution to t¯t production generates a central/forward charge asymmetry, due to the preferential
(reduced) emission of the top (anti)quark in the direction of the initial state (anti)quark:
Ac = σ(|yt | > |yt¯ |) − σ(|yt | < |yt¯ |)
σ (|yt | > |yt¯ |) + σ(|yt | < |yt¯ |) . (6.3)
This asymmetry can be sensitive to the presence of BSM contributions, as shown by the large attention [176] dedicated to an
early anomaly reported by the Tevatron experiments. In pp collisions at 100 TeV, Ac is greatly diluted by the dominance of
the gg initial state, and its expected value, Ac = 0.12%, will make it very hard to measure. The asymmetry is enhanced by
a factor of 10, however, for the t¯tW process, which is dominated by a qq¯′ initial state. This is shown in Table 6.5, where the
SM asymmetries expected for the tt¯γ and t¯tZ channels are also reported. The statistical uncertainty in the determination of
Ac from t¯tW was estimated in Ref. [177] to be δAc/Ac ∼ 3%, using fully leptonic final states.
6.3.3 Rare top decays
The large t¯t production rate at FCC-hh opens the door to multiple searches of rare or forbidden top decays. The factor of
30 increase in rate w.r.t. HL-LHC, and the tenfold increase in integrated luminosity, in principle, allow improvement of the
HL-LHC reach by a factor of 10 or more. Some examples of concrete studies carried out so far are briefly summarised here.
t → Hq
The large statistics allows searching for the FCNC t → Hq (q = u,c) decay using the very clean H → γγ decay. A study
presented in Ref. [179] reconstructs the SM top decay in fully hadronic and in semileptonic final states, requiring the invariant
mass of the decay products to lie in the range [150,200] GeV. The candidate FCNC decay is required to have mqγ γ in the
range [160,190] GeV, with the γγ pair mass within 2 GeV of the Higgs mass. All final state objects are subject to standard
kinematic cuts on minimum pT and |η| < 2.5 (see Ref. [179] for the details). b-tagging and fake-tags efficiencies reflect
conservative assumptions relative to the CDR FCC-hh detector performance. A further charm-tagging requirement is set on
the light-quark jet, to select the q=c channel. The dominant background comes from the t¯tH process, with a S/B ratio in excess
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Fig. 6.8 Sample diagrams for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction (right)
of 10, and much smaller contributions, of O(1%), from γγ jjW and γγ tt¯. For 10 ab−1, 95% CL limits are set, combining both
hadronic and semileptonic decays, with no (5%) systematics on background rates. For the tagged-charm analysis the limits are
BR(t → Hc) < 4.9×10−6 (1.6×10−5). Without charm tagging, these improve to BR(t → Hq) < 2.5×10−6 (2.8×10−5).
t → γ q
The analysis of the t → γ q was carried out in the context of the FCC-hh detector performance studies, using the Delphes
detector parameterisation, and is documented in more detail in the comprehensive volume of the FCC-hh CDR. A brief
summary is given here.
The search focuses on the boosted-top regime, and reconstructs two recoiling fat jets with pT > 400 GeV: one b-tagged,
the other one formed by the photon and the light jet. The following backgrounds are included, and assigned an overall ± 30%
systematic uncertainty: SM t¯t decays, tt¯γ, V + jets, single top and single top plus a photon. A BDT algorithm is applied to
characterise the substructure of the two fat jets, to reduce the backgrounds. The resulting limits, for 30 ab−1and at 95% CL,
are: BR(t → γ c) < 2.4 × 10−7 and BR(t → γ u) < 1.8 × 10−7. No explicit study was performed of the t → Zq decays.
The current HL-LHC projections are in the range of few 10−5. Considering the increase in statistics by a factor of 300 (cross
section times luminosity), and assuming an improvement proportional to the square root of statistics, suggests a limit at the
FCC-hh in the range of 10−6.
6.4 FCC-eh
SM top quark production at the FCC-eh is dominated by the charged-current (CC) DIS process, ep → t+X. An example graph
is shown in Fig. 6.8 (left). At the nominal FCC-eh centre-of-mass energy of 3.5 TeV, the total cross section is 15.3 pb [180].
The other important top quark production mode is t¯t photoproduction, with a total cross section of 1.14 pb [181]. An example
graph is shown in Fig. 6.8 (right). The statistics of over 107 events per ab−1, the EW origin of the production processes, and
the limited backgrounds, allow FCC-eh to achieve high-precision measurements of the top quark properties, complementary
to FCC-ee and FCC-hh. Selected highlights are summarised here.
6.4.1 Wtq couplings
The flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, independent of assumptions such as
the unitarity of the CKM matrix. An early analysis of single top production [182] showed that even only 0.1 ab−1 at the LHeC
allow measurement of Vtb with a 1% precision (the best LHC measurement so far, by CMS [183], reports a 4.1% uncertainty).
The FCC-eh will clearly improve on this.
The same analysis can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb vector and tensor couplings,
analysing the following effective Lagrangian:
L = g√
2
[
Wμ t¯γ μ(Vtb f L1 PL + f R1 PR)b −
1
2MW
Wμν t¯σμν( f L2 PL + f R2 PR)b
]
+ h.c. (6.4)
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Fig. 6.9 Expected sensitivities as a function of the integrated luminosity on the SM and anomalous Wtb couplings [180] (left; the constraint on
 f L1 for f L1 is shown, and on |Vts | [184] (right))
where f L1 ≡ 1 +  f L1 . In the SM f L1 = 1, and f R1 = f L2 = f R2 = 0. Using hadronic top quark decays only, the expected
accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 6.9 (left).4
The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1% for the SM f L1 coupling (therefore allowing the determination of |Vtb|
with a 1% accuracy as discussed above), of 4% for f L2 , of 9% for f R2 , and of 14% for f R1 , assuming an integrated luminosity
of 1 ab−1.
Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx | (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of deviations from their
SM values with very high precision in W boson and bottom (light) quark associated production channels, where the W boson
and b-jet (light jet) final states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange [184].
The following processes were considered:
Signal 1: p e− → νet¯ + X → νeW−b¯ + X → νe−νb¯ + X
Signal 2: p e− → νeW−b + X → νe−νb + X
Signal 3: p e− → νet¯ + X → νeW−j + X → νe−νj + X
An analysis including a detailed detector simulation, using the Delphes package [182], leads to the accuracies on |Vts | at
the 2σ confidence level (C.L.) shown as a function of the integrated luminosity in Fig. 6.9 (right). With 2 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity and an electron polarisation of 80%, the 2σ limits improve on existing limits from the LHC [185] (interpreted
by [186]) by almost an order of magnitude. The study of Signal 3 alone allows achieving an accuracy of the order of the
actual SM value of |V SMts | = 0.04108+0.0030−0.0057 as derived from an indirect global CKM matrix fit [187], providing the first
direct high precision measurement of this top coupling. In these studies, upper limits at the 2σ level down to |Vts | < 0.037,
and |Vtd | < 0.037 can be achieved.
6.4.2 FCNC top quark couplings
Single top quark DIS production can also be used [188] to search for the FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c), as given in
L =
∑
q=u,c
(
ge
2mt
t¯σμν(λLq PL + λRq PR)q Aμν +
gW
4cW m Z
t¯σμν(κLq PL + κ Rq PR)q Zμν
)
+ h.c., (6.5)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW = cos θW , λL ,Rq and κL ,Rq are the strengths of the
anomalous top FCNC couplings (vanishing in the SM), and PL (PR) denotes the left (right) handed projection operators.
The selection of the final states requires at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top quark decay) with high transverse
momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range of the detector. The distributions of the invariant mass of two
4 This plot was produced under the assumption of the LHeC [69] with a proton beam energy of 7 TeV, and therefore represents very conservative
results.
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Fig. 6.10 Expected sensitivities as a function of the integrated luminosity BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) [188] (left), and on BR(t → uH) [190]
(right)
jets (reconstructing the W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructing the top quark mass) are used to
further reduce the background, mainly given by W+jets production. Signal and background interference effects are included.
A detector simulation with Delphes [182] is applied.
The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) as a function of the integrated luminosity
are presented in Fig. 6.10 (left). The 95% CL limits of BR(t → qγ) < 8.5 · 10−7 and BR(t → qZ) < 6.0 · 10−6 are
expected for 2 ab−1. This is precise enough to actually study concrete new phenomena models, such as SUSY, little Higgs,
and technicolor, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark couplings. As can be seen in Fig. 6.4, the limits on
BR(t → qγ) (BR(t → qZ)) will improve on existing LHC limits by 2 (1) orders of magnitude. The sensitivity on FCNC tqγ
couplings even exceeds expected sensitivities from the HL-LHC and from the ILC with 500 fb−1 at
√
s = 250 GeV [189],
and from the FCC-ee.
Another example for a sensitive search for anomalous top quark couplings is the one for FCNC tHq couplings as defined
in
L = κtu H t¯u H + κtcH t¯cH + h.c. (6.6)
This can be studied in CC DIS production, where singly produced top anti-quarks could decay via such couplings into a light
anti-quark and a Higgs boson decaying into a bottom quark–antiquark pair, ep → νe t¯ → νeHq¯ → νebb¯q¯ [190]. Another
signal involves the FCNC tHq coupling in the production vertex, i.e. a light quark from the proton interacting with a W
boson radiated from the initial electron, producing a b quark and a Higgs boson decaying into a bottom quark–antiquark
pair, ep → νeHb → νebb¯b [190]. This channel is superior in sensitivity to the previous one due to the clean experimental
environment when requiring three identified b-jets. The largest backgrounds are given by Z → bb¯, SM H → bb¯, and single
top quark production with hadronic top quark decays. A 5% systematic uncertainty for the background yields is added.
Furthermore, the analysis assumes parameterised resolutions for electrons, photons, muons, jets and unclustered energy using
typical parameters taken from the ATLAS experiment. Furthermore, a b-tag rate of 60%, a c-jet fake rate of 10%, and a light-jet
fake rate of 1% are assumed. The selection is optimised for the different signal contributions separately. Figure 6.10 (right),
shows the expected upper limit on the branching ratio BR(t → Hu) for various CL’s, as a function of the integrated luminosity
for the ep → νeHb → νebb¯b signal process. For an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1, an upper limit of BR(t → Hu) < 2.2·10−4
is expected. This improves on current limits from the LHC, as can be seen in Fig. 6.4. This shows the competitiveness of the
FCC-eh results, and documents the complementarity of the reach from the three FCC colliders.
6.4.3 Other top quark property measurements and searches for new physics
Other results not presented here involve, for example, the study of the CP-nature in tt¯H production [97], searches for anomalous
tt¯γ and tt¯Z chromoelectric and chromomagnetic dipole moments in tt¯ production [191], the study of top quark spin and
polarisation [192], and the investigation of the top quark structure function inside the proton [69,193].
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7 Flavour physics measurements
7.1 FCC-ee
The O(5×1012) Z decays to be delivered by the FCC-ee can be exploited to further enrich the knowledge of flavour physics of
quarks and leptons, beyond what will emerge by the start of the FCC-ee program from the upgraded LHCb experiment [194]
and the Belle II experiment [195]. Table 7.1 shows the anticipated production yields of heavy-flavoured particles at the two
e+e− facilities, where the closer experimental environments allow for a more direct comparison.
The large statistics, the clean experimental environment (as for the Belle II experiment), the production of all species of
heavy flavours, and large boosts (as in the LHCb experiment), give the FCC-ee a potential edge, presented here through
several examples. These correspond to very challenging experimental measurements and are meant to highlight the physics
potential: the measurement of the rare decay B¯0 → K∗0(892)τ+τ−, which completes and enhances the understanding of
EW penguin mediated decays and can serve as a highly efficient model-discriminator should the present flavour anomalies
remain; τ physics, including the search for charged lepton flavour violation (LFV) in Z and τ decays as well as lepton flavour
universality violation (LFUV) in τ decays; and, finally, the assessment of model-independent BSM constraints induced by
heavy-flavoured neutral meson oscillation measurements.
7.1.1 Flavour anomalies and electroweak penguins in b → s quark transitions
Processes involving the quark transition b → s+− are receiving increasing phenomenological [196–199] and experimen-
tal [200–202] interest. The reported departures from SM predictions are questioning LFU and suggest a presence of BSM
effects, for example in the form of new vector bosons or leptoquark mediated transitions. Should these deviations be confirmed,
it is of utmost importance to complete our understanding with observables involving the τ lepton. The decays Bs → τ+τ−
and B¯0 → K∗0(892)τ+τ− are therefore obvious candidates to study. The excellent knowledge of the decay vertices, thanks
to the multibody hadronic τ decays, allows the decay kinematics to be fully solved in spite of the final-state neutrino. The
decay B¯0 → K∗0(892)τ+τ− has been studied using Monte Carlo events propagated through a fast simulation featuring a
parametric FCC-ee detector, with tracking and vertexing performance inspired from the ILD detector design [203].
Figure 7.1 shows the reconstructed invariant mass distribution of simulated SM signal and background events corresponding
to 5 × 1012 Z-bosons. More than a thousand reconstructed events can be expected at the FCC-ee, opening the way to
measurements of the angular properties of the decay [204]. Table 7.2 compares the (anticipated) reconstructed yields for these
decay modes, at the Belle II, LHCb upgrade and FCC-ee experiments. For completeness, the projected precisions [20] for the
determinations of B(Bs(B0) → μ+μ−) at HL-LHC are 12.9% (29%) with ATLAS, and 7% (16%) with CMS.
Similar decays, such as 
0b → 
∗(1520)τ+τ−, benefit from the same topological reconstruction advantages. Likewise, in
view of completing the LFUV tests, the study of the decay B0 → K∗(892)e+e− can be performed with unrivalled statistics.
7.1.2 Lepton flavour violation in Z-boson decays and tests of lepton flavour universality
The observation of LFV in Z-boson decays, Z → eμ, μτ or eτ would provide indisputable evidence for physics beyond
the SM, e.g. the existence of new particles such as sterile neutral fermions. This scenario is particularly attractive since it
could address all the outstanding experimental or observational arguments for BSM physics: neutrino masses and mixing, a
potential dark matter candidate, and the origin of baryonic asymmetry in the universe through leptogenesis [205,206]. The
search for LFV Z decays is also complementary to the direct searches for heavy neutral fermions.
A phenomenological study [207] has been undertaken to study the potential of FCC-ee to probe the existence of sterile
neutral fermions in light of the improved determination of neutrino oscillation parameters, the new bounds on low-energy
LFV observables as well as cosmological bounds. This work also addressed the complementarity of these searches with the
current and expected precision of similar searches at lower energy experiments. The best sensitivity to observe or constrain
Table 7.1 Expected production
yields of heavy-flavoured
particles at Belle II (50 ab−1)
and FCC-ee
Particle production (109) B0/B0 B+/B− B0s /B
0
s 
b/
b cc τ
+τ−
Belle II 27.5 27.5 n/a n/a 65 45
FCC-ee 400 400 100 100 550 170
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Fig. 7.1 Invariant mass reconstruction of B¯0 → K∗0(892)τ+τ− candidates (green line), where τ → 3πντ and K∗ → K+π−, allowing the decay
vertices to be reconstructed. The two dominant backgrounds are included: B¯s → D+s D−s K∗0(892) (red) and B¯0 → D+s K¯∗0(892)τ−ντ (pink)
Table 7.2 Comparison of orders of magnitude for expected recon-
structed yields or branching fractions of a selection of electroweak pen-
guin and pure dileptonic decay modes in Belle II, LHCb upgrade and
FCC-ee experiments. SM branching fractions are assumed. The yields
for the electroweak penguin decay B¯0 → K∗0(892)e+e− are given in
the low q2 region
Decay mode B0 → K∗(892)e+e− B0 → K∗(892)τ+τ− B(Bs(B0) → μ+μ−) (%)
Belle II ∼ 2000 ∼ 10 n/a
LHCb Upgrade ∼ 20,000 – ∼ 4.4 (9.4)
FCC-ee ∼ 200,000 ∼ 1000 ∼ 4 (12)
Fig. 7.2 Branching fraction of τ → eνν versus τ lifetime. The current world averages of the direct measurements are indicated with the blue
ellipse. Suggested FCC-ee precisions are provided with the yellow ellipse. The SM functional dependence of the two quantities, depending on the
τ mass, is displayed by the red band
LFV in the eμ sector is then obtained by the experiments based on the muon-electron conversion in nuclei [208]. In contrast,
the study of the decays Z → eτ and Z → μτ would provide unique insight in connection to the third generation. This
goes beyond the models of sterile neutral fermions and can also probe e.g. the leptoquark mediators advocated as a possible
resolution of the flavour anomalies.
The current limits [209–212] on LFV Z decays sit in the ballpark of O(10−6 − 10−5). The FCC-ee would improve them
by several orders of magnitude and could probe BSM predictions down to O(10−9) branching fractions [213].
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The very large samples of τ decays at FCC-ee will also allow for significantly improved tests of Lepton Flavour Universality
(LFU). The present status of such tests and their theoretical implications are summarised in Ref. [214]. There is a close
connection between the present LFU anomalies in B physics, and LFU tests in τ decays, where an improved precision would
allow to probe several existing explanations of these phenomena, see e.g. Refs. [215,216]. In τ decays, firstly, the ratio of the
weak charged current couplings between muons and electrons, gμ/ge, can be extracted from the ratio of the partial widths of
the two leptonic decay modes, τ → μνν and τ → eνν. The LEP data [217–221] support LFU to a precision of 0.14% [222].
Secondly, the ratio of the weak couplings between τ and electron (muon) can be extracted from the ratio of the partial widths
of τ → eνν (τ → μνν) and μ → eνν. Current measurements support this universality to a precision of 0.15% [222], with
an uncertainty dominated by the measurement of the τ leptonic branching fractions and lifetime [223]. These will be reduced
at FCC-ee, thanks to a factor of 100 improvement in the statistical precision and to the expected vertexing performance of
its detectors. Figure 7.2 shows the current world average situation for the τ → e universality test. An overall improvement
in precision of a factor of ten in the τ branching fraction and lifetime measurements is also suggested. To improve on the
situation beyond this would require also a better measurement of the τ mass, from a next generation of τ-factory experiments
at the production threshold.
7.1.3 Charged lepton flavour violation in τ lepton decays
Very stringent tests of charged lepton flavour violation (CLFV) have been performed in muon decay experiments where
branching fraction limits below 10−12 on both of the decay modes μ− → e−γ and μ− → e−e+e− have been established.
All models predicting CLFV in the muon sector imply a violation also in the tau sector, whose strength is often enhanced by
several orders of magnitude, usually by some power in the tau-to-muon mass ratio. Studying CLFV processes in tau decays
offers several advantages compared to muon decays. Since the tau lepton is heavy, more CLFV processes can be studied.
In addition to the modes τ → μ/e + γ and τ → μ/e + +−, CLFV can be also studied in several semileptonic modes.
The expected 3 × 1011τ produced at FCC-ee exceed the Belle II (50 ab−1) statistics by about a factor of three, raising the
possibility that FCC-ee may provide competitive sensitivities.
The focus here is on τ → 3μ and τ → μγ as golden modes for evaluating the sensitivity to CLFV. With the excellent
FCC-ee invariant mass resolution, the search for τ → 3μ is expected to be essentially background free, and to achieve a
signal efficiency higher than Belle II, thanks to the boosted topology. The sensitivity could then reach branching fractions
of O(10−10), a level which is very interesting as it would probe deep into current models connected to LFU anomalies in B
physics [216,224].
On the other hand, the τ → μγ search is limited by backgrounds, namely e+e− → τ+τ−γ, with one τ → μνν decay, and
the invariant mass of the μγ pair in the signal region. An experimental study [213] of the signal and this dominant background,
including realistic detector resolutions and efficiencies, indicates that a sensitivity down to a branching fractions of 2 × 10−9
should be within FCC-ee reach.
7.1.4 Search for BSM physics in F = 2 quark transitions
The B-factories’ results have established the global profile of C P violation in the quark flavour sector below the electroweak
scale [225]. This has been reinforced by the latest results from the LHCb experiment, in particular related to the CKM
angle γ [226], although the current direct experimental precision does not yet match the indirect constraints from CKM
unitarity [187]. The SM is able to accommodate the data both from the B-meson and from kaon systems within the present
experimental and theoretical uncertainties. However, this remarkable agreement of data with the CKM picture leaves room for
BSM contributions to C P-violating transitions. In particular, a valuable approach to corner these contributions consists in a
model-independent bottom-up quantification of the room left for new flavour structures and additional CP-violating phases. A
useful analysis framework is minimal flavour violation [227] (MVF), where new quark flavour structures remain aligned and
proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings. In these BSM scenarios, charged-current decays are dominated by the (tree-level)
SM, and the CKM matrix remains unitary, while deviations can take place, for example, in F = 2 transitions leading
to neutral meson mixing. To probe deviations from the SM, and to possibly challenge MFV scenarios, increased precision
on |Vub| and γ is required [187]. Additional parameters accounting for BSM contributions to neutral B meson mixing are
subsequently cornered using oscillation observables, namely the mixing-induced C P-violating phases sin 2β and φs , the
oscillation frequencies of Bd and Bs mesons md and md and the flavour specific semileptonic asymmetries sensitive to
C P-violation in the mixing. The latter is a very small effect in the SM and is unobserved to date. The present limits can
be pushed by FCC-ee towards the SM predictions. Table 7.3 shows the precision of the relevant ensemble of measurements
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Table 7.3 List of inputs useful to constrain NP in F = 2 quark
transitions and comparisons of the projected precisions of the Belle II,
HL-LHC and FCC-ee experiments. The HL-LHC estimates [194] cor-
respond to the combined projections for 300 fb−1 (LHCb upgrade) and
3 ab−1 (ATLAS and CMS). The central values for the angles are scaled
to the same SM-like expectation. The estimate of the mixing-induced
observables’ precision at FCC-ee assumes a flavour tagging efficiency
of 7% (10%) for the Bd (Bs meson). The estimate of the |Vub| pre-
cision relies on an extrapolation of hadronic inputs calculated on the
Lattice [194]
Observable/experiments CurrentW/A Belle II (50 /ab) HL-LHC FCC-ee
CKM inputs
γ (uncert., rad) 1.296+0.087−0.101 1.136 ± 0.026 1.136 ± 0.006 1.136 ± 0.004
|Vub| (precision) 5.9% 2.5% 1% 1%
Mixing-related inputs
sin(2β) 0.691 ± 0.017 0.691 ± 0.008 0.691 ± 0.003 (stat.) 0.691 ± 0.005
φs (mrad) −15 ± 35 n/a − 18 ± 3 − 18 ± 2
md (ps−1) 0.5065 ± 0.0020 Same Same Same
ms (ps−1) 17.757 ± 0.021 Same Same Same
adfs(10−4, precision) 23 ± 26 − 7 ± 15 − 7 ± 2 − 7 ± 2
asfs(10−4, precision) − 48 ± 48 n/a 0.3 ± 3 0.3 ± 2
expected at the FCC-ee together with a comparison with the projected Belle II and the HL-LHC experiments (including
the LHCb upgrade) sensitivities. Similar precisions are obtained for FCC-ee and HL-LHC experiments projections. Having
measurements performed in two different experimental conditions will be important.
The possible BSM contributions to mixing observables can be parameterised in a model-independent way via two additional
parameters [228], describing the size and the phase of the extra terms in the mixing amplitudes. Measurements at the FCC-ee
will be sensitive to BSM contributions to the amplitudes of B0 and B0s mixing larger than 5% of the SM ones. These potential
deviations can be related to the energy scale 
 associated with the new effective local operators at play. In MFV scenarios,
where the new flavour structures are aligned with the SM Yukawa couplings, energy scales up to 20 TeV can be probed by
the joint measurement of the properties of the B0 and B0s meson mixings and the tree-level CKM parameters. Releasing the
constraint of MFV, scales up to several hundred TeV can be probed.
7.1.5 Additional flavour physics opportunities
The aforementioned illustrations of measurements or searches for rare decays are experimentally very challenging. The study
of their sensitivity reach has shown that the statistics available at a high-luminosity Z-factory, complemented by state-of-the-
art detector performance, can potentially allow their measurement at unequalled precision. They can serve as benchmarks to
open the way to other flavour physics observables in both quark and lepton sectors and are for the most part related to the
understanding of flavour in presence of BSM Physics. Their experimental sensitivity will be studied in the next stage of the
FCC-ee design study. Here a few additional possibilities, for which an FCC-ee experiment will definitely be able to push
the experimental envelope, are listed. The FCNC-mediated leptonic decays Bd,s → ee, μμ, ττ, as well as the EW penguin
dominated b → sνν, provide SM candles and are sensitive to several realisations of BSM Physics. The observation of Bs → ττ
is invaluable to complement our understanding of present LFUV anomalies and likely uniquely reachable at FCC-ee. The
charged-current mediated leptonic decays Bu,c → μν or τν, provide another test of LFU in charged current. They offer,
on the other hand, a possibility to determine the CKM elements |Vub| |Vcb| with minimum theoretical uncertainties [229].
The cleanliness of the e+e− experimental environment will be beneficial to the study of the decay modes involving Bs ,
Bc or b-baryons with neutral final state particles, as well as the many-body fully hadronic b-hadron decays. The harvest of
C P-eigenstates in several b-hadron decays will allow comprehensive measurements of the C P-violating weak phases. Rare
exclusive Z decays [230] might probe both new physics and perturbative QCD factorisation.
7.2 FCC-hh
While flavour is and will remain a key pillar of high-energy physics, it is early to evaluate in detail the role that FCC-hh can
have in furthering our knowledge. The high-Q2 aspects of flavour physics are an integral part of the physics programme of the
multipurpose detectors, and are covered in other sections of this volume (see e.g. Sect. 6.3 for flavour aspects of the top quark,
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Fig. 7.3 Distribution of the smaller and larger values of the initial partons momentum fractions in inclusive b¯b events (solid) and in events with at
least one b in the rapidity range 2.5 < |y| < 5 (dashes)
Table 7.4 Central (|y| < 2.5)
heavy quark production at FCC
100 TeV, calculated to
next-to-leading order with the
NNPDF30 PDF set. Masses
have been set to 1.5 GeV for
charm and 4.75 GeV for bottom
pT > 0 pT > 5 GeV pT > 100 GeV pT > 1000 GeV
Charm σ(|y| < 2.5) [μb] 7.8 × 103 1.7 × 103 0.52 0.62 × 10−4
100 TeV/13 TeV 3.1 4.6 27 890
Bottom σ(|y| < 2.5) [μb] 1.0 × 103 0.56 × 103 0.46 0.63 × 10−4
100 TeV/13 TeV 4.2 5 27 1020
and Sect. 14 for the search of possible new heavy particles arising from the current flavour anomalies). The low-Q2 aspects
related, for example, to charm and bottom decays, could benefit instead from dedicated detectors, like LHCb. In this area, it is
more difficult to predict today what the key open questions will be after the completion of the LHCb and Belle2 programmes.
The energy and luminosity of FCC-hh will not be the most important elements in extending the reach of LHCb, while progress
will most likely arise from future developments in detector and data acquisition technologies and from improved theoretical
control of non-perturbative systematics. It is planned to start addressing these issues in the next phase of the FCC-hh studies,
relying also on the forthcoming experience of the LHCb upgrade programme and on the future physics results. This section
is therefore limited to documenting basic information, such as cross sections and distributions of bottom quarks, outlining
the landscape of what to expect in terms of rates and kinematics. More details can be found in Section 11 of Ref. [25].
The total b¯b production cross section at 100 TeV is about 3mb, an increase by a factor of ∼ 5 relative to the LHC,
corresponding to several percent of the inelastic pp cross section. This implies that dozens of b¯b pairs will be produced in a
single bunch crossing at the expected levels of pile-up. The 3 mb has a large uncertainty, since the dominant fraction of the
total rate comes from gluons at very small x values, where the knowledge of PDFs is rather poor today (see Ref. [25] for a
detailed discussion). The upper plot of Fig. 7.3 shows that, for a detector like LHCb, covering the rapidity region 2.5 < y < 5,
about 50% of the b events produced at 100 TeV would originate from gluons with momentum x < 10−5.
The uncertainties are reduced if one considers central production or large pT , which strongly bound the relevant x range.
Table 7.4 shows the rates for central production, |y| < 2.5, and various transverse momentum cuts for charm, bottom and top
quarks. The ratios with respect to the production at the LHC (13 TeV) are also given. As expected, large pT production in
particular gets a large boost from 13 to 100 TeV, being larger by a factor of about 30-40 than at the LHC for a pT cut of 100
GeV. If the pT cut is pushed to 1 TeV, central heavy quark production at the 100 TeV is about a factor of one thousand larger
than at the LHC.
Figure 7.4 shows the rapidity distributions for b quarks produced above some thresholds of pT and, for b quarks produced
in the region 2.5 < |y| < 5, the integrated spectrum in longitudinal momentum pz , comparing results at 14 and 100 TeV. As
shown in the previous table, note that, while the total production rate grows only by a factor of ∼ 5 from 14 to 100 TeV, the
rate increase can be much larger once kinematic cuts are imposed on the final state. For example, at 100 TeV b quarks are
produced in the forward region 2.5 < |y| < 5 with pz > 1 TeV at the rate of 10 μb, 100 times more than at the LHC. To
what extent this opens opportunities for new interesting measurements to be exploited by the future generation of detectors,
remains to be studied.
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Fig. 7.4 Left: production rates for b quarks as a function of detection acceptance in y, for various pT thresholds (rates in μ b for pT > 100 GeV,
in mb otherwise). Right: forward b production rates, as a function of the b longitudinal momentum
Interpretation and sensitivity to new physics
8 Global EFT fits to EW and Higgs observables
8.1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has probed the SM at energies higher than ever before, reaching regions never explored
so far. With the discovery of a scalar particle consistent with the Higgs boson, the SM can in principle be consistent up to
the Planck scale. Nonetheless, in many UV completions predicting a light Higgs, e.g. supersymmetric or composite Higgs
models, one requires other new particles with masses around the EW scale. So far, though, the LHC has not seen any robust
hints of new physics, which indicates that any new particles must be either too weakly coupled to the SM or too heavy to
be produced. The masses of these new degrees of freedom will always be the product, m∗ = g∗ · f , of the coupling g∗
of the new physics sector times the dynamic scale, f , characterising this new sector. For weakly coupled new physics, one
expects to see the new resonances before observing the effects of the new interactions. When g∗ increases, the masses increase
and the new interactions might become the first indirect manifestation of new physics. Both effects of the new particles or
the new interactions can be seen indirectly, for example, by modifying the differential cross sections of particular processes
with respect to the SM prediction. Such modifications can occur mostly at the threshold or in the tail of distributions. In the
former case, extremely precise measurements in a clean environment like the ones performed at FCC-ee will offer the best
sensitivity. In the latter case, new physics corrections can grow with the energy probed and scale as (E/m∗)n , with n > 0,
in which case FCC-hh will benefit from high centre of mass energy to achieve similar sensitivity, in spite of lesser precision.
Charged and neutral Drell–Yan processes, EW diboson production and Higgs–Strahlung production are explicit examples
that receive energy-growing corrections from new physics with n = 2. Even with a limited precision of 10%, when probed at
the modest energy of 1 TeV, these observables have the same discovery power as a 0.1% precision measurement performed
at 100 GeV. FCC-eh will be particularly relevant to improve the knowledge of the PDFs, arguably one of the biggest sources
of uncertainties for any FCC-hh analysis. In addition, FCC-eh is also helpful in determining the gauge boson couplings to
individual quark flavours, complementing the results from FCC-ee.
As new physics is being constrained to lie further and further above the EW scale, the description of its effects at future
colliders seems to fall in a low-energy regime. Effective field theories (EFTs) therefore look like prime exploration tools [231–
235]. Given that the parity of an operator dimension is that of (B − L)/2 [236], all operators conserving baryon and
lepton numbers are of even dimension:
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Fig. 8.1 Contours of 68% confidence level in the (mtop, mW) plane obtained from fits of the SM to the EW precision measurements offered by
the FCC-ee, under the assumption that all relevant theory uncertainties can be reduced to match the experimental uncertainties: the red ellipse is
obtained from the FCC-ee measurements at the Z pole, while the blue ellipses arise from the FCC-ee direct measurements of the W and top masses.
The two dotted lines around the SM prediction illustrate the uncertainty from the Z mass measurement if it were not improved at the FCC-ee. The
green ellipse corresponds to the current W and top mass uncertainties from the Tevatron and the LHC. The potential future improvements from the
LHC are illustrated by the black dashed ellipse
LEFT = LSM +
∑
i
C (6)i

2
O(6)i +
∑
j
C (8)j

4
O(8)j + · · · (8.1)
where 
 is a mass scale and C (d)i are the dimensionless coefficients of the O(d)i operators of canonical dimension d. The
SM effective field theory (SMEFT) allows for a systematic exploration of the theory space in the direct vicinity of the SM,
encoding established symmetry principles. As a standard quantum field theory, it relies on a Lagrangian, and its predictions
admit a perturbative expansion. Notice that the basis of operators can be built under the assumption that EW symmetry is
linearly realised, thus that the Higgs boson is part of an EW doublet, or can be more general with a Higgs that would be an
EW singlet. The remainder of this section, focuses mainly on the former case.
The interplay between EW and Higgs measurements is particularly relevant, since several higher-dimensional operators
affecting Higgs processes can also be tested in EW measurements. Therefore in order to keep the extraction of the Higgs
couplings under control, it is essential to reduce the uncertainties on these operators as much as possible.
This chapter considers a fit to the observables discussed in Sects. 4, 5 and 10, relying on the experimental sensitivities
reported there for the different FCC stages/colliders. These measurements will also be combined with those expected at the
end of the HL-LHC, as reported in the document from the HL/HE-LHC Physics Workshop, Ref. [18].
8.2 Electroweak fit at FCC-ee and FCC-eh
Once the W boson and the top-quark masses are measured with precisions of a few tenths and a few tens of MeV, respectively,
and with the measurement of the Higgs boson mass at the LHC (to be further improved at the FCC-ee), the SM predictions
of a number of observables sensitive to EW radiative corrections become absolute, with no remaining additional parameters.
Any deviation in the relation between mW, mH and mtop will be a demonstration of the existence of new particle(s). The
FCC-ee offers the opportunity to measure such quantities with precisions between one and two orders of magnitude better
than the present status. The theoretical prediction of these quantities with a matching precision is an incredible challenge, but
the genuine ability of these tests of the completeness of the SM to discover new weakly-interacting particles beyond those
already known is a fundamental motivation to take it up and bring it to a satisfactory conclusion.
The result of the fit of the SM to all the EW precision observables measured at the FCC-ee is displayed in Fig. 8.1 as 68%
C.L. contours in the (mtop, mW) plane. It is obtained under the assumption that all relevant theory uncertainties can be reduced
to match the experimental uncertainties. This fit is compared to the direct mW and mtop measurements at the W+W− and the
tt¯ thresholds. A comparison with the precisions obtained with the current data at lepton and hadron colliders, as well as with
LHC projections, is also shown. FCC-ee will also provide significant improvement on other EW observables (see Volume 2
of the FCC CDR for details).
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Fig. 8.2 Sensitivity, at the 1-σ
level, to deviations of the neutral
current couplings resulting from
a global EFT fit at the
dimension-6 level to EW
precision measurements at
FCC-ee and FCC-eh
From the fit to the different EW precision observables it is also possible to extract the sensitivity to new physics via its
modification of the different EW couplings to fermions. At the Z-pole, FCC-ee measurements of the rates and asymmetries
of the different fermion decays of the Z provide a clean and model-independent handle to most fermion couplings. Separating
the Z couplings to the light quarks is, however, quite challenging, especially for down and strange quarks. This issue can be
overcome by the FCC-eh’s remarkable sensitivity in the measurement of the neutral current interactions of the light quarks.
Finally, the Z interactions with the top quark, not directly accessible at the Z pole, can be measured at the percent level
at the FCC-ee running slightly above threshold. In this way, combining the FCC-ee and FCC-eh measurements, deviations
from the SM predictions for the couplings of the individual quarks and leptons of the three generations can be tested with a
precision from 0.01% for the leptons to a few percent for the heavy quarks, without having to rely on any flavour universality
assumption. The results obtained from an EFT fit to all relevant EW measurements from FCC-ee/eh are shown in Fig. 8.2.5
8.3 Electroweak observables at FCC-hh
Drell–Yan (DY) production is an example where energy helps accuracy [239] and where FCC-hh will be at its best. Charged
DY, pp → ν, and neutral DY, pp → +−, can receive at high mass large corrections from the W and Y oblique parameters
defined by [240]:
Wˆ = − W
4m2W
(DρW aμν)
2 , Yˆ = − Y
4m2W
(∂ρ Bμν)2 . (8.2)
The parameters of these operators, which capture the universal modifications of the EW gauge boson propagators, are already
constrained at the per mille level from LEP-2 precision measurements and from the W mass measurements at Tevatron and
LHC (as well as other precision measurements at the Z pole at LEP/SLD). FCC-hh will nonetheless benefit from the large
production rate at very high masses, as shown in Fig. 3.3. This will improve the current constraints by two orders of magnitude,
as shown in Table 8.1. In terms of a new physics scale 
 defined by g2∗/
2 = (W, Y )/4m2W , these values correspond to

>∼g∗ × 80 TeV. These constraints on W and Y are stronger than those achievable at FCC-ee and could only be matched by
measurements at a mutli-TeV-scale future lepton collider. This underscores the important role that hadronic data can have in
probing high scales via precise EW measurements at high Q2.
One further use of the lever arm in Q2 is the determination of the running of EW couplings, by measuring the transverse
(invariant) mass spectrum of (di)leptons produced by far off-shell W (Z) bosons [241]. This is a crucial piece of information
to reduce the parametric uncertainties in global fits, as well as a useful tool to indirectly probe the existence of new heavy
EW charged particles.
5 The EFT fits to EW and Higgs observables presented in this chapter have been performed using the HEPfit package [237,238]. The calculations
are done using a modification of the basis presented in [233], where the operators denoted as OϕW B = ϕ†σaϕW aμν Bμν and OϕD = |ϕ† Dμϕ|2
are redefined away in favor of 2 interactions that do not enter in EW precision observables, namely i Dμϕ† DνϕBμν and i Dμϕ†σa DνϕW a μν . The
output of the fits is translated in terms of the induced modifications of corresponding effective couplings of the SM particles, e.g. the Zff¯ couplings
g fL ,R , as shown in the figure.
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Table 8.1 Reach at 95% CL on
W and Y from different
experiments. The bounds from
neutral DY are obtained by
setting the unconstrained
parameter to zero. From
Ref. [239]
Luminosity LEP ATLAS 8 CMS 8 LHC 13 FCC-hh FCC-ee
2 × 107 Z 19.7 fb−1 20.3 fb−1 0.3 ab−1 3 ab−1 10 ab−1 1012 Z
NC W ×104 [− 19, 3] [− 3, 15] [− 5, 22] ± 1.5 ± 0.8 ± 0.04 ± 1.2
Y ×104 [− 17, 4] [− 4, 24] [− 7, 41] ± 2.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.06 ± 1.5
CC W ×104 – ± 3.9 ± 0.7 ± 0.45 ± 0.02 –
Fig. 8.3 Corrections to the lepton transverse mass distribution in pp → W∗ → ν due to the running of the SU (2) coupling α2, at 100 and 27 TeV.
The potential impact of a new Majorana fermion w˜, SU (2) triplet, is shown, for mw˜ = 200 GeV and 1 TeV
The running is sensitive to the existence of any weakly-coupled particle, and could in principle flag elusive states that are
not found by direct searches. The effect of the running of the SU (2) coupling (α2) is most directly probed by the production
of off-shell Ws at large mass. Figure 8.3 shows the relative difference between no-running and running, in the SM and in
presence of an SU (2) triplet of Majorana fermions (e.g. a supersymmetric wino) of mass 200 GeV or 1 TeV [241]. The
uncertainties shown in the figure include the statistical uncertainty combined with a constant 1% systematics, representing a
possible estimate of the future precision with which DY processes can be predicted. The luminosity does not contribute to the
systematics, since the evidence of running comes from the shape of the distribution, not its absolute value. Scale uncertainties
are already at this level, and will improve. PDF uncertainties will be reduced to the percent level by HL-LHC, and well below
that at FCC-eh, as shown in Fig. 5.14. Here the renormalisation scale for α2 is taken at the average value of Mν for a sample
of events with transverse mass larger than the given minimum threshold. The value of MT (ν) that gives the best sensitivity
to the running is in the range of 4-5 TeV. Notice that at these mass values EW Sudakov effects are not negligible: as shown
in ref. [25], NLO EW corrections reduce the QCD rate for W DY with MT > 5 TeV by 50% (of which 15% is due to the α2
running shown in Fig. 3.3). It is anticipated nevertheless, that high-order EW corrections will be known already by the end
of HL-LHC, leaving a residual uncertainty consistent with the 1% assumption made above.
It is noted here that one achieves a ∼ 2σ sensitivity to the presence of a 1 TeV wino. This is not meant to provide firm
evidence for a discovery, but shows the impact that such a measurement could have in helping characterise a possible direct
discovery of new EW states. For comparison, the result of the same analysis at HE-LHC is shown. A more systematic study
of the sensitivity to various combinations of new weakly interacting particles and global fit of the running couplings using
both charged and neutral DY FCC-hh data, are presented in Ref. [241].
8.4 Higgs couplings fit
While the Higgs boson discovery has been a milestone in the history of high-energy physics, a lot remains to be understood
about it. Its existence as a fundamental scalar field raised new challenging questions from phenomenological puzzles to deep
quantum field theory conundrums. The principles dictating the structure of the Higgs sector remain unclear in contrast with
the gauge sector of the SM that is the realm of local symmetries. The dedicated experimental exploration of the Higgs sector
is called for to unravel its profile, to better understand the role it played/will play in the history of the universe and to push the
frontier of knowledge of Nature at the smallest scales. This exploration is multiform and will benefit from the different options
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offered by the whole FCC programme: (1) a precise measurement of the on-shell Higgs couplings to all the SM particles at the
sub-percent level, (2) an access to extreme regions of phase space probing, in particular, the Higgs couplings away from its
mass-shell, (3) a study of rare production and decay channels to reveal small couplings to either light SM particles or to new
particles of a dark sector. Section 4 details the numbers of Higgs bosons produced at FCC-ee/eh/hh in the various channels.
It should be kept in mind that, for the expected total luminosities, about 106, 2 · 106 and 1010 Higgs bosons will be produced
in total FCC-ee/eh/hh respectively (see Fig. 4.1; Tables 4.6, 4.3).
The LHC and HL-LHC will provide insights on the Higgs boson couplings to the SM gauge bosons and to the heaviest
SM fermions (t, b, τ,μ), with a precision that at best will reach the few percent level, and typically under a number of model-
dependent assumptions, in particular on the Higgs boson decays that the LHC cannot access directly. Interactions between
the Higgs boson and new particles at a higher energy scale 
 could modify the Higgs boson couplings to SM particles,
either at tree level or via quantum corrections. Coupling deviations with respect to the SM predictions are in general smaller
than 10% for 
 = 1 TeV, with a dependence that is inversely proportional to 
2. A per-mille level accuracy on a given
coupling measurement would allow access to the 10 TeV energy scale, and maybe to exceed it through an analysis of the
deviation patterns among all couplings. Similarly, quantum corrections to Higgs couplings are at the level of a few % in the
SM. Capturing the quantum corrections that modify the Higgs properties requires that measurements be pushed to a precision
of a few per mil or better.
The Higgs coupling measurements have been widely studied in the corresponding design studies through global fits in
the so-called κ framework [242,243]. While very helpful in illustrating the precision reach of Higgs measurements, this κ
framework can miss interactions of Lorentz structure different from that of the SM, or correlations deriving from gauge
invariance, notably between Higgs couplings to different gauge bosons. The on-shell measurements of the Higgs production
and decays can also be nicely complemented by studying the behaviour of 2-to-2 scattering processes at higher energy or by
measuring the tail of the distributions of the Higgs kinematics. Hence the interest of FCC-hh in the detailed exploration of
the Higgs sector.
8.4.1 On-shell Higgs couplings at FCC
Many EFT studies have been performed, for Higgs measurements at LHC [244–250], EW precision observables at LEP [251–
254], diboson measurements at both LEP [255] and LHC [256,257], and the combination of measurements in several sec-
tors [258]. Among the studies performed in the context of future Higgs factories [259–265], many estimated constraints on
individual dimension-six operators. A challenge related to the consistent use of the EFT framework is indeed the simultaneous
inclusion of all operators up to a given dimension which is required for this approach to retain its power and generality. As
a result, various observables have to be combined to efficiently constrain all directions of the multidimensional space of
effective-operator coefficients. The first few measurements included bring the most significant improvements by lifting large
approximate degeneracies. Besides Higgsstrahlung production and decay rates in different channels, angular distributions
contain additional valuable information [261,266]. Higgs production through weak-boson fusion provides complementary
information of increasing relevance at higher centre-of-mass energies. This is actually the dominant Higgs production mode
at FCC-eh. Relying on the absolute normalisation of the Higgs couplings at FCC-ee, the FCC-eh measurements will help to
further improve the precision of the Higgs couplings to weak bosons (see Fig. 8.4).
FCC-hh will provide complementary information on the Higgs couplings that cannot be directly accessed at FCC-ee alone.
First, the enormous sample of Higgs bosons produced will retain some sensitivity to small couplings, like the muon Yukawa
coupling or even the strange quark Yukawa coupling, and will therefore unambiguously establish (or disprove) the Higgs to
the second generation of quarks and leptons. Second, the higher energy will definitively open up new channels, like tt¯H and
gg → HH, and will offer a direct access to new couplings like the top Yukawa couplings and the Higgs cubic self-interaction,
two interactions of paramount importance to the cosmological evolution of the Universe. While FCC-ee has no direct access
to the Higgs cubic self-coupling, gH H H , an indirect bound can be obtained from a global fit of the single Higgs observables
including the quantum corrections from gH H H [265], see Sect. 10.4. Similarly, the top Yukawa coupling can in principle be
assessed at FCC-ee via its quantum corrections to tt¯ production close to the threshold, see the discussion in Sect. 4.2.2. Direct
determinations of the top Yukawa and Higgs self-coupling have also been considered at ep colliders, where in particular the
cleanliness of the final state configuration in the charged current and neutral current VBF double Higgs production with a
pile-up of 1 allows the H → bb decays to be considered. Preliminary studies [97,267] estimated that these two couplings
could be constrained at the FCC-eh at the 1% and 10% level, respectively, with an integrated luminosity of 1 and 10 ab−1 at
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Fig. 8.4 One-sigma precision reach at the FCC on the effective single
Higgs couplings and aTGC. An absolute precision in the EW measure-
ments is assumed. The different bars illustrate the improvements that
would be possible by combining each FCC stage/collider with the pre-
vious knowledge at that time (the precisions, not reported here, at each
FCC stage/collider considered individually would obviously be quite
different). Note that, without a run above the tt¯H threshold, circular
e+e− colliders alone do not directly constrain the gHgg and gHtt cou-
plings individually. The combination with LHC measurements however
resolves this flat direction
1.8 TeV and 5 TeV (see also Sect. 10.6). At FCC-hh, the top Yukawa coupling can also be measured accurately by studying
the cross section ratio σ(tt¯H)/σ (tt¯Z) [89]. Indeed, to the extent that the qq¯ initiated processes remain subdominant, as it is
indeed the case at FCC-hh, the two channels share identical production dynamics and the correlated scale and parametric
uncertainties will cancel out in the ratio of the cross sections. Furthermore the proximity of the Z and Higgs mass ensures that
the PDF uncertainties also drop out, leading to a very clean theoretical prediction of the ratio of cross sections. Confronted
with experimental measurement, one can then infer the value of the top Yukawa with an accuracy of order 1% after 20 ab−1 of
luminosity is collected. FCC-hh offers an alternative way to asses the top Yukawa coupling by studying the rare production of
a Higgs boson with a single top quark [268,269], that increases by more than 2 orders of magnitude when the centre-of-mass
energy goes from 14 TeV to 100 TeV [172]. This remarkable growth, together with the unique sensitivity of this process to
the sign of the top Yukawa coupling, makes this reaction a golden channel for a precise measurement of this coupling by
focussing on the semileptonic decays of the top quark and the H → bb and H → γγ decay channels.
As the sensitivities to operator coefficients can vary with
√
s, high-energy FCC-ee runs above the Higgs threshold will
constrain different directions of the parameter space and therefore resolve degeneracies. Beam polarisation, more easily
implemented at linear colliders, could be similarly helpful. Finally, the Higgs and anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs)
are related in a gauge-invariant EFT, and a subset of operators relevant for Higgs physics can be efficiently bounded through
diboson production e+e−/pp → WW either at threshold [248,255] or at high-energy [49].
Assuming that the EW and CP-violating observables are perfectly constrained to be SM-like and that BSM physics is
flavour universal, it was shown that there are 11 independent combinations of operators that contribute to Higgs (including its
self-coupling) and aTGC measurements [244,245,247,255]. Since FCC-ee/eh/hh have the sensitivity to pin down the Higgs
couplings to the second family of quarks and leptons, the top, charm, bottom, tau, and muon Yukawa couplings can be treated
separately, leaving a total of 13 degrees of freedom to consider. While all non-redundant basis are equivalent, the Higgs
basis [235] is particularly convenient to extract the sensitivity to the Higgs couplings and separate them from the EW sector.
The fit can also be performed in the Warsaw or any other basis and the results translated as expected sensitivity on Higgs and
aTGC (pseudo)observables, as is done here.
Figure 8.4 gives the one-sigma precision reach on the 9 effective single Higgs couplings and 3 aTGC, combining measure-
ments performed at the different stages of the FCC project in an EFT fit assuming absolute precision in EW measurements.
The various modified Yukawa interactions are denoted by gH f f , while the effective Higgs couplings, geffH X X , are defined as
(geffH X X )
2 ≡ H→X/SMH→X . For the aTGC parameters the standard notation is used, δg1Z , δκγ and λZ . These projections
are compared to the reach of the Higgs measurements at the HL-LHC, combined with the diboson production measurements
at LEP-2.
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The estimated reach of Higgs measurements at the HL-LHC derives from the projections by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations presented in Ref. [18]. The constraints from the diboson measurements at LEP-2 are obtained from Ref. [255].
(See Ref. [17] for recent studies of projections at the HL-LHC.6) Compared with LHC and LEP, FCC-ee/eh will improve the
measurements of several EFT parameters by roughly one order of magnitude. A combination with the LHC measurements
provides a marginal improvement for most of the parameters. For geffHγ γ , geffH Zγ and gHμμ, the improvements are more
significant, as the small rates and clean signals make the LHC reaches comparable to that of lepton colliders. Other couplings,
e.g., geffH V V and gHbb, are also indirectly improved in the combination. It should be noted that the measurements of the H → gg
branching fraction only constrain a linear combination of geffHgg and gHtt . These two couplings are thus only constrained
independently by lepton colliders when tt¯H production is measured. Therefore, combination with LHC measurements is
required for the FCC-ee to constrain these couplings independently.
FCC-hh will make significant changes to this picture in three ways. Firstly, the high statistics sample is instrumental in
revealing the small couplings involved in the rare Higgs decays (gHμμ, geffHγ γ and geffH Zγ ). The last bar in Fig. 8.4 gives
the combined FCC-ee/eh/hh precision reach on the 12 single Higgs/aTGC couplings. Note that the high precision on the
rare decays benefits from the FCC-hh measurement of the ratio of branching ratios, e.g. BR(H → γγ)/BR(H → 2e2μ),
where uncertainties associated to the production cancel out. These ratio measurements are then combined with the FCC-ee/eh
determination of the geffH V V coupling, thus allowing the value of geffHγ γ coupling to be inferred. Secondly, the high energy
opens up the tt¯H channel, which offers a direct probe of the top Yukawa coupling. Finally, high energy also gives access to
the Higgs cubic self-interaction via gg → HH.
It is noted that a precise knowledge of the top Yukawa coupling and local contributions to the Higgs interactions with gluons
are important in the direct determination of the Higgs cubic coupling at the FCC-hh. Indeed, the two diagrams contributing
to diHiggs production in the SM involve the top Yukawa coupling, and several diagrams involving HHtt¯, Hgg and HHgg
interactions also contribute in the EFT approach, see Fig. 10.1 in Sect. 10. The HHgg and Hgg couplings are controlled by
the same operator, while the same interactions that modify the top Yukawa also generate (independently) the HHtt¯ contact
terms. All these extra contributions can therefore be constrained using single Higgs processes. In the diHiggs study presented
in Sect. 10 a projected sensitivity for gH H H of 6.5% is reported. This is obtained, however, assuming that any interaction
entering in gg → HH → bb¯γγ other than the cubic coupling takes the SM value. To show the impact of the uncertainties of
the other interactions from the fit performed above, for illustration purposes, the inclusive diHiggs production rate from the
cut-based study presented in Ref. [270] is considered. The Higgs trilinear coupling only enters in a subset of the full list of
diagrams contributing to gg → HH, and the above uncertainty in gH H H can then be translated into a precision for the diHiggs
signal strength of ∼ 3.3%. Taking into account the uncertainties on the EFT parameters from the FCC fit, which set constraints
at the percent level or below on gHtt and geffHgg , the sensitivity to the diHiggs coupling would degrade to nearly 10%, being
notably affected by the uncertainty on gHtt . The use of this inclusive rate is, however, not a very good approximation to
the detailed study of Sect. 10, where a 2 dimensional likelihood fit on the diphoton and diHiggs invariant masses is used to
extract the Higgs trilinear coupling after the corresponding selection cuts. While, as shown in the results of the full analysis
performed in [270], the diHiggs invariant mass distribution is certainly affected in a different way by gH H H and the other
interactions, even after taking into account differential mHH information some dependence on gHtt still remains. Taking this
into account, and in absence of a full EFT study following the guidelines of the analysis in Sect. 10, it is believed that a slightly
more conservative value for gH H H uncertainty at the level of 8% would provide a more model-independent estimate of the
sensitivity to the Higgs trilinear coupling in the HH → bb¯γγ channel. This uncertainty can be further improved by combining
the information of other decays channels in gg → HH, see Sect. 10.5.2. Finally, while current detailed studies of Higgs pair
production at FCC-hh are only available for gg → HH, making use of other Higgs pair production mechanisms, e.g. via
vector boson fusion, and combining with the measurements at FCC-eh, could also help to improve the model-independent
determination of gH H H .
The results presented so far have been reported in terms of a fit using the SMEFT formalism. As mentioned above, many
design studies have explored the sensitivity to deviations of the Higgs couplings using the κ-framework [242,243]. While this
does not rely a priori on the assumption of a mass gap between the weak scale and the scale of new physics, it is not the most
general parameterisation of new physics in the Higgs sector either. This phenomenological approach defines κi scaling factors
such that the Higgs production cross sections or decay widths associated with the SM particle i scale as κ2i with respect to
the SM predictions. The results from the fit to the FCC Higgs data in the κ formalism are shown in Fig. 8.5, in a format that
resembles that of Fig. 8.4. Although the results in the κ framework are not theoretically robust compared to those from the
6 In this regard, we note that, while the precision of such projections can clearly exceed the LEP-2 bounds, the sensitivity to aTGC in these studies
results mainly from new physics effects that are quadratic in the anomalous couplings. We do not include these results in our fits.
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Fig. 8.5 One-sigma precision
reach at the FCC on the different
coupling scaling factors for each
SM particle, within the
κ-framework. For the HL-LHC
fit the Higgs width is assumed to
be SM-like and also κc = 1 is
set. All the other fits are
performed lifting these
restrictions, thus allowing for
possible extra contributions to
the Higgs width. The precision
on H is also shown in these
cases
EFT, they help to emphasise some of the complementarities between the different FCC colliders, showing, for instance, the
added value of the FCC-eh measurements in constraining the Higgs couplings to vector bosons (see the improvement in κW ).
Note that, especially for the couplings to electroweak vector bosons, the results of the κ fit are not directly comparable to
those of the SMEFT fit. In particular, the latter incorporates all the correlations associated with gauge invariance or custodial
symmetry, which are absent in the general form of the κ framework. On the other hand, because of the absence of such
correlations, the κ-fit result could also give, within its limitations, information that goes beyond some of the assumptions
implicit in the SMEFT results presented above.
8.4.2 Higgs differential measurements at FCC-hh
At the LHC, the Higgs is predominantly produced at the threshold in processes with a characteristic scale of the order of
the Higgs mass itself. From the LHC experimental measurements one infers the values of the Higgs couplings around the
weak scale, while the couplings at higher scale, those that matter for the unitarisation of the scattering amplitudes, can only
be surmised from a hypothesised renormalisation group evolution. The abundant Higgs production rates at FCC-hh change
the situation and allow the exploration of rarer regions of phase space, see Fig. 4.3 in Sect. 4. This situation first opens new
opportunities to reduce both theoretical and experimental systematic uncertainties. As an example, for pT (H) > 300 GeV, the
signal over background ratio for H → γγ at FCC-hh becomes of order 1, about 100 times larger than in absence of a pT cut,
offering a cleaner measurement. Contrary to the γγ decay, the signal-over-background ratio in the dimuon channel deteriorates
at larger pT (H), but it still allows for a precision in the rate measurement better than 2% for pT (H) up to 200 GeV. This
could allow for a 1% determination of the muon Yukawa coupling. In addition to reducing the uncertainties, the differential
distributions can also help to remove strong correlations that plague fits of inclusive measurements. As an example, Fig. 8.6
shows how the boosted Higgs production and the off-shell Higgs production at FCC-hh can help resolving individually the
top Yukawa coupling from a contact interaction between Higgs and gluons.
Another remarkable example of useful information extracted from kinematic distributions is the study of Higgsstrahlung,
pp → Z(+−)H(b¯b), or equivalently pp → WW, at large invariant mass [49,272,273]. These processes receive contributions,
which grow with the energy, from four different directions in the EFT parameter space. These directions are also tested by
low energy measurements, e.g. Z-pole measurements or aTGC. The large energy range probed by FCC-hh would improve
current bounds from LHC or LEP by an order of magnitude or more.7 For instance, an extrapolation of the analysis presented
in [273] to the FCC-hh shows that –assuming perfect Z-pole measurements– |δgZ1 | would be found to be smaller than 2 ·10−4
at 95% C.L. after 30 ab−1. This result utilises sub-jet techniques to exploit the H → bb¯ decay, and assumes a 1% experimental
uncertainty.
The access to rare corners of Higgs production phase space also offers new indirect sensitivity to BSM effects at large Q2.
For instance, it was shown in [275] that the tail of the pT (H) spectrum can reveal degenerate light stop scenarios that would
otherwise leave no deviation in the inclusive rate measurements. See also [276,277] for similar searches for fermionic top
partners in composite and little Higgs models.
7 Studies of anomalous neutral TGC at the FCC-hh have also been considered in the literature [274]. Within the EFT approach used, however, these
are only generated at dimension 8 and go beyond the scope of the dimension 6 study presented here.
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Fig. 8.6 95% (solid) and 68% (dashed) exclusion contours in the (top Yukawa, Higgs-gluon contact interaction) plane obtained from FCC-hh
projections. Red corresponds to off-shell, gray to boosted and orange to double Higgs production, while the purple band indicates the 68% region
from tt¯H. From Ref. [271]
8.5 Global fits
An incomparable advantage of an EFT analysis is that it allows for a global picture combining measurements of different
types of observables at various scales. In the previous sections the fits to EW and Higgs plus diboson measurements were
discussed separately. Whilst they are at the leading order, the fit to the W mass and precision observables measured at the
Z-pole can be performed without making any assumption about the Higgs interactions, the same is not true in the opposite
direction, since modifications of the couplings of the SM fermions to the weak bosons enter directly in the electroweak Higgs
production processes. In Sect. 8.4 it was assumed that the knowledge of the EW observables was absolutely accurate. In this
section a simultaneous fit of EW, diboson and Higgs data is performed, and the impact of such an assumption in a global fit
by taking into consideration the finite precision for all these observables is quantified. Also included in the global fit is the
differential information in measurements of pp → WZ and pp → ZH at FCC-hh from the studies in [49,273].
Figure 8.7 shows the precision of the Higgs couplings and aTGCs resulting from a fit combining the measurements at
FCC-ee/eh/hh and including now the finite precision of the EW measurements obtained at the FCC-ee/eh. The one sigma
uncertainties from the global fit nearly match those presented in Sect. 8.4. One of the most notable exceptions is the top
Yukawa coupling. The extraction of the tt¯H coupling from the FCC-hh measurement of the ratio σ(tt¯H)/σ (tt¯Z) depends on
the knowledge, in particular, of the EW coupling of the top quark to the Z boson. The current best handle on this coupling
at the LHC is via pp → tt¯Z production. HL-LHC measurements will however not be able to measure the EW top couplings
better than 10–20%. FCC-hh would further reduce the uncertainty on this type of measurement, achieving an overall precision
at the level of 5% for gtV,A, which would still limit the precision on the determination on gHtt at FCC. While the precise
FCC-ee measurement of the Ztt¯ couplings at the percent level deviates from the assumption of perfect EW measurements
in Fig. 8.7, it is needed to bring the uncertainty of gHtt down to the percent level via the σ(tt¯H)/σ (tt¯Z) measurement.
As explained in Sect. 8.4, a precise knowledge of the top Yukawa coupling is also very important from the point of view
of a direct measurement of the Higgs cubic coupling at FCC-hh. This also establishes an indirect correlation between the
FCC-hh measurement of the Higgs trilinear and the tt¯Z measurement at FCC-ee, and further illustrates the importance of
the latter. While the small deterioration in the precision of gHtt in the global fit to ∼ 2%, due to the finite precision of
the measurement of the Ztt¯ couplings, would have some impact in the determination of gH H H via gg → HH → bb¯γγ, a
precision of δgH H H/gH H H ∼ 9 − 10% is still expected to be possible at FCC-hh. As discussed in Sect. 8.4.1 and more in
detail in Sect. 10, a combination of all the possible measurements at the different FCC components could allow that value to
be improved. It is therefore concluded that a model-independent determination of gH H H at the level of 5 − 10% is expected
to be within the FCC reach.
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Fig. 8.7 One-sigma precision
reach of the combination of
FCC-ee/eh/hh on the 12
effective single Higgs couplings
and aTGC from the global fit to
EW and Higgs observables,
compared with the results
presented in Sect. 8.4 assuming
perfect EW measurements
Fig. 8.8 Sensitivity, at 1-σ
level, to deviations on the
neutral current couplings
resulting from a global EFT fit
at the dimension-6 level to
electroweak, Higgs and diboson
measurements at FCC
Within the SMEFT framework the fact that electroweak symmetry is implemented linearly and the Higgs is part of an EW
doublet, also connects both EW and Higgs processes. For instance, dimension 6 interactions modifying the Zqq¯ couplings
will, in general, also generate HZqq¯ contact interactions. These introduce corrections to Higgstrahlung production at pp
colliders that grow with the energy, as described in the previous section. As shown in Fig. 8.2, the Zqq¯ couplings are typically
less constrained by the FCC-ee/eh EW precision measurements than the leptonic counterparts. The access to very large
energies at the FCC-hh could therefore complement the precision studies performed at lower energies. Figure 8.8 shows
homologous results to those from Fig. 8.2 but from the global fit including also Higgs measurements and projections for
high-pT measurements in diboson processes. As expected, while the leptonic couplings remain unaffected by adding the new
measurements, comparing the results of the global fit to those in Sect. 8.2 an improvement in the new physics reach in EW
interaction for the first family of quarks is observed. The stronger limits in the couplings for d quarks then also translates via
the constraints from other EW observables into tighter bounds for the strange quark values.
To conclude, the results presented in this chapter are summarised in Table 8.2. There the reach of the different couplings
that would be possible by the end of the LHC era are compared with the measurements that would be possible at the FCC, after
combining the physics programmes of all its components: the FCC-ee, FCC-eh and FCC-hh. The improvement of one order
of magnitude – in some cases even more – in almost all of the parameters arises after exploiting the strengths of each type of
collider (unparalleled precision in low-energy measurements at the FCC-ee, access to very energies and the high-luminosity
at the FCC-hh and the FCC-eh, with a good combination of high-energies and a clean environment) and the complementarity
between the measurements possible at each of them.
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Table 8.2 Summary table of the results presented in this section for the precisions of the EW and Higgs couplings and aTGC parameters obtained
from the EFT fit to the different observables at FCC. The numbers correspond to the 68% uncertainties on the various parameters, computed from
the posterior distributions obtained from the global fit. The results assume that theory uncertainties due to missing higher-order calculations of the
SM predictions will become negligible compared to the experimental precision. Numbers indicated by a † are obtained assuming partial fermion
universality for the first two families of quarks. The FCC reach is compared with that from current LEP constraints (see Fig. 8.2) as well as the
HL-LHC projections shown in Fig. 8.4
68% uncertainty 68% uncertainty
Coupling Current FCC Coupling HL-LHC FCC
gνeL 1.3% 0.028% gHμμ 5.1% 0.42%
gνμL 1.2% 0.031% gHττ 2.9% 0.45%
gντL 1.6% 0.034% gHcc − 0.98%
geL 0.10% 0.008% gHtt 3.1% 1.6%
geR 0.13% 0.010% gHbb 4.4% 0.44%
gμL 0.39% 0.009% geffH V V 2.9% 0.14%
gμR 0.61% 0.012% geffHγ γ 3.1% 0.34%
gτL 0.20% 0.014% g
eff
H Zγ 11% 0.70%
gτR 0.29% 0.021% geffHgg 2.2% 0.50%
guL 0.97%† 0.17% gH H H ∼ 50% 5–10%
guR 3.6%† 0.37% δg1Z 0.0062 0.00021
gcL 0.97%† 0.23% δκγ 0.027 0.00046
gcR 3.6%† 1.2% λZ 0.031 0.00046
gtL − 1.3%
gtR − 3.0%
gdL 1.4%† 0.14%
gdR 42%† 2.0%
gsL 1.4%† 0.20%
gsR 42%† 6.8%
gbL 0.38% 0.075%
gbR 12% 2.4%
9 The origin of the Higgs mass
9.1 Introduction
As discussed in Sect. 1.1, the origin of the Higgs boson mass and the associated hierarchy problem remain a core question
in fundamental physics. There are essentially two different possibilities for the microscopic nature of the Higgs. The Higgs
field could be a composite, in analogy with the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity, or it could be
a fundamental field, and both possibilities have a plethora of experimental signatures. This section highlights how the FCC
project could reveal these experimental signatures and shed further light on the origin of the Higgs potential.
9.2 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry is a possible extension of the observed spacetime symmetry of nature, transforming fermions into bosons and
vice versa. If supersymmetry were a property of nature, it must be broken at some scale above the TeV scale, given we do not
observe degenerate super-multiplets. But one of its properties, relevant to the discussion of the Higgs boson, would persist:
the natural co-existence in supersymmetric models of very large hierarchies of scales, thus directly addressing the hierarchy
problem. Furthermore, in supersymmetric theories the Higgs mass is no longer a free parameter, like in the SM, but it is a
function of the more fundamental supersymmetry breaking parameters. In other words, the Higgs mass becomes calculable.
Thus, if supersymmetry was observed in nature, there would be an explanation for the microscopic origin of the Higgs boson
mass and, as a result, of the EW scale. Decades of searches have pushed the masses of supersymmetric particles to higher
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Fig. 9.1 Left: projected 2σ
indirect reach solely from Higgs
coupling constraints on stops
from FCC-ee and FCC-hh [278].
Right: projected direct FCC-hh
2σ and 5σ discovery reach for
supersymmetric Higgsinos,
Winos, sleptons, stops, squarks,
and gluinos (see Ref. [279] for
details). HL-LHC projections
are only shown for coloured
sparticles and projections for
Higgsinos and Winos are
currently under investigation
and higher values, reducing their effectiveness in explaining the hierarchy between the EW and Planck scales. Nonetheless,
supersymmetry still maintains a forefront role in addressing the puzzles posed by the Higgs.
With regard to the Higgs mass, the most important supersymmetric partner particles are those that interact with the Higgs
boson most strongly. In practice, these are the top squarks (stops), EW gauginos, and Higgsinos. Thus if supersymmetry
plays some role in resolving the hierarchy problem these particles should show up near to the weak scale. One can search
for the presence of these particles indirectly, using high precision measurements at low energies. In particular, the leading
indirect effect of stops is that they modify some of the properties of the Higgs boson. The most notable modifications are to the
interactions between the Higgs boson and gluons and also between the Higgs boson and the photon. None of these interactions
exist at the classical level (the photon and the gluon being massless particles, they do not directly interact with the Higgs
boson), but they are generated by quantum corrections. This is why they are particularly sensitive to new strongly coupled
degrees of freedom like stops. At FCC-ee high precision measurements of these interactions can thus reveal the presence of
these particles. Furthermore, supersymmetry requires a minimal interaction strength between the stop and the Higgs boson,
thus the main free parameter is only the mass of the particles. In the left panel of Fig. 9.1 the combined projected indirect
constraints on stops from LHC Higgs measurements are shown alongside projected constraints at FCC-ee and FCC-hh. Since
the precision of Higgs coupling measurements is greatest at FCC-ee the latter constraints are dominated by the FCC-ee
measurements. Dedicated studies at FCC-hh, using e.g. H+jet production at high invariant mass, could further reveal the
structure of the indirect corrections to the Higgs interactions.
At high energies it is also possible to produce the supersymmetric partner particles directly. The experimental signatures
typically involve final states featuring jets and missing energy, however a plethora of dedicated searches are required to cover
the full suite of possible experimental signatures. In the right hand panel of Fig. 9.1 the direct discovery reach at FCC-hh is
shown for a variety of supersymmetric particles. Details of the phenomenological studies are presented in the extensive review
of BSM searches at FCC-hh, Ref. [279]. Further dedicated analyses have been carried out in the framework of the FCC-hh
detector performance studies. The study of the reach for Higgsino and Wino, in the context of DM searches, is presented
in Sect. 12. The search for stops is reviewed in the next section. The direct reach shown in Fig. 9.1 extends far beyond the
indirect precision Higgs coupling reach, in some cases to well above 10 TeV. As a result, the combined FCC projects could
comprehensively and unambiguously determine whether supersymmetry is realised in proximity to the weak scale and thus
whether supersymmetry resolves the hierarchy problem.
It is typically assumed in supersymmetric models that an additional discrete global symmetry, R-parity, is respected. Such
a symmetry is useful for stabilising dark matter candidates and/or forbidding observable proton decay. However, it is possible
that R-parity is violated in a manner that is consistent with such constraints. In models with R-parity violation it is possible
to have single, rather than pair, production of sparticles. This can be probed by multi-lepton and multijet signatures at the
FCC-hh. At the FCC-eh, furthermore, one can constrain anomalous Yukawa interactions involving electrons and the first
generation quarks. For instance, an e-d-t˜ Yukawa interaction can be probed at the level of λ131  0.01.
9.2.1 Direct stop search at FCC-hh
A dedicated study of stop production at FCC-hh, which corroborates earlier phenomenological estimates of the reach [280],
exposes some of the detector challenges met when using hadronic decays of highly energetic top quarks, helping to define
the detector design criteria. Here the main findings of the detailed analysis of Ref. [281] are presented.
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Fig. 9.2 Left: exclusion
potential for stops at FCC-hh.
The area below the solid red
(black) curve represents the
expected exclusion and the
± 1σ contours for the nominal
(conservative) scenario of
associated systematic
uncertainties. Right: 5σ stop
discovery potential
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Stops are pair produced via qq¯ or gg initial states, and the leading decay t˜ → tχ˜0 is considered. The final state of
interest has two high-energy b-tagged jets and large E/T , caused by the neutralinos χ˜0. Hadronically decaying multi-TeV top
quarks fall within the calorimeter granularity of (η,φ) = (0.1, 0.1), and track-based algorithms are used to explore their
internal structure, adapting and optimising standard jet substructure techniques used at the LHC. The leading backgrounds
include t¯t production (the neutrino source of E/T is suppressed by vetoing the presence of charged leptons), tt¯Z(→ νν), and
poorly measured jet final states. A large separation φ between the jets and the E/T direction is used to reduce the latter two
backgrounds. Additional backgrounds like V+jets, tt¯W or ttt¯t¯ are determined to be small. The overall background contribution
is estimated by transferring the rates obtained in control samples to the signal region, assigning 10% (nominal, based on the
LHC experience) or 20% (conservative) overall uncertainties. The final results are shown in Fig. 9.2, proving a sensitivity
(5σ discovery reach) reach up to 10 (8) TeV in mass, for neutralino masses up to 4 (3) TeV.
9.3 Composite Higgs
Another class of models that can provide a microscopic origin for the Higgs mass and naturally accommodate the large
hierarchy between the EW scale and the Planck scale are known as ‘Composite Higgs’ models. These models bear some
resemblance to the story of the Ginzburg–Landau (GL) and BCS models of superconductivity, wherein the bosonic scalar field
observed at low energies (long distances) is, at the microscopic level, actually a composite of fermionic degrees of freedom.
A stronger similarity holds with the pions in QCD. In QCD at high energies the fundamental degrees of freedom are the
quarks and gluons studied at high energy colliders. However, below the scale at which the QCD interactions become strong,
the quarks and gluons become confined into composite states. The lightest of these states are the pions, which are made of a
quark–antiquark pair.
In composite Higgs models the setup is qualitatively the same. At high energies one would have new gauge interactions
and new fermions. As one goes to lower energies the gauge interaction becomes strong and the quarks and gluons of this
new gauge group would confine. The full Higgs boson doublet, including the Goldstone bosons which are eventually eaten
by the W and Z bosons, could then be a composite of the fundamental quark degrees of freedom. Furthermore, composite
Higgs models have a microscopic origin for the mass of the Higgs boson. Just as the QCD pion masses may be calculated
from the more fundamental QCD gauge coupling and quark mass parameters, in a composite Higgs model the Higgs mass
could equally well be calculated, as a prediction, from the fundamental microscopic theory.
In QCD the strong coupling scale naturally arises a long way from the Planck scale because the QCD gauge coupling
evolves logarithmically as a function of the energy scale at which it is probed. Thus, the QCD gauge coupling changes only
by an O(1) amount when the energy scale is changed exponentially. In this way it can be seen that there is no puzzle why the
QCD strong coupling scale is many orders of magnitude from the Planck scale. In just the same way, in a composite Higgs
model the strong coupling scale of the new gauge group can naturally be many orders of magnitude below the Planck scale,
as it, too, would only evolve logarithmically as a function of energy.
Just as with QCD, to access the fundamental degrees of freedom hiding within the Higgs boson would require going to high
energies, eventually above the energy scale at which the new gauge interactions became strong. However, even if only energies
below the strong coupling scale can be accessed, it is possible to look for evidence of the new strongly-coupled interactions at
high energies. Again, the analogy with QCD pions is useful. As with supersymmetry, the main avenues are indirect and direct
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Fig. 9.3 Left: projected 2σ indirect reach from Higgs coupling con-
straints on fermionic top partners from FCC-ee and FCC-hh [278].
Right: in increasingly lighter shades, current LHC and projected future
HL-LHC and FCC-hh direct discovery reach for heavy composite vector
resonances decaying to dileptons or gauge boson pairs. Indirect Higgs
coupling constraints on the compositeness scale f , through the param-
eter ξ = v2/ f 2 are also shown, where the ξ = 0.004 line corresponds
to FCC-ee reach (see Refs. [279,282] for details)
exploration. Information on the high energy structure of the microscopic QCD theory behind the pions was extracted early on
by observing the decays of pions into photon pairs, which revealed the structure of electromagnetic charges of the underlying
QCD degrees of freedom. Similarly, by measuring the production and decay of the Higgs boson and searching for deviations
from the SM predictions, evidence of new underlying dynamics at high energies can be revealed. Typically these deviations
are parameterised through the dimensionless ratio ξ = v2/ f 2, where v is the EW scale and f is the ‘compositeness scale’
of the new strong interactions [232]. The deviations in the SM Higgs interaction strengths from Higgs compositeness enter
proportionally in this parameter, meaning that the precision Higgs coupling measurements indirectly probe the scale of the
new strongly coupled interactions. Estimates for the indirect reach are shown in the right panel of Fig. 9.3.
In QCD the pions did not come alone. In particular, a related set of heavier ‘vector’ (spin-1) mesons with gauge charges
related to the pions, such as the ρ-meson, showed up at higher energies. Such vector mesons are characteristic of strongly
coupled gauge theories of this class and so, if the Higgs boson is a composite of a strongly coupled gauge group, new heavy
ρ -meson vector resonances with EW gauge charges should show up at colliders at masses not too far above the Higgs mass
scale. Direct searches for these resonances are possible as they can be produced in EW processes, or in quark–antiquark
annihilations. They will decay back into SM particles such as leptons and quarks, and will hence show up as a resonant peak
in these final states. Estimates for the direct reach at FCC-hh are shown in the right panel of Fig. 9.3.
Finally, as in supersymmetric theories, in composite Higgs models new coloured top partners also typically arise, with
mass not far above the Higgs mass. Their origin is related to the different global symmetry structures that can arise at the scale
of the new strong interactions. Unlike in supersymmetry, however, these top partners are fermions, with spin-1/2. As they are
coloured they can be produced directly at hadron colliders, leading to a broad range of experimental signatures. Since they
are coloured and interact with the Higgs boson they will also typically modify the strength of interaction between the Higgs
boson and gluons. Thus it is possible to search for their presence indirectly by measuring this interaction. The left panel of
Fig. 9.3 shows the mass scale of top partners that can be probed through this indirect constraint at FCC-ee and FCC-hh.
Composite Higgs models are motivated from a number of directions. Composite scalar fields have already shown up in
nature, from the Cooper-pairs in superconductors to pions in QCD, thus it is very plausible that the Higgs boson could have
similar origins. Furthermore, these models can explain the hierarchy between the EW and Planck scales, and describe the
microscopic origin of the Higgs mass. The FCC project, through a combination of indirect and direct searches for Higgs
compositeness, would comprehensively determine if the Higgs is made up of smaller microscopic constituents.
9.4 Neutral naturalness
The coloured ‘top partners’ are a common feature of both supersymmetric and composite Higgs models. Essentially this is
because both scenarios require a new symmetry to be present at energies just above the EW scale: a space-time symmetry
for supersymmetry, and a continuous global symmetry in composite Higgs models. Since the SM alone cannot exhibit these
symmetries, new fields are required to allow for full representations of the new symmetry to be present at high energies. The
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Fig. 9.4 Higgs boson
branching ratio into hidden
sector glueballs as a function of
top partner mass in a variety of
Neutral Naturalness models.
This decay is denoted as
invisible since, although the
final state is not itself invisible,
it is well hidden under the
background. FCC-ee sensitivity
to these exotic decays through a
global fit to the total Higgs
signal strength is also shown
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SM fields are then packaged in multiplets along with the new fields, thus the new fields typically share similar gauge charges
as the SM fields they pair up with. This is, for example, the reason that the partners of the top quark are charged under QCD
in supersymmetric and composite Higgs models.
The above argument is not a theorem. It has been demonstrated that there exist approaches to the hierarchy problem where
the new symmetries can be realised in such a way that the fields that play the role of top partners are not coloured. These
are known as ‘Neutral Naturalness’ models. The first examples of this were the ‘Twin Higgs’ models [283,284], featuring
completely gauge neutral fermionic top partners, and ‘Folded Supersymmetry’ models [285], featuring bosonic top partners
that are not coloured, but do carry EW charges. As the top partners do not couple to gluons in these models, their production
is very suppressed at hadron colliders. As a result, the experimental search strategies are necessarily very different than for
the coloured top partners of supersymmetric or composite Higgs models.
Twin Higgs models are similar in nature to composite Higgs models, thus the universal modification of Higgs couplings
is still present, although the interaction with the top partners no longer modifies the Higgs interactions with gluons. In this
model the top partners are charged under a new ‘Twin’ QCD gauge group and, much as the Higgs inherits an interaction with
the gluons from its interaction with the top quark, the SM Higgs boson inherits an interaction with the Twin QCD gluons. As
they are lighter than the Higgs boson, it may decay to Twin gluons, which hadronise into confined states of Twin ‘glueballs’
and subsequently decay back into SM states through the interaction with the Higgs boson. Furthermore, in some cases there
is an entire Twin copy of the SM, with many new light states which the Higgs boson can decay to. Thus the characteristic
collider signatures for this class of models include exotic Higgs boson decays which may also be displaced, depending on
the interaction strength. In Folded SUSY the situation is qualitatively similar, as there is also a new QCD-like gauge group,
known as ‘Folded QCD’.
One may search for the exotic decays directly through searches for soft displaced objects. It is also possible to search for
the top partners directly. However a robust model-independent prediction of this model is that, due to its exotic new decay
channels, the Higgs boson obtains a new contribution to its width that is effectively invisible, in the sense that these decays
do not show up in standard search channels. This branching ratio is plotted in Fig. 9.4, alongside the experimental reach
at FCC-ee, demonstrating that the most relevant regions of parameter space in these models, with light top partners, are
experimentally accessible at FCC.
10 The nature of the Higgs potential
10.1 Introduction
In the SM, expanding the Higgs field potential about small fluctuations in the Higgs field the potential takes the form
V (h) = 1
2
M2H H
2 + 1
3!
√
3λH MH H3 + 14!λH H
4 . (10.1)
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Each of these parameters determines the shape of the Higgs potential and may be determined as
M2H =
d2V (H)
d H2
∣
∣
∣
∣
H=0
,
√
3λH MH = d
3V (H)
d H3
∣
∣
∣
∣
H=0
, λH = d
4V (H)
d H4
∣
∣
∣
∣
H=0
. (10.2)
The first parameter, whose theoretical origins raise deep questions regarding physics above the electroweak scale, as described
in Sect. 9, is the Higgs boson mass. This parameter has already been measured to an accuracy of better of ∼ 2×10−3. The mass
determines the local curvature of the potential, however to experimentally measure the global shape of the scalar potential
one must measure the third derivative and beyond.
The third derivative of the potential determines the Higgs self-interaction and in the SM its value is fixed. In terms of
Feynman diagrams, this is the strength with which the Higgs boson scatters off itself. As the self-interaction provides the first
information about the shape of the Higgs potential, its measurement is of fundamental importance. For instance, the dynamic
process by which electroweak symmetry was spontaneously broken in the early universe is dictated by the shape of the Higgs
potential, as discussed in Sect. 11. In contrast to the precision of the mass measurement, at the HL-LHC one can only expect
a measurement of this parameter at a relative accuracy of ∼ O(50%) at 68% CL.
Thus, with HL-LHC measurements alone, this fundamental aspect of the physics behind the Higgs boson, and the structure
of the SM itself, would remain essentially unexplored. This qualitative aspect is clear, however, it is pertinent to ask if the
Higgs self-coupling could be measured, what target accuracy of measurement would be desired?
A primary goal for future Higgs measurements is to unambiguously measure a non-zero value of the self-interaction and
eventually establish its existence with a significance of greater than 5σ . As a rough guide to the desired measurement precision,
expanding around the SM value and assuming a Gaussian likelihood function, a relative accuracy of better than O(50%) is
required to establish a non-zero value of the self-coupling at the 95% confidence level, and O(20%) for 5σ discovery. Any
measurement of this sensitivity would firmly establish that the Higgs boson interacts with itself.
The next experimental goal should be to probe the quantum structure of the Higgs potential. Although there is no single
target that one can propose for this purpose, electroweak loop corrections are typically in the realm of O(few%), thus to begin
probing the quantum structure of the Higgs potential the experimental measurements need to be sensitive to typical quantum
corrections of this magnitude. These simple physical considerations establish clear qualitative targets for future Higgs physics.
10.2 Origins of a modified Higgs self-coupling
Before considering experimental probes in more detail, what is meant by the Higgs self-coupling must be unambiguously
defined. If, in the measurements, the assumption is made that the only final state particles contributing to a given experimental
observable are the SM particles then, by assumption, any new particles beyond the SM must have mass greater than the energy
scale of the observed final state. In this case it is possible, in full generality, capture the leading effects of any new particles
beyond the SM by working with the SM effective action including all of the dimension-6 operators. Thus a Lagrangian of the
following form must be considered:
LSM = LDim-4 + LDim-6, (10.3)
where the dimension-6 operators contain a mass scale in the denominator, which is related, through couplings, to the mass
scale of any new particles. To perform a general analysis one should include all of the dimension-6 operators in the predictions
for experimental observables and then combine measurements to try and disentangle the role of various operators.
Focussing now on the Higgs scalar potential, it is given in its gauge invariant form, where the Higgs doublet is denoted as
H and the dimension-6 correction which parameterises the effects of physics beyond the SM is included, as
V (H) = M2H|H|2 +
λH
2
|H|4 + 1

2
|H|6. (10.4)
Moving to work in terms of the physical fluctuations about the Higgs vacuum one has H = (0, H+v√
2
), where the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs field has been measured to be v = 246 GeV. Also the Higgs boson mass has been measured
to be MH = 125 GeV. In terms of the measured parameters the self-coupling is
d3V (H)
d H3
∣
∣
∣
∣
H=0
= 3 M
2
H
v
(
1 + 2v
4
M2H
2
)
= 3 M
2
H
v
κλ. (10.5)
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Fig. 10.1 Feynman diagrams
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Thus it can be seen that the dimension-6 operator shown in Eq. 10.4 modifies the Higgs self-coupling from the value predicted
within the SM. As potential deviations from the SM prediction are of interest, the fractional deviation is denoted as
δκλ = 2v
4
M2H
2
(10.6)
This means that any measurement sensitive to the Higgs self-coupling will probe the coefficient of this operator and any
discussion of measuring deviations in the Higgs self-coupling may be framed in terms of the magnitude of this operator.
10.3 Higgs self-coupling probes at FCC
At the FCC two approaches to measure the Higgs self-coupling, known as ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’, can be followed. In the
former the Higgs self-coupling enters at tree-level and in the latter it enters via processes at the loop level. In general, to
unambiguously probe the coefficient of any dimension-6 operator one should perform a global fit of all available observations,
including the effects of all operators in all physical observables. In the case that the heavy particles contribute dominantly to
some subset of dimension-6 operators, it is well-motivated to include only those operators in the analysis, even though the
result now becomes model-dependent, owing to the assumption made that other operator coefficients are small.
In the case of Higgs pair production at FCC-hh, for example via the gluon-fusion process gg → HH, the Higgs self-
coupling enters at tree level. The ‘direct’ constraint on δκλ from a global analysis [270] would require the inclusion of other
dimension-6 operators that may contribute, for example those involving gluons or top quarks that give rise to the diagrams in
the second row of Fig. 10.1. But assuming that the deviations induced by these additional operators are already constrained
to be small, as justified by the high precision achievable at the FCC in the measurement of ggh and ggt couplings, one may
directly extract a constraint on δκλ from the study of Higgs-pair production.
For the case of indirect constraints the situation is somewhat different. For a given single-Higgs production process one
has the tree-level process but also higher loop processes in which the Higgs self-coupling may enter, as discussed in Sect. 4.2.
The first discussion of such effects was in [286], however, it was more recently emphasised for current and future experiments
in [287]. Using these effects one may search for the influence of a modified Higgs self-coupling on experimental observables
involving a single Higgs boson. Such probes are known as ‘indirect’. For indirect probes, if additional dimension-6 operators
contribute to this process at tree-level then, for a comparable magnitude of coefficient, they would lead to deviations that are
a loop factor greater than from the self-coupling effects. Thus to assume that the self-coupling modification is the leading
source of deviations in an observable would necessarily imply the assumption that the other operators that contribute at
tree-level have coefficients that are smaller than the self-coupling by more than a loop factor. This assumption is too strong
to cover a wide range of scenarios for new physics beyond the SM that might modify the self-coupling, thus for an indirect
probe it is only realistic to perform a global analysis, allowing all dimension-6 operators to enter the scattering process whilst
considering all available measurements to over constrain the system of unknown coefficients.
10.4 FCC-ee: indirect probe
With the large luminosity delivered at 240 and 365 GeV, the FCC-ee has privileged sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling by
measuring its centre-of-mass-energy-dependent effects at the quantum level on single Higgs observables [287], such as the
HZ and the νν H production cross sections, representative diagrams of which are displayed in Fig. 10.2.
In Fig. 10.3 the results of a global analysis for FCC-ee are shown. This figure is taken from [288], to which the reader
is referred for details. Notably, through a global analysis which allows for the presence of all dimension-6 operators with
arbitrary coefficients, at FCC-ee a robust and model-independent measurement of the Higgs self-coupling can be made with
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Fig. 10.2 From Ref. [288], sample Feynman diagrams illustrating the effects of the Higgs trilinear self-coupling on single Higgs process at
next-to-leading order
Fig. 10.3 Indirect
measurements of the Higgs
self-coupling at FCC-ee
combining runs at different
energies
a precision of 44%, to be compared with the HL-LHC projection, in which the precision is around 50%. This would establish,
at better than 95% confidence level, a non-zero value for the Higgs self-coupling and would probe a scale of 
 ∼ 1 TeV in
Eq. 10.4. In this analysis the FCC-ee precision electroweak measurements at lower energies (Sect. 3.2) are equally important
to fix extra parameters that would otherwise enter the global Higgs fit and open flat directions that cannot be resolved.
10.5 FCC-hh: direct probes
At FCC-hh, the Higgs self-coupling can be probed directly via Higgs-pair production. The cross sections for several production
channels are given [289] in Table 10.1, where the quoted systematics reflect today’s state of the art, and are therefore bound
to be significantly improved by the time of FCC-hh operations.
The most studied channel, in view of its large rate, is gluon fusion (see Fig. 10.1). In the SM there is a large destructive
interference between the diagram with the top-quark loop and that with the self-coupling. While this interference suppresses
the SM rate, it makes the rate more sensitive to possible deviations from the SM couplings, the sensitivity being enhanced
after NLO corrections are included, as shown in the case of gg → HH in Ref. [290], where the first NLO calculation of
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Table 10.1 Higgs-pair cross sections rates for various production processes [289]. The first uncertainty corresponds to the scale choice, the second
combines αS and PDF systematics (PDF4LHC15NNLO), the third estimates finite-mtop effects in the NNLO contribution to the gg channel
σ [100 TeV](fb) σ [27 TeV](fb)
gg → HH 1.22 × 103 +0.9%−3.2% ± 2.4% ± 4.5%mt 140 +1.3%−3.9% ± 2.5% ± 3.4%mt
HHjj 80.5 ± 0.5% ± 1.8% 1.95 ± 2% ± 2.4%
W+HH 4.7 ± 1% ± 1.8% 0.37 ± 0.4% ± 2.1%
W−HH 3.3 ± 4% ± 1.9% 0.20 ± 1.3% ± 2.7%
ZHH 8.2 ± 5% ± 1.7% 0.41 ± 3% ± 1.8%
tt¯HH 82.1 ± 8% ± 1.6% 0.95 +1.7%−4.5% ± 3.1%
σ(gg → HH) inclusive of top-mass effects was performed. For values of κλ close to 1, 1/σHHdσHH/dκλ ∼ −1, and a
measurement of κλ at the few percent level requires therefore, the measurement and theoretical interpretation of the Higgs-
pair rate at a similar level of precision. Table 10.1 shows that the current theoretical systematics on the signal is at the 5%
level (for a complete discussion see [291]), which is already competitive with the statistical and experimental systematics, to
be presented shortly. It is reasonable to predict a further reduction to the percent level.
The following summarises the results obtained as part of the FCC-hh detector performance studies, which are presented
in more detail in the accompanying FCC-hh CDR Volumes.
10.5.1 gg → HH → bb¯γγ
The most promising decay channel, optimising the compromise between statistics and backgrounds, is HH → bb¯γγ, with
a 0.25% branching ratio. The main backgrounds are t¯tH, γγ + jets, γ + jets (with one jet mis-identified as a photon) and
H(→ γγ) + jets production. The Monte Carlo events for signal and background were processed through the Delphes [292]
simulation of the FCC-hh detector. The photon identification efficiency is assumed to be γ = 95% for |η| < 2.5 and γ = 90%
for 2.5 < |η| < 4.0 for all photon pT . The light jet to photon mis-identification probability (fake-rate) is parameterised by
the function  j→γ = 0.002 exp(−pT / 30 GeV). The b-tagging efficiency b and the light (charm) mistag rates l(c)→b are
assumed to be b = 85% and l(c)→b = 1 (5)%. The reference γγ mass resolution is δmγ γ = 1.3 GeV.
Events are required to contain at least two isolated photons and two b-tagged jets, with pT (γ, b) > 30 GeV and |η(γ, b)| <
3.0. Jets are clustered using particle-flow candidates with the anti-kT algorithm with radius parameter R=0.4. The leading γ
and b-jet have pT > 60 GeV, and the di-photon and di-jet pairs pT > 125 GeV. Furthermore, the invariant mass of the b-jet
pair satisfies 100 < mbb < 130 GeV. A veto on leptons with pT () > 25 GeV and |η()| < 3.0, and the cut Rbb < 2.0,
suppress the t¯tH background.
The signal extraction is performed via a 2-dimensional likelihood fit over the photon-pair and the Higgs-pair invariant
masses. The negative log-likelihood (NLL) distribution for the parameter κλ with respect to the best-fit value obtained for
varying systematics, background normalisation and detector assumptions is shown in Figs. 10.4 and 10.5. The 1σ and 2σ
lines correspond to the 68% and 95% confidence levels (CL) respectively.
Figure 10.4 (left) shows the sensitivity obtained with different assumptions about the uncertainties. With only the statistical
uncertainty (blue curve), it is found that δκλ = 5.5%. When a 1% systematic uncertainty on the signal normalisation is included
(red curve) the expected precision decreases to δκλ = 6%. An additional uncertainty of 1% on the single Higgs backgrounds
normalisation (green curve) is shown under the assumption that the QCD background can be extrapolated from a control
sample defined by |mγ γ −mH| > 10 GeV, with high statistics into the signal region. For the single Higgs background defining
such a control sample is more challenging and therefore an uncertainty of 1% on the normalisation is assumed, motivated by
expected precision on this process at the FCC-hh [89]. In this scenario the expected precision is δκλ = 6.5%. Figure 10.4
(right) shows how the precision is affected by varying the overall background yields by factors of 2 and 0.5 and find an impact
on the overall κλ precision of ≈ ± 1%.
Figure 10.5 shows the dependence of sensitivity on the detector performance assumptions. The left plot assumes a γγ mass
resolution δmγ γ = 2.9 GeV. The central plot modifies the photon reconstruction efficiency, and the right one modifies the
jet-to-photon fake rate. Each of these scenarios degrades the precision on the self-coupling by 1-2%. These scenarios roughly
match the expected performance of the ATLAS and CMS detectors at HL-LHC [293,294], and should therefore be considered
as conservative.
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Fig. 10.5 Expected precision on the Higgs self-coupling modifier κλ
obtained by varying the photon reconstruction performance. Left: com-
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Table 10.2 Precision of the direct Higgs self-coupling measurement in gg → HH production, for various decay modes, from the FCC-hh detector
performance studies
bb¯γγ bb¯ZZ∗[→ 4] bb¯WW∗[→ 2jν] 4b + jet
δκλ 6.5% 14% 40% 30%
10.5.2 Other final states in gg → HH
Decay modes other than HH → bb¯γγ have also been considered in the detector performance studies. These include bb¯ZZ∗[→
4] ( = e,μ), bb¯WW∗[→ 2jν], and 4b + jet. A summary of the target precision in the measurement of κλ is given in
Table 10.2, where the results were obtained with the baseline detector performance parameters, and a 1% systematics on the
rates of the signals and of the leading backgrounds.
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Fig. 10.6 Left: dependence on κλ of the mHH spectrum [295]. Right: expected sensitivity for the measurement of the Higgs trilinear coupling in
the gg → HH process at HE-LHC [18]
Additional studies, of a more phenomenological nature, have appeared in the literature. Typically these adopt simplified
detector simulations, based however, on benchmark performance parameters consistent with the FCC-hh baseline assumptions.
Reference [295] performs a kinematic analysis of various HH distributions in the bb¯γγ final state, considering quantities
such as the invariant mass mHH, the Higgs pT and various angular correlations. The mHH spectrum is strongly sensitive to
the Higgs self-coupling. At threshold, mHH = 2mH, the SM amplitude exactly vanishes, due to the interference between
box and self-coupling diagrams. For κλ ∼ 2 a strong dip develops instead for mHH = 2mt . At large mHH, the self-coupling
contribution dies off due to the 1/m2HH s-channel propagator. These effects are clearly visible in the left plot of Fig. 10.6.
The κλ sensitivity obtained from the detector study based on the Delphes [292] parameterisation of the HL-LHC ATLAS and
CMS detector performances is shown on the right plot. The projected 1σ sensitivity at 100 TeV (30 ab−1) is 5%, consistent
with the results of the FCC-hh detector performance study. Reference [295] also quotes a 15% sensitivity for the HE-LHC.
Studies of the Higgs self-coupling sensitivity at HE-LHC have also been carried out by the ATLAS and CMS experiments
in the context of the HL/HE-LHC Workshop [18]. The results are summarised in the right plot of Fig. 10.6, showing a 10–20%
sensitivity at 68% CL. Independent results have appeared in Ref. [296].
For FCC-hh, reference [297] proposed using a boosted HH final state, recoiling against a jet, to maintain the HH invariant
mass as close to threshold as possible, enhancing the sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling, while enabling the use of boosted-
object substructure techniques to reconstruct the H → bb¯ decay. In the case of the bb¯ττ final state, a ± 8% precision on κλ is
obtained at 68% CL.
To summarise, within the stated assumptions on the expected performance of the FCC-hh detector, a precision target on the
Higgs self-coupling of δκλ = 5% in the gg → HH channel appears achievable, by exploiting several techniques and decay
modes, and assuming the future theoretical progress in modelling signals and backgrounds.
10.5.3 Other probes of multi-linear Higgs interactions
Given the rates shown in Table 10.1, the next process of interest for the production of Higgs pairs is vector boson fusion,
the relevant diagrams being shown in Fig. 10.7. A study of this process at 100 TeV, to explore the sensitivity to higher-
dimension operators, was presented in Ref. [298]. Here the emphasis was on the high-mHH domain, where the behaviour of
the longitudinal-longitudinal component of the amplitude is characterised by the destructive interference between the first
two diagrams:
A(VL VL → HH) ∼ sˆ
v2
(c2V − c2V ) + O(m2W /sˆ), (10.7)
where c2V and cV represent, respectively, the coefficients of the VVHH and VVH couplings, normalised to their SM values.
δc = c22V − cV vanishes in the SM and in extensions where the Higgs belongs to an SU(2) doublet, and the growth of the
amplitude with energy is suppressed. The study of the high-mHH behaviour is therefore a powerful probe of δc and of the gauge
structure of the Higgs sector. Ref. [298] chose the HH→4b final state, applying boosted-jet tagging techniques – justified by
the high pT of the Higgs bosons in the relevant kinematic region – to minimise the dominant backgrounds (4b, 2b2j, tt¯2j, Hjj).
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Fig. 10.7 Leading order
Feynman diagrams for
Higgs-pair production via vector
boson fusion
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Fig. 10.8 Left: HH invariant
mass spectrum in vector boson
scattering. Right: probability
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assuming cV = 1 in Eq. 10.7.
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Fig. 10.9 Example Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs boson triple production via gluon fusion in the Standard Model. The vertices
highlighted with a blobs indicate either triple (blue) or quartic (red) self-coupling contributions
An example of the impact of δc = 0 is shown in Fig. 10.8, where the di-Higgs mass spectrum in the SM and in a cV = 1,
c2V = 0.8 scenario are compared to the expected backgrounds (in the parton-level simulation). After the detector simulation
of fully showered event, Ref. [298] carried out a detailed study of the shape of the mass distribution, resulting in the probability
density distribution for δc2V shown in the right plot of Fig. 10.8. Several robustness tests have been performed, including
assigning large uncertainties on the background rates. The signal itself is already known with a precision at level of few
percent (see Table 10.1), which will improve with time (see e.g. Fig. 5.14 for the expected PDF uncertainty from FCC-eh
on the dominant qq initial-state channel, well below the percent level in the few-TeV region considered here). Since cV will
be measured with a few per-mille precision at FCC-ee (independently of whether it agrees or not with the SM), and given
that at the cubic Higgs self-coupling contribution is suppressed at the multi-TeV mass values considered in this analysis, the
constraints on δc at FCC-hh will translate directly into a constraint on c2V of better than ± 1%.
Direct constraints on the quartic Higgs coupling via triple Higgs production (Fig. 10.9) were studied in Refs. [299–301].
The study of Ref. [299] considered pp → HHH → bb¯bb¯γγ. The cross section of ∼ 5fb, and BR = 0.23%, lead to about 400
events with 30 ab−1, before analysis cuts. The large backgrounds make it difficult to confirm production at the SM rate, but
allow constraints on possible deviations from the SM to be set, as shown in Fig. 10.10. Here c3 = δκλ and d4 is the fractional
deviation of the quartic coupling from its SM value. The presence of c3 is due to the fact that the cubic coupling enters in
several of the diagrams for the HHH production (see Fig. 10.9). The relation d4 = 6c3, shown in the figure, corresponds to
scenarios in which the SM is corrected by the sole presence of a |H|6 operator, as in Eq. 10.4. Fuks et al. [301] studied the
final state HHH → bb¯bb¯ττ, achieving a 2σ sensitivity to the SM quartic coupling.
10.6 Double Higgs production at FCC-eh
The final states arising from double-Higgs production are particularly clean at the FCC-eh, due to the simple structure of the
final state ep → e(ν)HX, and to the low pile-up environment. The simple nature of the elementary process, VV → HH, gives
direct access to the HHWW coupling and to the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling. A first study of this process in DIS
was documented in Ref. [267], including sensitivity to anomalous couplings. The application to FCC-eh of this cut-based
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Fig. 10.10 The approximate expected 2σ (blue) and 5σ (red) exclusion regions on the c3 − d4 plane after 30 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
analysis for the HH → 4b final state, leads to a precision on the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling of about 20%. The
addition of all major decays, and replacing the cut-based with a BDT analysis, promises to deliver a 10% precision, with
3 ab−1 of data.
10.7 Summary
FCC provides several independent probes of the higher-order terms in the Higgs potential and interactions. FCC-ee will give
an indirect measurement of the cubic Higgs self-coupling to 44% precision. The direct measurement of gg → HH production
at FCC-hh can improve this to the 5% level (10–20% at HE-LHC), combining several decay modes and different analysis
strategies. The study of HH production in vector boson fusion at FCC-eh will give a complementary measurement, at the 10%
level. Considering HH pairs at high mass in vector boson fusion at FCC-hh, will, in turn, determine the VVHH coupling to
better than 1%, constraining the scale of new higher-dimension operators up to values in the range of 5-10 TeV.
Altogether, the FCC provides the most sensitive probe of Higgs self-interactions among the currently proposed future
facilities.
11 Studies of the EW phase transition
11.1 Introduction
Explaining the origin of the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry is a challenge at the forefront of particle physics. One of the
most compelling explanations connects this asymmetry to the generation of elementary particle masses through electroweak
symmetry-breaking (EWSB). This scenario relies on two ingredients: a sufficiently violent transition to the broken-symmetry
phase, and the existence of adequate sources of CP-violation. As it turns out, these conditions are not satisfied in the SM,
but they can be met in a variety of BSM scenarios. CP violation relevant to the matter-antimatter asymmetry can arise from
new interactions over a broad range of mass scales, possibly well above 100 TeV. Exhaustively testing these scenarios may
therefore go beyond the scope of the FCC. For the phase transition to be sufficiently strong, on the other hand, there must
be new particles with masses typically below one TeV, whose interactions with the Higgs boson modify the Higgs potential
energy in the early universe. Should they exist, these particles and interactions would manifest themselves at FCC, creating a
key scientific opportunity and priority for the FCC. This section therefore focuses on the problem of establishing the nature
of the EW phase transition and reviews the role played by the FCC.
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11.2 The electroweak phase transition
To understand the possible connection between EWSB and the matter-antimatter asymmetry, consider the potential energy
carried by the Higgs field ϕ in the hot, early Universe. This energy is given by the temperature-dependent Higgs potential,
VEFF(ϕ, T ). In the regime where T >> MW , this potential takes the simple form
VEFF(ϕ, T ) = D(T 2 − T 20 )ϕ2 − (ET + e)ϕ3 + λ¯ϕ2 + · · · . (11.1)
In the SM one has e = 0, while D, T0, E and λ¯ are all non-vanishing functions of the zero temperature parameters of the
theory (e.g., gauge, Yukawa, and Higgs self-couplings). At any temperature, the minimum of energy is obtained when ϕ
equals its vacuum expectation value v(T ), with v(0) = 246 GeV. The Higgs boson field is just the difference H = ϕ − v(0).
At sufficiently high temperatures, the minimum energy lies at the origin, i.e., v(T ) = 0. As the universe cools, however, the
minimum eventually moves away from the origin, corresponding to the onset of EWSB . Determining the nature of this EWSB
transition is a fundamental challenge for particle physics. If this transition was sufficiently violent – a so-called, first order
EW phase transition (EWPT) – the conditions would have been ripe for generating the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry.
Such a first order EWPT would have been analogous to the more familiar phase transition when steam condenses into liquid,
a phase of matter with less symmetry. The parameters of the T = 0 Higgs potential, together with the Higgs interactions with
the other SM particles, determine behaviour of VEFF(ϕ, T ). Thus, by experimentally measuring Higgs boson properties, one
can directly infer the thermal history of EWSB and thereby determine whether or not the matter-antimatter asymmetry could
have been created in conjunction with the generation of elementary particle masses.
With the SM form of the T = 0 Higgs potential and Higgs couplings to other SM particles, lattice studies imply that for
a 125 GeV Higgs boson, the EWSB transition is of a cross over type [302–305], which fails to provide the violent strong
first order conditions needed for creation of the matter-antimatter asymmetry [306]. On the other hand, BSM scenarios that
contain new bosonic degrees of freedom that interact with the Higgs boson could change the picture dramatically(see e.g.,
[307,308]). A strong first order transition may arise through BSM-induced changes in the zero-temperature vacuum structure
of the scalar potential and/or finite-temperature quantum corrections that modify the parameters in Eq. 11.1 In addition, the
presence of “BSM Higgses” may allow for a richer thermal history than in the SM universe, including the presence of new
symmetry-breaking phases that preceded the presence of the “Higgs phase” [309–311].
11.3 Collider probes
Searches for BSM scalars at the LHC have begun to explore this possibility, largely precluding a strong first order transition
if the new scalars have strong interactions [312,313]. On the other hand, the presence of scalars that carry only EW quantum
numbers (EW multiplets) or no SM quantum numbers at all (singlets), are more challenging to observe at the LHC, even by
the conclusion of the HL phase. Direct production cross sections can be as small as a few fb in regions of parameter space
consistent with a strong first order EWPT. Studies completed to date, however, indicate that the FCC-hh with 30 ab−1 should
provide a definitive probe of these new states. Indirect effects entering through modifications of the Higgs self-coupling or
the rate for h → γγ may be observable at the HL-LHC or even the HE-LHC, but can be as small as a few percent, pointing
to the precision achievable only with the FCC-hh.
The simplest illustration of these possibilities is the extension of the SM scalar sector with a single real singlet scalar
[314–326], the “xSM” [327] (for analogous studies with a complex singlet, see [328,329]). Singlet scalars occur copiously in
extensions of the SM, but examination of the additional degrees of freedom and interactions is not essential for identifying the
EWPT dynamics. The xSM contains two Higgs-like scalars, h1 and h2 that are admixtures of the neutral component of the SM
Higgs doublet and the singlet. The associated interactions in the scalar potential can readily lead to a strong first order EWPT
when the SM-like state h1 has a mass of 125 GeV, as opposed to the pure SM case. The associated collider signatures include
modifications of the Higgs self-coupling, which may be as small as a few percent; a shift in the associated production (Zh1)
cross section; and direct production of scalar pairs, which provides direct access to combinations of couplings appearing in
the scalar potential.
In pp collisions, a pair of SM-like scalars h1 can be produced through an on-shell h2. Each h1 then decays to the conventional
Higgs boson decay products, yielding various combinations. The possibilities for discovery through the “resonant di-Higgs
production” process are illustrated in Fig. 11.1, where the results are obtained by combining the 4τ and bb¯γγ final states
[314]. Each coloured band gives the projected significance Nσ of observation as a function of the h2 mass, with the Nσ range
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Fig. 11.1 Discovery potential for the singlet-induced strong first order EWPT using resonant di-Higgs production combining 4τ and bb¯γγ final
states [314]. Vertical axis gives significance as a function of the singlet-like scalar mass m2 for the HL-LHC (blue band) and the FCC-hh with
3 ab−1 and 30 ab−1 (purple and red bands, respectively)
obtained by varying over all other model parameters consistent with a strong first order EWPT, constraints from EW precision
observables, and present LHC Higgs signal strength determinations. The maximum h2 mass consistent with a strong first order
EWPT is just below 900 GeV. As one can see, the HL-LHC discovery potential is limited to a relatively modest portion of the
light h2 parameter space, whereas the FCC-hh with 30 ab−1 would enable discovery over the entire first order EWPT-viable
parameter space in this model.
Non-resonant production of other combinations of scalars can also be observable at the FCC-hh and provide complementary
information about the couplings in the scalar potential. For example, pairs of singlet-like scalars h2 can be produced through
an off-shell h1. The singlet-like scalars can then either decay visibly to Standard Model final states [325], or, in the presence
of additional symmetries, can escape the detector invisibly [322]. The FCC-hh sensitivity to these processes is illustrated
in Fig. 11.2. On the left, the coloured points correspond to the phenomenologically allowed EWPT parameter space for a
particular choice of the h2 mass and mixing angle, and the darker (lighter) shaded regions indicate the 5σ (2σ ) reach in the
pp → h2 h2 → 2j 3 3ν channel at the FCC-hh with 30 ab−1. The right hand side of Fig. 11.2 shows the FCC-hh sensitivity
to pp → h2 h2 jj, where h2 escapes the detector invisibly. The lighter shaded regions feature a strong first-order EWPT. In
both the visible and invisible cases, the FCC-hh can conclusively probe the EWPT-compatible parameter space shown and
provide valuable information about the scalar potential.
The FCC will also provide the opportunity to observe additional signatures of a strong first order EWPT. In the xSM, the
mixing between the doublet and singlet states will imply reductions in the Higgs signal strengths compared to those for a
pure SM Higgs boson. This possibility is illustrated in Fig. 11.3 which shows the correlation between cosine of the mixing
angle and the h2 mass. The points in the brown region correspond to parameter choices leading to a strong first order EWPT
and that are consistent with constraints from EW precision tests. All points to the left of the red line correspond to deviations
from SM Higgs signal strengths that would be observable at the FCC-ee and as well as discovery of the resonant di-Higgs
signal at the FCC-hh.
Equally important signatures include deviations of the Higgs triple self-coupling and its coupling to a pair of Z0 bosons.
First, a large O(1) deviation in the triple Higgs coupling may arise, and it can be measured well by both FCC-hh in the
study of double Higgs production and also indirectly at FCC-ee with an NLO global fit of single Higgs data. Second, a
large deviation in the Higgs coupling with Z-bosons may also characterise regions of the parameter space featuring a first
order phase transition. These possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 11.4. The top panel shows the correlation between the Higgs
triple self-coupling scaled to its SM value (horizontal axis: λ3/λ3,SM, also labelled as κλ in Sect. 10) and the HZZ coupling
(vertical axis), with the prospective FCC sensitivities indicated in red [324]. The bottom panel gives the correlation between
the self-coupling scaled to its SM value (horizontal axis: g111/gSM111 = κλ) and the critical temperature (vertical axis) for
singlet-like scalar masses too light to admit resonant di-Higgs production [330]. Interestingly, the self-coupling measurement
could provide a probe of this important thermodynamic property of the transition that would be otherwise difficult to test
experimentally.
Despite the simplicity of the xSM, its first order EWPT dynamics clearly illustrate the rich array of FCC discovery
opportunities. It is also possible that an extended Higgs sector involving electroweakly-charged scalars also catalyse a strong
first order EWPT and lead to an equally rich set of signatures. Perhaps, the most widely studied such scenario is the Two Higgs
Doublet Model (2HDM). In this case, it has been shown that the strong phase transition would be correlated with the presence
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Fig. 11.2 Singlet-like scalar pair production as a signature of the
EWPT in the xSM. Left: FCC-hh sensitivity to pp → h2 h2 → 2j 3 3ν
for a given h2 mass and mixing angle. Here, λ221 and b3 are the
h2 h2 h1 and singlet cubic couplings, respectively. Darker (lighter)
shaded regions indicate 5σ (2σ ) sensitivity assuming 30 ab−1 integrated
luminosity. Coloured points feature a strong first-order EWPT. Also
shown for comparison are the sensitivity projections for h1 self-coupling
measurements (dashed contours) and precision measurements of the ZH
production cross-section (solid red contours). From Ref. [325]. Right:
FCC-hh sensitivity to pp → h2 h2 jj in the xSM with a Z2 symme-
try. h2 escapes the detector as missing energy. mS is the singlet mass
and λH S is the Higgs portal coupling. Lighter shaded regions indicate
points compatible with a strong first-order EWPT, and the labelled con-
tours indicate the expected FCC-hh sensitivity given 30 ab−1 integrated
luminosity. From Ref. [322]
Fig. 11.3 First order EWPT-viable parameter choices for the singlet extended Standard Model. Allowed region (brown) is bounded by constraints
from EW precision tests. Horizontal and vertical axes give cosine of the doublet-singlet mixing angle and singlet-like scalar mass, respectively.
Vertical lines give prospective sensitivities of the HL-LHC and the FCC-ee (“Circ e+e−”). Adapted from Ref [314]
of the A0 → Z H0 decay and that a nearly definitive probe of this possibility could be achieved with the LHC [332,333].
Alternatively, the existence of a scalar EW triplet with vanishing hypercharge could lead to EWSB through either a single
transition to the Higgs phase or through a succession of transitions [309]. Recent results that exploit non-perturbative methods
have shown how a precise measurement of the Higgs di-photon decay rate could probe the nature of the transition in this
scenario [331]. Figure 11.5 illustrates this possibility. The horizontal and vertical axes give the triplet mass and coupling
to Higgs boson, respectively. The light blue and green regions correspond to a cross-over transition and first order phase
transition, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the relative reduction in the Higgs diphoton decay rate relative to SM
Higgs expectations. When combined with knowledge of the triplet mass, a precise measurement of the diphoton decay rate
would indicate whether the transition is first order or crossover. For a 5σ observation, a measurement of (H → γγ) at the
anticipated FCC precision would be needed. In addition to such a measurement at the FCC, the very small (radiative) mass
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Fig. 11.4 Parameter space scan for a singlet model extension of the Standard Model. The points indicate a first order phase transition. These points
lead to signals observable at future colliders. Upper panel: correlation between changes in the HZZ coupling (vertical axis) and the HHH coupling
scaled to its SM value (horizontal axis). Lower panel: correlation between critical temperature Tc (vertical axis) and the HHH coupling scaled to
its SM value (horizontal axis). SM prediction for the latter is indicated as g111/gSM111 = 1. Adapted from Refs. [324,330]
Fig. 11.5 EW phase diagram for the real triplet extension of the SM scalar sector. Horizontal axis gives the triplet mass and vertical axis indicates
the triplet-Higgs coupling. Light blue and green regions correspond to cross-over and first order transitions. Dark green (“DR breaks down”) and
grey regions indicate parameter choices for which the present non-perturbative computations are not applicable. Dashed lines indicate relative shift
in the Higgs diphoton decay rate. From Ref. [331]
splitting between the charged and neutral components of the triplet m = 166 MeV could allow one to directly probe
the scalar EW triplet scenario through disappearing track searches. In addition, the FCC-eh would have unique capabilities
to reconstruct the very soft visible decay products of the charged state [334], yielding yet another important probe of this
scenario.
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11.4 Summary
These studies illustrate the prospective power of the FCC to determine the thermal history of EW symmetry breaking and the
complementarity between the FCC-hh and FCC-ee colliders. While the LHC will provide initial insights into this important
question, it will require the FCC to provide the most comprehensive and, likely, definitive probe. If the FCC discovers new
particle interactions indicative of a first order EWPT, then it would be known that the conditions needed for generating the
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe were present during the era of EWSB. Complementary probes (at low- and high-
energies) of possible new CP-violating interactions would then show if the asymmetry was, indeed, created in conjunction
with the generation of elementary particle masses. If not, then it would be concluded that the origin of matter arose during
some other period of cosmic history.
One should keep in mind that the thermal history of EWSB remains an area of intensive theoretical research. It entails a
mixture of model-building, phenomenological explorations and refinement of theoretical methods. An extensive review of
these directions, including detailed background regarding the aforementioned examples, will appear in a forthcoming white
paper that will accompany this document [335].
12 Searches for dark matter and dark sectors
12.1 Introduction
In Sect. 1.1 the status of the dark matter (DM) puzzle was discussed, including the possible range of masses the DM particles
could take. No experiment, at colliders or otherwise, can probe the full range of masses allowed by astrophysical observations.
However there is a very broad class of models for which theory motivates masses up to the 10’s TeV range, and which therefore
could be in the range of the FCC.
If at any point in the history of the early universe the DM is in thermal equilibrium with the SM particles, then its relic
density today can be estimated by studying how it decouples from the SM, a process known as freeze-out. For particles which
are held in equilibrium by pair creation and annihilation processes, (χχ ↔ SM) one finds the simple relation that [336]
DMh2 ∼ 10
9 GeV−1
Mpl
1
〈σv〉 , (12.1)
where 〈σv〉 is the velocity averaged annihilation cross section of the DM candidate χ into SM particles, DMh2 ≈ 0.12 is
the observed relic abundance of DM [11], Mpl is the Planck scale and order one factors have been neglected.
For a particle annihilating through processes which do not involve any larger mass scales, the annihilation cross section
scales as 〈σv〉 ∼ g4eff/M2DM, where geff is the effective coupling strength which parameterises the process. It follows that
DMh2 ∼ 0.12 ×
(
MDM
2 TeV
)2 ( 0.3
geff
)4
. (12.2)
This approximate relation implies that a DM candidate with a mass at or below the TeV scale and which couples to the SM
with a strength similar to the weak interactions naturally has a relic density in agreement with observations. Furthermore,
as the DM mass is reduced, ever weaker couplings are required. On one hand this is the main reason why it is hoped to
find evidence for DM at the LHC, but on the other hand it already shows that a higher energy collider will be necessary to
efficiently probe the WIMP paradigm for DM.
Equation 12.2 shows that as the mass of DM increases, in order to maintain the observed relic abundance, the annihilation
cross section also has to increase. This becomes inconsistent with unitarity of the annihilation amplitudes at MDM  110 TeV,
the so called unitarity bound on the mass of DM [337,338]. Most well motivated models of WIMP DM do not saturate this
bound, but rather have upper limits on the DM mass in the TeV range.
For DM masses at the lower end of the WIMP spectrum, one typically expects that annihilation proceeds through a mediator
with Mmed > 2MDM. Then the annihilation cross section is suppressed by (M4DM/M4med). Assuming that no mediator particle
exists with a mass below the Higgs mass, then this puts a lower bound near to a GeV on the mass of the WIMP DM candidate,
while an even wider range of DM masses becomes accessible if the mediator is lighter but very weakly coupled to the SM.
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Fig. 12.1 Complementarity of different search strategies for Wino
DM, with reach adapted from [339]. The top line ‘LZ’ shows projected
direct detection reach, which is far from the mass range motivated by
the relic abundance. Below that are the indirect detection constraints,
which are subject to astrophysical uncertainties. For instance, in the
galactic centre (GC) constraint the lighter and darker shading show lim-
its for different assumptions for DM halo profiles, demonstrating that
the desired mass range is not covered in general. Collider constraints
include searches for prompt and non-prompt signatures and demon-
strate that only at 100 TeV can the disappearing tracks search cover the
motivated mass range
12.2 Discovering WIMPs: an example
The WIMP paradigm, originally interpreted as concerning neutral DM particles charged under the EW gauge group, has been
subjected to extensive experimental searches for decades. However, an exhaustive exploration of this compelling paradigm
will require a collider reach covering the entire relevant mass range. To illustrate the role of FCC-hh in this regard a long-
known WIMP DM candidate, the so-called ‘Wino’, will be considered. The Wino will serve as a concrete example of a WIMP
to demonstrate the rich interplay between collider and non-collider probes of WIMP DM. It should be noted that there are
numerous WIMP candidates, each with its own unique set of signatures.
The Wino is a neutral Majorana fermion transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(2)W , which happens to arise
automatically in supersymmetric models, as the partner of the EW gauge bosons. However, it is also compelling as a stand-
alone DM candidate, irrespective of supersymmetry.
The Wino is elusive, as no tree-level direct detection processes are possible where the Wino scatters on a nucleus in an
underground detector. This scattering only occurs at one-loop, leading to suppressed rates. Indirect detection signatures arise
from Wino DM annihilation in the centre of our galaxy and in surrounding dwarf galaxies. The final-state annihilation products
give rise to photons, which can be observed with gamma-ray telescopes.
Due to the relatively large annihilation cross section, the mass range that generates the observed abundance of dark matter
falls above the reach of the LHC, and thus higher energy colliders are necessary.
A compilation of future constraints on Wino DM is presented in Fig. 12.1. While some astrophysical probes can reach
the upper limit of ∼ 3 TeV, they are subject to large astrophysical uncertainties, and only the FCC-hh can directly access
the entire preferred mass range, providing the only robust discovery opportunity for this well-motivated DM candidate. In
this high-mass range, the charged and neutral Wino are degenerate, up to a small and calculable mass splitting induced by
electromagnetic effects. This selects χ± → π±χ0 as the only allowed decay, with a very soft charged pion, prone to escape
detection, and a long lifetime, due to the limited decay phase space. The signature is therefore a heavy charged track, seemingly
disappearing in the detector [340]. Thus combining the high CM energy of FCC-hh with dedicated search strategies allows
this classic WIMP paradigm to be conclusively explored.
The collider reach shown in Fig. 12.1 was the result of an early study, however, in the next section it is shown that, even
with pile-up included, the reach for FCC-hh extends beyond the estimate shown in Fig. 12.1.
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Fig. 12.2 Expected discovery
significance at 30 ab−1 with 500
pile-up collisions. The black
(red) band shows the
significance using the default
and alternative tracker layouts
described in the text and in
Refs. [341,342]. The band width
represents the difference
between the two models of the
soft QCD processes
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12.2.1 The search for disappearing tracks at FCC-hh and FCC-eh
Long-lifetime particles arise in a multitude of BSM models, not necessarily related to DM, and their exhaustive coverage may
require dedicated detectors [340]. The case of heavy DM Winos, on the other hand, can be addressed by the baseline FCC-hh
detector. A thorough analysis of the disappearing track signal has been performed in the context of the FCC-hh detector
performance study, as discussed in Refs. [341,342]. The findings are summarised here, but reference should be made to that
technical note for all details.
The analysis considers both cases of a Wino and of a Higgsino, namely an SU(2)W doublet, whose upper mass limit as
thermal DM candidate reaches ∼ 1 TeV. The charged/neutral mass splittings are 160 and 355 MeV for Wino and Higgsino,
respectively. This leads to lifetimes of 0.2 and 0.023 ns (60 and 7 mm) for a 3 TeV Wino and a 1 TeV Higgsino. The
disappearing-track signature relies on the detection of a short track, defined by a set of hits in the innermost tracking layers.
The generation of the signals used concrete supersymmetric models, processed through a dedicated simulation of the FCC-hh
tracker, in presence of up to 500 pile-up events as benchmarks. Various models for the final-state structure of these pile-up
events have been considered, assuming both the expected mixture of inelastic and diffractive final states, and a purely inelastic
final state, leading in this case to an overestimate of the final-state multiplicities and of the tracker occupancy, and thus a
conservative estimate of the rate of fake disappearing tracks. Additional physics backgrounds, such as W+jets and t¯t, are
included, considering the possibility of interactions of the W-decay leptons with the detector material, which could strongly
deflect them and lead to an apparent disappearing-track signature. To enhance the signal over backgrounds, events are selected
to have a disappearing track with pT > 100 GeV, a jet with large pT , and large E/T , with optimal thresholds chosen for each
particle (wino or higgsino) and tracker configuration. The final sensitivities are shown in Fig. 12.2, in the case of PU = 500. The
default (alternative) tracker configuration has a 5th layer at the radius of 270 (150) mm from the beam. The disappearing track
signature is reconstructed from hits in the first 5 layers for both tracker configurations. The alternative configuration is clearly
more powerful, and allows a 4–6σ sensitivity to be reached for the most difficult 1 TeV Higgsino case (the range reflects
the choice of model for the final-state description of pile-up events). The 5σ sensitivity for Winos extends up to over 4 TeV.
The introduction of 50ps hit-timing information from the pixel layers increases these sensitivities by several σ s [341,342].
This study underscores the potential of FCC-hh to discover thermal DM WIMPS in the relevant mass range, and provides an
important input to the specification of the tracking detector layout.
Wino and higgsino DM can be produced via vector-boson-fusion at FCC-eh. In this clean detector environment the soft
decays and disappearing tracks can be fully reconstructed, requiring a different strategy than at a hadron collider. In Fig. 12.3
shows the parameter space which can be covered from non-prompt long-lived particle searches at FCC-eh. Thanks to the
very low level of pile-up expected in ep collisions, the background is low, compensating for the lower production rate and
making the FCC-eh facility an excellent place to study long-lived particles such as Higgsinos. These searches cover masses
up to ∼ 400 GeV and mass splittings from the splitting of the minimal Higgsino model up to larger values.
Note that although indirect detection constraints are strong for Winos and Higgsinos with low masses, they may still form
some subcomponent of dark matter and thus the full mass range accessible to colliders is of scientific interest, even for masses
below the value which reproduces the entire observed abundance.
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Fig. 12.3 Projected regions in the Higgsino parameter space where more than the indicated number of one (top) or two (bottom) LLPs are observed
at the FCC-eh with a 60 GeV electron beam. Light shading indicates the uncertainty in the predicted number of events due to different hadronisation
and LLP reconstruction assumptions. The green region represents the 2σ sensitivity estimate in the presence of τ backgrounds. The black curves
are projected bounds from disappearing track searches, for the HL-LHC (optimistic and pessimistic). Figure and analysis details are found in [334]
12.3 Simplified models: an example
Since the initial proposal, a vast theoretical zoo of WIMP DM candidates has been proposed, and the original interpretation
has been broadened to include additional ‘mediator’ particles, beyond the EW gauge bosons, which facilitate the annihilation
of DM particles into SM particles. To capture the broad collider features of many specific DM models so-called ‘Simplified
Models’ have been developed. These models contain only the DM particle and a single mediator and take a variety of forms.
One commonly considered example that considered here contains neutral fermionic DM and a vector mediator, with
interactions of the form
L ⊃ −gq
∑
q
Z ′μ q¯γμq − gDM2 Z
′μ χ¯γμγ 5χ . (12.3)
For such a model one can produce the DM particles, in association with a jet, through the vector mediator qq → gZ′ → gχχ .
This gives rise to a characteristic ‘missing energy’ signature, since the gluon, observed as a jet, recoils against the invisible
DM particles. One may also search for this class of models by searching for the new mediator itself, through resonant decays
back into quarks qq → Z′ → qq. The relative strength of discovery opportunity between these two channels depends on
the choices of coupling strengths in the models. Since the Z′ mediator exchange also dominates the annihilation of the DM
particles into SM particles one may, for a given choice of couplings, calculate the predicted DM abundance and compare the
preferred parameter ranges for a successful DM candidate with the collider searches.
Note that this model has only four free parameters: the DM mass mDM, the mediator mass mmed, the mediator coupling
to quarks gq, and the mediator coupling to DM gDM. For illustration, in the left panel of Fig. 12.4, gq and gDM are set to
specific values and the two mass parameters are varied. Monojet and mediator resonance searches are shown in green and
blue respectively. The preferred parameter space which generates the observed relic abundance is shown in red. One can see
from this figure that with FCC-hh the entire preferred mass range can be covered.
To illustrate this reach in a different parameter plane in the right panel of Fig. 12.4, gq and gDM are now varied independently
and the choice mDM = 0.45mmed is made. Finally, mmed is set to the values which reproduces the observed relic abundance.
One can see that for these choices, over the full range of coupling values the FCC-hh searches can access the parameter ranges
which generate the observed relic abundance.
In summary, it can be seen that with the FCC-hh one can discover the heavy mediator states responsible for connecting
the DM to the visible sector and, for this simplified model, cover essentially all of the parameter space of relevance.
12.4 Exploring the dark sector
There are additional classes of DM models which do not involve EW-charged particles, but which are still relevant for DM
searches at hadron colliders. These are mainly theoretical models where the DM may be in thermal equilibrium with the SM
at some point, due to interactions between the dark sector and the SM, but the relic abundance is not determined by the usual
freeze out mechanism. Popular examples include models of asymmetric DM (ADM), where the relic abundance is determined
by an asymmetry in DM versus anti-DM in the early universe [344,345], possibly related to the baryon asymmetry of the
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Fig. 12.4 Left: expected sensitivity of monojet (green) and dijet res-
onance (blue) searches at the 100 TeV collider (dashed lines) com-
pared to the expected sensitivity of the LHC at 14 TeV (dotted lines)
and the parameter values that reproduce the observed relic abundance
(red, solid). The grey regions are excluded by perturbative unitarity
(cf. [343]). Right: expected sensitivity at a 100 TeV collider (dashed)
and LHC14 (dotted) for thermal WIMPs in the gq-gDM parameter plane,
when setting mmed to the largest value compatible with the observed
relic abundance (as indicated by the black dashed lines). The DM mass,
mDM, is fixed as 0.45 mmed. Figures and analysis details may be found
in [279]
universe, and models where the DM annihilates to an additional (lighter) state in the dark sector first, which later decay to
SM particles:
χχ → aa followed by a → SM. (12.4)
Necessary ingredients include an interaction to bring the dark sector into thermal equilibrium with the SM at early times,
and a way to transfer entropy from the dark sector back to the visible sector after the relic abundance is set. For the ADM
scenario this means that the symmetric abundance has to annihilate efficiently, either to SM particles as in the WIMP scenario
(but with a cross section somewhat larger than in the WIMP case), or alternatively into lighter, unstable particles of the dark
sector.
The entropy transfer must happen before the onset of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) at temperatures around 10 MeV.
This puts an upper bound on the lifetime of the unstable dark sector particle of τa  1 s. From the collider perspective this
means that the new dark sector particles can either decay promptly, with a displaced vertex, or could be collider stable, and
all three regimes need to be probed to conclusively explore these non-WIMP scenarios. This motivates the search for further
unstable dark sector states which may be light and very weakly coupled to SM states. Although they may themselves not
form the dark matter, such dark sector states are strongly motivated.
One popular class of dark sector particles are ‘Axion-like particles’ (ALPs). The reason such particles are commonly
studied is that their interactions enjoy an approximate symmetry which enables them to be naturally light. This approximate
symmetry also significantly constrains the possible form of the interactions between the ALP and SM particles, which are
typically very weak. Thus not only are these particles worthy of study because they may be naturally light, but they may also
couple weakly to the SM.
Due to gauge invariance, if the ALP couples to the U(1)Y or SU(2)W gauge fields it will inherit a coupling to both γγ and
γZ. At FCC-ee and FCC-hh an enormous number of Z bosons will be produced, far exceeding the statistics obtained at LEP
or the LHC. Thus at FCC one can access parameter space that has not yet been explored by searching for the process Z → aγ,
a → γγ.
Figure 12.5 shows the estimated reach for ALPs coupled to U(1)Y or SU(2)W topological terms at the FCC as compared
to the HL-LHC. This reach should also be compared with the previous reach at LEP and with beam dump and astrophysical
constraints at lower masses. Significant effort has been expended in the pursuit of new light and very weakly coupled force
carriers at the so-called intensity frontier. Intensity frontier reach is limited by the CM energy available within a given process,
hence the intensity frontier exploration of the dark sector has thus far been limited to beam dump energies. It is clear from
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Fig. 12.5 Parameter regions which can be probed in the decay Z → γ a with a → γγ by the HL-LHC, FCC-ee, and FCC-hh. Figure adapted
directly from [346]
Fig. 12.5 that FCC-ee and FCC-hh open unexplored territory in the intensity frontier, probing the dark sector at interaction
strengths that are typically considered the realm of the intensity frontier, as can be seen from the comparison with beam dump
limits, but extending the reach by two orders of magnitude in mass reach and to even weaker couplings than can be accessed
with beam dump experiments.
12.5 Summary
Humankind is in the dark regarding the majority of matter in the universe and, while theoretical motivations may help pave the
path to understanding DM, physicists are compelled to broaden the experimental hunt to any motivated masses or interaction
strengths.
The FCC-hh would essentially provide a comprehensive search for WIMP DM, covering some of the most challenging
scenarios such as Wino DM. Accessing DM models, or more general dark sectors, that are even more weakly interacting
will require high intensity and high precision. The FCC-ee facility would provide both, enabling the discovery of dark sector
states that are too massive to be probed with conventional low energy colliders or beam dumps.
13 Searches for massive neutrinos
13.1 Introduction
If in the SM one considers only the renormalisable operators and does not introduce additional fermions, there is no operator
that can generate neutrino masses. This is contrary to decades of experimental measurements, which indicate non-vanishing
mass differences between neutrino flavours (see Ref. [64] for a recent review). Thus the SM must be extended in order to
accommodate neutrino masses.
One possibility is to mimic the structure of the other SM fermions and introduce right-handed neutrinos, usually denoted
by N. In this case one may generate a Dirac mass from a renormalisable coupling with the left-handed neutrinos, as for all
other SM fermion masses. This interaction would take the form
Lmν = λν H L N . (13.1)
When the Higgs boson obtains a vacuum expectation value 〈H〉 = v, the SM neutrinos obtain a Dirac mass
MD = λνv. (13.2)
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If Dirac neutrino masses arise in this way one would expect them to follow similar coupling patterns and mass ranges as
the other SM fermions, which span the range 511 keV ≤ m f ≤ 174 GeV. In fact, this is far from being the case, and
measurements of neutrino mass measurements, combined with cosmological observations, indicate that neutrino masses are
extremely small, mν  eV. This suggests that, while the tiny neutrino masses may be simply due to a tiny Yukawa coupling,
they may also have a very different origin.
Rather than extending the particle content of the SM, one may consider the SM as an effective theory. In this case one
should also consider non-renormalisable interactions, suppressed by the effective scale at which the theory is ‘UV-completed’
into a different microscopic theory. In this case, the interactions are ordered by their relevance in scattering experiments. The
most relevant interactions are the renormalisable interactions of the SM with mass dimension four. The next most important
interactions arise at mass dimension 5, and so on. It turns out that the only dimension-5 operator in the SM is the so-called
Weinberg operator [347]
LW = λ
2
M
(H L)2 (13.3)
This operator is particularly special as, when the Higgs boson obtains a vacuum expectation value, the SM neutrinos obtain
a Majorana mass
MM = 2 (λv)
2
M
. (13.4)
In this way the microscopic origin of neutrino masses would be fundamentally different from the other SM fermions,
providing a qualitative explanation to the significant difference in mass scales between the charged fermions and the neutrinos.
Quantitatively, the Majorana neutrino masses are of the form
MM = 0.6
(
1014 GeV
M
)
eV. (13.5)
There is a large number of possible microscopic ‘UV-completions’ that give rise to this Weinberg operator, and to the same
low-energy effects.
13.2 Searches at FCC
To determine the fundamental origin of neutrino masses will require experimental answers to two questions:
– are neutrino masses of Dirac type, with their origin in an interaction of the form Eq. (13.1), or are they of Majorana type,
with their origin in an interaction of the form Eq. (13.3)? These two interactions have a different symmetry structure, the
former preserving a global symmetry, known as lepton-number U(1)L , and the latter explicitly breaking this symmetry.
These differences lead to experimentally observable effects at low energies, with the classic example being the neutrinoless
double β-decay, which is searched for in laboratory experiments.
– If neutrino masses are Majorana, then what is the microscopic origin of the interaction Eq. (13.3)? If the microscopic
theory contains λ ∼ O(1) couplings, then to obtain the desired Majorana neutrino masses the typical mass scales in the
microscopic theory must be very large indeed, M ∼ 1014 GeV, and there is little hope of probing these states at colliders.
However, if the microscopic theory gives rise to small couplings λ  O(1), then it may be that M  1014 GeV, and the
new microscopic states may be within reach at colliders.
The first experimental question lies outside of the scope of future colliders, however the latter question falls within the purview
of high energy experiments and thus there is focus on it.
The simplest scenario that gives rise to Eq. (13.3) is known as the see-saw model [349–352]. In this model one adds an
additional right-handed neutrino to the SM, as in Eq. (13.1), but the right-handed neutrino has also a Majorana mass, which
arises at a high mass scale where U(1)L breaking effects are important. Thus the full set of interactions is
Lsee−saw = λν H L N + 12 M N
2. (13.6)
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Fig. 13.1 Sensitivities of the
different signatures to the
active-sterile mixing and masses
of sterile neutrinos at the
FCC-ee. For details on the
signatures see Ref. [348]
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Fig. 13.2 Summary of heavy sterile neutrino search prospects at all FCC facilities. Solid lines are shown for direct searches and the dashed line
denotes an indirect constraint. These limits are taken from Ref. [348] where further details of the signatures and searches are provided
By directly diagonalising the mass matrix, or by integrating out N, one finds that the Majorana neutrino mass of Eq. (13.4)
is generated. Furthermore, the mixing angle between left and right handed neutrinos is  ∼ λv/2M . The mass may thus be
correlated with the mixing angle as
2 ≈ mν
M
 10−11
( mν
0.1 eV
) (10 GeV
M
)
. (13.7)
For right-handed neutrinos near the weak scale, the mixing angle is thus very small, leading to very challenging detection
prospects. Going beyond this simplest model, however, there are scenarios, known as ‘Symmetry Protected’ models (see e.g.
[206,353–357]), in which the mixing angle may be significantly enhanced while still generating small neutrino masses. In
these models one extends the field content further, to include neutral Dirac neutrinos, such that the action is of the form
LSP = λν H L N + M N c N . (13.8)
These interactions respect a conserved U(1)L symmetry and the left-handed SM neutrino may now have a large mixing with
the new sterile neutrinos, even though the model still predicts an exactly massless neutrino. Additional terms that break the
U(1)L symmetry can then generate the very light neutrino mass. In this way the mixing angle becomes uncorrelated with the
prediction for the light neutrino masses. The former can be large, while the latter is controlled by small U(1)L -breaking terms.
This setup significantly enhances detection prospects, since now for sterile neutrino masses in the mass range accessible
to colliders one may have large mixing angles that enable the additional pseudo-Dirac sterile neutrinos to be produced and
detected.
In this class of models, there are a variety of different search strategies to pursue. The search prospects at FCC-ee are
summarised in Fig. 13.1. Typically the heavy neutrino may be produced via electroweak processes, and then decay to final
states involving leptons. Sensitivity to heavy neutrinos is significantly enhanced below the Z boson mass threshold, since
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in this case an on-shell Z-boson may decay to a SM neutrino and a heavy neutrino, giving spectacular signatures that can
include displaced leptons. In the clean detector environment of the FCC-ee these signatures would be clearly visible. Above
the Z-boson mass direct sensitivity is also achieved through W and Higgs boson decays. Mixing between sterile and SM
neutrinos also leads to modifications of low energy electroweak processes involving neutrinos, such as, for example, muon
decays. This leads to strong indirect constraints due to the impact on the complete electroweak precision measurement fit to
the SM. These indirect constraints are also shown in Fig. 13.1.
The direct production of larger sterile neutrino masses requires higher energies. At FCC-eh the dominant production
mechanism is via t-channel exchange of a W-boson, where the electron is converted to a sterile neutrino. The clean environment
then enables significant direct discovery prospects, exceeding the indirect precision electroweak constraints, up to masses of
∼ TeV. The full suite of FCC sterile neutrino search prospects is summarised in Fig. 13.2.
13.3 Summary
Neutrino mass physics at the FCC takes a special rôle in the global picture of neutrino physics; the origin of neutrino masses
can only be tested at colliders when its mass is in the range around the electroweak scale. In particular the FCC-ee can
test the type-I seesaw predicted heavy neutrinos when the latter have masses around a few tens of GeV. In the ‘Symmetry
protected’ models, this type-I seesaw prediction for the mixing can be interpreted as a lower limit, which makes an actual
test of the seesaw mechanism in this mass range possible. It is remarkable that this is a range of mass and mixing in which
the generation of the Universe’s baryon asymmetry via leptogenesis is possible [358]. The parameter space of these models
that is tested by the FCC-ee is complementary with respect to tests via beam dump experiments such as SHiP. There is also
complementarity with respect to low energy measurements of rare processes, such as μ → eγ, which will continue to create
important synergies.
Tests of heavy neutrinos with masses of several 100 GeV at the FCC-eh are the most promising search strategy that can
also provide the heavy neutrino mass. The indirect test of heavy neutrinos via precision measurements of the electroweak
observables allows tests of heavy neutrinos up to ∼ 100 TeV, albeit it is insensitive to their mass scale. There is no other
experiment being discussed at present with such a reach with respect to the heavy neutrino mass scale that does not rely on it
violating the lepton number or flavour.
From a more general BSM point of view, the heavy neutrinos provide an interesting connection to Dark Matter, Baryogenesis
via Leptogenesis, and feebly interaction dark sectors, also referred to as ‘Neutrino Portal’. In most models of this kind, the
search prospects at the FCC improve with respect to the case of the ‘Symmetry protected’ models, for instance due to the
presence of additional production processes. Heavy neutrino models are also naturally connected to the Higgs sector and can
provide additional production and decay processes, that would yield a rich field of study for the FCC.
14 High energy probes of flavour anomalies
14.1 Introduction
Precision flavour physics provides some of the most sensitive indirect probes of new high-mass phenomena, via measurements
that can receive contributions from higher-dimension operators. Possible deviations from the SM expectations can then be
tested at the FCC-hh, whose 100 TeV centre of mass energy could be sufficiently large to directly produce and study the
particles and interactions responsible for such anomalies.
As an example, this chapter describes studies of the anomalies that have recently appeared in neutral current B meson
decays [200,359]. Other anomalies have also emerged in the charged current B meson decays, though we focus on the neutral
current case since the scale of new physics underlying those anomalies could potentially be much higher. These may yet be due
to a statistical fluctuation or to subtle systematics, but today they illustrate well how new physics could lie around the corner.
They are therefore used as a case study to investigate the overlap in sensitivity between FCC-hh and flavour observables, to
demonstrate the complementarity between the two approaches.
Consider the flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) transition, b → sμ+μ−, which is loop-induced in the SM. Below
the weak boson mass scale the process is parameterised by four-fermion operators,
OXY ≡ (b¯γ ρ PX s)(μ¯γρ PY μ) , (14.1)
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Fig. 14.1 Feynman diagrams for Z′ and leptoquarks mediating b → sμ+μ− interactions
where X, Y = {L , R}. A loop factor suppresses the SM value of the operator’s coefficient. This makes it especially sensitive
to any additional contribution. In particular, new physics may mediate this interaction at tree level, as shown in Fig. 14.1.
The two possibilities are classified as either a Z′, or as a leptoquark, where the Z′ is a vector boson that acts like a heavier,
flavour-violating version of the Z, and the leptoquark can be either scalar or vector and is defined as mediating a coupling
between a lepton and a quark. Of course, more possibilities exist at loop level. But since the scale of new physics would be
lower (for an effect of the same size) the focus is on the sensitivity to tree-level mediators.
Through these effective operators the Z′ and leptoquark mediators are indirectly probed in the decays B → K(∗)μ+μ−.
Their rates and distributions are sensitive to the chiralities of the fields in the operators. For simplicity, OL L , which also
happens to best fit the current anomalies [360–366], is chosen. These deviations in angular observables and the RK(∗) ratios
indicate a violation of lepton flavour universality. In this normalisation, the operator coefficient in the Lagrangian can be
written as
LSMEFT ⊃ cL L

2
OL L = VtbV ∗ts
αEM
4πv2
c¯L LOL L . (14.2)
The anomalies favour a non-zero value (relative to the SM) of c¯L L 
 − 1.33 [366]. As discussed previously, this is taken to be
a representative scenario for motivating the study without attaching any particular significance to the anomalies themselves. In
the absence of any deviation, this value would be the typical sensitivity at the edge of being excluded by current experiments.
The size of the coefficient depends quadratically on the couplings and inversely on the mass squared of the mediator. For a
given size, there is a degeneracy between the two: the stronger the coupling, the heavier the mass scale. However, theoretical
considerations impose upper limits on the couplings. For example, with |c¯L L | 
 1.33, perturbative unitarity sets a bound of

  O(100) TeV and partial wave unitarity requires the scale of new physics to be less than 80 TeV [367]. There are also
model-dependent experimental limits. It will be seen that these can restrict the scale of UV completions even more, potentially
well within the reach of the FCC-hh [368,369]. The coefficient, and others generated by additional model-dependent flavour
structure, may also give rise to indirect effects in the tails of di-lepton distributions at high pT that can be constrained at the
LHC [369,370].
14.2 Naive Z′ and leptoquark models
In the following, consider “naive” simplified models containing mainly the essential couplings required to generate the OL L
operator. For the Z′, these are couplings to left-handed muon-muon and bottom-strange pairs; for leptoquarks, they will couple
to left-handed bottom-muon and strange-muon pairs. Other couplings will most likely, and sometimes necessarily, be present.
For leptoquarks, any additional couplings will be neglected in order to estimate the sensitivity in a conservative scenario. In
the Z′ case, two simplified flavour models are chosen, as described below. Any additional couplings will typically make the
mediators more easily discoverable, so sensitivity to these naive models implies sensitivity to more realistic models.
The couplings for the naive Z′ Lagrangian may be written as
LZ ′ ⊃
(
gsbL Z
′
ρ s¯γ
ρ PLb + h.c.
)
+ gμμL Z ′ρμ¯γ ρ PLμ . (14.3)
Below the Z′ mass MZ′ , this contributes to the OL L operator with a coefficient
c¯L L = − 2πv
2
αEMVtbV ∗ts
gsbL g
μμ
L
M2Z′
. (14.4)
αEM is the electromagnetic fine structure constant,v 
 246 GeV the electroweak scale, and Vi j the CKM matrix. The sensitivity
to this naive model, with no additional couplings, was estimated in Ref. [368]. This is strictly more conservative than necessary,
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Fig. 14.2 Projected 95% CL
exclusion limit at FCC-hh for
leptoquark pair production on
the left and single production on
the right. The solid and dashed
lines are for 1 and 10 ab−1. The
dotted lines are the signal
cross-section computed at NLO
on the left, and, on the right, LO
for couplings y = 1, 2, 12 in
red, black, and green,
respectively
as it is impossible to avoid generating other couplings when going from the gauge to mass eigenstate. In Ref. [369], the “mixed-
up” model (MUM) and “mixed-down” model (MDM) were defined by fixing the naive gauge-eigenstate couplings through
rotations in either the up or down sectors respectively. The projected sensitivity to these simplified models is presented in the
next section.
For the scalar leptoquark S3, with quantum numbers (3¯, 3, 1/3) under SU (3)C ×SU (2)L ×U (1)Y , a Yukawa term generates
the operator coefficient
c¯L L = 2πv
2
αEMVtbV ∗ts
ybμy∗sμ
M2LQ
, (14.5)
where ybμ,sμ is the Yukawa coupling and MLQ the leptoquark mass. Vector leptoquarks can similarly contribute to the OL L
operator, though their couplings to gluons are more model-dependent than the scalar case. For O(1) couplings their limits
will typically be stronger than for scalar leptoquarks. The focus is therefore on the scalar case.
14.3 Projected sensitivity at FCC-hh
To project the leptoquark sensitivity at FCC-hh, current searches at the LHC are extrapolated using the method of Ref. [282].
It assumes the limit is determined by the number of background events. The same limit then applies for the corresponding
mass with the same number of backgrounds at higher energy and luminosity. For more details of the analysis and results,
refer to Ref. [368].
For leptoquark pair production, the 95% CL limits on the production cross section times branching ratio in the μμ jj final
state, as obtained by CMS at 8 TeV with 19.6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, are extrapolated. The results are shown on the
left plot of Fig. 14.2. The solid red line is for FCC-hh with 1 ab−1, and the dashed red line is for 10 ab−1. The dotted red line
represents the pair production cross section, calculated at NLO using the code of Ref. [371] (see also Ref. [372]). It can be
seen that FCC-hh can exclude leptoquarks with masses up to 10 and 12 TeV, thus improving by an order of magnitude the
current limit of ∼ 1 TeV at the LHC.
Single production of leptoquarks can extend the mass reach for large couplings, though in this case the sensitivity is more
model-dependent. The direct search for a single leptoquark at CMS, with 8 TeV and 19.6 fb−1, is extrapolated. The 95%
CL limits plotted on the right in Fig. 14.2 are again denoted by solid and dashed red lines for 1 and 10 ab−1 of luminosity.
Also plotted is the leading-order single production cross section for couplings y = 1, 2, and 12 in dotted red, black, and
green, respectively. This shows that for O(1) couplings the projected sensitivity on the leptoquark mass extends to 15 TeV
and higher, even reaching 21 TeV for y ∼ 4π.
Turning to the Z′ projections: these are estimated using MC event generation with fast detector simulation, as described
in Ref. [369]. The resulting 95% CL sensitivity is displayed in Fig. 14.3 for the MUM scenario on the left and the MDM on
the right. The Z′ couplings are fixed to their anomaly-compatible values while varying gμμ and MZ′ , with strong constraints
coming from the Bs mixing [373] (red region). The neutrino trident constraints in green are negligible. The blue dashed line
is for a more recent, stronger Bs mixing constraint [374] (however, see Ref. [375]). The grey region shows the reach of the
FCC-hh, and the dashed grey contours are the width of the Z′ relative to its mass. It can be seen that the FCC-hh can probe
a sizeable region of the large width parameter space for the MUM, and covers the entire parameter space for the MDM. For
comparison, the reach of the HE-LHC and of HL-LHC are represented by blue and red regions, respectively. The HL-LHC
in particular, will not be sensitive at all to the MUM and can only probe a portion of the narrow width regime of the MDM
parameter space.
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Fig. 14.3 95% CL sensitivity to MUM (left) and MDM (right) Z′ mod-
els in the anomaly-compatible parameter space varying gμμ and MZ′ .
The grey shaded regions are the reach of the FCC-hh. The dashed grey
contours give the Z′ width as a fraction of its mass. The red and green
regions are excluded by Bs mixing and neutrino trident measurements,
respectively. The blue dashed line is for the Bs mixing constraint of
Ref. [374]. For comparison, the light blue and red regions show the
reach of the HE-LHC and HL-LHC, respectively
14.4 Summary
The FCC-hh will be the ideal machine to directly probe new physics at higher energies. Indirect measurements from precision
flavour physics can give important hints and limits on where (not) to expect such new physics. This complementarity between
the global flavour programme and the FCC project is well illustrated here, where the sensitivity of FCC-hh to Z′ and leptoquarks
that may be responsible for current anomalies in B meson decays were studied. The coverage of FCC-hh can reach masses
above 10 TeV, an order of magnitude greater than current LHC bounds, allowing for the direct exploration of new physics
scales that can otherwise only be accessed indirectly with low energy observables.
15 Searches for other BSM phenomena
15.1 Introduction
The history of particle physics has shown that, while open theoretical puzzles have in many cases successfully guided
experimental progress, it is always possible that the complete microscopic story has not yet conceived. Thus exotic and
unanticipated discoveries are always possible. Likewise, the exploration should be continued of scenarios in which basic
underlying assumptions of the SM (and of most BSM models), like the elementary nature of quarks and leptons, are violated,
as well as SM extensions that are not necessarily singled out by specific theoretical puzzles (e.g. generic extensions of the
SM gauge group).
The FCC project is sensitive to many such possibilities beyond those discussed in the preceding sections. In this section
the landscape of exotic BSM signatures that could be discovered by the FCC will be sketched, focusing first on low-mass
signals, and turning then to the upper end of the mass reach. This summary is by no means complete, many more studies are
discussed in the literature, and are documented for example in the 2016 FCC-hh BSM report [279].
15.2 Low-mass signatures
Collider events are characterised by the signals left in particle detectors, which depend e.g. on the types of particle and
associated four-momenta at production, their multiplicity, their kinematic distributions, and the position of their origin.
Exotic signatures can be discriminated from SM processes by virtue of some distinctive feature, such as high multiplicities,
vertices macroscopically displaced from the initial interaction point, and so on. Some of these features can be particularly
elusive, and their detection greatly benefits from the clean environment of e+e− collisions, as discussed in this section.
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Fig. 15.1 Selection of exotic
Higgs decay possibilities into
hidden sector states which
subsequently decay back into
SM states h
h → 2
h
h → 2 → 3 → 4
h
h → 2 → (1 + 3)
h
h → 2 → 4
Fig. 15.2 The 95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs exotic decay branching fractions at HL-LHC and FCC-ee. This figure is taken from [376]
15.2.1 Exotic Higgs decays
Since there are numerous theoretical questions surrounding the nature of the Higgs boson, looking for exotic signatures
associated with it is well motivated. For example, being the only neutral scalar boson in the SM, it could readily interact with
new hidden sector particles and even decay into them if energetically possible. This property is known as the ‘Higgs portal’,
which refers to the fact that of all the SM particles, only the Higgs may have a renormalisable, gauge invariant, interaction
with other gauge-neutral scalar particles beyond the SM. If these particles are denoted as φ, then this interaction takes the
form
LHP = λ2 |H |
2φ2 . (15.1)
Once produced, these states may then decay back into SM particles or other stable neutral particles in the hidden sector. From
a collider perspective, this means that the Higgs boson could have rare exotic decays beyond those dictated by the SM alone.
If there are N particles in the final state of an exotic Higgs decay then the typical energy of the final state particles will be
E ∼ MH/N . Thus already for N = 4 the final state particles will be soft and may hide under other SM backgrounds, or simply
evade the trigger requirements. In some cases this can make the search for exotic Higgs decays particularly challenging. A
selection of exotic Higgs decay topologies are shown in Fig. 15.1.
Despite the fact that more Higgs bosons will be produced at the HL-LHC than at the FCC-ee, in cases where event triggering
at a hadron collider becomes challenging the clean detector environment of FCC-ee would deliver a discovery potential which
is many orders of magnitude greater than at the LHC. A study of exotic Higgs decays at FCC-ee is presented in [376] and the
results are summarised in Fig. 15.2. It is notable that in channels with missing energy the sensitivity to exotic Higgs boson
decays is significantly greater at FCC-ee than HL-LHC, providing an unparalleled microscope with which to determine the
nature of the Higgs boson and discover evidence of new hidden sector particles.
A notable feature of the Higgs portal interaction in Eq. 15.1 is that this interaction respects a Z2 symmetry, φ → −φ. Such
a symmetry can make φ stable or, if it is explicitly broken by some small amount, φ may be long-lived. This alone motivates
searching for exotic decays of the Higgs boson to particles that decay on a macroscopic time scale. Such scenarios arise
frequently in theories beyond the SM, such as models of neutral naturalness discussed in Sect. 9.4. Projections for sensitivity
to such exotic Higgs decays are shown in Fig. 15.3 for a variety of collider scenarios, including the HL-LHC, FCC-hh, LHeC
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Fig. 15.3 Projected exclusion limits on exotic Higgs decay branch-
ing fractions to LLPs X as a function of lifetime cτ for the LHeC,
FCC-eh (60) and FCC-eh (240). The excluded branching ratio scales
linearly with luminosity under the assumption of no background. The
LLP mass in the plot is 20 GeV. For comparison, an estimate for the
sensitivity of proton colliders without background is shown (blue), as
well as a very optimistic estimate which assumes extremely short-lived
LLP reconstruction (orange), from [377]. This plot is taken from [334]
Fig. 15.4 The 95% C.L.
sensitivity reach for various
exotic Z decay branching ratios
at the future Z-factory, where
the Tera Z benchmark
corresponds to the FCC-ee
Z-pole run. This figure is taken
from [378], where further
details on the various decay
topologies considered, including
any model-dependence, are
presented
and FCC-eh. At hadron colliders two different triggering strategies are considered. One involves VBF-tagging and displaced
vertices and the other only a single lepton and displaced vertices.
It is notable that at FCC-hh one can access exotic Higgs decays down to branching ratios smaller than 10−6, demonstrating
extreme sensitivity to very exotic Higgs decays. Furthermore, due to the cleaner detection environment, the FCC-eh projections
can push to shorter lifetimes than are accessible at FCC-hh.
15.2.2 Exotic Z decays
Since it is also neutral under the unbroken gauge symmetries of the SM, similar considerations apply to the Z-boson. As it
is lighter than the Higgs, exotic Z-boson decays lead to even softer final states which may hide under SM backgrounds at
the LHC. Thus, once again, the clean detector environment of FCC-ee comes to the fore in the search for light hidden sector
states coupled to the Z-boson.
In Fig. 15.4 the experimental sensitivity to various exotic Z-boson decays is shown at FCC-ee (Tera Z) as compared to the
HL-LHC. As with exotic Higgs decays, in various cases the discovery reach is extended by many orders of magnitude thanks
to the large statistics and low backgrounds.
As an example, for Z-boson decays to missing energy and a pair of photons the branching ratio sensitivity approaches
BR ∼ 10−10. For weak-scale particles this corresponds to an extremely weak coupling, once again demonstrating that the
FCC project extends the intensity frontier of fundamental physics to the electroweak scale.
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Fig. 15.5 Left (right): the discovery/exclusion mass reach for resonance searches at FCC-hh (HE-LHC), as a function of the equivalent target for
the HL-LHC [382]
15.3 High-energy signatures
The former examples concern exotic signatures at low energies, where a clean detector environment and low trigger thresholds
are crucial to the exploration of light and weakly-coupled hidden sectors. If one is agnostic as to the theoretical puzzles
surrounding the SM then, by their nature, unexpected discoveries may lie at any mass scale. Through the production and
decay of SM states, such as the Higgs or Z boson, the FCC-ee collider delivers extreme sensitivity to weakly coupled light states.
The LHC has shown that it has sensitivity in low-mass/low-coupling regions previously inaccessible to hadron colliders; for
example, by setting constraints on DM mediators in the 100 GeV mass region, increasing the trigger acceptance by exploiting
final states where the new particles recoil against high-pT jets or photons [379,380]. These new search opportunities have
only been explored, in the FCC studies so far, in the context of the measurement of the H→invisible decays (see Sect. 4.3).
More studies will certainly follow, and meanwhile the focus here is on the projections for more standard searches of high-mass
resonances in pp [381] and ep collisions.
15.3.1 s-Channel resonances in pp
The search for heavy resonances in pp collisions can be organised in terms of the production process. Typically one considers
annihilation of coloured partons in the gg, qg, qq or qq¯ channels, or VBF. The nature of the resonance, and the ultimate
discovery reach, will depend on the production process, due to the different partonic luminosities. By and large, one expects
that for all these channels the FCC-hh will extend the HL-LHC mass reach by factors of 5 or more, depending on the mass,
and reflecting the increase of beam energy. This is shown in Fig. 15.5, where different lines show how, on a purely statistical
basis and making basic assumptions on the scaling of backgrounds, a projected discovery or exclusion reach for the HL-LHC
will evolve at the FCC-hh (or at the HE-LHC). While these results are qualitatively indicative, detailed studies of specific
benchmark models have been carried out by the detector performance working group, to establish the discovery potential
more firmly and to guide the choice of detector specifications. The measurement of objects with a mass of several tens of TeV
will, in fact, pose new challenges relative to the LHC. For example, in this multi-TeV domain, hadronic decays of final-state
top quarks or W/Z gauge bosons appear as collimated jets, and require enhanced calorimeter granularity to apply substructure
discriminators tagging the object and reducing the potentially overwhelming QCD dijet backgrounds. The details of the
studies, including the assumptions about detector performance, can be found in Ref. [383].
The sensitivity to new Z′ gauge bosons decaying to leptons is shown in Fig. 15.6, for a set of extra-U(1) models considered
in the literature [384,385]. The right plot of this figure shows the luminosity required for a 5σ discovery of a sequential-SM
(SSM) Z′ (namely a gauge boson with couplings to the SM particles identical to those of the Z), as a function of its mass. The
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Fig. 15.6 Left (centre): Cross section times branching ratio 95% CL limits versus mass, for the ee+μμ(ττ)final states, compared to the expectations
of several Z′ models. Right: luminosity required for the 5σ discovery of a SSM Z′ in the dilepton channel, versus the hypothetical resonance mass
Fig. 15.7 Sensitivity to various resonance models using fully hadronic final states. For left to right: excited quarks Q∗ in the dijet channel; Z′ in
the tt¯ hadronic channel (SSM and top-assisted technicolour [389], TC2, models); GRS in the WW fully hadronic channel. From Ref. [383]
sensitivity to new massive vector resonances appearing in the context of composite Higgs models (see Sect. 9), and decaying
to lepton pairs, was shown in Fig. 9.3. The direct search reach obtained there is consistent with the general results shown
here, and extends to several 10’s TeV for O(1) couplings.
To explore the sensitivity to hadronic final states, three scenarios have been considered: a Z′ in qq¯ → Z′ → tt¯, a Randall–
Sundrum graviton [386] in gg/qq¯ → GRS → W+W− → jets, and an excited quark resonance [387,388] in qg → Q∗ → dijet.
The 5σ discovery range reaches 18 TeV (24) for Z′SSM → tt¯ (Z′TC2), 22 TeV for GRS → WW and 40 TeV for the excited
quark. The corresponding exclusion limits are shown in Fig. 15.7.
15.3.2 FCC-hh: pair production
Looking beyond such resonances, heavy particles with SM gauge charges feature in many scenarios beyond the SM. Typically,
the production cross section may be calculated for a given particle mass and gauge representation. As a hadron collider, the
FCC-hh discovery reach for new coloured particles is extensive. As a simple example for illustration, the pair production
cross section for colour octet particles of various spins at the LHC versus FCC-hh is shown in Fig. 15.8. At a given mass
value the cross section at 100 TeV is orders of magnitude greater than at 14 TeV. Not only does this demonstrate a significant
increase in the discovery potential at FCC-hh, but also implies that if a new particle were discovered in the HL-LHC runs, it
would be possible to study this particle in significantly greater qualitative detail at FCC-hh.
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Fig. 15.8 The pair production cross section for colour octets of various spins
Fig. 15.9 Mass-dependent 2σ upper bounds on the leptoquark Yukawa coupling as expected at LHeC and at FCC-eh for an integrated luminosity
of 1 ab−1. An efficiency of 80% is assumed on signal reconstruction
15.3.3 FCC-eh: leptoquarks
Going to more exotic possibilities, leptoquark particles can arise in a number of BSM scenarios. In Sect. 14 leptoquarks
models connected to current flavour anomalies were discussed. However, other leptoquark scenarios could also potentially
exist at high energies. If a leptoquark interacts with the first generation then the FCC-eh provides a unique possibility to
search for it, through e-p collisions. Figure 15.9 shows the reach for an example model in which λLQ is the Yukawa coupling
between a scalar leptoquark coupled to an electron and a down-quark. MLQ is the leptoquark mass. Even for relatively small
Yukawa couplings, masses in the multi-TeV regime can be probed.
15.4 Summary
The preceding examples provide a small snapshot into the discovery capacity of the FCC programme for exotic BSM
signatures. This discovery reach goes far beyond more familiar frameworks such as supersymmetry and extends from new
resonances beyond the SM at high energies, down to extremely weakly coupled states at low masses below the weak scale.
The landscape of new physics signals pursued at the LHC has evolved significantly since the beginning of operation. So, too,
will the suite of discoverable new physics signatures possible at FCC, as theoretical and experimental ideas mature.
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Physics with heavy ions
16 Physics with heavy ions
16.1 Introduction
The operation of the FCC-hh with heavy-ion beams is part of the accelerator design, as discussed in Sect. 2.4. For a centre-of-
mass energy
√
s = 100 TeV for pp collisions, the relation √sNN = √s√Z1 Z2/A1 A2 gives the energy per nucleon–nucleon
collision of √sNN = 39.4 TeV for PbPb (Z = 82, A = 208) and 62.8 TeV for pPb collisions. The present estimate of the
integrated luminosity per month of running is larger by factors 10–30 than the current projection for the future LHC runs [390].
The possibility of using nuclei smaller than Pb, like e.g. 40Ar, 84Kr or 129Xe, to achieve larger instantaneous luminosity is
also under consideration.
The thermodynamic behaviour of QCD presents features which are unique among all other interactions. Their manifesta-
tions play a key role in fundamental aspects of the study of the universe, from cosmology to astrophysics, and high-energy
collisions in the laboratory provide a unique opportunity to unveil their properties. The collective properties of the elementary
quark and gluon fields of QCD can be investigated through collisions of heavy ions at ultrarelativistic energies, providing a
unique test bed for the study of strongly-interacting matter and, in general, of the many-body properties of a non-Abelian
quantum field theory (QFT). The increase in the centre-of-mass energy and integrated luminosity with respect to the LHC
opens up novel opportunities for physics studies of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), as described in [28]. The main scientific
motivation to carry out measurements with heavy ions at the FCC can be summarised as follows.
FCC provides novel access to QCD thermodynamics and QCD equilibration processes. Substantially increasing the
centre-of-mass energy leads to the creation of initially denser and hotter strongly-interacting systems that expand for a longer
duration and over a larger volume, thereby developing stronger collective phenomena. Extrapolations of LHC measurements
indicate that both the initial energy density and the volume of the system increase by a factor of about two from√sNN = 5.5 TeV
to 39 TeV, up to values of about 40 GeV/fm3 (at τ = 1 fm/c) and 11,000 fm3, respectively. The FCC collision energies
reach a range of temperatures (T ∼ 1 GeV) where charm quarks start to contribute as active thermal degrees of freedom
in the QGP equation of state, thus playing a novel role in QCD equilibration processes. In addition, the large increase in
the particle multiplicity and in integrated luminosity will allow for the systematic study of flow-like features in the pp and
p–A collision systems and it will facilitate the characterisation of important signatures of collectivity on the level of single
events rather than event samples only. This opens new opportunities for understanding the equilibration processes that lead
to hydrodynamisation and thermalisation in QCD and, in general, in non-Abelian QFTs. These opportunities are discussed
in Sect. 16.2.
FCC allows an unprecedented characterisation of dense QCD matter through hard-scattering processes. High-energy
partons produced in heavy-ion collisions are known to undergo strong medium-induced modifications, often referred to as
jet quenching. Jet quenching measurements provide quantitative information on the transport properties of hot and dense
QCD matter. As detailed in Sect. 16.3, the FCC will provide a much larger abundance of hard-scattering processes than the
LHC, as well as novel probes such as the top quark and, potentially, the Higgs boson [391–394]. A remarkable example is
provided by high-momentum (thus, highly boosted) t → W → qq decay chains, which are promising probes of the QGP
time evolution and of the role of colour coherence [391]. The secondary production of charm quarks in scatterings between
quark and gluon constituents of the hot QCD medium is expected to be as large as 80% of the initial production in partonic
hard scatterings and it represents a novel observable sensitive to the medium temperature evolution [395,396]. This secondary
production of cc pairs could lead, via the recombination mechanism, to an enhancement of the J/ψ yield in Pb–Pb compared
to pp collisions, rather than the suppression that is observed at LHC energies. In addition, a first observation of ϒ formation
from bb recombination is expected.
FCC explores saturated parton densities in a previously-uncharted, ultra-dense kinematic domain. Partons densities
at small x are expected to reach saturation of phase space in the initial-state of high energy heavy-ion collisions. This is a
qualitatively-novel kinematic regime where the parton evolution is governed by non-linear evolution equations, and where
a large fraction of parton scatterings take place at perturbative scales. As discussed in Sect. 16.4, the higher centre-of-mass
energy of FCC allows one to explore a wide previously-uncharted kinematic range in the (x, Q2) plane, where saturation
is expected to set in. Complementary proton–nucleus and electron–nucleus collision programmes at the FCC-hh/eh are both
needed to fully explore this opportunity and also to determine the largely unconstrained nuclear partons densities. Proton–
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Table 16.1 Global properties
measured in central Pb–Pb
collisions (0–5% centrality
class) at √sNN = 2.76 TeV and
extrapolated to 5.5 and 39 TeV
Quantity Pb–Pb 2.76 TeV Pb–Pb 5.5 TeV Pb–Pb 39 TeV
dNch/dη at η = 0 1600 2000 3600
dET/dη at η = 0 1.8–2.0 TeV 2.3–2.6 TeV 5.2–5.8 TeV
Homogeneity volume 5000 fm3 6200 fm3 11,000 fm3
Decoupling time 10 fm/c 11 fm/c 13 fm/c
ε at τ = 1 fm/c 12–13 GeV/fm3 16–17 GeV/fm3 35–40 GeV/fm3
Fig. 16.1 Left: space-time
profile at freeze-out from
hydrodynamical calculations for
central PbPb collisions at√
sNN = 5.5 TeV and 39 TeV.
Right: time evolution of the
QGP temperature as estimated
on the basis of the Bjorken
relation and the
Stefan–Boltzmann equation (see
text for details)
nucleus collisions have the advantage of a larger coverage at small x , e.g. down to x ∼ 10−6 at a rapidity of |y| ≈ 5. On the
other hand, electron–nucleus collisions provide a fully constrained kinematics (precise determination of x and Q2).
16.2 QGP studies: bulk properties and soft observables
A central goal of a heavy-ion programme at a hadron collider is to explore how collective properties emerge from the
fundamental fields of QCD and their non-Abelian interactions. So-called “soft observables”, that is particles at low transverse
momentum, are important in this context since they are the experimentally accessible decay products of the medium that
is formed during the collision, and since they provide the most direct signals of collective behaviour. The QGP phase in
PbPb collisions at √sNN = 39 TeV is expected to have larger volume, lifetime, energy density and temperature than PbPb
collisions at LHC energy. Also, the enlarged spatio-temporal extension of the system created is expected to be accompanied
by larger collective effects and the larger multiplicity per event increases the statistical precision with which statements about
collectivity can be made.
16.2.1 Global characteristics of Pb–Pb collisions
Extrapolating measurements of charged particle multiplicity, transverse energy and femtoscopic correlations at lower energies,
one can obtain estimates for the growth of global event characteristics from LHC to FCC. In particular, up to the top LHC
energy, the growth of charged hadron event multiplicity per unit rapidity in PbPb collisions is consistent with a slowly-rising
power-law: dNch/dη (η = 0) ∝ (√sNN)0.3. As shown in Table 16.1, this amounts to an increase of a factor ∼ 1.8 from LHC
to FCC.
Figure 16.1 (left) shows results for the freeze-out hypersurfaces of central PbPb collisions at different collision energies.
This figure quantifies the expectation that the denser system created at higher collision energy has to expand to a larger
volume and for a longer time before reaching the freeze-out temperature at which decoupling to hadrons sets in. The arrows
overlaid with the freeze-out hypersurface in Fig. 16.1 (left) indicate the transverse flow of the fluid element at decoupling.
This provides quantitative support for the qualitative expectation that in a larger and more long-lived system, collective effects
can grow stronger. In general, the global event characteristics listed in Table 16.1 determine the spatio-temporal extent of the
“cauldron” in which QCD matter evolved, and they constrain the thermodynamic conditions that apply after thermalisation.
The transverse energy per unit rapidity dET/dη (see Table 16.1) measured is of particular importance since it constrains the
initial energy density. The energy density is expected to increase by a factor of two from LHC to FCC, reaching a value of
35 − 40 GeV/fm3 at the time of 1 fm/c [28]. The time-dependence of the QGP plasma temperature for Pb–Pb collisions at
the LHC and at the FCC is plotted in Fig. 16.1 (right). The figure shows that while the increase at a given time is a modest
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30% when going from LHC to FCC, the thermalisation time of the system is expected to be significantly smaller. One may
reach initial temperatures as large as T0 ≈ 800 − 1000 MeV at the time O(0.02 fm/c) after which both nuclei traverse each
other at FCC energies.
16.2.2 Collective phenomena from heavy-ion to pp collisions
One of the most important characteristics of flow-like phenomena in heavy-ion collisions is the study of the azimuthal
dependence of particle production. For a single inclusive hadron spectrum, this can be done, for instance, by measuring the
azimuthal harmonics vn in a Fourier decomposition in the azimuthal angle ϕ with respect to the nucleus–nucleus reaction
plane orientation. At FCC energies, the two-fold larger multiplicity in central PbPb collisions may open up the possibility to
carry out flow measurements on an event-by-event basis and to become sensitive to dependencies of transport coefficients
that are very difficult to address at the LHC. For example, the different azimuthal coefficients vn are sensitive to the various
possibilities for the temperature dependence of shear viscosity to entropy density ratio, η/s(T ), and this sensitivity becomes
stronger with increasing multiplicity and for higher harmonics. This is illustrated in the CERN Yellow Report [28] using the
theoretical framework described in Ref. [397].
In recent years, surprisingly, small and dense systems probed in high multiplicity p–A and pp collisions were found to display
flow-like phenomena. In particular, pAu, dAu and 3HeAu collisions at RHIC, as well as pPb and high-multiplicity pp collisions
at the LHC have been shown to feature similar ridge-like structures, v2 anisotropy and, in some of the systems, including
high-multiplicity pp collisions, even v3 anisotropy as seen in collisions between large nuclei [137,398–403]. These findings
raise fundamental questions about whether the flow-like patterns in small and dense systems are only similar in appearance to
what one observes in heavy-ion collisions, or whether the idea of a minimal scale for the onset of collective phenomena needs
to be revisited. As illustrated in the CERN Yellow Report [28], the high-multiplicity tail of event-distributions in proton–proton
collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV will become accessible at the FCC-hh up to multiplicities of at least 100 charged particles per
unit of pseudorapidity. This makes it feasible to apply statistically-demanding analysis techniques for the identification of
flow-like phenomena, such as higher-order cumulant analyses, across system size, including the smallest pp collision system.
16.3 QGP studies: hard probes
16.3.1 Jet quenching
The modification of jet properties in heavy-ion collisions with respect to the proton–proton case, commonly referred to as jet
quenching, results from the interaction of jet constituents with the QGP that they traverse. Over the last few years, as several
jet properties were measured in heavy-ion collisions, the theoretical understanding of jet–QGP interactions has evolved from
the early descriptions of single parton energy loss towards an overall understanding of how full jets are modified by the QGP.
The increase in centre-of-mass energy, the abundance of probes, especially those involving electroweak bosons together with
jets, and the qualitatively new processes available (e.g. boosted systems, see below) make of the FCC-hh the best-suited future
machine for a deeper understanding of this physics.
Hard processes at FCC-hh energies
The large increase in energy and luminosity from the LHC to the FCC provides new tools to study the matter created in
the collisions of heavy ions. In Fig. 16.2 (left), cross sections for different processes and different energies are computed
with MCFM [404] at the highest available order. The increases amount to a factor ∼ 6 for beauty production, ∼ 10 for Z
production, ∼ 20 for Z + jet and ∼ 80 for top production. The large yields in Z+jets (several tens of millions) will enable the
study of the jet quenching process with excellent calibration of the jet energy. In principle, the measurement of the energy
lost by the jet in Z+jet would provide a good experimental measurement of the distribution of the parton energy losses in hot
QCD matter.
The motivations for measurements of top quarks in heavy-ion collisions at FCC are multifold. For example, in p–Pb
collisions the cross sections efficiently probe the nuclear gluon PDFs in a wide range in momentum fraction x at high scale
Q ∼ mt [392] (see Sect. 16.4.1). In Pb–Pb collisions, the top-quark observables are sensitive to the energy-loss of heavy
quarks [405] and by selecting boosted (very high-pT) top quarks one could also probe the QGP medium at later times as the
decays of boosted top quarks become Lorentz time dilated (see next section). For example, the estimated measurable yields
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Fig. 16.2 Left:
√
s-dependence of the cross sections for hard processes
of interest for a heavy-ion programme, calculated with MCFM [404] at
the highest available order. Right: expected top-quark pT distribution
in PbPb in the fully-leptonic decay modes at √sNN = 39 TeV after
acceptance and efficiency cuts with the statistical uncertainties for the
baseline scenario L int = 33 nb−1 (adapted from [392])
(using per-month luminosities from Sect. 2.3) with realistic analysis cuts and conservative 50% efficiency for b-jet tagging
are 3.1 (baseline L int) – 10.3 (ultimate) ×105 in Pb–Pb collisions for tt → bb  νν.
As mentioned above, the pT reach of top quarks in Pb–Pb collisions is of special importance for QGP studies. Figure 16.2
(right) shows the estimated pT spectrum of the yields (per year) in Pb–Pb collisions for top-quark pair production. The figure
indicates that one could measure top quarks up to approximately pT ≈ 1.8 TeV/c, even considering only one run in the
baseline luminosity scenario. At mid-rapidity, pT as large as this would correspond approximately to a factor of 10 time
dilation in the top decay (see next section).
Another potential novel probe of the QGP medium at FCC energies is the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson has a lifetime of
τ ≈ 50 fm/c, which is much larger than the time extent of the QGP phase. It has been argued that the Higgs boson interacts
strongly with the quarks and gluons of the QGP and the interactions induce its decay in the gluon–gluon or quark–antiquark
channels, thus depleting the branching ratio to the most common “observation” channels γγ or ZZ" [394]. More recent detailed
theoretical calculations, including virtual corrections, predict however no visible suppression of the scalar boson [406]. The
cross section for Higgs boson production in Pb–Pb collisions is expected to increase by a factor larger than 20 when going
from √sNN = 5.5 TeV to √sNN = 39 TeV [393]. The statistical significance of the Higgs boson observation in the γγ decay
channel in one Pb–Pb run at FCC-hh was estimated to be 5.5 (9.5) σ in the baseline (ultimate) luminosity scenarios [393].
Boosted tops and the space-time picture of the QGP
The FCC will provide large rates of highly-boosted heavy particles, such as tops, Z and W bosons. It is expected that when
these particles decay the density profile of the QGP has already evolved. It has been argued that the hadronically-decaying W
bosons in events with a tt¯ pair can provide unique insights into the time structure of the QGP [391]. This is because the time
decays of the top and the W bosons are followed by a time-delay in the interaction of the decay products of the W boson with
the surrounding medium due to a colour coherence effect. The sum of the three times, that reaches values of several fm/c for
boosted tops, would be the time at which the interaction with the QGP begins, providing a unique way to directly measure
the time structure of the QGP evolution. In addition, due to colour coherence effects, energy loss would be initially absent
for the colour-singlet qq decay products of a highly-boosted W boson: the two quarks would start to be quenched only when
their distance becomes larger than the colour correlation length of the medium, which depends on the transport coefficient qˆ
(the average transverse momentum squared that particles exchange with the medium per unit mean-free path) [407].
The effect on the reconstructed masses of the top and W is studied, for tt¯ events decaying semileptonically, with different
energy loss scenarios as a proof of concept of the potential of these observables to access completely novel quantities in
heavy-ion collisions. As shown in Fig. 16.3 (left), times in the range 0.3 − 3 fm/c are obtained when adding the time delay
from Lorentz boosts of the decaying top quark and W boson and the time in which a singlet antenna remains in a colour
coherent state.
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Fig. 16.3 Left: total delay time for qˆ = 4 GeV2/fm as a function of
the top transverse momentum (black dots) and its standard deviation
(error bars). The average contribution of each component is shown as a
coloured stack band. The dashed line corresponds to a qˆ = 1 GeV2/fm.
Right: reconstructed W boson mass at FCC energies √sNN = 30 TeV,
as a function of the top pT. The upper axis refers to the average total
time delay of the corresponding top pT bin
The reconstructed W jet mass as a function of top transverse momentum at √sNN = 39 TeV is shown in Fig. 16.3 (right). For
details of the simulation and reconstruction procedure see [391]. The shaded region corresponds to the statistical uncertainty
obtained with a bootstrap analysis considering central Pb–Pb collisions for L int = 30 nb−1 for the Pb–Pb energy loss scenarios
and L int = 2 fb−1 for the pp reference. Energy loss was simulated considering that all particles, except the W boson decay
products, lose 15% of their initial momentum. Average time delays τm = 1; 2.5; 5 and 10 fm/c were considered as effective
QGP time evolution profiles. Figure 16.3 (right) shows a clear separation between the totally quenched case and those in
which the time-delay effectively reduces the interaction with the QGP and hence the quenching, especially for the highest
boosts considered that will be accessible at the FCC. This large sensitivity will only be possible at the FCC and partially at
the HE-LHC, while only marginally with the present LHC programme [391].
16.3.2 Heavy flavour and quarkonia
Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) are among the hard probes that have provided important insights on the formation and
the characteristics of the QGP [408]. On one hand, quarkonium states are sensitive to the formation and to the temperature
of a deconfined plasma via the mechanism of colour-charge screening, which is thought to be to some extent balanced by
the recombination of heavy quarks and antiquarks from the plasma. On the other hand, the production of hadrons with open
heavy flavour is sensitive to the QGP-induced modification of the momentum and direction of heavy quarks, thus providing
insight on the interaction mechanisms of heavy quarks with the constituents of the QGP and on its transport properties.
Here the focus is on a few selected aspects that could represent novel or particularly remarkable observations at FCC energy,
namely: (i) large production of thermal charm from interactions of light quarks and gluons within the QGP; (ii) observation
of an enhancement of charmonium production with respect to the binary scaling of the yields in pp collisions, as consequence
of (re)generation; (iii) observation of a colour screening and (re)generation for the most tightly-bound quarkonium state, the
ϒ(1S).
Thermal charm production
Interactions between gluons or light quarks of the QGP can lead to the production of cc pairs if the energy in the centre of
mass of the interaction is of the order of twice the charm quark mass
√
sˆ ∼ 2 mc ∼ 3 GeV. In Sect. 16.2.1 it was estimated that
an initial temperature T0 larger than 800 MeV could be reached at FCC. In Ref. [396] a detailed hydrodynamical calculation
gives T0 = 580 MeV at initial time τ0 = 0.6 fm/c for LHC (√sNN = 5.5 TeV) and T0 = 840 MeV at τ0 = 0.3 fm/c for FCC.
With these QGP temperatures a sizeable fraction of the gluons and light quarks have energies larger than the charm quark
mass and cc pairs can be produced in their interactions. This production is concentrated in the initial ∼ 1 fm/c of the QGP
evolution.
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Fig. 16.4 Time-evolution of
the cc yield (per unit of rapidity
at midrapidity) for central
Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 39 TeV [395,396]
Figure 16.4 shows the predictions [395,396] for the time-dependence of the cc rapidity density at mid-rapidity in central Pb–
Pb collisions at FCC. The value at the initial time τ0 corresponds to the initial hard-scattering cross section. Both calculations
show a rapid increase after τ0 with a final value that is up to 80% larger than the initial production. The increase obtained for top
LHC energy is of about 15%. The thermal charm production would result in an enhancement of charmed hadron production
at very low pT, with respect to the expectation from binary scaling of the production in pp collisions, after correction for the
nuclear initial-state effects (PDF modification), that should be measured using proton–nucleus collisions. This enhancement
provides a handle on the temperature of the QGP.
The abundance of charm quarks also has an effect on the QGP equation of the state: the inclusion of the charm quark in
the lattice QCD calculations results in a sizeable increase of P/T 4 ∝ nd.o.f. for T > 400 MeV, as discussed in the CERN
Yellow Report [28].
Quarkonium suppression and (re)generation
The measurements of the nuclear modification factor of J/ψ at the LHC [409–411] are described by models that include
dissociation caused by colour-charge screening and a contribution of recombination (usually denoted (re)generation) from
deconfined c and c quarks in the QGP [412–414]. The (re)generation contribution is expected to be proportional to the rapidity
density of cc pairs in the QGP. Therefore, it is predicted to be much larger at FCC than LHC energies, as a consequence of
the larger hard-scattering production cross section of cc pairs and the possible sizeable thermal production, discussed in the
previous section. This could lead to the observation of an enhancement of J/ψ production with respect to binary scaling of
the yield in pp collisions, i.e. RAA > 1, which would be a striking evidence of cc recombination from a deconfined QGP.
Figure 16.5 (left) shows the predicted J/ψ RAA at FCC energy, as obtained with the Statistical Hadronization Model [415].
The model predicts RAA(pT > 0) > 1 in central collisions and an increase of about 40% with respect to top LHC energy.
The measurement of ϒ production would be particularly interesting at the high energies and temperatures reached at the
FCC. The LHC data are consistent with a scenario in which the excited states 2S and 3S are partially or totally suppressed by
colour screening, while the 1S, which is the most tightly bound state, has no or little direct melting. Its suppression by about
50% can be attributed to the lack of feed-down from the (melted) higher states (see e.g. Ref. [408] for a recent review). At
FCC energies, on one hand, the temperature could be large enough to determine a full melting even of the tightly-bound 1S
state, on the other hand the large abundance of bb pairs in the QGP could induce substantial ϒ (re)generation. The possibly
large effect of (re)generation of bottomonia from b and b quarks is illustrated by the prediction of the Statistical Hadronisation
Model [414,416] for the RAA of ϒ(1S) as a function of centrality, shown in the right panel of Fig. 16.5. The predictions are
calculated for values of dσbb/dy in nucleon–nucleon collisions ranging from 73 to 163 μb, as obtained at NLO [417], which
result in 15–40 bb pairs in central Pb–Pb collisions. The resulting ϒ(1S) RAA in central Pb–Pb collisions is predicted to range
between 0.3 and 1.2. The role of the two effects – degree of survival of initial bottomonia and contribution of (re)generation
– could be separated by means of precise measurements of the bb cross section and of the B meson and ϒ RAA and elliptic
flow v2 (the regenerated ϒ states could exhibit a v2 such that 0 < vϒ2 < vB2 ).
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Fig. 16.5 Nuclear modification factor RAA of J/ψ (left) and ϒ(1S) mesons (right) at LHC and FCC energies as a function of the collision centrality
(number of participant nucleons) [414,415]
16.4 Nuclear PDF measurements and search for saturation
16.4.1 Studies in hadronic pA and AA collisions
Small-x PDFs, factorisation, saturation
Parton saturation [418,419] is based on the idea that standard linear parton branching leads, at small values of momentum
fraction x , to parton densities so high that non-linear dynamics (like gluon recombination) becomes important and parton
densities are tamed to grow from power-like to logarithmically. Non-linear effects are expected to become important when
the density of gluons per unit transverse area exceeds a certain limit, the saturation density. This regime of QCD is interesting
in its own right, to study non-linear dynamics of gluon fields in a controlled environment, but it is also important as an initial
state for collisions of nuclei in which a Quark-Gluon Plasma is formed.
In the framework of QCD collinear factorisation, Parton Distribution Functions of nucleons inside nuclei (nuclear PDFs)
can be obtained in standard global fit analysis with the usual linear evolution equations. The differences with respect to free
nucleon PDFs are parameterised in a nuclear modification factor RAi (x, Q2) with i = g, qvalence, qsea (see e.g. Ref. [420]).
The description of present data with this approach is excellent and no sign of tension has been found yet. However, collinear
factorisation is expected to break down when the gluon phase-space becomes saturated. In these conditions, the small-x
partons in the nuclear wave function would act coherently, not independently as assumed with factorisation. The Colour Glass
Condensate (CGC) is the non-perturbative, but weak coupling description of such a system, which relies on resummation of
powers of parton density (see e.g. Ref. [421]). The onset of saturation is usually discussed in terms of the saturation momen-
tum Q2S, defined as the scale at which the transverse area of the nucleus is completely saturated and gluons start to overlap.
It can be shown that Q2S ∼ A1/3
(√
sNN
)λ
eλy , with λ ≈ 0.3 [28]. Saturation affects the processes in the region Q2 <∼ Q2S
therefore, the regime of high gluon density is best accessed at a high-√sNN hadron collider with measurements at low pT and
forward rapidity, which probe small x and small Q2. At present, no conclusive evidence has been provided for the existence
of parton saturation, although a number of observations are consistent with its expectations [28]. In order to firmly establish
the existence of this new high-energy regime of QCD and clarify the validity of the different approaches to factorisation and
evolution, new kinematic regions must be explored using higher collision energies in order to have a large lever arm in Q2 in a
region that, while perturbative, lies inside the saturation domain. The FCC offers the energies and the possibility of combining
proton and nuclear beams, as are required for a detailed understanding of the mechanism underlying saturation, see Fig. 16.6.
There is a strong complementarity between the physics programmes at hadron colliders and at the proposed electron–
hadron colliders (Electron-Ion Collider in the USA [422], Large Hadron Electron Collider LHeC [69] and FCC-eh). With a
kinematic reach in the TeV scale in the c.m.s. (Fig. 16.6, left), the latter two projects are well-positioned to reach conclusive
evidence for the existence of a new non-linear regime of QCD. They are clearly complementary to the FCC-hh, providing a
precise knowledge of the partonic structure of nucleons and nuclei and of small-x dynamics.
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Fig. 16.6 Regions of the x − Q2 plane covered with nuclear DIS and
Drell–Yan data and with p–A and e–A collisions at RHIC, LHC, HE-
LHC and FCC (left) and exclusive quarkonium photoproduction in γ–A
collisions (right). For p–A at the LHC and the FCC, thin lines correspond
to different rapidities in the laboratory frame ylab = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
from right to left, with the left edge defined by ylab = 6.6. Values of
Q2S(x) for Pb are shown for illustration
Searching for saturation with forward-rapidity photons and di-jets in pA collisions
A full discussion of the observable sensitive to saturation at FCC-hh can be found in the CERN Yellow Report [28]. Here the
focus is on two observables, both of which require measurements at a forward rapidity of y ≈ 4 or larger: single-inclusive
spectra of photons and hadrons and azimuthal correlations of dijets.
Single-inclusive measurements of charged hadrons, and photons and jets are the simplest observables that probe the gluon
density. The two latter are somewhat safer from a theoretical point of view, as they are to a large extent free from hadronisation
effects. Photons are sensitive to the small-x gluons via the dominant quark–gluon Compton scattering, as well as hadrons
through underlying gluon–gluon scattering that fragments into hadrons at moderate pT values. As shown in Fig. 16.6 (left),
measurements at mid-rapidity and pT < 10 GeV/c at the FCC potentially cover the saturation region with Q ≈ pT and
x in the range 10−5–10−4, which is at much lower x and therefore larger gluon density than measurements at the LHC.
Forward measurements, e.g. at y ≈ 4, would be even more interesting, as they cover x ≈ 10−6. Figure 16.7 (left) shows the
ratios of pT-differential cross sections of direct photons at rapidity 4 and 6 with respect to rapidity 2, calculated in the CGC
framework [423,424]: saturation is expected to lead to a strong suppression for pT < 10 GeV/c (the high-pT suppression at
η = 6 is an artifact of the calculation).
Forward dijets offer more potential to experimentally constrain the x region probed, in particular at low pT. CGC models
predict a characteristic suppression of the recoil jet, because (mini-)jets can be produced by scattering a parton off the
colour field in the nucleus where the recoil momentum is carried by multiple gluons, unlike in a standard (semi-)hard 2-to-2
scattering where all the recoil momentum is carried by a single jet [423,425]. First measurements of di-hadron correlations at
forward rapidity at RHIC show hints of the predicted suppression of recoil yield. However, the measurements are close to the
kinematic limit and other mechanisms have been proposed to explain the suppression. The FCC has a large potential for recoil
measurements of hadrons, photons and jets, probing a broad range in x and Q2, while staying far away from the kinematic
limit. Figure 16.7 shows the expected broadening of the ϕ distribution in pPb with respect to pp collisions (middle) for dijets
at forward rapidity [426,427], as well as the expected nuclear modification factor for dijets as a function of the transverse
momentum of the leading jet pT,jet, in the recoil region (right). A clear suppression is visible in the recoil region persisting to
much larger pT,jet > 100 GeV/c than at the LHC, where the suppression is small at pT,jet ≈ 50 GeV/c. These calculations
clearly show saturation effects up to high pT, much larger than QS, as long as the dijet transverse momentum imbalance does
not exceed a few times QS.
Constraining nuclear parton densities at large Q2
Several final states allow the constraint of nPDFs at large Q2 at the FCC-hh [28]: W and Z bosons, dijets, top quarks. The focus
here is on the latter case, because it is a unique opportunity offered by the FCC-hh’s increase of energy over the LHC, and it
offers the possibility to access the nuclear PDF at the unprecedented large scale Q = mtop [392,393] in an experimentally
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Fig. 16.7 Left: ratio of direct photons at forward rapidities η = 2, 4, 6 obtained in the CGC formalism in pPb collisions [423,424]. Middle:
Forward dijet ϕ correlation in pPb compared to pp collisions at FCC [426]. Right: nuclear modification factor of back-to-back dijets at LHC and
FCC energies
Fig. 16.8 Left: FCC pseudodata for the nuclear modification factor
for top production in PbPb collisions. Middle and right: original EPS09
gluon nuclear modification at Q = mtop and estimated improvement
obtained by reweighting using the PbPb (middle panel) and pPb (right
panel). The figures are adapted from Ref. [392]
and theoretically well-controlled fashion. To estimate the impact that the FCC would have on nuclear gluon densities, the
computed top-pair cross sections in pp, pPb and PbPb with analysis cuts (see [28]) have been binned in the rapidity, y, of
the decay leptons of t → W → . Figure 16.8 (left) shows PbPb pseudodata for the expected nuclear modification factors of
the decay leptons. The effects that these, and the pPb, pseudodata would have in the EPS09 [428] global fit of nuclear PDFs
are quantified via the Hessian reweighting technique [429] and shown in the middle and right panels of the figure. The nPDF
uncertainties are reduced by more than 50% over a large range of x .
16.4.2 Exclusive photoproduction of heavy quarkonia
Charged particles accelerated at high energies generate electromagnetic fields that can be considered as quasireal γ beams of
very low virtuality Q2 < 1/R2 [430–432], where R is the radius of the charge, i.e., Q2 ≈ 0.08 GeV2 for protons (R ≈ 0.7 fm),
and Q2 < 4 · 10−3 GeV2 for nuclei (RA ≈ 1.2 A1/3 fm). Given that the photon flux scales with the square of the emitting
charge (Z2), the emission of quasireal photons from the Pb-ion is strongly enhanced compared to that from proton beams
(although the latter feature large photon energies). The maximum centre-of-mass energies of photon-induced interactions in
“ultraperipheral” collisions (UPCs) of proton [433] and lead (Pb) beams [434] – occurring at impact parameters larger than
the sum of their radii – at the FCC are W maxγ p = 10 TeV and W maxγ A = 7 TeV.
Exclusive photoproduction of vector mesons in UPCs of protons or ions is depicted in Fig. 16.9 (left). Since the gluon
couples directly to the c or b quarks and the cross section is proportional to the gluon density squared in such processes, they
provide a very clean probe of the gluon density in the “target” hadron, with the large mass of quarkonia providing a hard scale
for pQCD calculations. Their measured cross sections rise steeply with photon-hadron centre-of-mass energy Wγ p, following
a power-law dependence W δγ p with δ = 0.7–1.2 [435,436], reflecting the steep rise in the gluon density in the hadrons at
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Fig. 16.9 Left: diagram
representing exclusive
quarkonia photoproduction in
UPCs. Right: dependence of the
exclusive J/ψ photoproduction
cross section on the
photon-hadron c.m. energy in
the regions covered by HERA,
LHC and future FCC
studies [159]
increasingly lower values of parton fractional momentum x (Fig. 16.9, right). At the FCC, J/ψ and ϒ photoproduction will
reach photon-hadron c.m. energies as large as Wγ p ≈ 10 TeV, and thereby probe the gluon density in the proton and nucleus
in an unexplored region down to x ≈ M2J/ψ,ϒ/W 2γ p ≈ 10−7, at least two orders of magnitude below the range probed
at the LHC (Fig. 16.6, right). The evolution of the cross section with energy is very sensitive to the underlying small-x
dynamics as shown by the bands in Fig. 16.9 (right) showing different theoretical predictions based on LO and NLO pQCD
calculations [437], colour dipole formalism [438], and gluon saturation approaches (CGC) [159].
16.4.3 Electron–nucleus collisions
The FCC-eh offers huge possibilities for studies of electron–nucleus collisions. With a centre-of-mass energy of 2.2 TeV per
nucleon and an instantaneous luminosity of 5.4×1033 cm−2s−1 in ePb, see Sect. 2.4, it will enlarge the kinematic region in x
and Q2 presently studied in DIS by four orders of magnitude towards smaller x and larger Q2. This is illustrated in Fig. 16.6
(left) where the region explored in ePb at the FCC-eh is shown [439] together with those accessible with the same colliding
system at the LHeC and with pPb collisions at LHC and FCC-hh. The enlargement factor will be of roughly one order of
magnitude With respect to the LHeC, see [440].
Such huge enhancement of the kinematic region to be explored implies completely new possibilities for the characterisation
of the partonic structure of nuclei, at the level of both standard collinear parton densities and their transverse profile. These
points will be developed in the following subsections. It will also provide large opportunities to discover and characterise a
possible new non-linear regime of QCD driven by density, see Sect. 5.3.2. All these aspects, and others not mentioned here
due to space limitations, will have a large impact on the understanding of heavy-ion collisions at high energies [441].
Determination of nuclear parton densities
Nuclear parton densities (nPDFs) are basically unknown at present for x < 10−2, see e.g. [440,442]. This is due to the
restricted kinematic region explored by present experiments, see Fig. 16.6 (left), and the fact that from the ∼ 1000 points
used in present extractions of nPDFs, only ∼ 50 are for a Pb nucleus, the others corresponding to 13 other nuclei. If neutrino
DIS data are included, ∼ 800 data points on Pb are added but in a restricted region in x − Q2. These facts make a fit to a
single nucleus impossible. On the other hand, eA collisions at the FCC-eh will allow the extraction of all PDFs for a single
nucleus, by making use of both neutral and charge currents and of heavy flavour measurements [445]. Therefore, these studies
will produce not only large improvements in the precision of nPDFs but also a brand new view of the partonic structure of a
nucleus.
The possibilities at the EIC and the HL-LHC are discussed in [440] and here the results of the ultimate determination of
the parton densities in a Pb nucleus at the FCC-eh are shown. The analysis [439] was done in the xFitter framework, and
considers 150 (484) ePb data points for the FCC-eh (LHeC) (see Sect. 5.3.1) with standard HERAPDF2.0 parameterisation,
tolerance and cuts. The results, illustrated in Fig. 16.10, show that a complete analysis for the Pb nucleus is possible and
that the uncertainties will be largely diminished compared to the present situation. With the lack of knowledge about nPDFs
producing large uncertainties in the interpretation and, above all, in the precise characterisation of the properties of the medium
produced in high-energy heavy-ion collisions it is expected that this result will have large implications on nucleus-nucleus
collisions.
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Fig. 16.10 Uncertainty in the determination of the ratio of the gluon
distribution in a Pb nucleus over that in a proton, at the FCC-eh, the
LHeC and its combination. Also show is the result of a recent analysis
[442]. Note that while at the FCC-eh a tolerance criterium χ2 = 1 can
be used, it being a single experiment, present analyses use a much larger
value (∼ 50) in order to accommodate data from different experiments
and types of collisions. Note also that in present analysis the glue is
basically unknown both for x < 0.01 and for x > 0.2, with the shape
of the uncertainty band dictated by the functional form of the initial
conditions
Fig. 16.11 Reduced cross
sections for inclusive diffraction
in ePb in different kinematic
regions that could be measured
at the FCC-eh (see Sect. 5.3.2),
ξ being the fraction of the
nucleon momentum taken by the
diffractive system and β the
fraction of momentum of the
diffractive system taken by the
parton struck. Red and green
points correspond to two
different models for the nuclear
effects on DPDFs [443]
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Fig. 16.12 Left: energy dependence of the cross section at t = 0 for coherent diffraction [444] for Q2 = 5 ÷ 10 GeV2. Right: t-differential cross
section for coherent and incoherent diffractive production of J/ψ in ePb for photoproduction at different energies [444]
Diffraction
The FCC-eh will extend previous analyses of the diffractive parton densities, DPDFs – the conditional probabilities of finding
partons in a hadron or nucleus, with the hadron or nucleus remaining intact - to a much larger kinematic region in ep. On
the other hand, DPDFs in nuclei have never been measured and they could be in a large kinematic region at the FCC-eh as
illustrated in Fig. 16.11, see Sect. 5.3.2.
On the other hand, there are also large possibilities to measure exclusive production of vector mesons (J/ψ in this case), both
for coherent diffraction ePb → ePb+ J/ψ where the nucleus remain intact and for incoherent diffraction ePb → ePb∗ + J/ψ
where the nucleus dissociates. The former dominates at small momentum transfer while the latter does at large momentum
transfer. This is illustrated in Fig. 16.12. While these measurements required detailed studies on forward instrumentation,
they are known to be very sensitive to the transverse distribution of partons in the nucleus, its smooth or lumpy distribution
and the possible existence of non-linear effects [446].
16.5 Contributions to other sectors of high-energy physics
16.5.1 γγ collisions
Photon-photon collisions in UPCs of proton [433] and Pb beams [434] have been experimentally observed at the LHC [448–
451]. Although the γ spectrum is harder for smaller charges –which favours proton over nuclear beams in the production of
heavy diphoton systems– each photon flux scales with the squared charge of the hadron, Z2, and thus γγ luminosities are
extremely enhanced for ion beams (Z4 = 5 ·107 in the case of PbPb). The figure of merit for UPC processes is the effective γγ
luminosity, dLeff/dWγγ ≡ LAB dLγ γ /dWγγ, where LAB is the collider luminosity for the A B system and dLγγ/dWγγ is the
photon–photon luminosity as a function of the γγ centre-of-mass energy Wγγ, obtained integrating the two photon fluxes over
all rapidities y. Figure 16.13 (left) shows a comparison of the dLeff/dWγγ reachable as a function of Wγγ for five different
colliding systems at LHC and FCC energies. Two-photon centre-of-mass energies at the FCC will for the first time reach the
range beyond 1 TeV. Clearly, Pb–Pb at √sNN = 39 TeV provides the largest two-photon luminosities of all colliding systems.
The vertical lines in Fig. 16.13 (left) show the thresholds for photon-fusion production of Higgs, W+W−, ZZ, and t¯t, which
are sensitive to different tests of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) [447], such as anomalous quartic-gauge
couplings and top-electroweak moments. In particular, the Higgs boson cross sections are σ(γγ → H) = 1.75 nb and 1.5 pb
in PbPb and pPb collisions at √sNN = 39 and 63 TeV which, for the nominal luminosities per month, imply ∼ 200 and 45
Higgs bosons produced (corresponding to 110 and 25 bosons in the b¯b decay mode, respectively). Figure 16.13 (right) shows
the expected dijet invariant mass distribution after cuts, with ∼ 21 signal counts over ∼ 28 for the sum of backgrounds in a
window mbb = 117 − 133 GeV around the Higgs peak [447]. Reaching 5σ statistical significance requires to combine two
runs (or two different experiments).
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Fig. 16.13 Left: effective luminosities as a function of γγ c.m. energy
(Wγ γ ) for five colliding systems at FCC and LHC energies and their
nominal luminosities. Right: expected dijet invariant mass distribu-
tion for γγ production of H(b¯b) (hatched Gaussian) and qq¯ continuum
(dashed line) in PbPb (√sNN = 39 TeV) UPCs, after event selection
and reconstruction [447]
The very rare elastic scattering of two photons in vacuum γγ → γγ was recently observed for the first time in UPCs
at the LHC [452,453]. The increase in γγ → γγ yields from LHC to FCC is of O(200) thanks to factors of ×30 larger
cross sections times luminosities, and ×2 in the experimental acceptance [454,455]. At the FCC, due to the higher diphoton
masses reached, this process may be sensitive to physics beyond the SM through new heavy charged particles contributing to
the virtual loop such as, e.g., from SUSY particles [456]. Light-by-light (LbyL) scattering has also been proposed as a tool
to search for monopoles [457], axions [458,459], unparticles [460], low-scale gravity effects [461], and non-commutative
interactions [462].
16.5.2 Fixed-target collisions using the FCC proton and Pb beams
The fixed-target mode offers specific advantages compared to the collider mode such as accessing the high Feynman xF
domain, achieving high luminosities yet in parasitic way, varying the atomic mass of the target almost at will, and polarising
the target [28,463]. The c.m.s. energy in the fixed-target mode is about 200–300 GeV for Pb and proton beams, respectively.
The region of central c.m.s. rapidities is highly boosted at an angle with respect to the beam axis of about one degree in the
laboratory frame such that the entire backward hemisphere, yc.m.s. < 0, becomes easily accessible with standard experimental
techniques at 2 < ηlab < 6. A fixed-target setup would allow one to significantly extend a large number of measurements
carried out at RHIC towards very backward rapidities with much larger luminosities. As it was discussed in [463], RHIC
luminosities in pp collisions at 200 GeV are limited and do not allow the study of vector boson production close to threshold
which probes the large x content in the proton and nucleus, 0.7 and above. These studies become possible with fixed-
target collisions at FCC. With a longitudinally polarised target, vector boson production gives access to (anti)quark helicity
distributions in the proton at very large x . With deuterium and helium targets, measurements can also be carried out on the
neutron. Using a transversely polarised target allows one to access transverse-momentum dependent distributions (TMDs)
which are connected to the orbital angular momentum carried by the partons at larger scales than with any other facilities.
Given the similarities with a setup like AFTER@LHC, the reader is also guided to Refs. [464] for more in-depth discussions
on the physics reach of the fixed-target mode above the 100 GeV domain.
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A FCC physics workshops and reports
The major physics meetings organised so far in the course of the FCC study are listed below. In addition to the following
extended events, a multitude of shorter, periodic working group meetings have taken place. They can be found at the Indico
meeting categories listed below. FCC physics has also been the subject of many events organised worldwide outside of the
FCC study proper, which will not be documented here.
A.1 Physics workshops organised within the FCC study
A.1.1 FCC-ee
Starting in 2012, LEP3, then TLEP workshops took place under the umbrella of EUCARD; starting in July 2013 they become
integrated in the FCC design study.
– 5th TLEP Workshop “TLEP physics and technology”, Fermilab, 25–26 July 2013 (Org.: P. Azzi, M. Carena, A. Gritsan,
M. Klute, S. Malik, F. Piccinini, C. Quigg, M. Schmitt, C. Tully, M. Zanetti, F. Zimmermann), https://indico.cern.ch/
event/246137/.
– 6th TLEP Workshop, CERN, 16–18 October 2013, (Org: R. Aleksan, P. Azzi, A. Blondel, J. R. Ellis, P. Janot, M.
Koratzinos, F. Zimmermann), https://indico.cern.ch/event/257713/.
– FCC-ee/TLEP physics workshop (TLEP7), CERN, 19–21 June 2014, (Org: A. Blondel, J. Ellis, C. Grojean, P. Janot).
https://indico.cern.ch/event/313708/.
– FCC-ee (TLEP) Physics Workshop (TLEP8), LPNHE Paris, 27–29 October 2014, (Org: R. Aleksan, S. Laplace, L.
Marquet, L. Roos, P. Slavich, D. Varouchas), https://indico.cern.ch/event/337673/.
– FCC-ee (TLEP) Physics Workshop (TLEP9), SNS Pisa, 3–5 February 2015, (Org: G. Rolandi, R. Tenchini), https://indico.
cern.ch/event/357188/.
– 1st FCC-ee mini-workshop on Detector Requirements, CERN, 17–18 June 2015, (Org: C. Leonidopoulos, G. Rolandi,
M. Dam), https://indico.cern.ch/event/393093/.
– FCC-ee mini-workshop on “Precision Observables and Radiative Corrections”, CERN, 13–14 July 2015, (Org: J. Ellis,
C. Grojean, S. Heinemeyer), https://indico.cern.ch/event/387296/.
– First FCC-ee workshop on Higgs physics, CERN, 24–25 Sept. 2015, (Org: K. Peters, M. Klute), https://indico.cern.ch/
event/401590/.
– Workshop on high-precision αs measurements: from LHC to FCC-ee, 12–13 October 2015, (Org: D. d’Enterria, P. Skands),
https://indico.cern.ch/event/392530/.
– FCC-ee Mini-Workshop: “Physics Behind Precision”, CERN, 2–3 February 2016, (Org: P. Azzi, F. Blekman, E. Locci,
F. Piccinini, R. Tenchini), https://indico.cern.ch/event/469561/.
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– 10th FCC-ee Physics Workshop, CERN, CERN, 2–3 February 2016, (Org: P. Azzi, F. Blekman, A. Blondel, J. Ellis, C.
Grojean, P. Janot, E. Locci, F. Piccinini, R. Tenchini), https://indico.cern.ch/event/469576/.
– Parton Radiation and Fragmentation from LHC to FCC-ee, CERN, 21–22 Nov 2016, (Org: P. Skands, D. d’Enterria),
https://indico.cern.ch/event/557400/.
– 2nd mini-workshop on FCC-ee detector requirements CERN, 23–24 November 2016, (Org: A. Cattai, G. Rolandi, M.
Dam), https://indico.cern.ch/event/570415/.
– Mini workshop: Precision EW and QCD calculations for the FCC studies: methods and tools, CERN 12–13 January 2018,
(Org: A. Blondel, J. Gluza, P. Janot), https://indico.cern.ch/event/669224/.
– FCC-ee mini-workshop on Flavours, CERN, 31 Jan.–1 Feb. 2018, (Org: J. F. Kamenik S. Monteil), https://indico.cern.
ch/event/687191/.
– 11th FCC-ee workshop: Theory and Experiments, CERN, 8–11 Jan 2019, (Org: A. Blondel, M. Dam, J. Gluza, C. Grojean,
P. Janot), https://indico.cern.ch/event/766859/.
A.1.2 FCC-hh
– Ions at the Future Hadron Collider, Dec 16–17 2013, https://indico.cern.ch/event/288576/.
– BSM physics opportunities at 100 TeV, Febr 10–11 2014, https://indico.cern.ch/event/284800/.
– 1st Future Hadron Collider Workshop, May 26–28 2014, https://indico.cern.ch/event/304759.
– Ions at the Future Circular Collider, Sept 22–23 2014, https://indico.cern.ch/event/331669/.
– Higgs & BSM at 100 TeV, March 11–13 2015, https://indico.cern.ch/event/352868/.
– QCD, EW and tools at 100 TeV, Oct 7–9 2015, https://indico.cern.ch/event/437912/.
– Dark Matter at a future hadron collider, Dec 4–6 2015, https://indico.cern.ch/event/445743/.
A.1.3 FCC-eh
– LHeC and FCC-eh, CERN and Chavanne-de-Bogis, 24–26.6.2015, https://indico.cern.ch/event/356714/.
– Deep Inelastic Scattering, Birmingham, 3–7.4.2017, https://indico.cern.ch/event/568360/.
– LHeC and FCC-eh, CERN, 11-13.9.2017, https://indico.cern.ch/event/639067/.
– Deep Inelastic Scattering, Kobe, 16–20.4.2018, https://indico.cern.ch/event/698368/.
– Electrons for the LHC – LHeC/FCC-eh and PERLE, Orsay, 27–29.6.2018, https://indico.cern.ch/event/698368/.
A.1.4 Common FCC physics events
– LHC, FCC-ee, FCC-hh Interplay, 25 November 2016, https://indico.cern.ch/event/573689/.
– 1st FCC Physics Workshop, January 16–20 2017, https://indico.cern.ch/event/550509/.
– 2nd FCC Physics Workshop, January 15–19 2018, https://indico.cern.ch/event/618254/.
A.2 Physics reports published during the FCC study
A.2.1 FCC-ee
– First Look at the Physics Case of TLEP, Journal Publication [8].
– High-Precision αs Measurements from LHC to FCC-ee, Workshop report [43].
– Physics Behind Precision, Workshop report [465].
– Parton Radiation and Fragmentation from LHC to FCC-ee, Workshop report [103].
– Standard Model Theory for the FCC-ee: The Tera-Z, Workshop report [46].
A.2.2 FCC-hh
– “Physics at 100 TeV”, CERN Yellow Report [466], including:
1. Standard Model processes [25].
2. Higgs and EW symmetry breaking studies [87].
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3. Beyond the Standard Model phenomena [279].
4. Heavy ions at the Future Circular Collider [28].
5. Physics Opportunities with the FCC-hh Injectors [16].
A.3 Indico categories of the FCC physics groups
– FCC-ee: https://indico.cern.ch/category/5259/.
– FCC-hh: https://indico.cern.ch/category/5258/.
– FCC-eh: https://indico.cern.ch/category/1874/.
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